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i
In memory of my father, whose spirit guides me.
For Cynthia, always with me, round the world and back.
For the image of you standing up on the board, coming to me when I faltered.
For Johanna Marie, leading me into the future.
…and in memory of Glen, who provided a Haunt for ideas and for friends.

Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit verortet und analysiert die zeitgenössische Literatur der
hawaiianischen Inseln im Spannungsfeld von Postkolonialismus, Zugehörigkeitsdebatte, und
regionaler Identitätsfindung. Aus deutscher sowie europäischer Sicht bildet sie den ersten
Versuch,

diese

Literatur

dem

Fachpublikum

nahezubringen.

Aber

auch

im

nordamerikanischen Raum sowie im engeren, lokal hawaiianischen Kontext existiert keine
ausführliche integrative Überblicksarbeit zur kontemporären heimischen Literatur. Die Arbeit
gliedert sich in sieben Hauptkapitel, beginnend mit einer Einführung in die Thematik und ihre
Problematik: Hawai’i verfügt heute über eine eigenständige und vielfältige Literatur, die sich
aus mehreren Traditionen speist. Diese ist jedoch außerhalb der Inseln nahezu unbekannt und
wird praktisch nur vor Ort anthologisiert und erforscht. Die weitaus bekannteren oft
stereotypen Texte von Besuchern wie Mark Twain, Robert Louis Stevenson, Jack London und
James A. Michener haben die internationale Sicht auf Hawai’i als zeitlos paradiesischem Ort
westlicher Sehnsucht ebenso geprägt wie die Hochglanzprospekte der Tourismusbranche. Die
lokalen Autoren schreiben gegen diese verzerrten und euro-amerikazentrischen Bilder in
unseren und ihren eigenen Köpfen an. Das zweite Kapitel beschreibt die für die Untersuchung
relevanten theoretischen Fragestellungen. Ausgehend von einer kulturwissenschaftlichen
Perspektive werden verschiedene Elemente aus dem postkolonialen Interpretationsfeld
referiert. Neben einer postkolonialen Lese- und Schreibstrategie sind das diskursive Konzepte
wie Hybridität, Migration, und Regionalismus. Außerdem werden einige Aspekte des
Postmodernismus für den vorliegenden Kontext fruchtbar gemacht. Das dritte Kapitel stellt
drei Vergleichsgebiete vor, an deren Kultur und Literatur sich hawaiianische Texte messen
lassen. Neben der literaturwissenschaftlich gut erforschten Karibik sind das auch die
Literaturen des Südpazifiks und die Asienamerikanische Literatur.
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Das

vierte

Kapitel

beschreibt

die

Entwicklungslinien,

die

zur

heutigen

Literaturproduktion in Hawai’i geführt haben. Die Universität von Hawai’i spielt eine
wesentliche Rolle sowohl als Ort kolonialer Bildung und Bewahrerin eines einseitigen und
diskriminierenden „alten“ Kanons aber auch als Angelpunkt von Autoren, Wissenschaftlern,
und Studierenden und somit der Produktion, Verbreitung und Erforschung lokaler Literatur.
Weiterhin werden das Erwachen eines indigenen Bewusstseins und die Entwicklung einer
weitreichenden „Renaissance“ hawaiianischer Kultur und Tradition sowie die Politisierung
kultureller Praktiken seit

den

Siebziger

Jahren beschrieben. Die

Konsolidierung

asiatischstämmiger Autoren in den Talk Story Konferenzen der späten Siebziger führte zur
Gründung von Bamboo Ridge, einer Kollektive die bis heute lokale Autoren publiziert,
zusammenführt, und unterstützt. Autorenzirkel, Lesungen, aber auch die Mitarbeit in
staatlichen, universitären sowie schulischen Instanzen hat in den letzten beiden Dekaden zu
einer breiteren Bekanntheit dieser Literatur geführt. Weiterhin brachte diese Gruppierung auch
den ersten Versuch einer lokalen Literaturgeschichte hervor, Stephen H. Sumida’s And the
View from the Shore, dem als Meilenstein ein eigenes Unterkapitel gewidmet ist.
Das fünfte und umfangreichste Kapitel ist eine thematisch strukturierte Präsentation
und Untersuchung zeitgenössisch hawaiianischer Literaturproduktion unter den Rubriken
Geschichte, Ethnizität, Sprache, und Ort. In mehreren Unterkapiteln fächern sich diese anhand
von Beispielen und deren Erläuterung weiter auf. Die Prägung Hawaiis durch geschichtliche
Ereignisse wie den japanischen Angriff auf Pearl Harbor sowie die zentrale Bedeutung von
Herkunft und Genealogie bei Ureinwohnern und Immigranten erklären die Häufigkeit von
Texten mit geschichtlicher Thematik. Nach einem kurzen Überblick über die Fakten der
wechselvollen Geschichte Hawaiis stellt die Arbeit dar, wie historische Romane und
Kurzgeschichten vernachlässigte Aspekte der Vergangenheit verhandeln. Die multikulturelle
Bandbreite lokaler Geschichtserfahrung erschließt sich in biografisch ausgerichteter Prosa und
Poesie. Dank der Ära der Zucker- und Ananasplantagen und anderer Faktoren ist das
Bevölkerungsspektrum der Inseln multiethnisch. Die untersuchte Literatur fragt nach den
Eigenschaften und Überzeugungen die den (indigenen) Hawaiianer ausmachen. Außerdem
reflektiert sie Unabhängigkeitsbestrebungen und beschreibt die revidierte Position der
ehemals regierenden Weißen. Asiatische Identitäten werden differenziert von ihr beleuchtet.
Unterschiede und Eigenheiten treten deutlich hervor. Am Beispiel von Lois-Ann Yamanakas
umstrittenen Texten lässt sich ein generelles Problem ethnischer Literaturen aufzeigen: Leser
und Kritiker erwarten allzu oft authentisch repräsentative Fakten in fiktionalen Werken und
unterwerfen

diese

eher

sozialwissenschaftlichen

Fragestellungen

als

sie

mit

literaturtheoretischem Blick verstehen zu wollen. Gleichzeitig werden die unentrinnbare
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Politizität ethnischen Schreibens und die immense Verantwortung des postkolonialen Autors
hier deutlich. Schließlich verhandelt Literatur die Befindlichkeit der vierzig Prozent der
Bevölkerung Hawaiis deren Herkunft sich aus mehreren Ethnizitäten zusammensetzt. Die
Probleme und Chancen multikulturellen Lebens bündeln sich in den Erfahrungen
gemischtrassiger Menschen. In einem postkolonialen Kontext spielen außerdem die
Verwendung und Auswahl von Sprache eine wesentliche Rolle. In Hawai’i hat sich aus dem
frühen „Pidgin,“ einer Handels- und Kommandosprache, eine lebendige Kreolesprache
entwickelt, die noch immer mit der tradierten Sicht als korrumpiertes Englisch befrachtet ist.
Nichtsdestotrotz hat sich Pidgin als tragbare literarische Sprache regionalistischer Prägung
erwiesen. Das indigene Hawaiianisch und seine Stilistik fließen dank vielfältiger
Revitalisierungsbemühungen ebenfalls auf verschiedenen Ebenen in lokale Texte ein. Auch
der Einfluß asiatischer Sprachen lässt sich nachweisen. Zuletzt ist die untersuchte Literatur
eindeutig ortsgebunden. Verschiedene Schichten diskursiver Be-schreibung werden freigelegt
und über-schrieben: Das indigene Hawai’i wird literarisch zurückverlangt, was sich am
eindringlichsten in der Auseinandersetzung mit der „Zielscheiben-Insel“ Kaho’olawe zeigt,
die von den amerikanischen Militärs jahrzehntelang zu Testzwecken beschlagnahmt war und
nunmehr behutsam rekultiviert wird. Weiterhin beschreiben Gedichte und Geschichten eine
spezifisch lokale Befindlichkeit, die sich in einem Gespür und Gefühl für das Land und seine
Eigentümlichkeiten ausdrückt. Auch Gemeinschaft, Nachbarschaft, und Familie lassen sich
räumlich fassen, werden hier zum Ort, zur Heimat. Da Hawai’i aus mehreren Inseln besteht,
gehört auch das umliegende Meer als bedrohlicher oder beschützender Gegenpart mit dazu.
Die genannten Themen und Motive machen das Spezifische moderner Literatur aus
Hawai’i aus. Dies zeigt das fünfte Kapitel anhand von Textbeispielen und Analysen
ausführlich auf. Daran anschließend wird zusammenfassend argumentiert, dass die
Gemeinsamkeiten in Thematik, Ton, und Stil die Unterschiede in den verschiedenen Texten
aufwiegen. Zeitgenössische Literatur aus Hawai’i ist ein eigenständiges Feld, geprägt von
Geschichte und Genealogie, multikultureller Ethnizität, sprachlicher Vielfalt und Eigenheit,
und einer zentralen Bindung an den Ort ihres Entstehens. Zuletzt zeigt ein kurzer Ausblick
mögliche sich anschließende und ergänzende Fragestellungen.
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Abstract
This study is the first to situate contemporary literature from Hawai’i in a comprehensive
framework of current theoretical background, comparative surveys of other relevant
literatures, and Hawaii’s literary history. From a German or even a European perspective, it is
the first Ph. D. dissertation to deal with Hawaii’s literary production at all. Its main thesis is
that the literature resulting from the islands’ history, the pervasive outside representation, and
the unique multicultural setup of the population is fundamentally a Local one, place-bound,
ethnicity-aware, expressed in a variety of linguistic choices. Contemporary literature from
Hawai’i is an exploration of Local identity, providing a multitude of answers to the question
“What is a Hawaiian?”
After an introductory chapter that presents the issues and problems that this study deals
with, the second chapter surveys the theoretical concepts that are utilized in the analysis of the
literature under scrutiny. Based on a Cultural Studies approach, it employs postcolonialism as
a reading and writing strategy, and negotiates the usefulness of postcolonial discourses on
hybridity, migration, and regionalism in a postcolonial context. Postmodernism is briefly
examined with respect to convergence with and differences to postcolonialism. Next, three
other bodies of literature are portrayed as comparative spaces, namely the Caribbean, the
South Pacific, and Asian America. The fourth chapter delineates the traditions and trailblazers
that Hawaii’s contemporary writers draw on and engage with. The local university system, the
‘canon’ of visitor literature, the indigenous cultural revival, and the Asian-dominated
development of avenues for literary production and distribution are portrayed in detail. The
bulk of this study then groups contemporary writings thematically, under the headings
“History,” “Ethnicity,” “Language,” and “Place.” The presentations and analyses of texts
comprise the fifth chapter. The resulting conclusion is offered in the sixth chapter, arguing
that despite all variety and dissension, a common, Local way of writing has evolved. A brief
outlook chapter points out possible directions for further investigation.
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Books have to be read (worse luck, for it takes a long time); it is the only way of discovering what they contain.
A few savage tribes eat them, but reading is the only method of assimilation revealed to the West.
Edward Morgan Forster – Aspects of the Novel1
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Preface
The author wishes to thank her professor and supervisor, Dr. Reingard M. Nischik, for
unceasing support and for believing in my abilities all the way through this project, even when
I did not always believe in them myself. Likewise, I have not forgotten those who encouraged
me when I was close to giving up, namely Muck, Celia, Sandra, Sarah, and Eva. I want to
thank my family for their direct and indirect help in guiding and accompanying me to this
point. I am thankful for the community I have found in Hawai’i, for the honest aloha I have
received and hope to have returned. Very importantly, my gratitude goes to the
Landesgraduiertenförderung for their generous financial support with a two-year grant.
Likewise, I thank the DAAD for their grant that helped me spend a semester on Oahu, and to
the Frauenrat of the University of Konstanz for their Wiedereinstiegsstipendium which
enabled me to finish my dissertation after giving birth to my second daughter. Lastly, another
thank you to everyone who had a kind or respectful word at the right time, who answered
questions or listened to my thoughts and ideas. And I should thank Birgit for enticing me to
that first trip which brought me to the islands, though at the time it seemed merely good luck
or coincidence.
I do not think it was.
Aloha.

1
No alien land in all the world has any deep strong charm for me but that one, no other land could so
longingly and beseechingly haunt me, sleeping and waking, through half a lifetime, as that one has done.
Other things leave me, but it abides; other things change, but it remains the same. For me its balmy airs
are always blowing, its summer seas flashing in the sun; the pulsing of its surfbeat is in my ear; I can see
its garlanded crags, its leaping cascades, its plumy palms drowsing by the shore, its remote summits
floating like islands above the cloud rack; I can feel the spirit of its woodland solitudes, I can hear the
plash of its brooks; in my nostrils still lives the breath of flowers that perished twenty years ago.
Mark Twain – ending a speech at a New York baseball dinner, April 8th, 18891

1. The Map’s Legend: Introduction
In attempting to assist in the drawing of a new map of the world, the revised map of a
postmodern and postcolonial world, why not start at the far ends? Hawai’i is a good place
to begin if only for the reason that it seems so remote, so much more projection, fantasy,
paradise than a real place located firmly in the center of our earth’s vastest ocean.2 The
North Pacific islands are a veritable ‘paradise lost,’ in need of mapping: In every
direction several thousand miles separate them from land, and already Mark Twain’s
famous statement that Hawai’i consists of “the loveliest fleet of islands that lie anchored
in any ocean” indicates that this place may be adrift, moving, elusive: A fleet of ships can
weigh anchor any time, and sail out of sight or reach.
As the title of this study indicates, it intends to ‘map’ contemporary literature
from Hawai’i in English, taking the concept of mapping from Canadian literature,
especially from Aritha van Herk’s seminal essay “Mapping as Metaphor.”3 Mapping
encompasses naming, representing, ordering, but also narrating, interpreting, ‘making’
sense. In a dictionary of Key Concepts in Post-Colonial Studies, ‘mapping’ is defined as
“textualizing the spatial reality of the other, renaming, reinscription, allegorization.”4 Van
1

Twain’s words have become famous and are quoted up to today by the Hawai’i Visitor’s Bureau. The first
one to quote and endorse this ‘dream of islands’ was Jack London in a 1916 Cosmopolitan article. Though
this sensuous overload may resound with a touristic vision of paradise, it is a fantasyscape devoid of people.
2
The proper, culturally sensitive spelling for Hawaiian words includes the ‘okina, or glottal stop (‘) and the
kahako, or macron, indicating an elongated vowel. This study employs the ‘okina, which does not apply to
anglicized words such as Hawaiian or Hawaii’s. Dictionary compilers Mary Pukui and Samuel Elbert
reintroduced these pronunciation symbols in 1965, after the missionaries, in their reduction of the oral
Hawaiian language to a written alphabet, had simply ignored them. Unfortunately, my word processing
program cannot reproduce the macron.
3
Aritha van Herk, “Mapping as Metaphor,” Zeitschrift für Kanadastudien 1, 1982: 75-86.
4
Bill Ashcroft/Gareth Griffiths/Helen Tiffin, Key Concepts in Post-Colonial Studies, London 1998: 31-2.

2

Herk defines the impulse to map as the desire “to make a place real in some
representative way,”5 and thus, “it is not illogical to think of fiction writers as
cartographers. The only way a country can truly be mapped is with its stories.”6 She
expands this concept to incorporate writers who “map the country of the interior, the
world maze of the human being.”7
Margaret Atwood’s Survival: A Thematic Guide to Canadian Literature is another
map, an attempt at re-presenting Canadian writing by ordering it thematically, by
imposing the grid of topology on it. Atwood bases her exploration on the search for and
delineation of a specifically Canadian tradition:
Any map is better than no map as long as it is accurate, and knowing your starting
points and your frame of reference is better than being suspended in a void. A
tradition doesn’t necessarily exist to bury you: it can also be used as material for
new departures.8
I agree with Atwood while recognizing the impositional nature of map-making.9 A
thematic approach seems appropriate to Hawaii’s literature, for it is first and foremost
themes, topoi, motifs and extended metaphors which enable a fruitful comparison with
other regions, places, nations, or cultures and their respective literatures. The intended
map is thus to be relational and comparative.
Eckhard Breitinger’s thoughts on the anthologizing of new or emergent literatures
echo the preparation of this study:
This tends to direct critical attention in two major directions: firstly, to attempt to
identify the heritages, the influences (transcultural influences from outside) and
the sources (intracultural sources from within), from which literary inspiration and
literary models have come, in order to place the new literature correctly on the
literary map. This is very much an intertextual endeavour. Secondly, it emphasizes
subject matter, themes and topics (or even topicality) in order to find a proper
5

Van Herk 1982: 75.
Ibid.: 77.
7
Ibid.: 80.
8
Margaret Atwood, Survival: A Thematic Guide to Canadian Literature, Toronto 1972: 246.
9
I am aware of the implications of a ‘cartographic’ practice that is geared at containment and appropriation.
The cartographic discourse is one of knowledge and power, historically tied up with imperialism,
colonialism, and anthropology. I am also conscious of my comparatively privileged position in the Western
academic system, which is, essentially, a speaking position. From a Local Hawaiian point of view, I am one
more outsider speaking about the islands. I hope to have been sensitive and careful, yet partial and
opinionated in the implementation of the task I set myself.
6
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place for them on the map of ideas and ideologies as it is reflected in and through
literature.10
In a literal sense, however, Hawai’i is no ‘virgin land’ or uncharted territory today. One
only has to think of O’ahu’s dense military development, from Pearl Harbor to Schofield
Barracks to Hickham Airfield. Almost a quarter of the island is occupied by military
installations and barracks.11 Waikiki is marked on tourists’ mental maps as a prime
destination. The island of Kaua’i is known to most people as the filming location for
Steven Spielberg’s Jurassic Park, but is much less known as one of the places boasting
the wettest spot on earth. On the island of Moloka’i, the Kalaupapa peninsula has been
used for decades as a leper settlement, today a rather morbid attraction. Maui’s quaint old
town Lahaina was an important whaling harbor in the early 1800s. The Big Island, or
Hawai’i proper, features the world’s most active volcano and hosts the Ironman triathlon,
but in 1778, its Kealakekua Bay was the site of Captain Cook’s infamous death at the
hands of enraged natives. Small Kaho’olawe has been used by the U.S. military as a
target island for naval and aerial bombardment training since 1953. Only in 1993, after
having become a symbol of resistance against the destruction and desecration of sacred
Hawaiian soil, the island was transferred to native Hawaiian control; cleanup of
unexploded ordnance is going on. I will return to all those places, for they are haunted
with history, inscribed by events, fraught with hidden narratives. Thus, another map can
only add another layer to the palimpsest of representations.12 Then what is the use of
adding?

10

Eckhard Breitinger, “Recent Anglophone Drama in Cameroon,” in Cedric C. Barfoot/Theo D’Haen
(eds.), Shades of Empire in Colonial and Post-Colonial Literatures, Amsterdam/Atlanta 1993: here 140.
11
One can be sure the most avid mapping has gone on here, as well as constant satellite surveillance. And
who knows on how many target maps Oahu has figured prominently for just this reason: the island also
houses a vast storage of A- and H-bombs.
12
The term palimpsest, originally referring to a parchment on which several inscriptions had been made
after earlier ones had been erased, with traces left of the overwritten layers, has been employed to account
for the way “in which pre-colonial culture as well as the experience of colonization are continuing aspects
of a post-colonial society’s developing cultural identity” (Ashcroft et al. 1998: 174). The palimpsest
metaphor acknowledges that ineradicable aspects of the past shape the present, and, most likely, also the
future.
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Somewhere in the direction of the setting sun, existed, it was thought, islands where people lived in a state
of perfect happiness. The enchanted islands described in Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey, and other tales relate
one of the most ancient and common aspirations of man: the need to escape from his social and material
environment.

Robert Nicole – “Images of Paradise”13

1.1 The Need for Another Map
Though inscribed by a host of competing narratives, the Hawaiian Islands are still very
much a blank page in the annals of literary studies or literary historiography.
Anthologizing, research, interpretation and teaching of their literature are largely
restricted to the islands themselves, and are a rather recent development. At first sight,
vocational reading and writing seems to be done almost exclusively at the University of
Hawai’i at Manoa, Oahu.14 The University has a department for Hawaiian, Asian and
Pacific Studies. The chair for Hawaiian Studies was founded in 1987, and the classes
currently offered deal with local history, language, culture and mythology. Only recently
has the English Department begun to bestow its attention on ‘Local’ writing, although as
early as 1973, Hawai’i Review editor and poet Dana Naone Hall called for the university
as a whole to “turn around and face the mountains of Manoa.” The University of Hawai’i
Press publishes about 250 titles about Hawai’i; mostly works on history, language,
mythology, geography, biology, but also novels, collections of poetry, or anthologies as
well as travel handbooks and maps.
In the 1950s, A. Grove Day and Carl Stroven, professors of English at the
University of Hawai’i, assumed a literary history of Hawai’i with the publication of
paperback ‘Hawaiian Readers.’15 The problem with these, from today’s vantage point, is
that they collect almost exclusively texts written by outsiders, visitors, haoles.16 There is
13

Robert Nicole, “Images of Paradise,” in Vilsoni Hereniko/Teresa Teaiwa, Last Virgin in Paradise, Suva
1993: 59-64, here 59.
14
UH Manoa is the flagship campus of Hawaii’s university system and its designated research university.
Manoa is an area that belongs to Honolulu, situated north of Waikiki, incorporating Manoa Valley on the
Southwestern slopes of the Ko’olau Mountain Range. For an impression of Hawaii’s location in the Pacific
Ocean, please refer to the maps in Appendix II.
15
A. Grove Day/Carl Stroven (eds.), A Hawaiian Reader, New York 1961 (first edition 1959), and A
Hawaiian Reader Volume II, Honolulu 1998 (first published in 1968 as The Spell of Hawaii).
16
Haole = Hawaiian for whites, foreigners; literally, ‘without breath.’
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scant consideration of native Hawaiian writing and even less evidence of an Asian or
other contribution to the island’s literature. And for a long time, no alternative view was
available in print. It was Stephen Sumida’s 1991 book And the View from the Shore:
Literary Traditions of Hawaii17 that finally filled some gaps: Not only did he make a
tradition of visitor writing and the subsequent resistance to and inversion of its
conceptions of Hawai’i visible, he also exposed a vital and far-reaching tradition of Asian
American literary activity in the islands. This research in turn fostered confidence, which
can partly account for the fact that today Asian Americans create a large portion of
Hawaii’s literature. In addition, several anthologies and dissertations produced in the later
1980s and throughout the 1990s have been explicitly devoted to publicizing that there is
such a thing as literature (or more properly, literatures) from Hawai’i, written by
‘insiders.’ This has generated new discussions and contestations about representation and
belonging; these will be delineated in chapter 5.2, which negotiates ethnicity.
Generally, the islands of the Pacific Ocean have been imagined and pictured as
paradise more often than any other region of the world. For at least three hundred years,
authors and philosophers have inscribed an Edenic mirror world inspired by the accounts
of discoverers, ethnographers, and natural historians. Bougainville’s Tahiti, which he
called “Nouvelle Cythère” and described in enthusiastic terms, is a typical example of
how the explorer’s “vision was conditioned by preconceived ideas to such an extent that
the images he saw were already distorted.”18 He could not but claim to have found the
heterotopia of Rousseau’s idealized ‘noble savage.’ Generally, South Seas discourse has
to be understood as a subcategory of Orientalism,19 and its pervasiveness and continuity
can be traced by considering contemporary travel posters of unspoiled beaches and pink
sunsets, complete with smiling hula girls in scant attire. While young, ‘alternative’
backpackers rather keep searching for The Beach in Thailand, India, or Fiji, the wealthier
and more settled middle-aged as well as thousands of honeymooners book their paradise
package to Hawai’i every year. For writers and tourists alike, Pacific islands have too
17

Stephen H. Sumida, And the View from the Shore: Literary Traditions of Hawaii, Seattle 1991. A
criticism of this comprehensive study will be provided in chapter 4.5.
18
Nicole in Hereniko/Teaiwa 1993: 60. Bougainville named Tahiti after the Greek island where
Aphrodite/Venus, goddess of love, emerged from the sea.
19
This term has been coined by Edward Said to name the hegemonic objectifying representation of the
‘other’ in the service of imperialism. The indigenous people are studied and contained; the country is
represented as laboratory or theatrical stage. In an Oceanic context, especially the idea of an ‘imaginative
geography’ is applicable (See Edward Said, Orientalism, London 1995: here 65-6).
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long meant mere scene, stage, backdrop for their fantasies, floating utopias and
voluptuous gardens. In the face of emergent Pacific-based literatures that contest these
hegemonic South Sea images, German scholar Renate von Gizycki charts the course to be
taken:
It is the loss of a myth. The ‘South Sea Islanders’ have taken the floor, and this
possibly bars us from the last reserves where we thought we could still dream
without interference. We must part with Melville, Stevenson, or Erich
Scheurmann’s Samoan chief as literary chroniclers of lost paradises and take up
the arduous but fascinating journey to a new intellectual world. We must let
ourselves in for a new Oceania that thinks and speaks for itself. This also means
however that we have to discover ourselves anew in the image of the other.20
Cross-cultural competence, or the understanding of the various ‘others’ that we are
confronted with, is among the primary imperatives of the contemporary world. In a
‘global village’ or a diasporic world, the other, the foreigner, can never be far away but
has inevitably become our closest neighbor. Moreover, it is a commonplace by now that
we carry our others within ourselves, that we need others to construct our own identities
by contrast.
The further away from the audience a place and its peoples appear to be, the more
they may have to tell us. Pacific literatures can engross and enlighten readers and scholars
by their very remoteness and foreignness. Unfamiliarity and multivocality may trigger the
questioning and ultimately the revocation of Western ‘objectivity,’ and enable its
replacement by an inquisitive and sensitive openness towards alterity. A text-based
hermeneutic attempt at interpretation will be the most adequate approach to these
intercultural literatures, although the outward perspective can never allow for a total
immersion in a foreign culture.21 It can, however, engender subjective and engaged
readings that bring to light the relativity and mergeability of our conceptions of self and
other, familiar and foreign. In an interview, the German philosopher Odo Marquard
identified this commitment to alter-native concepts as one of the incentives for dealing
with literature: “Because different behavioral constellations coexist at the same place and
20
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time, we are all being distanced a little from our own tradition, because of the others.”22
In dealing with minority or postcolonial literatures, the communicative and political
functions of art inevitably surface. And they are realized by forcing the reader to
participate, to connect, to deal with gaps and contradictions. In this context, Chicana
author Gloria Anzaldúa asserts:
I do not believe that ‘distance’ and ‘objectivity’ alone help us come to terms with
our issues. Distancing cannot be a major strategy – only a temporary breather.
Total feeling and emotional immersion, the shocking drench of guilt or
frustration, wakes us up to some of our realities.23
With that recognition, we became a distinct people. Something momentous happened to Chicano
soul – we became aware of our reality and acquired a name and a language (Chicano Spanish) that
reflected that reality. Now that we had a name, some of the fragmented pieces began to fall together – who
we were, what we were, how we had evolved. We began to get glimpses of what we might eventually
become.
Gloria Anzaldúa – “Linguistic Identity”24

1.2 Issues of Naming and Claiming
When approaching the islands’ literature, the first question one cannot help but encounter
is one of terminology, definition, categorization: How shall one term – and thus profess to
contain – the body of texts that deal with Hawai’i and/or are written by residents, visitors
or expatriate island-born writers? How can one find and determine boundaries when
talking about a specific literature? Do the authors have to be born in a place; do they have
to live in it? Can ethnicity be counted on as a delimiting factor? Is language the definitive
criterion? Do the texts draw on a collective history? These questions have been raised
when trying to categorize any literature that cannot simply be termed ‘national.’25 In the
case of the Hawaiian Islands, one has to consider an ethnically diverse and complex
22
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population. There are the native Hawaiians, comparable to the members of American
First Nations, or to Maori, Australian Aborigine and Inuit authors and their concerns.
They are, as the postcolonialist scholars Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin
register, “doubly marginalized – pushed to the psychic and political edge of societies
which themselves have experienced the dilemma of colonial alienation.”26 Next, there are
Caucasian authors such as missionary descendants, who are able to incorporate native
elements only as “markers of difference.” And lastly, there is a vast array of immigrant or
immigrants’ descendants’ ethnicities, which, according to Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin,
leads
to the development of texts which are written and read within national and postcolonial practices and yet which are organized from within alternative language
and culture groupings, themselves marginalized within the societies which have
produced them.27
Hawaiian languages include Standard English, Hawaiian, Hawaiian Creole English
(HCE),28 and several Asian languages, such as Japanese, Chinese, Korean, Tagalog, and
Ilocano. People who were born in Hawai’i frequently had to leave for education or to
work on the mainland, whereas visitors often stayed and made the islands their home.
Certainly, contemporary literature from Hawai’i can be counted among the vast body of
texts that are termed ‘New Literatures in English,’29 but how else can the heterogeneous
texts that are written today in these islands be classified? Postcolonial, ethnic, minority,
regional? Postmodern? In an era fraught with political correctness, political awareness as
well as political atrocities, it is difficult to find the ‘right’ words, if ever there were such.
Hawai’i writer and editor Darrell H. Y. Lum addresses the problem in the
introduction to an anthology:
No wonder a number of Hawaii writers choose to describe themselves as local
writers of ‘local literature’ (as opposed to ‘Asian American’ literature, largely a
26
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mainland term, or ‘Hawaiian’ literature, which the locals know means native
Hawaiian literature).30
Although this definition is already laden with associations as well as exclusions, I will
take its qualifier, ‘Local,’ to label the body of texts I am dealing with, contemporary
literature from Hawai’i in English, regardless of the writers’ ethnicities. The term Local
and its connotations will be explored and expanded to interpret the material together, for
while its usage reveals fissures and contestations for literary and literal ground, the
common aspects of the texts will become obvious. 31
The subsequent question is whom to include in this ‘Local literature.’ There are
common denominators, aspects that can be taken as indicators of a specific
‘Hawaiianness,’ or ‘Localness’ in texts that are as diverse as the people who make up the
population of Hawai’i. I will argue that these constituents, these signifiers of a Local text
are
-

a profound sense of loss,

-

the importance of history and genealogy,

-

the depiction of an ethnic experience, or a multi-ethnic experience,

-

the use and significance of both the Hawaiian language and of the Creole vernacular,

-

and lastly, but really of foremost concern, the creation of a place through writing.

This inductive list should by no means be prescriptive or exclusive. However, I have
found few exceptions, since Local literature is fundamentally a literature of place. It
combines natural history with island eulogy, arguments for conservation and
compensation with evocations of the volcano’s sublimity, the tsunami’s ravage, and the
rainbow’s beauty. Texts convey an aloha’aina, love of the land.
Still, why cannot Hawaii’s literature simply be included with American literature,
swallowed up by the whale, so to speak? The writer James Michener, who came to live
on O’ahu in the 1950s, arrogantly did so, extending the American Dream to the islands:
Therefore, men of Polynesia and Boston and China and Mount Fuji and the
barrios of the Philippines, […] Bring your own food, your own gods, your own
30
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flowers and fruits and concepts. For if you come without resources to these
islands you will perish. But if you come with growing things, and good foods and
better ideas, if you come with gods to sustain you, and if you are willing to work
until the swimming head and the aching arms can stand no more, than you can
gain entrance to this miraculous crucible where the units of nature are free to
develop according to their own capacities and desires.32
The author lets all those people melt into his breed of “golden men.” Patronizing and
perpetuating dichotonomous stereotypes, Michener’s vision is racist in his insistence that
the blending and intermarrying should best remain one of ideas, no actual miscegenation,
resulting in the idea of an elite of white, not golden, scavengers who seize and fuse the
best of Hawaii’s cultures to their own avail:
He was a man influenced by both the west and the east, a man at home in either
the business councils of New York or the philosophical retreats of Kyoto, a man
wholly modern and American yet in tune with the ancient and the Oriental. […]
But in time I realized that this bright, hopeful man of the future, the unique
contribution of Hawaii to the rest of the world, did not depend for his genesis
upon racial intermarriage at all. He was a product of the mind. His was a way of
thought, and not of birth. […] I have known a good many golden men in the
secondary, or unimportant sense: fine Chinese-Hawaiians, excellent PortugueseChinese and able Caucasian-Hawaiians; but most of them had little concept of
what was happening either in Hawaii or in the world.33
The Japanese politician and the Chinese banker that serve as ethnic examples for the new
man may be proud of their pure ethnicity, but they are cast as faithful adherents to such
profoundly U.S.-American values as industry, capitalism, and a Protestant work ethic.
The Hawaiian beachboy Kelly is included for mere tourist appeal, “for the Hawaiians
reminded them of an age when life was simpler, when laughter was easier, and when
there was music in the air” (885). Michener’s model golden man is thus the haole
businessman Hoxworth Hale, “the proud, lonely man, descendant of the missionaries and
owner of the islands,” who presumes to meddle in the lives of others. His last action in
32
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the novel is to prevent his daughter marrying a Japanese, “for in an age of Golden Men it
is not required that their bloodstreams mingle, but only that their ideas clash on equal
footing and remain free to cross-fertilize and bear new fruit” (904-5).
Michener’s invitation precedes official American melting pot multiculturalism,
though this last word had not yet been in currency at the time. One can hear the echo of
his assimilatory thoughts in Bill Clinton’s liberal multiculturalism of the 1990s: “The
greatness and glory of America is that we define ourselves not by where our families
came from but by our common values, our common goals, our common sense, and our
common decency.”34 Unity comes before diversity. This is different in Hawai’i, where
people define themselves at least as much by their (often hybrid) descent and filiation as
by being American, or by other affiliations. As an answer to Michener’s statehood
euphoria in 1959, here is Darrell Lum again, asserting difference:
Forget the ‘Golden Man’ or the ‘melting pot’ myths. The literature of local writers
has a distinct sensitivity to ethnicity, the environment (in particular that valuable
commodity, the land), a sense of personal lineage and family history, and the use
of the sound, the languages, and the vocabulary of island people.35
It is a very common and only logical feature of regions that have been colonized and
represented by others to be concerned with place: Usually, imperial or Orientalist
discourse erased prior constructions of place to create an empty space, ready to receive
inscriptions. Space becomes place through language, in the process of being (re)written
and (re)named. A pervasive phenomenon known well in imperial and/or colonial history,
the actual place is being ignored “as simply the empty stage on which the theatre of
history is enacted,”36 or it is envisioned as an ahistorical tableau onto which one’s desires
can be projected, as in the cases of South Seas romantics like Herman Melville or Charles
Warren Stoddard. The contemporary Hawaiian reality, by contrast, is informed by several
competing but interconnected struggles for identity, history, and representation. In their
writings, Local authors therefore address and explore the tension inherent in a highly
complex social structure with a past (and present) of outside representations. Though
34
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individual experiences are dissimilar, many of them share similar histories of cultural
dislocation, economic hardship, and various experiences of loss that include but go
beyond the universal literary themes of loss of innocence, loss of paradise.37 Probing the
complexities of cultural identity, or identities, Local writers redefine values and
traditions, exploring history, ethnicity, language, and place. Thus, discourses of power are
laid bare: the power of language, as both a tool of domination and an instrument of selfdefinition, has been a significant social issue in Hawai’i for most of this century. Their
common goal is to enhance the status of a Local identity, of a hybrid, hence powerful and
promising body of people.38
Moreover, a striking number of the authors discussed are or were faculty at the
University of Hawai’i, at colleges or local schools, and/or participants in the long-running
“poets in the schools” program. Together with the example of Bamboo Ridge Press and
its associated writers group, this hints at a general conception of creative writing as a
communal and social practice rather than a lonely, individual one. Writers are
experienced as encouraging both students and fellow teachers to follow their example, to
add their voice to the song, to share in the ode or elegy to the islands, the apparent
paradise. This would constitute an imitation and/or retention of ancient ways of literary
production, even ancient ways of life, as it had been lived in Hawai’i and elsewhere,
working and sharing as a community. To be a Local writer, then, is to belong to an
extended family, called ‘ohana, rooted in the Hawaiian soil. On another level, this
conception is reinforced by postmodernism in that concepts such as intertextuality or the
inevitability of enunciation and redundancy presuppose a communally shared body of
literature to work on and add to.39
Similar to Asian American, native American, or Chicana/o literatures, Local
writing can be consolidated into a distinctive body of texts that may be said to belong to
American literature in the sense that it is written on American soil by American citizens,
but that at the same time has to be viewed as a separate entity marked by difference and
37
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uniqueness. Hawaii’s history of sovereignty and colonization along with its ‘insularity’
can account for much of this difference. In his 1980 book Fairly Lucky You Live Hawaii!
Cultural Pluralism in the 50th State, Richard Rapson assesses the islands’ situation as
follows:
Hawaii thus resembles in its past and in its present a Third World society, once
non-Western, then conquered by the West, then trying to reclaim its original
heritages and identities. But there is a crucial difference: this society has joined
the West by becoming part of the United States. Its localism faces a more complex
task than merely reconciling science and a non-Western legacy. For Hawaii has a
multiplicity of such legacies and, further, it is a part of American society
containing a large and ever-growing resident population of Americans from the
continental United States. Hawaii also carries the full paraphernalia of that
society, from McDonald’s stands to satellite television to a range of powerfullyequipped U.S. military bases and personnel.40
Anyone familiar with island shorelines and beaches knows that they are not permanent boundaries. They
are forever shifting under the influence of winds and waves, especially storm waves.
George Hu’eu Sanford Kanahele – Ku Kanaka – Stand Tall: A Search for Hawaiian Values41

2. Theories and Methods: Navigational Instruments
The theoretical basis and analytical tools that inform this study, the warp and the woof of
its grid, so to speak, are first the recognition that culture means a ‘whole way of life’ as
taken from the cultural studies project of Raymond Williams, Stuart Hall, and their
followers, which allows for the inference of data from various disciplines, such as
popular culture, island politics, newspaper clippings, or statistics, to contextualize and
situate the literature under scrutiny as part of Hawaiian as well as American culture. This
in turn should lay bare the hegemonic discourses at work as well as resistance to, mimicry
of, and subversion of them. Second, this study employs the idea of postcolonialism as a
40
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reading and writing strategy, which justifies the introduction and juxtaposition of various
non-Local texts and ideas to serve as mirrors reflecting the writing of the islands.
Postcolonialism involves an affirmation of alterity along with a challenging of discourses
of power and a rejection of Eurocentrism. Its focus is on issues that have been
marginalized before, such as questions of representation and language, critiques of
historiography, canon-building, and the elitism of ‘high’ art. It foregrounds non-Western
communities, the regional, the local, the specific, at the same time highlighting the
globalizing trends of contemporary economics, politics, and culture(s). By becoming an
accepted category of analysis, postcolonialism is in danger of becoming a hegemonic
discourse itself, and of degenerating into a mere fashionable label.
The resulting presentation of Hawaii’s contemporary literature should constitute a
fabric that reflects Edward Said’s discourse on the worldliness of texts. Worldliness as a
postcolonial concept can be understood as “the ability to communicate on an
intersectional plane after the dismantling of the imagined geographical barriers.”42 In their
study on Said, Bill Ashcroft and Pal Ahluwalia argue that the development of the study of
English literature has obscured its connection with and influence on the outside world, for
with the collapse of F.R. Leavis’s attempt to perpetuate the Arnoldian dream of
critics as a chosen élite who would maintain the bastion of culture represented in
the Great Tradition, and the subsequent rise to dominance of various text-focused
approaches to criticism falling under the general heading of New Criticism, the
culturalist dimension of English split between literary and cultural studies. This,
in effect, split the text off from the world.43
However, any text belongs in the world because it has a material existence once it is
written, printed, read, performed, or enunciated in any way. Text is discourse, and as such
cannot fail to wield power. In the Hawaiian context, this is important in various ways.
The postmodern is invoked mainly to be set off against postcolonialism, and to
reject its deductions but make use of its methods. Both concepts may at times seem to
intersect as writing and reading strategies. Here I want to draw attention to the parallel
between the prefixes of postmodernism and postcolonialism: Tim Woods defines the first
as referring to “a critical engagement with modernism rather than the proclamation of its
42
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end.”44 Postcolonialism is often similarly defined, for example by John McLeod, as
representations, reading practices, and values that “circulate across the barrier between
colonial rule and national indepencence.”45 Terry Eagleton defined the prefix in a
different context in an illuminating way: “‘post’ here means rather ‘product of’ than
‘confidently posterior.’”46 Hence, both will be written without hyphenation, which is
supposed to indicate that the ‘post’ is not taken as a temporal marker.47
My work often tries to capture some sense of the various cultural influences which affect
individuals’ lives. I belive in the function that poetry performs in reflecting and shaping the people and
culture which give it life, which sustain it. I believe that this social function of poetry is part of the give and
take between life and art which ideally makes the two indistinguishable, exciting, and mutually beneficial.
And I believe that this process is inevitable.
Eric Chock – commenting on his writing48

2.1 Cultural Studies
In general, the neo-Marxist discipline of cultural studies consolidated itself in England in
the 1970s as engaged scholarship combining sociological, economic, political and literary
starting-points: “Cultural studies is a set of writing practices; it is a discursive, analytic,
interpretive tradition.”49 Its followers take texts as raw material, studying the production,
reception, and varied use of texts along with their internal characteristics. Their ultimate
object is defined as “the social life of subjective forms at each moment of their
circulation, including their textual embodiment.”50 Culture in their view is a whole way of
life, the sum of social practices, and it is conceived relationally. It is also the site of
struggles over meaning and of the negotiation of divisions, for “meaning is a social
production, the world has to be made to mean.”51 Turning to embodiments of ‘everyday
44
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life,’ celebrating popular culture, and trying to break down the traditional distinctions
between ‘high’ and ‘low’ arts, scholars began to focus on the transnational aspects of
‘cultural populism.’ Viewing contemporary culture as an apparatus, they utilized Antonio
Gramsci’s concept of hegemony. Hegemony means invisible domination with implied
consent from the subaltern, making coercion unnecessary.
Today, ‘cultural studies’ is used as an umbrella term for an immensely broadened
and increasingly de-politicized field of studies. Still, proponents of the field’s original
disposition unceasingly strive to expose the hegemonic discourses at work in the
accelerated globalization of contemporary cultural production and distribution. Thus, the
discipline is able to impart the voice of the ‘Other,’ challenging Eurocentric concepts of
art as elitist, and of indigenous peoples as ‘undeveloped:’ By setting off Western
associations of art with museums, collections, possession and property against ‘ancient’
(read: contemporary non-Western) views of art as communal or even sacred, being
worship, historiography and entertainment all at once, cultural studies enables a
revaluation of various non-Western cultural renaissance movements in postcolonial
regions. The revitalization of Hawaiian hula would be a case in point.52
At the same time, cultural studies allows for a close scrutiny of the impact of the
culture industry’s transmission of the ‘American Way of Life’ and its icons into remote
corners of the world. As a result, it has been “most interested in how groups with least
power practically develop their own readings of, and uses for, cultural products – in fun,
in resistance, or to articulate their own identity.”53 Inversions or distortions of the
outsiders’ paradise notion fall into this realm. It remains to be seen whether Locals
(native or other) are able to “construct their own meanings and thus their own local
cultures and identities, even in the face of their virtually complete dependence on the
image flows”54 of cable television, cinema, pop music, advertising, and the internet.
Cultural identity is a site where the local meets the global, and its sources for the
individual or the group are rather “those based on class, locality, gender, generation,
ethnicity, religion, politics” than the artificial, historically constituted construct of the
52
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nation, in this case, the United States. In my opinion, this is especially true in Hawai’i,
given the state’s extremely mixed population. Nevertheless, ‘being American’ has for
several decades been an issue in the islands and their literature as well, as such different
novels as Milton Murayama’s All I Asking for Is My Body and Graham Salisbury’s Under
the Blood-Red Sun will show.
One thing remains to be noted: As a scare term used by American New Right
politicians and journalists to signal a crisis in higher education and intellectual life,
cultural studies is often thrown together with multiculturalism and deconstruction.
Rather, cultural studies constitutes a school of thought that utilizes positions established
in the context of theorizing the postcolonial or postmodern. The works of critics and
writers such as Edward Said and Salman Rushdie on colonialism, discourses of power,
and hybridization, may thus be consulted to understand the literatures and cultures of
Hawai’i.
Our country has been and is being plasticized, cheapened, and exploited. They’re selling it in
plastic leis, coconut ashtrays, and cans of ‘genuine, original Aloha.’ They’ve raped us, sold us, killed us,
and still they expect us to behave…. Hawai’i is a colony of the imperialist United States.

Kehau Lee on evictions of Hawaiians from native lands, 197055

2.2 Postcolonialism
Although Hawai’i has never been a classical literal colony, imperial interests have vied
for the North Pacific islands since their ‘discovery’ by James Cook in 1776. Since 1810,
the islands were under the central rule of chief Kamehameha I., and under his successors
became a tiny British-style monarchy. In 1843, one George Paulet actually seized power
for the British, but was reprimanded by his superiors. After the incident, several treaties
were negotiated between Britain, France and the United States to ensure that none would
do so again. However, a sugar planters’ lobby gained considerable influence in local
politics, and launched a coup d’etat in 1893, forcing the last queen to abdicate. Then,
after almost a century as an ‘independent kingdom,’ the islands’ strategic value for the
55
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United States finally sealed their sovereign fate: In 1898, during the Spanish-American
war in the Philippines, the U.S. officially annexed Hawai’i. The already established area
of Pearl Harbor provided them with a base in the midst of the Ocean, halfway to the battle
grounds. But the way for incorporation into the American empire had long been paved by
the intertwined process of missionary establishment and plantation culture.56
Moreover, one can describe Hawai’i as a ‘modern colony’ as defined by PierreCharles: The colonial population enjoys the privileges of metropolitan citizenship such as
universal suffrage, welfare programs, mass consumption, or modern forms of labor
processes which go beyond agrarian plantations.57 Mass tourism is a form of neocolonialism, employing Hawaiians and other ethnic residents as entertainment or service
personnel, turning the ‘colony’ into the provider of raw materials again, this time sand,
water, sun, and friendly faces. Most of the money, though, is made by large hotel chains,
whose owners are either mainland American or Japanese corporations. It is hard to
imagine a place more commodified, and thus exploited, than Hawai’i.
Postcolonialism, a word once forged as a weapon to challenge hegemonic
discourses of power, in time seems to have become such a discourse itself, a label with
restrictive as well as prescriptive capacity, used to include or exclude whole literatures or
single texts, heavy with the danger of meaninglessness due to overuse. John McLeod
argues that although the label ‘postcolonial’ is used too sweepingly today, the field of
study “has made available a variety of concepts and reading practices that can be
productively applied to contexts that go beyond the older, selective areas of concern
which preoccupied critics of Commonwealth literature.”58 One of many competing
definitions of what constitutes the postcolonial was ventured by Ashcroft, Griffiths and
Tiffin in the introduction to their ground-breaking work The Empire Writes Back:
We use the term ‘post-colonial’, however, to cover all the culture affected by the
imperial process from the moment of colonization to the present day […] What
each of these literatures has in common beyond their special and distinctive
regional characteristics is that they emerged in their present form out of the
experience of colonization and asserted themselves by foregrounding the tension
56
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with the imperial power, and by emphasizing their differences from the
assumptions of the imperial centre.59
It is important to note that Hawaii’s authors are not exclusively concerned with writing
back to one defined center, namely the mainland United States. Rather, they are writing to
make up for the varied and pervasive misrepresentations of their islands and its peoples.
Local writing is either geared at the whole world and its clichéd views of paradise, or at
fellow Locals, often requiring some contextual detective work from non-Local readers.
From a location of South Seas romances to a recreational haven for whalers, from
a missionaries’ depraved den of sinners to the 50th state and a modern tourist paradise,
there exists a host of images of an outsider’s and a visitor’s Hawai’i. This kind of
representation has for a long time worked as colonial discourse does, instilling the
internalization of foreign assumptions by objectifying and ‘othering’ Locals. Its effects
concern both native Hawaiians as well as the descendants of immigrants: The natives
have been cast alternately as lazy and laid back, fierce warriors and regal sportsmen,
heathenish Blacks and children of nature. Immigrants who came as sugar plantation
laborers on indenture contracts, mainly from Asian countries, were at best seen as
working class people who were expected to leave after their contracts expired, each
nationality labeled with stereotypical attributes that tend to crop up even today. Their
sheer number was the main reason that statehood was delayed several times: racist fears
of a possible Chinese ‘pigtailed senator’ coursed through meetings of Congress.
In the late Seventies and early Eighties, colonial discourse theory began to focus
on how modes of perception and representation, encoded in language, have been and are
employed as weapons, both in the hands of the colonizer and the colonized. The work of
Frantz Fanon and Edward Said brought the realization that
empires colonise imaginations […] Overturning colonialism, then, is not just
about handing land back to its dispossessed peoples, returning power to those who
were once ruled by Empire. It is also a process of overturning the dominant ways
of seeing the world, and representing reality in ways which do not replicate
colonialist values. If colonialism involves colonising the mind, then resistance to
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it requires in Ngugi’s phrase ‘decolonising the mind’. This is very much an issue
of language.60
Thus, the decolonization process always entails a challenging and refashioning of the
English language: By discontinuing received English and turning toward vernacular
languages, textual gaps ensue which represent “the difference through which an identity
[…] can be expressed.”61
Propagators of a postcolonial and/or multicultural approach to literature have
pointed out the need for a different understanding of scholarship and theory. Chicana
feminist Gloria Anzaldúa, for example, demands: “We need to de-academize theory and
to connect the community to the academy.”62 The author explains that this new kind of
theory must be and is being embedded in multicultural works of art, which are often a
mélange of fictional and theoretical aims, incorporating critical sociocultural arguments.
Hence, there is a perceived need to read postcolonial or other minority literatures
differently. Both McLeod and the authors of The Empire Writes Back understand
postcolonialism as a reading practice, a mode of interpretation. The latter assert:
creative writers have often offered the most perceptive and influential account of
the post-colonial condition. Accordingly, the analysis and exegesis of a specific
text may be one of the most crucial ways of determining the major theoretical and
critical issues at stake. […] As a result, readings of individual texts may enable us
to isolate and identify significant theoretical shifts in the development of postcolonial writing.63
This corresponds to Edward Said’s strategy of ‘contrapuntal reading,’ which focuses on
the interrelatedness of texts and secular institutions.64 The idea in turn informs Homi
Bhabha’s work on mimicry and ambivalence, as well as Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s
subaltern studies project. After dealing mainly with re-reading canonical English works or
with reading colonial texts ‘against the grain’ in order to see where subjects resist
representation, critics have turned to the texts from the former colonies. Such a reading
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strategy will be employed to analyze the texts from Hawai’i in order to make their
postcoloniality visible.
Perhaps it is not so much that Pacific peoples are glossing over differences in an undiscriminating
valorization of precolonial and colonial strata of their past as that Pacific peoples are more accepting of
both indigenous and exogenous elements as constituting their culture.
Margaret Jolly – “Specters of Inauthenticity”65

2.2.1 Hybridization
It is difficult to maintain clear-cut boundaries between actual writers working in Hawai’i,
which is due to the miscegenation as well as the cultural hybridization that took place
since Hawaii’s Polynesian inhabitants first came into contact with others. Hyphenated
identities and self-proclaimed ‘Hawaiians at heart’ abound. Yet each group seems to be
on its own quest instead of trying to find a common Hawaiian, a Local ground to start
from. And the fractions tend to align themselves with foreign movements instead of with
their fellow Locals: Asian Americans with mainland Asian Americans, native Hawaiians
with pan-Pacific groups or Maori. But every Local writer who employs Pidgin rather than
Standard English, Hawaiian, or any other possible language, implicitly acknowledges this
precarious common ground, for Pidgin arose out of Hawaii’s multiethnic plantation
history, and is spoken and written as a token of a shared history to which each of these
groups contributed something. The very lexicon of Hawaiian Creole English bears
witness to this coming together of linguistic and cultural differences. The attempt to
narrate the islands’ reality must inevitably lead to the realization that there is no pure
Hawai’i.
The bilingual Canadian poet Lola Lemire Tostevin chooses the metaphor of
“contamination as a literary device,” elaborating that “contamination means differences
have been brought together so they make contact.”66 A positive view of contamination
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seems much more appropriate to the postcolonial worldview than a limiting “cult of
authenticity,”67 which posits that only native peoples can be authentic postcolonial voices,
implying “that descendents of settlers and immigrants represent at best a contaminated
post-coloniality. […] Ironically, such tactics encourage native peoples to isolate
themselves from contemporary life and full citizenhood.”68 Contamination works both
ways: Diana Brydon mentions white Canadian writers embracing a native spirituality, and
asserts that they are searching for a new globalism which
simultaneously asserts local independence and global interdependencies. It seeks a
way to cooperate without cooption, a way to define differences that do not depend
on myths of cultural purity or authenticity but that thrive on an interaction that
‘contaminates’ without homogenising.69
I take this as a model for the direction Local writers are tentatively taking today. Hybrid
narratives, most congenially fashioned in the mode of magic realism, creolization, and
mestizaje are effective alternatives to either naïve nationalism or strategic essentialism:
impurity is a fundamental fact of life, and there is no pure uncontaminated essence in a
postcolonial world. Hybridity needs to be perceived neither as cultural betrayal nor
suspect pragmatism, but
such hybridities are read as the characteristic marks of the possibilities inherent in
post-colonial discourse to escape the simplicity of binary opposition and to
generate a new, powerful and creative synthesis of disparate and contradictory
elements – a synthesis which embraces difference as a sign of possibility, not as a
marker of closure.70
Probably the most famous and infamous advocate of hybridity is Salman Rushdie.
Talking about his own work, especially The Satanic Verses, he points out that
those who oppose the novel most vociferously today are of the opinion that
intermingling with a different culture will inevitably weaken and ruin their own. I
am of the opposite opinion. The Satanic Verses celebrates hybridity, impurity,
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intermingling… It rejoices in mongrelisation and fears the absolutism of the
Pure.71
Rushdie found a very positive metaphor for his celebration of this metamorphosis:
“Perhaps we all are, black and brown and white, leaking into one another, as a character
of mine once said, like flavours when you cook.”72 This idea raises interesting questions
about the retention or loss of individual selfhood, about melting pot, mosaic, or salad
bowl. In Hawai’i, multiculturalism is represented by the harmonious image of the
rainbow, another fruitful yet deeply ambiguous metaphor, and a daily phenomenon in the
islands. Every child knows the seven spectral colors of the rainbow, but they blend into
one another and are basically a visual spectacle, intangible, a mere play of the light. What
can be more elusive than a rainbow?
Please note that the last U.S. Census reported that there are more Hawaiians in California than
in Hawaii. I have wondered what that says about American society, about Hawaii. About the Hawaiians
themselves? Many are alarmed by this and call it a diaspora. Others say that it is healthy. Perhaps it is
simply the global way here in the late Twentieth Century.
Christine Kirk-Kuwaye – “Sister from Another Planet”73

2.2.2 Exile / Migration
Another common feature of postcolonial literatures is their concern with place and with
displacement. Dislocation (taken both literally and figuratively) and cultural denigration
effected by the imperial power engender a struggle for possible local/place-bound
identities. This commonly starts with the perception of a gap between the experience of
place and the language available to describe it, which can be a signifier of alienation but
also the source of creative energy employed to either overcome or highlight that gap.
Critics and writers such as Palestinian-born U.S. resident Edward Said or Indian-born
British resident Salman Rushdie employ metaphors of exile to paraphrase experiences of
displacement. They have realized that exile, expatriation, migration, and diaspora are
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decisive factors of both the postcolonial and the postmodern condition. Rushdie
concludes from this fact that “exiles, or emigrants, or expatriates, are haunted by some
sense of loss, some urge to reclaim, to look back […] we will, in short, create fictions, not
actual cities or villages, but invisible ones, imaginary Homelands, Indias of the mind.”74
Extending this idea to a temporal dimension, he continues:
It may be argued that the past is a country from which we have all emigrated, that
its loss is part of our common humanity […] but I suggest that the writer who is
out-of-country and even out-of-language may experience this loss in an intensified
form. It is made more concrete for him by the physical fact of discontinuity, of his
present being in a different place from his past, of his being ‘elsewhere.’75
In various contexts, Rushdie has also elaborated the concept of a ‘migrant sensibility,’
which is the condition of
people who root themselves in ideas rather than places, in memories as much as in
material things; people who have been obliged to define themselves – because
they are so defined by others – by their otherness; people in whose deepest selves
strange fusions occur, unprecedented unions between what they were and where
they find themselves. The migrant suspects reality: having experienced several
ways of being, he understands their illusory nature. To see things plainly, you
have to cross a frontier.76
Like the metaphorical exile, migration can also be taken as a symptomatic metaphor of
our time:
The very word metaphor, with its roots in the Greek words for bearing across,
describes a sort of migration, the migration of ideas into images. Migrants –
borne-across humans – are metaphorical beings in their very essence; and
migration, seen as a metaphor, is everywhere around us. We all cross frontiers; in
that sense, we are all migrant peoples.77
Applying the idea of the diaspora to the Pacific, the Fijian scholar Subramani states that
“diaspora simply names a transnational space of multiple displacements within a complex
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grid of interdependence.”78 Echoes of Rushdie can be perceived in Subramani’s following
assessment:
The Pacific, with all its languages and cultures, is really a polyglot text that will
keep rewriting itself, producing new versions of its history and cultural identities.
The Pacific we are talking about refuses to be homogenized. If we wish to
generalize, we might say there is a Pacific that we carry in our heads, another that
is a site of various daily contestations.79
Given the above considerations, it is easily conceivable that family histories of (im)
migration (or even a temporary residence on the mainland for college education) have
constituted some of the incentives for contemporary Hawai’i people to start writing
fiction, for anyone “who understands the artificial nature of reality is more or less obliged
to enter the process of making it.”80 Likewise, native Hawaiians have their own sad story
of displacement and discontinuity to tell.
Regional writers take the cultural material of a place and transform it into a mythology that the people of
the region can identify as their own. Without this mythology the cultural region would not exist. The
historical, economic, and social criteria might be in place, but the region achieves an identity only when it
is identified in art.
William Westfall – “On the Concept of Region in Canadian History and Literature”81

2.2.3 Regionalism
In the context of the different struggles for Local identities it is useful to work with the
concept of region, or regionalism.82 Hawai’i as an isolated chain of islands can be defined
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rather unambiguously as a region with clear borders. Its shores mark the space we are
dealing with. Because of the centrality of a sense of place and because of various
linguistic markers of ‘local color’ in writing from Hawai’i, the application of American
and Canadian ideas about regionalism is justified. As the editors of a recent study review,
The term regionalism is used alternately to describe the unifying principle of a
corpus of literary texts (that is, a regional literature), the attachment of a writer to
a particular place, the diversity of writing within the larger body of a national
literature, or a kind of ideological consciousness or discourse.83
All of those uses can be applied to the situation in Hawai’i. In one of the book’s essays,
Frank Davey proposes to “consider both region and regionalism not as locations but as
ideologies”84 in order to situate regionalism as a social construction among such
ideological concepts as the nation state, colonialism, and globalization. He asserts that
“regionalism is cultural rather than geographic, and represents not geography itself but a
strategically resistant mapping of geography in which historic and economic factors play
large but largely unacknowledged parts.”85 Going even further, the concept of regionalism
may include the notion of ‘environmental determinism,’86 the belief that the landscape has
effects on the personalities and perspectives of its inhabitants. This idea informs both
U.S. American and Canadian prairie fiction, as well as such classics as Edith Wharton’s
Ethan Frome. Davey also explicitly links regionalism with colonies, remarking that both
share the sense that power over them resides and is wielded elsewhere, and that both are
marked by “a desire for indigenous or originary grounding”87 of their respective
ideologies. This corresponds with Toronto writer Dennis Lee’s observation that he
was driven into silence because the words that had been given to him could not
capture the rhythms of his own experience. […] He believes that technology,
materialism, and progress (for Lee the process of Americanization) have
destroyed the balance between experience and language. […] In short, a complex
social and cultural process has fractured the equilibrium between content and
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form and the resulting disjunction has created a new cultural region – what Lee
identifies as ‘colonial space.’88
These observations of a city poet mirror the dilemma faced by writers in postcolonial
contexts. Place, history, and language have to be interrogated and (re-)claimed in order to
turn the colonial into a postcolonial space. To reinscribe a place as home, as the locus of
identity, a rigorously regional language has to be developed or utilized. Accordingly,
Marjorie Pryse sees regionalist writing as a socialization of our reading practices, for
readers often find themselves in uncertain territory, encountering characters who
do not even speak in ‘standard’ or literary English – or Spanish, or French. The
narratives of regionalism emerge from a different social world than the one we
have been taught in conventional ways to ‘read.’89
However, not every critic is optimistic about the future of regions and regionalism in
postmodern times: Richard Pickard warns about the prospect of a post-regional world,
which we will find ourselves in, “once total consumer colonization has been
accomplished.”90 Hence, he is sure that “the only defence against becoming a gas station
for the information superhighway is to become a coherent region, which means coming to
an understanding of what your own region means.”91 Pickard’s further anxiety about
postmodern cyberculture occurring indoors does seem rather absurd in a postcolonial
context with its cluster of underdeveloped, non-urban and tropical regions. His worry that
“if there is no reason to go outside, region and location have lost meaning”92 might hold
true when thinking of Asian high rise ‘Tiger Cities’ like Hongkong and Shanghai, or of
American suburbia. However, it does not apply to a place like Hawai’i which has lots of
reasons to go outside (and which still has native Hawaiians living in shacks or on the
beach.)93 To put it in the words of Rob Wilson, professor of English at the University of
Hawai’i and an eloquent cultural critic: “The local Pacific as space of cultural production
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is more than a vacant cipher or ex-primitive dumping ground to be simulated, militarized,
and customized into transnational cyberspace.”94
Perhaps the recent ‘boom’ of postcolonial, creolized, and regional writing is in
fact due to the urban global village’s uniform boredom: If those gas stations, shopping
malls, and fast food restaurants look the same in every city, difference is no longer
shunned but treasured. This would converge with the most recent version of the old island
dream of paradise: As Jamaican writer Opal Palmer Adisa states, European and American
audiences “perceive the Caribbean as islands of paradise, places to vacation and relieve
oneself of the pressure of living and working in the metropolis.”95 The Caribbean is
another postcolonial region that has already been theorized extensively. The West Indies
share a number of features, issues, and cultural markers with the ‘Sandwich Islands,’ and
will therefore be evoked in chapter 3.1 to mirror the Hawaiian experience.
So while the map continues to feature in one sense as a paradigm of colonial discourse, its
deconstruction and/or revisualization permits a ‘disidentification’ from the procedures of colonialism (and
other hegemonic discourses) and a (re)engagement in the ongoing process of cultural decolonization. The
‘cartographic connection’ can therefore be considered to provide that provisional link which joins the
contestatory theories of post-structuralism and post-colonialism in the pursuit of social and cultural
change.
Graham Huggan – “Decolonizing the Map”96

2.3 Postmodernism
There are some tenets associated with postmodernity that can be utilized here if only to
set off the postcolonial condition more explicitly from the ahistorical and disillusioned
postmodern perspective. Insular as the Hawaiian society seems to be, it shares in the
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‘postmodern condition’ we all are caught living in. John Frow provides a global model of
the contemporary situation, based on late capitalism:
The result of this new speed and flexibility of capital is neither a colonial order of
direct domination nor a neo-colonial order of indirect domination of one nationstate by another, but a world system – which we might call precisely ‘postcolonial’ – in which dominance is exercised by international capital through the
agency of dominant nation-states and regions but in large part independently of
their control. It is in something like these dimensions that I think it is possible to
frame – without reducing them to a singular temporality – the concepts of postmodern and post-colonial cultural production.97
Postmodernism starts with the realization of the end of European hegemony and thus
entails a questioning of authority. When it is seen not as a chronological period but as a
way of thinking and doing, a theoretical concept, or “modernity conscious of its true
nature,” as Zygmunt Baumann has it,98 the convergence with postcolonial ideas becomes
obvious:
The concept of postmodernism was originally used to describe a cultural or
intellectual trend that opposed the rigid modernist style in art, architecture, and
design. However, it has come to be applied to a much wider range of
philosophical and social science discourses concerned with the ‘crisis of
modernity’ – the end of assumptions, overarching theories, and metanarratives
that have gained prominence since the Enlightenment.99
Postmodernism supplants modernism’s ‘orderly’ root-and-branch structure with the
concept of the rhizome, invoked by Deleuze and Guattari: This botanical term for a root
system that spreads across the ground and grows from several points has been taken up as
a metaphor for the workings of colonial discourse or cultural hegemony, which do not
operate in a simple vertical way, but dynamically, laterally and intermittently.100
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Postmodernism’s incredulity toward metanarratives and its challenge to totalizing
discourses can well be compared to postcolonialism’s rejection of imperial selfjustification and its offering of alternative histories and formations of identity.
Postmodernism and postcolonialism “merge in such overlapping formal practices as
discontinuity, polyphony, and derealization.”101 Both discourses correspond on the
surface.
It is their differences, however, that highlight what postcolonialism is all about:
The central rhetorical strategies of postmodernism are intertextual parody, reiteration,
quotation, and irony, using the strategies of dominant culture to challenge its discursive
processes from within. Postmodernism exposes such strategies as markers of a text’s
constructedness, whereas postcolonialism sees them as tools for the “positive production
of oppositional truth-claims,”102 and would not want to discard the referentiality of
textuality. To polarize, language games stand opposite political struggles, or, as Stephen
Slemon states, “post-colonial cultures have a long history of working towards ‘realism’
with an awareness of referential slippage, and they have developed a number of strategies
for signifying through literature an ‘order of mimesis.’”103 One reason for this could be
the simple fact that most of them have been forced to work with an imposed language that
never neatly fit their experiences.
Intellectuals working on the project of decolonization such as Aimé Césaire or the
Haitian J.S. Alexis, and more recently Canadian scholar Diana Brydon have “expressed
concern at the degree to which post-modernism has seemed to them to be at odds with the
social and political aims of their projects,”104 and have hence sought to resist the
subsummation of postcolonialism under the postmodern umbrella. As Linda Hutcheon
reiterates, what distinguishes one from the other is that postcolonial art and criticism
“have distinct political agendas and often a theory of agency that allow them to go beyond
the post-modern limits of deconstructing existing orthodoxies into the realms of social
and political action.”105 As an example, she adds that the foregrounding of textual gaps in
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each discourse stems from different sites of production, namely from the colonial
encounter or from the system of writing itself, and thus follows different aims. Coming
back to the rhetorical strategies, she clarifies that “while both ‘post-’s use irony, the postcolonial cannot stop at irony.”106 The clearest definition of similarities and differences of
the two ‘posts’ comes from Diana Brydon:
Post-modernism and post-colonialism often seem to be concerned with the same
phenomena, but they place them in different grids of interpretation. The name
‘post-modernism’ suggests an aestheticising of the political while the name ‘postcolonialism’ foregrounds the political as inevitably contaminating the aesthetic,
but remaining distinguishable from it. If post-modernism is at least partially about
‘how the world dreams itself to be ‘American’’ (Stuart Hall quoted in Ross xii),
then post-colonialism is about waking from that dream, and learning to dream
otherwise. Post-modernism cannot account for such post-colonial resistance
writing, and seldom attempts to.107
Although postmodernism claims that there are no valid ‘grand narratives’ anymore in our
fragmented global village, this study takes as a premise that the universal, the things that
unite us as human beings, exist and can be detected by immersing oneself in the local, the
particular, and by comparing it with the thoughts and findings of other particulars. This
approach to literature might appear to be driven by an outdated liberal humanism, but
justification for it can be found for example in the works of Edward Said, whose
ambivalent position within the Western academy can be seen as “metonymic of the
history of post-colonial and diasporic peoples in the world today, because such histories
display a constant tension between the dominant Western or global forces and ‘local’
practices and beliefs.”108 Said’s concept of the worldliness of texts, mentioned above,
views texts not as mere structures to be deconstructed, but also as acts in the world,
material, situated, facts of power, matters of authority and imposition. In spite of the
assumed ‘death of the author,’ it is always a distinguishable voice or style that neutralizes
a text’s apparent worldlessness, its simple being ‘there’ as book or record: idiolect
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reminds us of an author, of a human being who did this, wrote it, recorded it. A specific
voice makes a text worldly by ‘enacting’ it.109
In addition, this study bears in mind the challenge of Cornel West’s ethic for new
conceptions of the vocation of critic and artist, attempting to preserve “modes of critique
within the ubiquitous commodification of culture in the global village:”110 “to reject the
abstract, general, and universal in light of the concrete, specific, and particular; and to
historicize, contextualize, and pluralize by highlighting the contingent, provisional,
variable, tentative, shifting, and changing.”111 West calls for demystificatory criticism
which is to be “partisan, partial, engaged, and crisis-centered, yet always keeps open a
skeptical eye to avoid dogmatic traps, premature closures, formulaic formulations, or
rigid conclusions,”112 staying wary of both reductionism and aestheticism. If the two
approaches sound incompatible, it may be noted that West closes with an assertion of his
criticism’s “deep commitment to individuality and democracy – the moral and political
ideals that guide the creative response to the political challenge,” which consists in
forming alliances across divisions and boundaries.113 This may be read as a revised but
intact critical liberal humanism, a worldview that had supposedly been overturned by
postmodernism.
We all think that paradise is a place, when all the time… it’s a state of mind!
JEAN in Vilsoni Hereniko and Teresa Teaiwa’s Last Virgin in Paradise114

2.4 Another “Imaginary Homeland”: Summary
Summing up the points which have been raised in the introductory chapters, the Hawaiian
Islands are identified in this study as a postcolonial region with “an honesty of voice, a
strong and sure sense of place, and a sense of genealogy that invites us to share the
experience of being local.”115 The ‘Paradise Lost,’ as we will gather from its literature, is
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as much an “India of the mind” as it is the multi-layered and multi-voiced representation
of a place with a turbulent history, rooted and fixed in space and time, brought into being
on the map of literature. The theoretical approaches which have so far been reviewed will
be applied to Hawaii’s literature, highlighting both the uniqueness of Hawaii’s situation
and resultant culture(s), as well as the connections with other places and modes of
thought.
Will someone please tell us what it is about the literature of these islands that makes it so different from
other literatures and still worthy of the name, so that we can get back on course and under way?
Michael McPherson – “Leaving without the Sail: Local Literature and the English Language”116

3. Mirrors and Looking Glasses: Areas of Comparison
Next, three literary ‘regions’ will be introduced to shed light on Hawaiian matters and to
contextualize the islands, each in turn used to highlight specific issues:
-

The Caribbean has not only been theorized extensively, but also reveals interesting

parallels to Hawai’i on various levels. Hence, the invocation of those other islands links
Hawai’i to one of the wellsprings of postcolonial theory and literature. A Caribbean angle
can shed light on Hawaiian hybridity, the significance of Pidgin and the idea of the Local.
-

The South Pacific hosts the ancestors and ethno-cultural relatives of the native

Hawaiian people. Their histories and independence struggles, their cultures and literatures
are similar and connected to Hawaiian issues. A recent revitalization of cross-Pacific ties
necessitates some knowledge of a wider Oceania. The South Pacific perspective
illuminates orality and genealogy, the cultural renaissance and sovereignty movements,
and, with the pan-Pacific efforts of writers and scholars such as Albert Wendt from
Samoa, Subramani from Fiji, the Papuan Epeli Hau’ofa, and Vilsoni Hereniko from
Rotuma, provides a larger home for Local literature.
-

Asian America obviously extends to the islands, but in the past, Asian American

studies have tended to either incorporate or ignore Hawaii’s Asian writers, although the
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mutual influences across the ocean are manifold and important. One needs to know some
of the history of the Asian American (literary) community in order to appreciate the
different situation of Hawaii’s Asians as well as to place their frictions and controversies
in a larger framework of representation and racism. The Asian American lens may
illumine socio-political issues and history.
All three cultures have dealt with themes and images that overlap and mix in
Hawai’i, resulting in a different and unique literature.
Jawaiian may be the latest musical product of transculturation with a style imported from outside Hawai’i,
but it has been transformed in ways that appeal to a specifically local Hawaiian audience. Jawaiian is an
example of how reggae and its associated images and ideas, when transported to a different social
formation, take on a different symbolic meaning.
Andrew N. Weintraub – Jawaiian and Local Cultural Identity in Hawai’i117

3.1 From Atlantic to Pacific: The Caribbean and Hawai’i
A historical link between the two oceans is provided by the case of the Caribbean island
Puerto Rico, a U.S. territory up to the present day and annexed in 1898, the same year as
Hawai’i and for the same strategic reason of providing the U.S. military with bases during
the Spanish-American War. A comparison of the two island cultures - one Atlantic, the
other Pacific - serves to underline the claim for the study of contemporary Hawaiian texts
as a distinctive and a postcolonial body of literature.118
117
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If ‘the Caribbean’ is conveyed of reductively as one culture,119 then obviously the
inhabitants of Hawai’i share several qualities with West Indians, such as
-

strong retention of pre-contact and oral cultures due to island locale,

-

a culture dominated by an exploitative plantation system (even ethnic diversity is due

to this era),
-

a language mix including indigenous and Creole languages,

-

and an identity historically imposed by a foreign culture.

Socially speaking, some of the common values of both island groups are the importance
of the extended family, the community, and of the elders as repositories of knowledge.
Literary production has similar aspects too: island writers tend to have a small audience, a
small publication market, a ‘small scale’ of literature, and a language dilemma (‘How can
I/we express a creole experience in Standard English?’ versus ‘Who will buy, understand,
and appreciate texts written in my/our vernacular?’) Oral traditions continue to influence
written literature, as do traditional and hybrid art forms such as song and dance; chant,
hula, and ‘Jawaiian’ music in Hawai’i, slave songs, Calypso, and Reggae in the West
Indies.120
Moreover, if Caribbean literature and culture are seen as tied to place rather than
nation-bound, this is even truer in Hawai’i. Inhabitants of the West Indies are ‘creole’ not
because of their citizenship, but due to their place of birth.121 In Hawai’i, a similar idea is
that of the Local: you belong to the place, not to one people. However, the Hawaiian
concept appears to be one more open to interpretation; the society or group decides who
is an insider, a true ‘Local,’ whereas in the case of the Caribbean someone is either born
creole or he is not. There are other distinctions to be made; Hawaii’s planters relied on
indentured labor, but not on slavery. The oral cultures are different, too, probably due to
their different origins and time frames: while both are perceived as talkative, even
179).
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quarrelsome, requiring quickness of mind, delighting in verbal barters and fights, West
Indian texts traditionally include participation by the audience and the repetition of
speech fragments (as in Baptist churches); the Hawaiian tradition emphasizes wordplay,
metaphor, the ambiguity and suggestiveness of language, its melody and beauty. 122
Both literatures have produced a striking number of coming-of-age novels, tales
of initiation.123 The adolescent hero/ine who is on the verge of discovering her identity,
her place in society, who often has to fight for her ideas and dreams, who usually faces
disappointment and disenchantment when entering the adult world has become a topos
for the experience of a postcolonial culture: s/he is a type specimen for depicting
insecurity, inferiority, marginalization, but also for relating the urge for emancipation,
identification, self-determination. On another level, it may be argued that the character of
the kid, just about to grow up, is a result of and a reflection on the label ‘children of
nature,’ the imperial and patronizing attitude that both island cultures have been facing
since their respective discoveries. Thus, ‘coming of age’ becomes a metaphor for the
coming of age of cultures. The adolescent quest for identity can be read as the search for a
cultural, a literary identity.
With respect to the applicability of Caribbean postcolonial concepts to the
Hawaiian situation, the Martinician poet and politician Aimé Césaire makes for a good
example. His island, despite all its differences, shows the same paradox that can be
observed in Hawai’i:
Politically, economically, and institutionally, she is part of France; geographically
and psychologically, she is Caribbean. […] Most islanders appreciate the benefits,
the security, and the prestige which the relationship with France affords, but the
classical inequities of the colonial exploitation have not been erased and the selfevident, non-European ancestry of the vast majority of Martiniquais is everywhere
apparent to the naked eye.124
122

In the Caribbean, we find various African influences, brought in with the slave migrations, and almost no
traces of the extinct Carib or Arawak Indians, whereas the (native) Hawaiian culture is related to other
Polynesian ones and was established in ancient times.
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Hawai’i is a U.S. state, but its inhabitants live on Pacific islands whose heritage is
Polynesian, whose current population has been imported to a large extent. To be sure,
looking at the respective histories, French colonial policies differ from American
territorial ones, and the population mix is made up of different ethnicities. Still,
Martinician ideas about colonialism have spread over the world; ‘négritude’ and ‘Black
Pride’ are concepts that emerged from here. Although Césaire’s ideas have been
developed in a black and French colonial context, they can be fruitfully employed to
examine a native Hawaiian and U.S. imperial situation. His thoughts are echoed for
example in Lois-Ann Yamanaka’s analysis of the continuing influence of the plantation
system and the resulting ethnic stratification of Local society, or in Garrett Hongo’s
feelings about being a postcolonial subject.125 Haunani Kay Trask’s manifesto of
indigenous Hawaiian sovereignty, From A Native Daughter: Colonialism and
Sovereignty in Hawai’i, reiterates Césaire’s reflections: among his goals were retracing
his island’s cultural heritage, including the slave trade, and reviving cultural pride. With
his writings, he intended to provoke a new consciousness and, subsequently, a black
identity. The practical application of his ideas in Martinique resulted in a creole dialect
school and a municipal school for dance, music, and art. All this corresponds to the
development of the ‘Hawaiian Renaissance.’
In addition, Trask frequently refers to Frantz Fanon, the author of Black Skin,
White Masks and The Wretched of the Earth.126 His books deal with the psychological as
well as the political implications of colonialism, and again, with questions of power and
Proclaiming pride and beauty in being black, the text was a scandal and well ahead of its time. The
‘négritude’ concept introduced by the poem formed the basis and core of all colored movements after
World War II. His 1955 essay “Discours Sur Le Colonialisme” has been influential for postcolonial studies,
as it challenges the equation of colonization and civilization, arguing that colonialism has only produced
dehumanization. He weighs the alleged ‘progress’ against the innumerable losses of indigenous peoples,
intending their apology. To him, the perpetuating factors of colonialism are paternal attitudes, recycled
racial prejudices, and imperialist chauvinism. These culminate in statements such as ‘negroes are big
children.’ Such infantilization of the ‘other’ is a pervasive mechanism of empire. In the U.S. expansion
period around the Spanish-American War, political cartoons depicted “a stern disciplinarian Uncle Sam”
lecturing “four recalcitrant ‘children’ under his tutelage: Queen Lili‘uokalani from Hawai’i, Emilio
Aguinaldo from the Philippines, and the child leaders of Cuba and Puerto Rico. Lili’uokalani was also
represented in political cartoons as a young girl, alternately characterized as an African American child –
Topsy from Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin pleading forgiveness from a stern Miss Columbia
– or as a child in Native American dress begging to be admitted into Miss Columbia’s schoolhouse”
(Fujikane 1996: 222). Today, native Hawaiians remain ‘wards of the state’ (see also chapter 5.2.2 on
sovereignty).
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identity. Dennis Walder thinks that The Wretched of the Earth “has spoken more directly,
profoundly, and lastingly than any other single anti-colonial work on behalf of and to the
colonized.”127 In Trask’s case, Fanon’s thoughts have shaped her strategy for the
decolonization of Hawai’i. It is important to note the limiting exclusiveness that was
introduced to Caribbean writing with the politicization of literature in the 60s and 70s:
artists that were not deemed ‘black’ enough were subject to harsh criticism and assaults.
As the example of the Lois-Ann Yamanaka controversy in chapter 5.2.5 will show, race
and representation continue to be sensitive issues.
Given the various affinities and similarities between Caribbean and Hawaiian
culture, it seems legitimate to try and transfer Barbadian Edward Kamau Brathwaite’s
model of creolization, “a cross-cultural time-space dynamic,” to the Hawaiian situation.
Its most fundamental aspect is the relationship to land, to place. “Creolization is a cultural
action based upon the ‘stimulus-response’ of individuals to their environment and, within
culturally discrete white-black groups, to each other.”128 Brathwaite’s elaborations on
‘nation language’ as presented in History of the Voice129 may also be helpful in
highlighting the important role and function of Hawaiian Creole English, HCE, in
Hawaiian literature and culture. In this essay he defines ‘nation language’ as “the
language of the people – crucially, it is not an elite language – who are finding different
ways of giving voice to their experiences which refuse the inherited European models and
break out of their confines,” thus claiming “artistic dignity and aesthetic sophistication for
a use of English which might be seen by some as sub-standard or bastardised.”130 Finding
the courage and confidence to employ one’s vernacular for literary uses is an issue in
Hawai’i too. Lois-Ann Yamanaka, who uses HCE boldly and creatively, states: “I heard
this my whole life. Pidgin is a hindrance to island children. Contributes to low SAT
scores. A handicap. A bastardization. Going nowhere. Being nothing.”131 And yet, during
the last two or three decades, Pidgin has been utilized, molded, and valued by creative
writers who have dared to defy mainstream assumptions.
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Another common aspect of discarding European models is the need to coin
appropriate forms for non-European experiences: “The hurricane doesn’t roar in
pentameters. And that’s the problem: how do you get a rhythm which approximates the
natural experience, the environmental experience?”132 Brathwaite concentrated on poetry
and song, but his ideas may be applied to other genres as well.
The Pacific writer, more often than not, takes his or her role as the voice of the oppressed
seriously. The message is therefore often more important than the medium. If the oppressor gets the
message clearly and forcefully, so much the better. Indeed, this was characteristic of Pacific writing
published in the early sixties and seventies. It was sharp, critical, powerful, and often adversarial. This was
a necessary first step for Pacific writers, some of whom did not proceed beyond this intial stage. For them,
political independence was the culmination of their literary efforts. The more serious among them
persisted, often writing about the same issues as before with just as much fervor, but with more attention
paid to style and technique. For them, good writing was more than a weapon; it was also an art.
Vilsoni Hereniko – “Pacific Island Literature”133

3.2 The Big Picture: Hawai’i as Part of the Pacific Basin / The Idea of Oceania
Besides island-hopping from Pacific to Atlantic and back, one can also take into account
the wider area that accommodates the Hawaiian Islands, the Pacific Ocean. This sea
covers a third of the globe and contains almost half of its water, yet in the West it had
long been thought of merely as a place for mystery, adventure, and the imagination,
located on the periphery of world affairs.134 World War II put an end to the Eurocentric
worldview, and brought the Pacific into focus with Pearl Harbor, Guadalcanal, and
Hiroshima. In the political and economic spheres, the concept of the Pacific Rim and its
states first emerged in the 1950s, when Far Eastern countries had to be added to the list of
potential treaty or business partners. This was supplanted in the 1970s by the idea of the
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Pacific Basin, with all states in that ocean or bordering on it perceived as interconnected
in various ways.135
In the 1970s, the outlook was still very optimistic in the advanced rim countries,
envisioning today’s supranational companies as progressive and beneficial to world
economy. Newly independent nations or territories within the ocean, however, have since
then increasingly criticized exploitation and wastefulness as they came into their own. As
the example of ongoing French nuclear testing in the South Pacific has shown, their
voices were rarely strong enough to be heard where it matters. A turn to politics and/or
writing has proven to be a logical consequence for those Pacific Islanders who strive to
preserve a world that may seem to disappear with multinational corporations, millions of
tourists, and the ‘American Way of Life’ overriding everything else. No wonder that
much writing seems elegiacal, and imbued with a keen sense of loss. Trask specifies this
loss from a native Hawaiian point of view:
Tangible loss, rather than some amorphous sense of loss, is what I am speaking
about, […] as a Native person utters the eternal pain of the loss of homeland […].
This is not the personal loss of immigrants displaced in a foreign country. No, it is
the collective loss of a Native woman dishonoured, along with our people, in our
own Native country.136
Due to a shared history of colonization and exploitation, Pacific Island countries and
communities have drawn closer together, highlighting their common heritage: Polynesian,
Melanesian, as well as Australian aboriginal and Maori people have increasingly
perceived that their arguments might have more weight if they work together against
being overrun by the more powerful and wealthier countries that engulf them on the
‘rim.’ In Micronesia, written literature is a very recent development. In the wake of
135
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decolonization, independence, and nationhood emerging eventually throughout the
Pacific Ocean, similar movements of cultural revival have been taking place everywhere,
and they have in turn brought a fresh realization of common roots and common goals.
Regrettably, Hawai’i has often been neglected in pan-Pacific activities which can
be attributed to its relative distance from the South Pacific islands, but is more likely due
to the fact that it is not a newly independent country, but a U.S. state. Nevertheless, the
Hawaiian Islands have had their own cultural renaissance; and increasingly, ties and
commonalities with other Pacific regions are acknowledged. The revival of ocean canoe
voyaging is a case in point.137 The hiring of Rotuman playwright and scholar Vilsoni
Hereniko as professor for Pacific Studies in 1991 by the University of Hawai’i at Manoa
marked a turning point in Pacific relations: He brought Pacific authors and scholars into
focus at UH by both teaching classes on Pacific writing and organizing conferences, like
the 1994 Pacific Literature Conference and Pacific Writers’ Forum. These enabled the
writers to realize, explore, and evaluate their common ground as well as their differences.
Hereniko mentions that it was the 1994 conference that made Trask realize who and
where her allies were in her argument for sovereignty.138 Consequently, ideas and styles
can be expected to have cross-fertilized in the field in recent years. Moreover, the
University of Hawai’i Press has been publishing a series entitled Talanoa: Contemporary
Pacific Writing since 1995. As editor Hereniko states, the emergence of reference works
such as Subramani’s theoretical work or Nicholas Goetzfridt’s Indigenous Literature of
Oceania: A Survey of Criticism and Interpretation are “indications that this ‘newest
literature in the world’ has come of age.”139
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But before pulling together came compartmentalization. In his comprehensive
study on South Pacific literature,140 Fijian author Subramani divided the Pacific into six
geographical, and ultimately cultural subregions:
-

Papua New Guinea with its university and Ulli Beier, a teacher and editor who
became a catalyst for a resurgence of the traditional arts and culture as well as a
promoter of contemporary literature produced in the country.

-

New Caledonia and French Polynesia, which form a separate region for the simple
reason that their international language is French. Unfortunately, there is little
interaction with or awareness of their literature in the English-speaking Pacific. The
pan-Pacific voyaging revival has helped to strengthen ancient ties with Tahiti and
other islands.

-

The ‘American’ Pacific, incorporating the colonies of Guam, the Trust Territories (the
Marshall Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Palau, and the Northern Marianas),
American Samoa, and the State of Hawai’i, which is briefly covered as having “a long
and complex literary history. Like other Pacific islands, it has a rich oral literature.
The contemporary Hawaiian literature reflects the diverse ethnic and cultural life of
the islands.”141

-

Easter Island, or Rapanui, a Spanish speaking colony of Chile, from which so far
hardly any creative writing has come. This may be changing, as the recent publication
of history books and biographies indicates.

-

Aborigine and Maori writing, which are mainly studied in connection with
mainstream Australian and New Zealand literature.

-

Finally, the countries served by the University of the South Pacific, namely: Cook
Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Nauru, Niue, Solomon Islands, Tokelau, Tonga, Tuvalu,
Western Samoa, and Vanuatu. These form what Subramani boldly labels the South
Pacific, or Oceania.

Just as the first five regions are oriented towards the powers that colonized them, the last
one focuses on its relationship with the British Empire. As Subramani explains about his
area of concern,
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not only were all the eleven territories geographically contiguous, they also
interacted through various institutional arrangements. Therefore it is a region in a
truer sense: geographically connected by frequent interaction, with similar
educational systems, a common language and served by common regional
institutions.142
Rob Wilson notes that Subramani’s classification is based on the lingering effects of
colonial orientation, drawing attention to the role of colonial maps in establishing borders
and shaping flows of migration, labor, goods, culture, and thus, history.143 Today, many of
the best-known writers of Pacific literature live and work – and publish – in New
Zealand, where drama, film, and dance projects also flourished in the last two decades,
indicating “that New Zealand is miles ahead of its neighbours when it comes to the
arts.”144 Many authors are migrants, born in one place, educated in another, working in a
third. Each of these places could theoretically ‘claim’ the author and vice-versa. National
identity becomes a secondary tag, as cultural and educational ties prove stronger. John
Pule labels himself Niue/New Zealand artist, having left Niue as a toddler. He is
represented in the Pacific writing anthology Nuanua as a Niue writer because he seems to
be the only one with ties to that island. Hereniko was born in Rotuma, which is
administered by Fiji today but maintains a specific culture, its inhabitants being of
Tongan/Samoan/unknown origin.145 Educated at USP in Fiji as well as in England,
Hereniko has taught and written at UHM for more than a decade now. Are his new
projects Rotuman, Fijian, Hawaiian, South Pacific, Pacific? How far do interaction,
adoption and adaptation go? Similar questions arise when dealing with Caribbean or
Indian authors long resident in England or with individuals such as Michael Ondaatje, of
Sri Lankan-Dutch descent, yet taken as a profoundly Canadian author: because of
citizenship or because of his fictional mode and style that neatly fit into Canadian
postmodernism?
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Although all Pacific archipelagic countries have been colonized, none has
experienced such a vast and varied influx of indentured laborers and other immigrants as
Hawai’i, which can account for the fact that the similarities and affinities with Caribbean
culture are more apparent than those with other Polynesian cultures. Nevertheless, all
Oceania has had to deal with the pressures of foreign influence, such as missionaries,
traders, planters, colonial government officials, tourists, and the Indian indentured labor
force, the girmit, in Fiji. Various factors determined whether and which indigenous
languages and cultural practices were upheld, condemned, or neglected. As in most
postcolonial regions of the world, (higher) education was a central colonizing agent at
first, but has subsequently become an avenue for cultural renewal and for the emergence
of regional or national literatures. All Polynesian cultures had been oral societies of kinbased subsistence farming communities. All of them experienced colonization and
Christianization, and the introduction of writing and the English language only in the 19th
century. After World War II, school and college magazines became an outlet for the first
indigenous attempts at poetry, essay and short story writing in English, and with the
establishment of the University of Papua New Guinea in 1966 and the Fiji-based
University of the South Pacific in 1968, a regional intelligentsia emerged, often merging
with the governing or political elites, much like writer-politicians as Aimé Césaire of
Martinique. Subramani describes these writers as occupying positions between the rural
and the urban:
They owe their independence to education. Their education in the imperial culture
and values and their multi-cultural, in some cases multi-ethnic, backgrounds make
them atypical and marginal like writers and artists elsewhere. The effective access
they have to multiple cultures provides them with levels of perception that are
often not available to mono-cultural writers.146
The region’s most prominent author is German-Samoan Albert Wendt, who had already
published some early writings in New Zealand in the 1960s, before he came back to
Samoa to teach at USP.147 He was the first to formulate the idea of a new cultural
consciousness and a common regional direction in his 1976 essay “Towards a New
Oceania.” Its objectives were to free the islands from their Western tutelage and to assert
146
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solidarity as a bulwark against the further erosion of indigenous cultural values. The
Papuan writer Epeli Hau’ofa has taken up Albert Wendt’s leitmotif of a “new Oceania” in
his essays “Our Sea of Islands” and “The Ocean in us.”148 Arguing for a recollection of
the commonalities of Pacific Islanders, Hau’ofa has made the ocean and its protection the
central focus of his reasoning. Consequently, aquatic metaphors infuse his rhetorical
strategies.149 Both the obvious centrality of the ocean in the experience of an islander and
its metaphorical usage to transport various island-specific feelings and claims can be
found in Local writing too.
However, the idea of the ‘Pacific Way’ has not had the same impact as a
movement such as Négritude, and it is important to stress that a ‘reading public’ exists
virtually only in the urban centers, where a nascent bourgeoisie with the leisure and
interest for literature has emerged. This raises the question of readership. The bulk of
South Pacific writing is read in schools and universities, which in turn relativizes the
potential impact of critical and change-directed texts. Mana, the region’s literary journal,
is distributed as part of Pacific Islands Monthly and thus reaches at least ten thousand
subscribers in Australia, New Zealand and Europe. Another important institution is the
Brisbane-based South Pacific Association of Commonwealth Literature and Language
Studies, SPACLALS, which has stimulated new writing through literary contests,
published anthologies, and fostered critical dialogue through reviews in its journal SPAN
and by arranging Pacific Writers Conferences.
In 1980, Wendt edited a first anthology of Pacific Island writing, Lali,150 which
was a collection of pieces gathered from Mana. In 1995 he edited a new collection,
Nuanua,151 to showcase the development of South Pacific literature since Lali. In both he
included writings from Papua New Guinea, and gave a simple reason for excluding
148
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Maori, Aborigine and Hawaiian writings: By 1980, these had already begun to be
anthologized and analyzed in their respective countries. Thus, the separate development
of Pacific literatures had been well on its way when they were recognized as such. Let me
however quote somewhat extensively from Wendt’s introductory chapter to Nuanua to
relate his discernment of a pan-Pacific postcolonialism:
Even in Australia, Aotearoa and Hawai’i, which from the viewpoint of their
indigenous populations are still colonies, our post-colonial literature declares
itself to be different from and opposed to colonial literature […] How does our
literature show itself to be post-colonial? By what it says and how it says it. We
have indigenised and enriched the language of the colonisers and used it to declare
our independence and uniqueness; to analyse colonialism itself and its effects
upon us; to free ourselves of the mythologies created about us in colonial
literature. […] For me the post in post-colonial does not just mean after, it also
means around, through, out of, alongside, and against. In the new literatures in
English it means all these. […] Our literature puts us at centre stage, with our
accents, dress, good and evil, dreams and visions. As in other former colonies,
much of our early literature is nationalistic, angry, protesting, lamenting a huge
loss. That loss is defined differently from country to country.152
Some writers went to England or the U.S. for higher education, but more commonly they
circulated in the Pacific, many going to USP in Fiji or to New Zealand, if only for better
publication opportunities. In general, a large number of Pacific Islanders continues to
migrate to Australia, New Zealand, or Hawai’i to work, to the extent that some island
countries are viewed as ‘remittance economies’ because they depend on the money these
migrants send home to their families, a tendency that again mirrors the Caribbean
situation.
Obviously, South Pacific writers have been wrestling with Western stereotypes
and myths about the noble savage, the cannibal, and the uninhibited island woman. When
analyzing Subramani’s short story “Tropical Traumas,” for example, Sudesh Mishra finds
the text
a shrewd exposé of an Oceania imagined by generations of European traders,
administrators, scientists, priests, beachcombers, sailors, buccaneers and tourists.
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Subramani discloses how the modern visitor is a subtle (and unsubtle) legatee of
an invented Pacific – invented by post-lapsarian man questing his holistic self in
the uncharted antipodes.153
Mishra identifies the outsiders’ discourse correctly as “oceanism, an offshoot of the
broader falsifying discourse of orientalism.”154 South Sea writers of this brand include
Herman Melville, Robert Louis Stevenson, Charles Warren Stoddard, Somerset
Maugham, and James Michener, all of whom one also encounters when dealing with
outsiders’ views of Hawai’i. In addition, explorers such as Cook and Bougainville, artists
like Paul Gauguin, and anthropologists like Margaret Mead have shaped the world’s
skewed image of the South Pacific, and the tourist industry draws heavily on the myths
they helped create.
The task for postcolonial writers, especially poets, is “finding authentic voices,”155
voices which are essentially their own. The inherent problem in their quest is that there
can be no return to an alleged untainted authenticity, a pre-contact purity. Culture is
dynamic, and intercultural contact has taken place at all times. Acknowledging the havoc
that colonialism has wrought on various societies around the world need not entail an
automatic rejection of all the changes that have affected indigenous and migrants’ lives.
Cultural evolution is a historically conditioned process. Viewed from this perspective,
“there are aspects of colonial education which strongly favour literature, such as its strong
literary bias, and the access that it provides to English literature and Western intellectual
tradition. The most important writers in the region are products of colonial education.”156
To return to Albert Wendt, his novels can be labeled epic, historiographic, and
ironic. He works with elements of the oral tradition such as didacticism, allegory,
digression, and vernacular speech patterns. His best known novel Leaves of the Banyan
Tree157 is representative of all these aspects. Subramani assesses Wendt’s writings as
follows: “the two antithetical modes of mimesis (representation of reality) and fabulation
(tending towards allegory and reinterpretation of mythology) find a unique synthesis.”158
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Much of the region’s writing can be interpreted as mixing these modes.159 What unites the
writers – and their Hawaiian counterparts – is their quest for what is lost; paradise,
childhood, the past, one’s homeland, innocence, meaning, love: As Wendt aptly put it:
“In our various groping ways, we are all in search of that heaven, the Hawaiki, where our
hearts will find meaning; most of us never do find it, or, at the moment of finding it, fail
to recognise it.”160
Another huge obstacle for pan-Pacific ideas to take hold is the pervasiveness of
jingoistic nationalisms throughout the region, its worst instance having been the Fijian
military coups in 1987, with repercussions that Indo-Fijians still have to struggle with
today. Raymond Pillai expresses his frustration with the negative image of Indians in Fiji
in harsh terms in his poem “Labourer’s Lament:”
We do not wear upon our sleeve
That damaging star of shame.
But need we symbols to believe
We’re Jews in all but name.161
Indo-Fijians form the only larger immigrant community in the region, and comprise a
relatively high number of writers. Instead of drawing on indigenous oral traditions, these
authors are influenced by Indian fables and folktales. As immigrants often experience
rootlessness, they either develop a greater need to cling to their homeland’s traditions or
an assimilatory urge to establish a bond to their new home, depending on the immigrants’
generation. This will surface in their writings, much as it does for example in the AJA’s
texts from Hawai’i.162 Especially indentured laborers have often been lured with a
‘promised land’ only to be disappointed, being left with another paradise lost.
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At no time in my undergraduate English and American literature studies or in my entire public school
education had any teacher ever used or even mentioned a work of fiction or poetry by an Asian American
writer. At age eighteen, I had just started to write when one day I realized I was the only Asian American
writer I knew (and I wasn’t very good). As a comparison, imagine an American culture without African
American writers, musicians, singers, actors, and painters.
Shawn Wong – Preface to Asian American Literature163

3.3 The Mainland Relatives: Asian American Writing
People of Asian ancestry make up more than half of Hawaii’s population today; many of
the islands’ writers emerged from this heterogeneous group. For the most part, they are
included in Asian American literary studies with scant consideration of Hawaii’s
idiosyncrasies. If Local writing by authors of Asian descent is to be distinguished from
mainland Asian American literature, it is necessary to delineate different themes and
sensibilities. In order to assess these, a sketch of the development of Asian American
literature follows. Hawaii’s Asian writers today are able to write from a much more
secure subject position than their mainland relatives. This is primarily due to the different
legacy they bear. As Hawaii’s Asians are predominantly Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, and
Korean, these groups will be considered in the following overview.
In her introduction to An Interethnic Companion to Asian American Literature,
editor King-Kok Cheung explains: “The umbrella term ‘Asian American’ was coined in
the late 1960s to promote political solidarity and cultural nationalism.”164 Spurred by
various human rights, anti-war, and Black Power movements, people from different
ethnic Asiatic backgrounds began to promote what Yen Le Espiritu calls ‘Asian
American panethnicity.’165 Today, the inherent danger of glossing over inequalities in the
course of consolidating diverse ethnicities is increasingly addressed. Yet, as Cheung
asserts, “Without the initial naming, subsequent institutionalizing, and continuous
contestation over this literature, the many voices that are now being heard might have
remained mute.” She registers a “continuing need to amplify marginalized voices,
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however dissimilar.”166 However, even when looking at a single ethnic group, its diversity
is obvious: generation, gender, and class differences as well as other factors subdivide
any given group.
Chinese American literature provides a pertinent and well-known example: In
1974, Frank Chin, sometimes called “the conscience” or “the godfather” of Asian
American literature, co-edited Aiiieeeee!, an anthology that set out to salvage a tradition,
establish a canon, and refute common stereotypes that cast the typical ‘Chinaman’ as
inscrutable, effeminate, and potentially cruel:
Briefly stated, the Aiiieeeee! group valorizes works written in English by
American-born writers on American subjects addressed primarily to fellow Asian
Americans, preferably with a pronounced anti-Orientalist agenda, working-class
sympathies, and an interest in rehabilitating Chinese American masculinity.167
Both the group’s androcentrism and its assessment that the “subject matter of minority
literature is social history, not necessarily by design but by definition,”168 were seriously
challenged by Maxine Hong Kingston’s feminist and personal 1976 book The Woman
Warrior. Advertised by Alfred A. Knopf as autobiographical non-fiction,169 the novel
became a bestseller and has sparked a controversy the repercussions of which are still at
work today. Sau-Ling Cynthia Wong notes that “the female writer’s relationship to
American culture is much more vexed than the male’s, for, given her subject position in
Chinese patriarchy, the women’s first contact with Western ways typically had some
liberating effects.”170 This can be applied to Kingston’s exploration of the difficulty of
growing up with two conflicting cultures. Far from attempting to write ‘social history,’
the author “problematizes generic definitions and the idea of representational
responsibility in ‘ethnic’ writing.”171 The story of an American born daughter’s
interpretation of her Chinese immigrant mother’s stories contains its own disclaimer of
166
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representativeness, a cautioning against the assumption that ethnic literature equals
ethnography:
Chinese-Americans, when you try to understand what things in you are Chinese,
how do you separate what is peculiar to childhood, to poverty, insanities, one
family, your mother who marked your growing with stories, from what is
Chinese? What is Chinese tradition and what is the movies?172
In spite of this and other passages that establish a subjective and imaginative unreliable
narrator, The Woman Warrior has been lauded as a factual account, read as the token
Chinese American text, and accused of distorting Chinese history and mythology. Frank
Chin and others have attacked the book as “a contemporary representative of a ‘fake’
Chinese American tradition – misogynist, exoticized, and inauthentic.”173 Behind the
Kingston-Chin controversy was a fundamental conflict between feminism and cultural
nationalism, which in turn was informed by a “complex interaction of gender, racial,
ethnic, and class politics”174 that is still pertinent, as will be seen in chapter 5.2.5 on the
controversy over Lois-Ann Yamanaka’s books.
After the successes of David Henry Hwang’s 1988 play M. Butterfly and Amy
Tan’s 1989 novel The Joy Luck Club, the controversy was rekindled. Chin and his coeditors reasserted their oppositional stance in their 1991 anthology The Big Aiiieeeee!,
claiming a heroic tradition represented by classical Chinese and Japanese epics based on a
Confucian ethic of war: “We are born to fight to maintain our personal integrity. All art is
martial art. Writing is fighting.”175 Ascribing a mythical status to these epics, they
contended that “myths are, by nature, immutable and unchanging because they are deeply
ingrained in the cultural memory, or they are not myths.”176 They posited their marginal
version as the ‘real’ versus the ‘fake’ of popular and economically successful writers. In
the meantime, Kingston had re-examined Chinese America from different angles in her
1980 reappraisal of China Men as well as through her vision of a communal and
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synthesizing art in 1989’s Tripmaster Monkey: His Fake Book, whose main character, a
playwright and trickster figure, is modeled on Chin himself.
Given all that, one should not overlook the contribution the Aiiieeeee! group made
to Asian American literary historiography by (re)discovering and canonizing writers,
mainly of Chinese and Japanese ancestry.177 For Chinese America, they champion for
example Sui Sin Far’s lucid thoughts on being Eurasian at the turn of the 20th century, and
Louis Chu’s 1961 depiction of New York’s aging Chinatown bachelor society in Eat a
Bowl of Tea. Chu’s book is considered the first Chinese American novel, and its story
records the changes that altered immigration laws brought: Chinese were the earliest
Asian immigrants, associated with the California gold rush and the building of the
transcontinental railroad. From 1882 to 1943, the Chinese exclusion act prevented further
immigration, but after World War II, war brides enabled the building of families. The
liberalized immigration laws of 1965 led to a massive demographic shift and an influx of
immigrants from China but also from other Asian countries.
Compared to Chinese, the Japanese American experience up to 1941 generated a
much more self-assured literary activity, ranging from traditional haiku and tanka poetry
clubs to literary magazines in both Japanese and English. Disaster struck the immigrant
community with the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and the subsequent period of
‘wartime relocation camps.’ This sad and enraging story of injustice and insensitivity is
belatedly exposed and documented in Michi Weglyn’s Years of Infamy: The Untold Story
of America’s Concentration Camps, published in 1976, which became model and
incentive for redress suits. 120,000 people of Japanese ancestry were interned in camps in
California, Arizona, Arkansas, Wyoming, and Idaho, mostly set up in uninhabited desert
areas. Removed from their homes, stripped of their constitutional rights, they were
suddenly considered potential traitors, collaborators with the imperial enemy. Japanese
American literature went through a stage of either silence or autobiographies testifying to
acculturation, Americanization, and the burden of dual identities. Later, third-generation
Japanese Americans, the sansei, blamed their nisei parents for keeping quiet, for not
demanding their rights as citizens, and for not standing up to the immigrant generation,
177
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the issei. Few had gone against the ‘official’ advocacy of cooperation represented by the
Japanese American Citizens League (JACL), attempting to provoke test cases in order to
appeal in courts for constitutional rights.
One writer, John Okada, turned to the psychological impact that the camps and
the subsequent army draft had on young nisei: His 1957 novel No-No Boy deals with one
of the draft resisters who went to prison for two years and came back to a world of
veterans and silence.178 The protagonist voices his double ‘no’ to the decision he is forced
to make: He can neither be Japanese nor American, for he grew up with both cultures
demanding allegiance. No-No Boy was largely ignored by both the critics and the reading
public, until the cultural nationalists around Chin rediscovered Okada’s work in their
search for roots and traditions in the late 1970s.179 Today, this first Japanese American
novel is championed for its sincerity and insight. Okada, however, had died without
recognition.
Wartime internment is also a striking example of the different situations of
Japanese on the mainland and in Hawai’i: In 1941, one third of Oahu’s population was of
Japanese ancestry. The detainment of over 100,000 people would have been too costly
and would have toppled the islands’ economy. As Weglyn records:
Accordingly – and paradoxically – it had become a veritable military necessity for
authorities to retain, not detain, Hawaii’s Japanese population in a battle zone
thousands of miles closer to the enemy mainland than the jittery state of California
and to do everything possible to encourage their loyalty so that all would stay at
their tasks.180
Only 980 ‘suspect’ individuals were taken to Sand Island detention center on the island of
Oahu. Stan Yogi thinks that because of these different experiences “it might have been
easier for Hawaiian nisei to explore Japanese American history and identity in the
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immediate postwar years:”181 Milton Murayama of Maui self-published his Pidgin
plantation novelette All I Asking for Is My Body as early as 1959, but had to wait for
recognition until the 1970s. Incorporating the fundamentally Local text into the Japanese
American canon, Yogi summarizes its theme: “Through the antagonistic dynamic that
develops between issei and nisei, Murayama explores the complex interaction between
traditional Japanese values of family loyalty and the exploitative and racially stratified
plantation system.”182 He also recognizes the text’s linguistic significance: “Like writers
who have legitimized regional dialects and black English in literature, Murayama
pioneered the use of ‘pidgin English’ as a literary language.”183 No wonder someone like
Frank Chin who had called for a kind of ‘nation language’ for Asian Americans would
want to claim Murayama as one of their own.184 The 1970s sansei writers such as poet
Lawson Fusao Inada, a member of the Aiiieeeee! group, were as influenced by the
progressive and radical politics of the time as the Chinese.
Approaching the present, Yogi identifies a sense of place and the urgency “to
capture Japanese American communities that are either disappearing or changing in
dramatic ways”185 as central issues of the 1980s and 1990s. However, his main examples
of these tendencies are Sylvia Watanabe’s 1992 story collection Talking to the Dead and
Juliet Kono’s 1988 book of poetry Hilo Rains. Both writers are Local sansei, both books
are fundamentally about Hawai’i. In the islands, the centrality of sense of place is not a
recent development. Neither is the desire to portray the lost or vanishing things of life.
And lastly, the communities portrayed in these works are not merely Japanese American,
but complexly mixed as Hawaiian communities inevitably are. A genuinely recent
development in Japanese American writing is the turn to postmodern forms and styles.
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Yogi names David Mura, Cynthia Kadohata, and Karen Tei Yamashita as writers who
transcend the spatial and conceptual confines of Japanese America.
A third Asian group has increasingly asserted its unique characteristics which
complicate its inclusion under the Asian American umbrella: Whereas both Chinese and
Japanese Americans can be conceptualized as legatees of ancient empires, Filipino
Americans look back upon several hundred years of colonization and dependency.186
After being a Spanish colony from 1565 to 1895, the Filipino revolution was cut short by
the Spanish-American war in 1898. In that year, not only the Philippines, but also Puerto
Rico and Hawai’i were annexed by President McKinley. The American influence altered
Filipino culture in ways that puzzled the Japanese during their occupation of the country
from 1941 to 1945:
To the ideologues of what might have been an Asian hegemony, it was
incomprehensible that a people so scantily informed about their Asian-ness could
be so stubbornly loyal to the United States. One reason for that loyalty, of course,
was the English language and the literature that the Filipino imagination had
discovered for itself.187
Until 1991, the Philippines found themselves in a neo-colonial dependency. Thousands
emigrated, for economic or political reasons. In the 1920s and 30s, they went to the
Hawaiian plantations, veterans came to the United States immediately after the war, and
the dictatorial Marcos regime caused another wave of emigration in the 1970s. Filipino
culture and literature are informed by Spanish Catholicism, oral folk and vernacular
traditions, and an English language colonial education. The Filipino sensibility is shaped
by the interplay of U.S. colonization and migration, with writers like workers living
alternately in the Philippines, the U.S. and elsewhere. This complicates the categorization
of literary texts: Asian American or postcolonial, world literature or a divided canon of
Philippine literature in English versus Filipino American literature?
In any case, Filipino literary history embraces writers from both the ‘home
country’ and the adopted one as their predecessors. Thus national hero Jose Rizal’s 1886
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text Noli mi Tangere is as much part of a canon as José García Villa’s short stories and
poems of the 1930s to 1950s. A typical immigrant sensibility is exhibited by Carlos
Bulosan, whose 1946 memoir America Is in the Heart has been among the texts retrieved
and canonized by Frank Chin and the Combined Asian Resources Project (CARP) in the
1970s. Bulosan’s text addresses the hardships that he and other itinerant Filipino workers
in the American West had to deal with, but in the face of discrimination and
disappointment, he maintains:
You did not give America to me, and never will.
America is in the hearts of people that live in it.
But it is worth the coming, the sacrifice, the idealism.
Yes, it is worth all these – and the loneliness at night,
The bitterness of prejudice, the sharp fangs of hunger,
The terror of rootlessness.188
Bienvenido Santos, whose 1989 novel What the Hell for You Left Your Heart in San
Francisco is assessed as “the quintessential Filipino American novel to date,”189 reiterates
the unwieldy self-perception of a writer who refuses simple labels: “I’m an Asian writer
who writes in English. And we live in America. I want to be called a Filipino writer
writing in English. A Filipino writer who has been in and out of this country, who has
been more in than out of this country, perhaps.”190 Other important figures are Ninotchka
Rosca, author of State of War, and Jessica Hagedorn, whose novel Dogeaters was
nominated for the 1990 National Book Award. She has also edited Charlie Chan Is
Dead: An Anthology of Contemporary Asian American Fiction in 1993. This anthology
acknowledges its debt to the trailblazing activity of the two Aiiieeeee! books, but intends
to transcend their narrow definition of what Asian American literature is. Thus, Hagedorn
includes Vietnamese American and South Asian American writers alongside the already
188
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accepted ethnicities.191 The book registers expansion and diversification in the 1980s and
90s, and in her preface, Elaine Kim mentions several crucial changes:
During the past two decades, some Asian and Pacific American populations have
increased by 500 to 1,000 percent. […] The lines between Asian and Asian
American, so crucial to identity formations in the past, are increasingly blurred:
transportation to and communication with Asia is no longer daunting, resulting in
new crossovers and intersections and different kinds of material and cultural
distances today.192
In spite of such mobility, the recurrent motifs of dreams of ‘homecoming’ and
experiences of homelessness exhibited in Filipino texts are reminiscent of their
prevalence in the literatures of migrant economies such as the Caribbean, and in the
essays of exilic or diasporic writers like Salman Rushdie or Edward Said.193 Campomanes
quotes the latter when identifying “a pressing need for the recovery of the land that […] is
recoverable at first only through the imagination.”194 A more postcolonial than
assimilationist sensibility will not find the America that is ‘in the heart’ while the home
that one left behind cannot be returned to. This engenders the ‘imaginary homelands’ and
‘Indias of the mind’ which contemporary ethnic literatures create. Campomanes identifies
‘aesthetics of economy,’ or a ‘heritage of smallness,’ and an ‘archipelagic poetics’ as
characteristic elements of Filipino American texts. He concludes: “The portability of
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Filipino literary identities and constructs already poeticizes – no matter how uneasily and
variously – a ‘dispersed nationality’ and the experience of multiple dislocations.”195
The last Asian group to consider is the Koreans. While Hawaiian sugar planters
launched only a short but intense recruitment campaign from 1903 to 1905, Korean
immigration to the mainland United States lasted from the early part of the 20th century
until the mid-60s. Both places found new settlers after the liberalization of immigration
laws in 1965 mentioned earlier.196 There are almost no accounts of early immigrants such
as laborers and G.I. war brides. Elaine Kim notes: “Many Korean American viewpoints
are represented only through the filtering memories of an English-speaking descendant or
the modifying lens of a writer’s class privilege.”197 In good Aiiieeeee! fashion, Kim
cautions readers not to overlook the narrating ‘daughters’ and their fascination with the
exotic lives of their immigrant forebears. This argument, however valid, is in danger of
falling back into the trap of reading literary texts for their ethnological authenticity.
Autobiographical writings testify to a perceived need for societal visibility of Korean
immigrant families. Ronyoung Kim argues on the dust jacket of her 1987 novel Clay
Walls: “A whole generation of Korean immigrants and their American-born children
could have lived and died in the United States without anyone knowing they had been
here. I could not let that happen.”198 When claiming Hawaii’s Korean writers Nora Okja
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Cobb (Keller), Gary Pak, and Cathy Song under the rubric of ‘emerging young Korean
American writers,’ Kim acknowledges that “writers in Hawai’i are distinct from their
‘mainland’ counterparts, undoubtedly because in Hawai’i, as nowhere else in America, it
has been possible for Asian Americans to claim to be both Asian and American.”199
When the motifs and metaphors that Asian American authors employ in their
writings have been examined, Asian Hawaiian literature can be read for convergences
with and divergences from these narratives. In her book-length study Reading Asian
American Literature: From Necessity to Extravagance, Sau-Ling Cynthia Wong
identifies and maps out metaphors of food, the shadow, mobility, and art as prevalent.
She juxtaposes a necessity that is associated with the immigrant generation, poverty, filial
obligation, community, and work, with an extravagance related to the American-born,
individuality, imagination, and play, and traces both in the utilization of these motifs.
Necessity is related to Asia and descent, while extravagance equals America and
consent.200 I would argue for the addition of voice, or language, associating silence with
necessity and speech with extravagance. Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Woman Warrior
contains examples for all motifs mentioned, and thus provides an excellent test case:
- Food: The revolting foods that signify everything the immigrants had to ‘swallow’ are
rejected by their offspring as a cultural baggage they cannot ‘stomach.’ Thus, Kingston’s
narrator realizes
“that my mother won in ghost battle because she can eat anything – quick, pluck
out the carp’s eyes, one for Mother and one for Father. All heroes are bold toward
food. […] Big eaters win. […] We children used to hide under the beds with our
fingers in our ears to shut out the bird screams and the thud, thud of the turtles
swimming in the boiling water, their shells hitting the sides of the pot. […] ‘If it
tastes good, it’s bad for you,’ she said. ‘If it tastes bad, it’s good for you.’ We’d
have to face four- and five-day-old leftovers until we ate it all. […] I would live on
plastic” (Kingston 1989: 89-92).
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On the other hand, comfort foods or traditional special occasion foods mark ethnicity and
are always in danger of being co-opted for exoticization.
- The shadow: The ingestion of stereotypes tends to create a split or doubled self. The
subsequent outward projection of Asianness results in a ‘racial shadow.’ Just like any
FOB (‘fresh off the boat’) immigrant, Kingston’s “quiet girl represents that residue of
racial difference which dooms Chinese Americans to a position of inferiority in a racist
society. It is this very irreducibility that most infuriates” (Wong 1993: 89). The intense
confrontation between narrator and ‘quiet girl’ is the attempt to force her-self to find a
voice: “I hated fragility. I walked around her, looked her up and down the way the
Mexican and Negro girls did when they fought, so tough. […] ‘If you don’t talk, you
can’t have a personality’” (Kingston 1989: 176-80). Another shadow that haunts
Kingston’s narrator is her midwife mother’s helper, the perfect Chinese girl, useful and
obedient, which she can never measure up to: “‘I would not have sold a daughter such as
that one,’ she told us. […] The unsold slaves must have watched them with envy. I watch
them with envy. My mother’s enthusiasm for me is duller than for the slave girl” (82).
Imagining herself as the legendary swordswoman Fa Mu Lan, model of “perfect filiality,”
her real life is filled with helpless raging against both the alleged Chinese notion of the
superfluity of girls, and America’s ubiquitous racism: “Nobody in history has conquered
and united both North America and Asia. […] When I visit the family now, I wrap my
American successes around me like a private shawl; I am worthy of eating the food” (4952).
- Mobility: While both the westward movement and upward mobility are central to the
American imagination, Asian American experience is marked by forced immobility,
coerced movement, and aimless looping (Bulosan’s itinerant workers cover a lot of
ground but do not get ‘anywhere,’ while Chinese detainment at Angel Island as well as
Japanese internment are examples of historical inequities at work). This often results in
either metaphors of confinement or imaginative flights. Kingston’s Fa Mu Lan chapter
begins with her narrator musing: “Perhaps women were once so dangerous they had to
have their feet bound” (19). But the girl longs for freedom, a transcendence of limitations:
“I ran and, not stepping off a cliff at the edge of my toes and not hitting my forehead
against a wall, ran faster. A wind buoyed me up over the roots, the rocks, the little hills.
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[…] I learned to make my mind large, as the universe is large, so that there is room for
paradoxes. […] I moved like the trees in the wind” (24-9).
-

Silence/Voice: One of the central motifs of The Woman Warrior, the linguistic and

experiential untranslatability of home and host culture, is at the heart of Asian American
explorations of silence. The reasons are manifold:
“The emigrants confused the gods by diverting their curses, misleading them with
crooked streets and false names. They must try to confuse their offspring as well,
who, I suppose, threaten them in similar ways – always trying to get things
straight, always trying to name the unspeakable. The Chinese I know hide their
names; sojourners take new names when their lives change and guard their real
names with silence. […] There were secrets never to be said in front of the ghosts,
immigration secrets whose telling could get us back to China. Sometimes I hated
the ghosts for not letting us talk; sometimes I hated the secrecy of the Chinese” (5,
183).
A silence that is both strategic and helpless is handed down. “When I went to
kindergarten and had to speak English for the first time, I became silent” (165). In the ingroup situation of afternoon Chinese school, voicing becomes practicable again: “There
we chanted together, voices rising and falling, loud and soft, some boys shouting,
everybody reading together, reciting together and not alone with one voice” (167). Yet
even the grown woman’s voice fails when confronted with intergenerational
untranslatability: “I shut my teeth together, vocal cords cut, they hurt so. I would not
speak words to give her pain. All her children gnash their teeth” (101).
I reserved the motif of art as play for the end of this digression, for it is the novel
The Woman Warrior as text that epitomizes the specific predicament of the Asian
American artist: Between necessity/familial and communal obligation/usefulness and
extravagance/individual vision/imagination, the artist searches for a balance or union of
both that justifies her occupation. Fa Mu Lan is conceptualized as a woman who bears her
parents’ grievances tattooed to her back and avenges injustices, strengthened by her time
of training: “The martial arts are ‘arts’ (play), but they are also ‘martial’ (work).” Martial
arts movements are “controlled exuberance” just like the dance that her vision reveals as
the essence of all things: “The dance is a fit metaphor for the ideal of a perfect union of
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Necessity and Extravagance” (Wong 1993: 203-4). The narrator who cannot translate the
meaning of her mother’s stories into her reality resorts to imaginative play, extravagantly
fleshing out the meager stories of a mother who “has told me once and for all the useful
parts. She will add nothing unless powered by Necessity, a riverbank that guides her life”
(Kingston 1989: 6). However, the book’s final story is a hopeful hybrid: “The beginning
is hers, the ending, mine.” It speaks of a communal appreciation of art, an art that is
finally communication: “It translated well” (208-9).
Although far too diverse to be called a ‘school’ of literature, there is a community of
writers that shares a determination to fight the travel posters, the popular literature, and the mass media
stereotypes of Hawaii. By writing about themselves and the people around them – about life as they know it
– these writers are, for the first time, creating a literature of Hawaii instead of a literature about Hawaii.
Sheldon Hershinow – “Coming of Age? The Literature of Contemporary Hawaii”201

4. The Birth of a Contemporary Local Literature
Today, Local literature can be said to incorporate three ethnically marked ‘traditions:’
- A Caucasian one that is connected with the University of Hawai’i and bears the weight
of the historical haole hegemony. Most contemporary haole writing sharply contrasts
with the pervasive earlier modes of ‘outsider’ literature that will be portrayed below in
chapter 4.2.
- A Native Hawaiian one that has its roots in pre-contact indigenous writing and in the
effects of the ‘Hawaiian Renaissance.’
-

A mostly Asian-dominated one that consolidated itself at the 1978 Talk Story

conference and labeled itself ‘local.’
However, the overarching Local themes of loss, history, ethnicity, language, place,
and identity are found in all of them. Across all the differences and unevenness, a
common Local way of seeing and representing has evolved. Moreover, the separate
strands

are

increasingly being

interwoven

by

market,

audience,

and

other

economic/sociocultural factors, as the references to Hawaii’s cultural infrastructure in this
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chapter will illustrate. After the portrayal of Local literature’s prehistory and the
consolidation phase of the 1970s and early 1980s, contemporary literature will emerge on
a thematic map of convergence and commonality.
Canonical issues are nevertheless largely the responsibility of critics and scholars, who in
Hawaii’s and, in general, ethnic American literary studies have been far more scarce than writers, it seems
– the reverse of the boast or the complaint that in any year thousands study and may attempt to publish
articles on, say, one Shakespeare, one Melville, one Dickinson, or one Twain.
Stephen H. Sumida – And the View from the Shore202

4.1 The University’s Role and Its Relevant Institutions
The University of Hawai’i is proudly cast by its historiographers as “unique as America’s
mid-ocean, tropical, multicultural university” and lauded for its “extraordinary” rise. It is
also seen as a powerful agent of social change, as when the development of a statewide
system in 1965 answered to a growing demand for higher education: “Young people of all
ethnicities and economic levels saw career opportunities rarely envisioned by their
parents and grandparents – especially in Hawaii, where most of those forebears had lived
in plantation villages.”203 To reiterate, the paradoxical net effect of World War II and
subsequent statehood was an increased exposure to American ideas and a growing
realization of the possibilities for those who went beyond what hegemonic discourse
would have them believe. A college education in Hawai’i or on the mainland in turn
fostered both an awareness of human rights movements and an understanding of ethnic
and cultural diversity and inequities. Persons exposed to such education have been
instrumental in the Hawaiian Renaissance and sovereignty movement as well as in the
Asian/Local cultural nationalism exemplified by Talk Story and Bamboo Ridge. In more
general terms, the University has had a huge impact not only on the political and
economic lives of Hawaii’s peoples, but also on the “unique multiculture of this state.” Its
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historiographers highlight the variety of “training and performance in the theatre, music,
dance, and the visual arts,” as well as the teaching of “a wide range of languages” and the
preservation of the Hawaiian language as its biggest merits.204
At the same time, the University has long remained a vestige of Euro-American
cultural hegemony. Hence, its history, anthropology, and literature teaching and research
have to be viewed critically. Especially the English Department has long denied
indigenous and Asian writers access to the ivory tower of canonized and ‘serious’
literature. The significant changes in attitudes and teaching have been brought about by
the ethnic studies departments, and then carried over into the sanctuary of colonial
education: The more recent cross-listed courses, collaborations of university and Local
groups such as Bamboo Ridge, as well as the organization of Asian/Pacific conferences
indicate a due shift of awareness and policy, and a promising degree of decolonization.205
The University has thus been the cradle of many of Hawaii’s contemporary
writers as well as the institution that sanctioned and authorized the earlier Orientalist
canon. Hence the development of some of its departments can show the progression from
a literature about Hawai’i to one from Hawai’i. When the territorial college, founded in
1907, acquired university status in 1921, the Board of Regents stated: “The University
should become a center for the study of Hawaiian and a strong effort made to preserve the
language in its purity.”206 The way for formal education in the native language was paved
several years later by according Hawaiian the same status as the traditionally required
languages of the Occident and Orient had, thus treating an oral and declining language as
the equal of languages with highly developed and academically studied literatures. In
spite of such promising beginnings, by the 1940s it seemed that the church “was the last
refuge of the spoken language within the cities.”207 At the same time, the developing
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academic departments began offering courses on Hawaiian history, geography, and wider
Polynesian topics. Bishop Museum staff members, such as the archaeologist Kenneth P.
Emory, and Samuel H. Elbert of Hawaiian-English dictionary fame, provided a repository
of expertise and were appointed as ‘affiliate faculty.’ The latter scholar bravely proposed
the creation of a curriculum in ‘Hawaiian Studies,’ which was finally started in 1970,
when the political climate fostered the establishment of ethnic studies programs
nationwide. In 1985, Haunani-Kay Trask transferred from the American Studies
Department to Hawaiian Studies, becoming its first full-time faculty member. Two years
later, she became chair of what was now called the Center for Hawaiian Studies in the
newly constituted School of Hawaiian, Asian, and Pacific Studies. The University of
Hawai’i at Hilo was the first to offer a graduate degree in the field with its Master of Arts
program in Hawaiian language and literature. It is the first and only Master’s program in
any indigenous language in the United States. Since 1999, after Lilikala Kame’eleihiwa
had become the new director of the Manoa Center, its oppositional thrust has retreated in
favor of cooperation and intellectual debate. In a newspaper article Robert M. Rees
diagnoses that the Center has ‘come of age,’ listing its plans to offer graduate degrees, its
faculty of five full professors and 120 students majoring in Hawaiian Studies, the
research and publications undertaken by its faculty members, and the housing of a
Hawaiian charter school in its confines. While Kame’eleihiwa asserts the ongoing fight
for Hawaiian rights and sovereignty, Rees ventures that “the center is becoming a model
for how to offer studies devoted to a single ethnic group without excluding either
scholarship or members of other ethnic groups.”208
Just as important and closely connected to this is the development of the Center
for Pacific Studies. While initial interest focused on Asian countries on the Pacific Rim,
“out of this slowly evolved what became the nation’s premier Pacific Islands program.”209
From the beginning, the interdisciplinary area-study master’s degree program has drawn
students mostly motivated by academic interest in the region. Tourism as well as
increasing cultural awareness and the relative scarcity of experts on Pacific matters
continue to provide its graduates with career opportunities. As mentioned in chapter 3.2,
the hiring of Vilsoni Hereniko, Rotuman playwright, literary critic, and Pacific Studies
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scholar, in 1991 has proven instrumental in creating, renewing and visualizing Pacific ties
that in turn have strengthened and cross-fertilized indigenous sensibilities and writings
both in Hawai’i and in the South Pacific. When running for the program’s presidency in
2002, Hereniko stated his vision of a Center of increased store: Asking why students and
scholars should not demand a Ph.D. program in Pacific Studies,210 with options such as
delivering exams and theses in indigenous Pacific languages, he cleverly positioned this
ambition in a Polynesian value system, comparing a Ph.D. degree to the Oceanic status
symbol of a ‘fine mat,’ a hand-made object of family/clan pride, useful yet primarily
prestigious. His general objectives focus on a decolonization of education, a turn to
indigenous epistemologies. This shall include interdisciplinary/holistic approaches,
increased regional collaborations aided by modern technologies that enable distance
learning, and a wide distribution of activities through various media. Another important
aspect of Hereniko’s vision is an increased value placed on artistic creation and on
performative aspects of Polynesian culture, to be integrated both in teaching as well as in
student participation/expression in the program. A model could be the Oceania Artistic
Center in Fiji, where a multimedia performance directed by Epeli Hau’ofa exemplified a
harmonic association of traditional art forms and new technologies. Hereniko’s
conception echoes experi(m)ent(i)al ethnic/minority approaches to scholarship as
elaborated by Gloria Anzaldúa, Trinh Minh-Ha, or, in a Pacific context, Hau’ofa himself
in his essays “Our Sea of Islands” and “The Ocean in Us.” However, it is a self-confident
move with political implications to try and accommodate such approaches to the ‘learner
level,’ where decolonization has to take root if it is to succeed. An indication of the
results of Hereniko’s approach is that already many of his students are considering
creative vocations, and are facing the challenge of ‘artistic exams’ with much enthusiasm
and seriousness.211
In spite of such recent visions, the university’s function as a colonial institution
has to be examined. One example is the history of its commitment to reach out to Asia on
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American terms. Recalling a rhetoric that posited Hawai’i as the logical strategic meeting
place at the disposal of those in charge, Robert M. Kamins writes in Malamalama:
From its early days the University was envisioned as an institution of higher
learning that would connect America with Asia. Hawaii’s intercontinental
position and its multiethnic environment, in which scholars from Asia could find
languages, cuisines, and religions familiar to them among the exotica of Americain-Polynesia, argued for developing here a university to span the Pacific.212
From early visions of such bridging ground through Cold War policies of the
Americanization of Asians to the perceived necessity of connections with emergent
‘Tiger’ economies, American interests have rarely been altruistic or committed to plain
learning. The Department of Oriental Studies began with classes on Chinese and Japanese
language and history, growing slowly and with disruptions caused by World War II and
monetary constraints. One milestone in the realization of the meeting place idea was the
creation of the East-West Center, initiated right after the passing of Hawaii’s statehood
bill as a “Center for Cultural and Technical Interchange between East and West.”213 While
the Department of State envisioned the Center as a place to instruct Asians in advanced
American technologies and promote the ‘American Way,’ Manoa supporters of the idea
focused on cultural interchange and mutual interaction. The East-West Center and the
adjacent John F. Kennedy Theatre were part of the University’s expansion in the 1960s,
and in spite of conflicting objectives, the Center has fostered the establishment of
graduate programs and the recruiting and retaining of scholars specializing in Pacific and
Asian Studies, all justified by the increased number of incoming grantees, many of them
seeking advanced degrees.
Naturally, all these areas of study engendered extensive library collections,
resulting in vast research repositories available today. Also, scholars in these fields have
published a host of books of their own to add to this locally consolidated treasure of
knowledge. The University of Hawai’i Press has been instrumental in publishing and
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distributing books related to Hawai’i, Asia, and the Pacific, despite severe limitations in
its first decades of existence. Founded in 1947, the press struggled with printing laws and
with not being allowed to retain revenues until the 1970s, “the decade in which the press
established itself as the leading publisher of Hawaiiana and as a major publisher of books
on Asia.”214 Key publications still in print are Elbert and Pukui’s Hawaiian-English
Dictionary, the 1973 Atlas of Hawaii, revised in 1994, Beckwith’s Hawaiian Mythology
and The Kumulipo, and Daws’ authoritative Shoal of Time: A History of the Hawaiian
Islands. Projects such as widely used Japanese language textbooks generated income that
has enabled the publication of “important, but economically risky, scholarly works that
otherwise would not have seen the light of day.”215 The financial situation also allowed
for the automation of production in the 1980s, which in turn engendered a productionservice program that has turned the press into a logistics company serving university,
community, and nonprofit organizations (such as Bamboo Ridge) as well as small
educational publishers from Pacific Rim countries. The creation of two new literature
series in 1993 marked an increased commitment to the wider distribution of ex-centric
literatures: “One series presents in English translation outstanding fiction of this century
from China. The second, Talanoa: Contemporary Pacific Literature, presents the fiction
of indigenous Pacific Islanders.”216 Editor of the latter is Vilsoni Hereniko. The inception
of this series can be seen as the attempt to establish a new, pan-Pacific canon.
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No need to hear your voice when I can talk about you better than you can speak about yourself. No need to
hear your voice. Only tell me about your pain. I want to know your story. And then I will tell it back to you
in a new way. Tell it back to you in such a way that it has become mine, my own. Re-writing you I write
myself anew. I am still author, authority. I am still colonizer, the speaking subject and you are now the
center of my talk.
bell hooks – “Marginality as Site of Resistance”217

4.2 The Old Canon
The career and writings of Arthur Grove Day (1904-1994) are not only indicative of the
(neo)colonial function of an American university in a multi-ethnic environment, they also
serve as examples both of the powerful position a single hegemonic figure can occupy
and of the Orientalist conflation of touristic and scholarly modes of writing. It is no
coincidence that Day “arrived in Hawai’i in 1944 with an interest in discovery narratives
and primitive art.”218 His ‘moment’ was “coterminous with the drive to statehood in
Hawaii and the rise to dominance of the tourist industry.”219 His friend and later co-editor
Carl Stroven had designed a Pacific literature class which he had taught since 1936. This
class covered mainly the literary discoverers and travelers whose texts the two also
showcased in their best-selling anthologies The Spell of the Pacific (1949), A Hawaiian
Reader (1959), and The Spell of Hawaii (1968). Apart from acting as Chair of the English
Department from 1948 to 1953, Day was dedicated to editing ‘Pacific’ texts, thus
establishing and authorizing an ‘outsider’ canon for Hawai’i and the larger ‘South Seas.’
Such a literary history is informed by an imposed teleology: “Once Hawai’i officially
becomes American soil, its history is, retroactively, American, and has always been
American history in the making.”220 Championing Mark Twain, Robert Louis Stevenson,
and Jack London as ‘Hawaiian’ writers, he saw annexation as the (manifest) “destiny of
the Hawaiian islands.”221
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For the Hawaiian Reader and other collections, he selected passages that yielded
the exotic, either as beautiful, paradisiacal, sublime, and desirable, or as primitive, pagan,
in need of redemption by the superior white man. The texts he compiled are understood
today as the Oceanist extension of Orientalist writing, appropriating place as a projection
space for touristic/erotic/adventurous desires, discursively displacing its nonwhite
inhabitants, either by constructing them as savages and children, or by leaving them out
of one’s depictions of ‘paradise’ altogether. A brief glance at this ‘old canon’ may suffice
to evaluate the general thrust of its texts and their authors. Take this early characterization
of Hawaiians written by George Vancouver’s mate Thomas Manby after his 1793 visit:
Before we became acquainted with these people we considered them as a
ferocious and turbulent set of savages. This character they are by no means
entitled to, as they are mild and tractable; uncivilized, unpolished, and in a true
state of nature, they possess great courage, and will not tamely bear an insult or an
injury. […] To each other they are free, easy, and cheerful, and show more real
good nature than I have seen in your better regulated societies. During the whole
of my stay I was never witness to a quarrel: they delight in jokes, which were
never known to produce an angry brow or an uplifted arm.222
A missionary wife rhetorically asked in her journal, “Can anything so fair be defiled by
idol worship and deeds of cruelty,”223 while planter, merchant, and journalist James
Jackson Jarves commented on the transition phase between “heathenism and
missionaryism,” which he experienced when living on Oahu from 1837 to 1846:
National songs and festivals all smacked of eternal damnation. There was
absolutely nothing left to the poor native for the indulgence of his physical forces,
or the development of his intellectual, but that which he hated most, hard labor
and theological learning. […] The most rigid principles of the most rigid of
Protestant sects were made the standard of salvation for the most sensualized of
races.224
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In the mid-19th century, the first travelers seeking pleasure, adventure, or health arrived;
arguably the first tourists. In 1866, the “insatiable sightseer”225 Mark Twain spent four
months in the Islands as a reporter for the Sacramento Weekly Union. While sketching
mostly leisurely episodes in an irreverent and caricaturist way, in his description of a
Kilauea Volcano eruption he mixes the sublime with the factual, thereby reducing a
devastating event to spectacle and legend:
Shortly the crater came into view. I have seen Vesuvius since, but it was a mere
toy, a child’s volcano, a soup kettle, compared to this. […] Here was a yawning
pit upon whose floor the armies of Russia could camp, and have room to spare.
[…] You could not compass it – it was the idea of eternity made tangible – and
the longest end of it made visible to the naked eye! […] Imagine it – imagine a
coal-black sky shivered into a tangled network of angry fire! […] Fishes were
killed for twenty miles along the shore, where the lava entered the sea. The
earthquakes caused some loss of human life, and a prodigious tidal wave swept
inland, carrying everything before it and drowning a number of natives. […] Only
a Pompeii and a Herculeanum were needed at the foot of Kilauea to make the
story of the eruption immortal.226
Twain always yearned to return to the islands. His 1889 confession, quoted above as
epigraph to chapter 1, inevitably creates connotations of an earthly paradise. And the
writer was banned from it; when planning to return during a world tour in 1895, a cholera
epidemic prevented the ship from docking in Pearl Harbor: His paradise was lost to
him.227
The next famous traveler was Robert Louis Stevenson. Having read Stoddard’s
South Sea Idylls and Lepers of Molokai as well as Melville’s Omoo and Typee,228 he was
intrigued by the ‘South Seas.’ The imminent reason to set sail in 1888, though, was his
failing health: Suffering from consumption, he sailed to the Marquesas, Paumotus, and
225
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Tahiti, where he soon realized in spite of his fascination that “Polynesia was not a garden
of Eden.”229 In 1889, when Stevenson reached Honolulu, O’ahu’s capital was already a
‘modern town,’ boasting four hotels, electric street lights, mule-drawn tramcars, an opera
house, library, hospital, as well as several newspapers. Besides working on stories with a
Hawaiian setting like “The Bottle Imp” and “The Wrecker,” Stevenson became deeply
involved with the leprosy settlement on Moloka’i. Having made his permanent home in
Samoa in the meantime, Stevenson returned to O’ahu once more in 1893, shortly after the
overthrow of the monarchy. When the writer left for Samoa the same year, he had but one
more year to live.
Jack London wrote many short stories set in the Pacific, two volumes alone with a
Hawaiian setting.230 In 1907, during his famous cruise aboard the yacht Snark he spent
four months on O’ahu. He returned at the height of fame in 1915 to stay another year. He
was the first visiting author to experience the islands as an American territory, not as a
kingdom. London drew freely on gossip, yarns and legends, fictionalizing actual
characters and events as variations of his favorite themes: man against fate, human
weakness and strength. His most famous Hawaiian story, “Koolau, the Leper,” is based
on the true case of a fugitive leper hiding on Kaua’i. Ko’olau has long become a Local
legend, a symbol of resisting the authorities and choosing how to live and die. London’s
text has recently been contrasted with the testimony of the real Ko’olau’s wife in a
contrapuntal reading by Ku’ualoha Meyer Ho’omanawanui, who thus highlights the
Orientalist ideology that informed London’s version of the story.
Generally, London’s personal paradise is constructed in similar hyperbolic fashion
as Twain’s unperishable memory:
Somehow, the love of the islands, like the love of a woman, just happens. […]
Truly, Hawaii is a woman beautiful and vastly more persuasive and seductive than
her sister sirens of the sea. […] When Hawaii was named the Paradise of the
Pacific, it was inadequately named. The rest of the seven seas and the islands in
the midst thereof should have been included along with the Pacific. “See Naples
and die” – they spell it differently here: See Hawaii and live.231
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His admiration of the physical abilities of Polynesians does not render them as human
beings but as remote figures of a Golden Age, turning surfers into “bronze gods of the
sea, brown Mercurys with winged heels.”232 It is important to stress that the stories have
something in common beyond scenery, myths, and other obvious Hawaiian traits: they all
point backwards, into the past, reminiscing and nostalgic. The prevalent motive of
looking back, recalling, and remembering conveys the impression that London was
another one who knew that his paradise was already lost, that it had perhaps never existed
as such. Like Stevenson he was ill, the admired physical was failing him, and he had but a
short time to live when he left Hawai’i.
There were other authors who let themselves be inspired by the lore of the islands.
Whoever visited or stayed and happened to be a writer inevitably had something to say
about Hawai’i: William Somerset Maugham, for example, after passing through during
his World War I occupation as British secret agent. Clifford Gessler, who came as a
newspaper editor, or John Phillips Marquand, creating the famous detective Mr. Moto
when residing in Honolulu.233 Many of them simply exploited Hawai’i as a color- and
beautiful background for their plots, a tropical theater stage. The next one to forcefully
draw the world’s attention to the islands was James Jones, author of 1951’s best-selling
novel From Here to Eternity. The 800-page army epic had already sold 6.5 million
hardcover copies when it was published in paperback in 1975, and the 1953 star-studded
motion picture added immensely to its popularity. However, Jones also used Hawai’i as a
mere backdrop, a hot and exotic place in which tempers are bound to flare. What lingers
in the minds of readers and moviegoers are the barracks lined with palm trees, a trumpetplaying Frank Sinatra, and the lonely beach that was witness to the secret love affair of
Burt Lancaster and Deborah Kerr. Nevertheless, one has to acknowledge the immense
effect of both novel and film on the American public: Hawai’i was made the scene of an
American military and human drama, turning it into an American place in the minds of
the audience. On this level, the novel seems to mark the final step in the gradual
appropriation of the foreign and exotic place into American dominion, although statehood
was still some years ahead.
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All the anthologized texts and authors mentioned have one thing in common: they
are participants in the advancement of the American Frontier, the movement westward,
the fulfillment of the ‘Manifest Destiny’ concept. They are the pioneers and settlers of a
literary Frontier that ran alongside the actual, physical one. If unconsciously, or even
unwillingly, these writers have nevertheless become stepping stones for the masses that
followed in their wake, businessmen as well as tourists and other writers. Furthermore,
their works have formed the mainland’s perception of Hawai’i, creating both the place
and its people. More than all the aforementioned writers and texts, however, it is probably
James A. Michener’s bulky bestseller Hawaii that has shaped the world’s idea of what the
islands are like. This monumental historiography portrays Polynesian voyagers,
missionaries and whalers, sugar and pineapple, Chinese and Japanese laborers, royalists
and republicans, the attack on Pearl Harbor, the patriotic AJA soldiers, and a post-war
Hawai’i of labor unions, a beginning mass tourism, and the Hawaiians being reduced to
‘beach boys.’ Michener had finished his epic history before statehood, but his optimistic
close, envisioning the glorious Golden Men who may wear colored skins but bear
American souls, anticipates this move quite clearly.
Especially the beginning of the novel, a prologue dealing with the evolution of the
Hawaiian Islands, is deceptively lyrical, thus masking what Paul Lyons terms a
“histouric” ideology:234
For nearly forty million years, an extent of time so vast that it is meaningless, only
the ocean knew that an island was building in its bosom, for no land had yet
appeared above the surface of the sea. […] Stubbornly, inch by painful inch, it
grew. In fact, it was the uncertainty and agony of its growth that were significant.
The chance emergence of the island was nothing. […] Locked in fiery arms,
joined by intertwining ejaculations of molten rock, the two volcanoes stood in
matrimony, their union a single fruitful and growing island. […] and what a
heavenly, sweet, enchanting island it was […] These beautiful islands, waiting in
sun and storm, how much they seemed like beautiful women waiting for their men
234
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to come home at dusk, waiting with open arms and warm bodies and
consolation.235
This is a classic case of ‘imaginative geography’ at work. Land becomes a female body
for the taking; a complicit, willing land empty of inhabitants, waiting eagerly for the
conquerors. Lyons uses ‘histouricism’ to describe a “writing in which ‘history’ backs
touristic drives. […] History, in this touristic moment, implies textual access to alterity.”
‘Histouricism’ plays on nostalgia and the desire to gaze at the other from the safety of a
‘privileged distance.’ Events are recited “in the voice of the tour guide.”236
Michener’s evolution chapter serves as a key to the conception of the whole
novel: as Day states, for the author “‘paradise’ is not a place which one may discover, but
a stage that can serve as a ‘crucible of exploration and development.’”237 As quoted in
chapter 1.2, the author invites everyone to populate his Hawai’i, and to realize one’s
American Dream, thereby completely disregarding the indigenous population. Michener’s
introduction to Day’s Hawaiian Reader reveals their common patronizing and imperialist
attitudes in an even less veiled way:
the editors, through judicious selection of materials, give recognition to the fact
that Hawaii’s population today is about fifty per cent Oriental in ancestry. […]
Having arrived as laboring peasants, these Orientals did not produce a literature of
their own, but Professors Day and Stroven have included important passages that
give them representation. […] The present editors have been wise to save for the
end of their volume the five selections dealing with the folklore of the islands, for
the language of these passages is so alien to the modern world that it might have
alienated the casual reader. It was advisable to start with some selection more in
the modern mood, like that written by Captain Cook.238
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The power of representation is in the hands of white American chroniclers, and in their
eyes, discovery and conquest are “in the modern mood.” Alternating between imperial
visions, the romance of picturesque Polynesia, and swashbuckling yarns, both Michener
and Day unequivocally participated in the “drive to finalize Hawai’i as American
space.”239 Their patronizing attitude of superiority is topped only by “jaded, postmodern
touristic works such as Paul Theroux’s Happy Isles of Oceania,” a thoroughly
discourteous travel narrative of a grumpy white man looking for the fake and the cheaters.
What is missing from any kind of Orientalist writing is the compassion and respect
towards the Other demanded by both Albert Wendt in his seminal essay “Toward a New
Oceania” and by Hereniko and his mainly part-Hawaiian students in his Spring 2002 class
“Cultural Identity in the Pacific Islands.”240 However, the hegemonic outsider visions
were not the only constructions of Hawaiian place and identity. Both native Hawaiians
and Asian immigrants had been expressing their cultures and sensibilities all along, but it
took a long time for their voices to be heard in their own homeland. Today, on the other
hand, there are writers whose Caucasian characters struggle to prove that they are not
merely haole but Locals, also belonging to Hawai’i.
Like a dormant volcano coming to life again, the Hawaiians are erupting with all the pent-up energy and
frustrations of a people on the ‘make.’ This great happening has been called a ‘psychological renewal,’ a
‘reaffirmation,’ a ‘revival’ or ‘resurgence’ and a ‘renaissance.’ No matter what you call it, it is the most
significant chapter in 20th century Hawaiian history.
George S. Kanahele – Hawaiian Renaissance241

4.3 The “Hawaiian Renaissance”
During King David Kalakaua’s reign (1874-1891) there had been a first ‘renaissance’ of
native cultural practices to stem the influx of foreign values and customs and to rekindle
national pride. The king himself had initiated it, contributing by compiling Hawaiian
legends in a book and by sponsoring all kinds of traditional Hawaiian activities such as
subtle evocation of boyhood that has a universal verity” (Day/Stroven 1968: 323).
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chant and hula performances, kahuna medicine, and ancient sports and games. All of
these fell into disuse following annexation, but several ethnographers like Nathaniel B.
Emerson242 worked at preserving an apparently dying culture. One must be aware, though,
that today a large amount of knowledge and customs is lost forever.
It is difficult to define one decisive turning point towards an increased political
and cultural awareness in the islands. There is rather a cluster of events that resulted in
what today is called the Hawaiian Renaissance of the 1970s. Probably the two most
important movements were the Protect Kaho’olawe ‘Ohana’s struggle to stop the navy
from bombing the island for target practice (see chapter 5.4.2), and the revival of
traditional ocean voyaging symbolized by the Hokule’a, the double-hulled sailing canoe
that was the first to trace the sea routes of ancient Polynesians, navigating by stars and
currents alone.243 Professor for Hawaiian Studies and political activist Haunani-Kay Trask
dates the starting point for the political renaissance movement in 1970, when a typical
eviction struggle in Kalama Valley on O’ahu led to a public debate about land use and
land claims that is still going on.244 Rural Hawaiian communities, which had remained
relatively untouched during the plantation period, were falling victim to rapid
development of their agricultural areas beginning in the early 1960s. These communities
were realized to be the last repositories of a vital Hawaiian language and of cultural and
social traditions retained from pre-contact times. For Trask, the logical consequence is
that the native rights movement “would begin and flourish in rural areas, where the call
for a land base would be the loudest.”245 The ultimate goals that emerged out of the land
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issue have been sovereignty and a ‘decolonization of the mind,’ as African writer Ngugi
wa Thiong’o has termed the necessary process towards a native identity, starting with the
reclamation of one’s mother tongue.246 The revitalization of the Hawaiian language and
the reclamation of indigenous culture are still being seen as the most important steps in
this direction.
In a 1979 lecture, George S. Kanahele, an avid chronicler of the cultural side of
the renaissance which he defines as the “revitalization of the human spirit in all aspects of
endeavor,” listed some areas of renewed creative activity: a “resurgence of Hawaiian
music,” both in production as well as in reception and in the study of Local forms like
slack-key guitar and steel guitar; a “revival of the hula kahiko and the male hula;”
exhibitions of the visual arts as well as renewed interest in ancient practices such as
featherwork and lei making; surfing, canoe racing, and voyaging; classes in the Hawaiian
language increasingly being offered on all levels; and finally, research and scholarship
undertaken both on the formal level of universities and libraries and, more informally, in
communication with the kupuna, the elders.247 While Kanahele could still unequivocally
embrace the help of non-Hawaiians – “These Hawaiians-at-heart have held key positions
in many Hawaiian causes, and often it has been their support in money, time, and counsel
that has spelled the difference between success and failure”248 – more recent debates
about sovereignty have focused on indigeneity, sometimes dismissing any claims of
‘immigrant’ belonging. Although decolonization and reassertion need to focus on
indigenous culture and society, other Locals’ works and cultures co-constitute Hawai’i.
Especially Asian American residents share a postcolonial consciousness. Moreover, many
residents regardless of ethnicity are concerned with environmental and political issues. A
more inclusive, common cause might be the only chance of shifting majorities. On the
other hand, the assertion of an Asian American presence and legitimacy in the islands is
seen by some native Hawaiian critics as ‘settler arrogance,’ especially in the case of the
Japanese who have gained a powerful speaking position since plantation times:
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Demographically, Japanese Hawaiians are one of the largest groups as well as one of the
best-off economically. Their voices are perceived as hegemonic in contemporary
Hawaiian society. The argument of indigenous critics is that everybody is a settler to
Hawai’i, except its First Nation. Thus, they view Local cultural nationalism as one more
threat to their native rights and land.249
there is no one to listen
to the blossoms as they fall
brushing against the tips of wet grass
Michael D. Among – “Waking to the Scent of Plumerias”250

4.4 “Talk Story”
In 1978 “TALK STORY: Our Voices in Literature and Song – Hawaii’s Ethnic American
Writers’ Conference” was held at Mid-Pacific Institute on Oahu. Its intention was
to bring together Hawaii writers, Asian American authors, and interested folks
from Hawaii and the Mainland, to hear each other and talk story about the
experiences, values, and issues that the writers have been voicing. By coming
together at one place, one time, we form a community to encourage further
development of Hawaii and Asian American literature.251
249
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The awkward way of tagging participants shows that a more encompassing term like
‘local literature’ was yet to be found. Maxine Hong Kingston attended the conference and
wrote the foreword for the anthology Talk Story, a collection of short fiction, poetry, and
short plays by writers who “have lived some time in Hawai’i,” intended to showcase what
had been accomplished so far by Local authors. Tentatively, Kingston stated that “writers,
who do not ignore daily life, must be somehow affected by the cadences of local speech
and the shades of the local green.”252 She noted that “when children here draw trees, I am
struck that their archetypal tree is a palm when mine is an oak.” Looking for “patterns,”
she registers the growing confidence in employing Hawaiian Creole English,
predominantly in the plays, as the language “must be spoken for full beauty and
power.”253 Other prominent features are ethnic markers, an emphasis on locale, and,
especially in the poetry, the creation of “mysterious and evocative imagery.”254 These are
all traits that would intensify over time, and that enable today’s reader to identify Local
writing. Much of the writing dealt with generational or intercultural conflict, or was quite
simply about one’s roots and heritage. The quest for identity and self-expression is a
typical theme of an emergent literature; its infusion with insecurity and anger has been
identified by Fanon as a stage in the development of an emancipated literature.
The selection of poets for the Talk Story anthology marks a generational break as
well as the general turn to ethnic Local writers: Claiming that the young aspiring poets
anthologized are the first ones to publish poetry in the islands, the editors omit a largely
‘academic’ production of poetry that was anthologized one year later in Poetry Hawaii, a
slightly more inclusive volume featuring the mentioned young Local poets but also those
who were not born in the Islands and mostly came to teach at the University of Hawai’i or
original experience of the 1978 conference: “Not between bookcovers, though books turned out to be
abundant, but within Hawaii’s ethnic communities was the locus of the literary tradition Bushnell and many
others were furthering, the one I call here the Local. Now, with the open introduction of their literary works,
the locus could reside in books as well, books which Bushnell was warning may not exist” (241). His
description of the conference’s setup corroborates the idea of Local literature as a communal endeavor,
rooted in place and an oral, informal tradition: “Talk Story’s audiences and activities included writers and
teachers, to be sure, and also laborers, fishermen and fisherwomen, politicians, a drama group of the deaf,
lawyers, garage mechanics, insurance sellers, nightclub entertainers, homemakers, shopkeepers, store
clerks, military personnel, farmers, secretaries, dentists, meetings disguised as parties, literary readings with
very heavy pupu or refreshments, a rummage sale, and benefit sales of such island delicacies and
innovations for the occasion as smoked marlin, kalua chicken, and boiled peanuts” (250).
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at schools.255 Such pervasive drawing of boundaries between kama’aina, i.e. those localborn or at least Hawai’i residents since early childhood, and malihini, newcomers, is
reflected by Kingston’s feeling while attending the Talk Story Conference of being an
intruder: “I felt scolded, a Captain Cook of literature, plundering the islands for
metaphors, looting images, distorting the landscape with a mainland -a mainstreamviewpoint.”256 She however followed this statement with her conviction that literary
capability cannot be replaced by simple lifelong residence when writing about a place.
Kingston had been living in Hawai’i for several years in the 1970s as a high school
teacher.
The stories in the anthology are proudly presented as “documents to our people’s
history, both personal and collective,”257 illuminating the “local experience” in some way
or other, while the poetry is highlighted as an ‘emerging’ art form, registering that “it has
been suggested that for those whose ethnic-linguistic roots are not English, poetry is a
more difficult kind of writing […] Perhaps, quite simply, local writers had no audience
and few places to publish, which continues to be the situation today.”258 As for Local
drama, the predominant topics were inter-cultural or generational conflicts, the clash of
traditions, ethnicities, vernaculars, skin colors, and values, the interplay between bonding
and excluding, expressed exceptionally well by Peter Charlot in his play Three Feathers:
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Frank Stewart/John Unterecker, Poetry Hawaii: A Contemporary Anthology, Honolulu 1979. The
“university branch of Hawaii’s literary activity,” as Sumida dubbed the group of academic writers who
formed the creative writing faculty, consisted of fiction writer William Huntsberry, poet Phyllis Hoge
Thompson, originator of the state’s Poets in the Schools program, and co-creator of the Hawai’i Literary
Arts Council together with Frank Stewart and the late poet John Unterecker. Sumida comments on HLAC:
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Foundation of Culture and the Arts (SFCA). Recipients have been, in chronological order, O.A. Bushnell,
Alfons Korn, Mary Pukui, Samuel Elbert, Leon Edel, Aldyth Morris, A. Grove Day, Gavan Daws, Marjorie
Sinclair, Maxine Hong Kingston, Katharine Luomala, John Unterecker, John Dominis Holt, W.S. Merwin,
Reuel Denney, Rubellite Kawena Johnson, Yoshiko Matsuda, Milton Murayama, Ian MacMillan, Cathy
Song, Victoria Nalani Kneubuhl, Phyllis Hoge Thompson, Darrell H.Y. Lum, Erick Chock, Edward
Sakamoto, Leialoha Apo Perkins, and Tom Coffman. This list includes novelists, poets, playwrights,
historians, folklorists, and dictionary compilers, and brings together ‘approved’ Locals and those who spent
only parts of their lives in the islands. Their work has been anthologized in two showcase collections,
namely A Hawai’i Anthology (Honolulu 1997, ed. Joseph Stanton), and The Quietest Singing, (Honolulu
2000, ed. Joseph Stanton, Estelle Enoki and Darrell Lum).
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I am a man that happens to be white, but I’ve got feelings too. You know? It is
possible for me to love this land. It is possible for me to identify with this culture.
But I am rejected because I had, and I repeat had, power. That was my family, not
me, not me as an individual. I’ve lost my right to belong anywhere. I hate the
mainland. I don’t know those people. I don’t get along with them. I don’t speak
their language. I speak yours.259
The conference was also the birthplace of Bamboo Ridge Press, “a non-profit, tax-exempt
organization formed to foster the appreciation, understanding, and creation of literary,
visual, audio-visual and performing arts by and about Hawaii’s people.”260 Besides
forming a writers’ group that discussed each other’s works-in-progress, the publication of
a regular literary journal was the collective’s main goal. Starting out as a quarterly,
Bamboo Ridge evolved into a half-yearly journal over time, alternating irregularly
between collections of diverse texts, single writer’s issues, and thematic anthologies. The
objective was to attract and publish “a representative array of the best writing about
Hawai’i by people of different ethnic backgrounds, a literary picture which was almost
non-existent at the time, […] an alternative to the mainstream, white literary canon”261
When poet and Bamboo Ridge editor Eric Chock became president of the Hawai’i
Literary Arts Council (HLAC) in 1979, his vision was to localize the organization’s goal,
namely, to “bring before the people of Hawaii the great importance of literature.”
Viewing his presidency as “part of not a revolutionary process but an evolutionary
process,” he expressed the hope that this process would “eventually lead to local literature
being taught in the schools in Hawaii.” 262 In the same context, Chock recalls the director
of the State Foundation on Culture and the Arts (SFCA) congratulating him: “And only
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half-jokingly he asked me, ‘Was this an election, or was it a revolution?’ Must be my
long hair, I guess. Some people are still afraid that the hippies are gonna take over.” The
real point is that people were afraid the ‘ethnics’ were going to ‘take over.’263 I think
Chock – and in extension, Bamboo Ridge – is dedicated to decolonizing Hawaii’s
literature, culture, and education: He has been coordinating the state’s Poets in the
Schools program, has taught poetry writing from Kindergarten level through graduate
school, has helped organize and teach creative writing workshops such as “Try Write!” in
2002, and has taught university level classes on Local literature and Pidgin. Chock and
Darrell Lum, the two Bamboo Ridge founders and editors, who had already spent their
school careers together, have repeatedly encouraged issues of their journal that were
explicitly geared at students, in order to convey and impart what Local literature is.264
However, Bamboo Ridge has repeatedly been accused of neocolonialism and
exclusionary practice, first for leaving out haole writing – which simply was not true in
such generalized terms – and more recently, for focusing on Asian voices at the expense
of native Hawaiian ones.265 To counter such charges, Chock has reviewed Bamboo
Ridge’s history and commitment together with the changed political climate, ending with
a reaffirmation of the concept of an
encompassing Local, and the role this concept must play as the intellectual space
in which to work through Hawaiian/Local/Haole issues. […] And while it may be
263
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important for someone to establish a primarily Hawaiian-focused literary journal,
there will be a need for a Local community journal like Bamboo Ridge for a long
time to come.266
Nevertheless, this encompassing Local is always in danger of glossing over the
complexities of interethnic relations, of obscuring “its own exclusions and historicity,” as
Gima rightly notes.267 While ‘Oiwi: A Native Hawaiian Journal answered the need for an
explicitly indigenous venue for creative expression in 1998, several other literary
magazines have been publishing – among other foci – island writing in recent decades. In
1991, Sumida could still note that “the repetition of editors’ and contributors’ names from
one journal to another shows how tight is the circle of Hawaii’s literary net.”268
The balmy dreams of these islands deny the local writer a voice because they reduce the local to less than
human, and they render the natural Hawaiian social setting unrecognizable and truly unspeakable,
whether in reality or in conception to the resident.
Stephen Sumida – And the View from the Shore269

4.5 And the View from the Shore: Stephen Sumida’s Pioneering Work
Out of the consolidation of local Asian writers initiated by the Talk Story Conference also
emerged the invaluable work of Stephen Sumida, who tirelessly strove to invalidate
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Michener’s claim that “these Orientals did not produce a literature of their own.”270
Together with Arnold Hiura, he compiled a bibliography of “over seven hundred works
by Asian Americans written between the early nineteenth century and the 1970s,”271
which was proudly presented at the “Talk Story Big Island Conference” in 1979. He went
on to write a dissertation on traditions and models for Hawaii’s writers, positing a
pastoral and a heroic mode as their main templates. This dissertation was later revised
and extended to become And the View from the Shore: Literary Traditions of Hawai’i,
the first book-length study of an insider perspective, a Local literature.272 Bolstered by
more than ten years of intense research, Sumida opened his work on a bold and confident
note:
This book is intended as a catalyst. I hope it will cause readers to take a fresh look
at the vivid and various patterns within Hawaii’s pastoral and heroic literary
traditions. As a literary history, the book covers two centuries of Hawaii’s culture
since Captain Cook’s arrival in 1778. The approach is multicultural, ranging
through and relating together the spectrum of native Hawaiian, colonial, tourist,
and polyethnic local literatures.273
However, the first paragraph also includes the arguable point in his otherwise highly
valuable work: Sumida supposes a normative development from simple to complex
pastoral works and criticizes the lack of heroic works by Local authors, taking such
succession for granted. In his review of And the View from the Shore, Rob Wilson
contends that this is the canonical pattern of the Western imagination, and goes on to ask:
Resisting such a teleological use of generic categories, however, why should
Hawaii’s writers aspire to achieve works of ‘the heroic,’ that most Eurocentric,
male-based and even imperialist of forms as these literary prototypes come down
‘from da mainland’ through Homer, Milton, and Whitman to these Polynesian
shores?274
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Wilson regrets that Sumida’s book has accepted a mainland view, interpreting Hawai’i as
“comprising a rather recognizable literary territory after all.” He identifies pastoralism as
“the dominant ideology of liberal Americanists such as Sumida’s mentor at Amherst, Leo
Marx, who hovers over the central terms and literary mythology of this study.”275 Indeed,
Sumida introduces paradise myth and pastoral mode together in his first chapter with
reference to Marx, when he mentions Cook’s ships as representing “the European marine
technology of their time: […] they themselves were the machines in the garden, as they
sailed ominously and imperiously into Hawaii’s calm, blue bays.”276
The book’s title is designed as a counter-position to the desiring one-way gaze of
explorers, settlers, and tourists, from ships and planes (and the continental United States)
toward their imagined paradise, from the outside looking in. By contrast, the introductory
chapter of the study’s ‘first version,’ Sumida’s dissertation, reveals what Wilson
criticizes, namely a non-native perspective that aims at containing, and thus, ‘civilizing’
Hawai’i to make it comply with the Euro-American myth of a “recuperated Eden:”277
Sumida argues that in order to become a pastoral paradise, the Hawaiian Islands had to be
discovered – which in turn constituted a heroic undertaking. He claims that “The
contrasting ideas of repose and adventure embrace somewhere in our dream of
islands.”278 Regardless of his rejection of a pastoral/heroic model of interpretation,
Wilson agrees with Sumida, Bushnell, and others, that an unearthing of and a creative
engagement with Hawaii’s history remain necessary undertakings for Local writers:
This place of Pearl Harbor still has much to teach any American Adam Innocent
how fully and how early the United States already was grounded in the history of
colonial appropriation and the policing of the South Pacific into so-called paradise
of national profit and Edenic retreat.279
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As may be expected, Sumida’s pastoral/heroic model works well when he analyzes
outsiders’ (=Westerners’) literature about Hawai’i. From his reading of Melville’s Typee
to assessing Mark Twain’s abandoned novel with a Hawaiian setting and theme, his lens
yields fruitful insights and interpretations. Criticizing Michener’s novel Hawaii, Sumida
comments:
Michener’s composite Golden Man is reminiscent of several symbols that figure
in the garden world of Western pastorals: there was once a Golden Age which,
when transformed from time and timelessness into imaginary space, became
various Golden Worlds; for instance, the Isles of the Blest. Inhabiting this once
Golden World was the noble savage, discovered by Westerners successively in
Africa, the Americas, and the Pacific and lavished, in each instance, with attention
and curiosity, until each in time proved to be a disappointment, a mere human
being, then a subhuman in the discoverer’s eyes.280
When assessing the prevalent ‘childhood idyll’ or ‘small kid time’ story as examples of
the local pastoral, Sumida makes an enlightening comment about the function of
childhood and coming-of-age narratives: “Tacitly, these idylls are about the loss of
innocence, both personal and communal, when along with the keiki o ka ‘aina (the child
of the land), the state of Hawai’i, too, continues to grow up. […] The themes of change
and of loss have long been current in and about Hawai’i”.281 In various ways and contexts,
Local writers thus employ a childhood formula in order to mourn loss, criticize discourses
of Americanization and development, or express their anxiety over the complexities and
inequities of their contemporary Hawai’i realities.
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Moreover, and despite the aforementioned reservations, And the View from the
Shore remains the first and only book-length attempt at an inclusive literary history,
making visible continuity as well as innovation and the break with conventions in literary
works both about and from Hawai’i. As such, Sumida’s work has yet to be surpassed. The
most important aspect of the study for my project lies in its articulation of “the specific
textual/ideological and multicultural ingredients of what it means for the literature of
Hawaii to become and remain ‘authentically local,’” as Wilson has it. He notes that for
Sumida,
while recalling his pastoral roots in his family’s Aiea watercress farm, local means
a commitment to cultivate the agricultural/cultural ground of Hawaii in both
material and cultural senses: ‘You have to take care of the land because it supports
you. If you don’t the island turns into a dump for imported resources and there’s
no life. Culture is the same: The word implies planting, tending and nurturing.’282
Sumida’s attempt to define the ‘local’ shows the complexity and historical situatedness of
the term:
Race is partly at issue – but not exactly, not truly. A ‘local’ (meaning here a
certain kind of person) is usually thought of as nonwhite, for instance a native
Hawaiian, Asian American, Samoan, or Puerto Rican; or a local may be someone
historically, ethnically originating in the working classes of Hawaii, […] Most
hapa haole, ‘half whites,’ and other kinds of racially mixed ‘hapas’ are assumed
to be local. As I have tried to suggest, this involves far more than a racist
arithmetic of what fraction of this race, what fraction of that, an individual claims.
Rather, it concerns the rich complications and diverse tributaries of family and
ethnic histories that continue to course through the hapa individual and into the
generations to come, particularly in a local culture that values an elaborate yet
clearcut family history.283
As can be gleaned from Sumida’s exposition, being Local involves a connection to the
place, its (plantation/working class) history, its languages, especially the plantationderived Hawai’i Creole English, and one’s ethnic roots. Drawing on the consolidation of
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various aspects that And the View from the Shore provides, I will now present and analyze
the issues which mark the contemporary literature from Hawai’i as Local.
What are you called (i.e., your given name)? Who is your family (i.e., your surname and genealogy)?
Where are you from (i.e., your neighborhood or district)? And who is your teacher (i.e., your school or the
way of thought to which you are loyal)? …without their knowing its Hawaiian origins, locals expect this
genealogical exchange.
Stephen Sumida – And the View from the Shore284

5. Literature as Exploration of Local Identity
The paramount issue of Local writing seems to be identity, located within the parameters
of history, ethnicity, language, and place. It is striking how the prefaces and introductions
of anthologies from Hawai’i reveal a common objective: Besides showcasing Native,
ethnic, or award-winning writers, evoking place, promoting diversity, or championing
sovereignty, they all attempt to answer the question “What is a Hawaiian/a Local?” An
impressive array of collections searches for the elusive identity of a multivocal and
postcolonial culture. Frank Stewart, for example, editor of the 1987 collection Passages
to the Dream Shore: Short Stories of Contemporary Hawai’i, elaborates on his selection
by inferring a syncretism of time, place, and lineage:
Stories, however, have the power to show the passage of time, and especially how
time impresses the island landscape into the hearts and thoughts of the people.
[…] They show that here, as in few other places in America, ancestry and memory
are still vivid, the past is intertwined with the present, and for all its modernness
Hawai’i is a place that continues to be profoundly sacred.285
The editor also mentions that the authors he picked were all still alive, had written the
selected pieces within the previous decade, and that they were long-time residents, or
born and raised in the Islands. Though he does not use the term, the last specification
makes them as Local as their stories are by virtue of the interweaving of decisive
284
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moments, specific locations, and place-bound experiences, all profoundly unique to
Hawai’i. The same picture prevails when looking at individual writers’ works. The
explicit or underlying theme is identity as experienced or sought after in history, ethnicity,
language, and in the place called home, implying the provision of roots in land and water,
family and community.
The term Local had been used already in the early 1900s, but acquired new
meaning when employed to mark divisions between multi-ethnic residents and white
servicemen as exemplified in the infamous 1931 Massie case. Thalia Massie, a white
military wife, had allegedly been raped and murdered by a ‘local’ group of native
Hawaiian, Japanese, and Chinese young men. The trial brought to light the racist
stereotypes that goverened a purportedly harmonious society. “The term was particularly
significant in that it gave shape and set the stakes for an imagined community that unified
Native Hawaiians and non-Native Hawaiians in defense against continental imperial
power,” Candace Fujikane argues.286 She also explains why the Creole vernacular has
become the expressive medium of the Local community and its literature: “While pidgin
is the legacy of Hawaii’s plantation economy and its exploitation of immigrant laborers, it
has come to represent for Local writers a language of survival that enabled immigrant and
Hawaiian peoples to form a hybrid culture of their own.”287
Narratives of community serve to dispel the self-perpetuation of divisive strategies
stemming from plantation policy. Historically, plantation owners practiced and fostered
ethnic segregation. Its erosion through the formation of labor unions, the development of
Hawaiian Creole English out of the pidgins of various groups, interracial marriages, and
through the perception of a shared history and culture is an ongoing process. In it, the
concept of the Local has often become “the password that is supposed to eliminate
conflicts based on racial, ethnic, and cultural differences within the group.”288
For structural reasons, I divide the exploration of identity into the four categories
history, ethnicity, language, and place, notwithstanding the obvious mixture or
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accumulation of several aspects in most texts. Offering a separate chapter on each
category, equivalent to the aforementioned markers of literature from Hawai’i, enables
me to classify, analyze, and portray topics and topoi in a comprehensible way. As I survey
a great amount of literature in these chapters, the result can hardly avoid becoming
enumerative at times. In a concluding chapter, my portrayal will lead to the synthesizing
idea of a common Local identity, which is offered in turn as a tool or model for further
study and the future refinement of Hawaii’s literary map.
For a good many years after annexation in 1897, Hawaii was able to resist further Americanization
because of its remoteness. But as this remoteness has broken down since World War II, and particularly
since statehood, Hawaii has been plunged with increasing velocity into a process aimed at incorporating
this independent region by suppressing its most characteristic features. For in no other area of the United
States do such diverse and vigorous linguistic and cultural elements coexist in the complexion of every
level of social, political, and artistic life.
Frank Stewart – Introduction to Poetry Hawaii289

5.1 History
Although the ‘post’ in postcolonial literatures is definitely not a mere temporal marker,
time as history, as narrated time, is a prominent fact in all of them. The islands of the
Pacific have often been construed as ‘out of time’ by explorers and ethnographers alike.
Written histories have usually posited Western categories of linearity and teleology to
contain conquest and colonization, while indigenous cultures have been described in a
natural history fashion as static and in need of superior Western/Christian values. This is
all true for Hawai’i.290 What is as true is that the growing indigenous and/or postcolonial
289
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consciousness in such places demands a revaluation and a rewriting of history, one that
highlights the gaps and contradictions, one that gives voice to the silenced, the
indigenous, the subaltern. Due to its possible scope and discursive form, the novel is the
preferred medium for dealing critically with local or world history. Foci are often time
periods that entailed profound changes, like the arrival of Captain Cook and of the
missionaries, or the overthrow of the monarchy, or those about which certain groups feel
that their viewpoint has never been mentioned, like plantation life, or Japanese
internment after Pearl Harbor. Generally, and not surprisingly, World War II is a frequent
time frame and topic for Local (and outsider) novels, both due to the tremendous impact
it had on the Islands and to the dramatic potential of ‘the War.’ There are also less
obvious historic events which might have gone unnoticed in the rest of the world but have
wrought havoc on the lives of Hawai’i residents or their forebears, such as tsunamis (tidal
waves) and hurricanes, leprosy, or the forced prostitution of mostly Korean women by the
Japanese army in World War II.
Just

as

the

unofficial

parts
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history,

the

gaps
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conventional/hegemonic historiography, are taken up by Local writers, so also the private,
particular, and marginal histories are turned into literature. Biographical writing is a
locally prevalent literary mode. Several of Hawaii’s cultures, such as native Hawaiian and
Chinese, traditionally place great significance on lineage and genealogy. The islands’
multicultural setup with its frequency of immigrant and mixed ethnic backgrounds
reinforces this importance placed on descent. Cumulatively, this accounts for the
frequency of novels and poetry dealing with personal and family history. Authors explain
that their impulse for writing stems from the wish to remember and preserve a past or
dying lifestyle, to keep a record for the coming generations. One can also argue that
immigrant family histories set in Hawai’i create roots and a sense of home. Besides
fulfilling the human desire to belong somewhere, they can serve as vindications in the
face of native claims of exclusivity. In the works of the Bamboo Ridge poets Cathy Song,
Juliet S. Kono, Eric Chock, and Wing Tek Lum, history figures prominently. In the light
of recent charges directed at the Bamboo Ridge editors, such as publishing only Asian
possession, a rhetoric that colonizes Native Hawaiians with its claim to produce knowledge superior to what
Native Hawaiians themselves know” (Wood 1996: 26). For a related argument, see also footnote # 381 on
page 144.
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writers, exhibiting a neo-colonial “settler arrogance,” and the like, their works have to be
read critically.
On July 7, 1898, President McKinley signed the resolution to annex the Republic of Hawai’i –
significantly, in the midst of the Spanish-American War which would result in the American empire
extending to include the Philipines, Cuba, and Puerto Rico.
Charlene Setsue Gima – Writing the Pacific291

5.1.1 A Brief Sketch of Hawaii’s History
In order to assess the importance of attempts at a re-evaluation, a re-narration of island
history in various literary texts, one needs to have at least a cursory knowledge of this
history and its problematic implications. Therefore, the literary negotiations with the past
will be prefaced by a sketch of Hawaii’s socio-political history:
The Hawaiian Islands were ‘discovered’ twice: the first Polynesian navigators
reached the archipelago in the 4th or 5th century A.D., or even earlier, but Western visitors
and scientists did not believe this until only recently, when archaeological data proved
native claims to a 1500-year-long residence.292 Native life before Western contact was
organized by communal and collective subsistence usage of resources and profits, and by
the division into a commoner class and a chiefly class, the ali’i, whose genealogical
descent together with their genuine abilities, or mana, meaning power, charisma,
authority, justified their reign. A priestly class, the kahuna, functioned as keepers of
traditions and genealogical chants, conductors of worship and sacrifice, and guardians of
culture and knowledge. All aspects of life were regulated with a system of do’s and
don’ts, the kapu, or taboo. Hawaiian culture and history were perpetuated and passed on
orally, in chants and dance, the hula.293 The smallest social unit was the ‘ohana, or
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extended family, but members did not have to be directly related to form an ‘ohana, they
could be adopted into it. For example, children were adopted and shared freely to
distribute profits and responsibilities evenly. It is important to note that no private
property in the Western sense existed; the land did not belong to the chiefs, they were
merely accepted as “stewards” of it due to their mana and genealogical divinity.294 This
needs to be stressed because even today, the ‘accepted’ history of the Hawaiian Islands
describes pre-contact culture as an oppressive feudal system, thus portraying discovery,
Christianization, and finally Americanization as the laudable resurrection of a backward
people. The Hawaiian world has been seen through Western eyes and described in
Western discourses for over two hundred years, since its second discovery by Captain
Cook in 1778.
Once the ‘Sandwich Islands’ had been ‘discovered’ by Cook’s crew, changes took
place at an overwhelming speed. Diseases (venereal and other) were introduced with the
first shipload of sailors, along with iron, guns, and alcohol. An inevitable sense of
inferiority emerged in the face of giant ships and Western technology. Environmental
destruction took place from the very beginning, when of course it was not yet an issue.
There are countless examples of how the careless and often well-intended introduction of
a foreign species led to the extinction of a native one.295 In the aftermath of Cook’s
discovery, whalers and merchants quickly followed. By 1820, the first Congregational
missionary party had arrived. Subsequently, Christianization and civilization through
education were the agenda. Historians never tire of stressing that members of the ali’i
class themselves had already abolished their kapu system when the missionaries arrived,
insinuating that they were waiting for somebody to introduce them to the ‘real’ god. As
Daws puts it,
the Hawaiians had done something so singular that there does not seem to be a
parallel anywhere in the civilized world. They had given up their religion in favor
of nothing, nothing at all. And so they went on into the nineteenth century,
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without divinity to sustain them, haunted at every turn by ghosts from the past and
omens of alienation.296
The (unanswerable) question here is: would they have done so if there had been no
contact? Cook’s crew had violated kapu times for work, and obviously none of them was
struck down by the gods for it; this alone could have served as food for radical thought. It
is questionable whether the resulting changes were for the better. The unification of the
Hawaiian Islands under Kamehameha I (who reigned as King Kamehameha the Great
from 1795 to 1819) is to be viewed with the same ambiguity: before the arrival of whites,
no similar conquest for autocracy had taken place. Probably, the foreigners’ insinuations
and superior weapons had their share in convincing the aspiring chief that he should aim
higher. These assumptions are mere indicators of the difficulty of assessing historical
developments.
White residents, mostly the Yankee missionaries, urged for fee simple land tenure,
among other things. In 1848, the ruling chief, Kamehameha III, agreed to a land division,
the ‘Great Mahele.’297 The beneficiaries were white people, now able to lease or buy large
tracts of land. Sugar plantations, whose owners were mostly related to the missionary
group, emerged. Their growing size together with the decimation of natives through
epidemics called for foreign labor, which was recruited successively from China, Japan,
the Philippines, and Korea. White influence increased, in the government as well as in
every other realm. In 1887, the convivial monarch Kalakaua was forced to sign the
“bayonet constitution,” agreeing to “reign, not rule.” The way to 1893’s overthrow of the
monarchy was paved. The strategic position of the islands was one of the incentives of
American annexation in 1898. For the next forty years, the islands were virtually in the
hands of the sugar barons. Only the war, starting for Hawaiians and Americans alike in
December 1941 with the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, would change that in the long
run. Statehood for Hawai’i was finally ‘granted’ in 1959 after offering a yes/no ballot that
“precluded discussion of Hawaiian sovereignty.”298
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Available written histories of Hawai’i are often biased and marked by discourses
of power. Imperialism, neo-colonialism, and racism are the reproaches that politically
conscious Hawaiians put forward against historians.299 History books continue to appear
as justifications of missionary history and/or United States imperial history. Therefore,
one of the currently important issues for Hawaiians, or more generally, for many people
living in Hawai’i, is a reevaluation of history that challenges discourses of power. This
positions Hawai’i in the realm of postcolonialism. It is interesting that most of the
criticized history books end with statehood, as if to say that another Frontier had been
closed, the ‘Manifest Destiny’ concept had conquered Hawai’i, and now a ‘Golden Age’
was about to begin. In reality, what was about to begin was a vital mixture of native
consciousness, cultural revitalization, and challenging resistance towards assimilation and
total acculturation. Native Hawaiians (and other Locals) refused to be thrown into the
‘melting pot.’ Instead, they started reasserting identity, eventually linking their case to
other similar movements. I reiterate that this process of ‘decolonization’ was triggered
and enabled precisely by the transformation of Hawai’i into a U.S. state, a point that
neither pro-Americans nor Local critics seem to have acknowledged so far.
The great, comprehensive Hawai’i novel has yet to be written, although many of us have tried.
John Griffin – “How about a Literary Crossroads of Pacific?”300

5.1.2 Pearl Harbor and beyond: Historical Novels and Short Fiction
The late O.A. Bushnell, first winner of the Hawai’i Award for Literature in 1974, was a
professor of microbiology and medical history, and a writer of historical novels. His first,
The Return of Lono, a fictional account of the arrival of Captain Cook, was published as
early as 1956. Moloka’i deals with that island’s leprosy settlement on the inaccessible
Kalaupapa peninsula, Ka’a’awa is set on Oahu in the 1850s, relating the effects of the
‘Great Mahele’ and of the diseases introduced by white men. Obviously, his professional
knowledge informed these books.301 He also wrote two novels about the first Japanese
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contract laborers, Stone of Kannon and Water of Life. In his novels, Bushnell included
historical figures such as Captain Cook, Hawaiian royalty and leading men of state, or
Father Damien, the famous Catholic priest who lived with the lepers. “Ozzie,” a
descendant of Portuguese and other European immigrants, attempted to combine gripping
storylines with the depiction of complex and problematic historical situations. He created
narrators whose point of view allows the author to reflect on their time or specific
situation: In The Return of Lono for example, the young crew member of Cook’s voyage
tells his story after fifty years have elapsed, and can thus wisely comment: “The truth is
that I saw, but I did not see all. […] I saw only what I wanted to see. My only comfort
now is that I had much company in my paradise of Fools, for few among our joyful group
that day saw the signs which denoted that with us the Serpent was also come into
Eden.”302 While Bushnell’s narrators may be prejudiced or even racist, they are the means
to illustrate historical situations, never spokespersons for the writer himself. Besides
paving the way with his own works, the author tirelessly challenged Hawaii’s writers to
tell their stories in their own voices, calling for the ‘Great Hawaiian Novel,’ and warning
that if “us local kids” will not write it, “the outsider” surely will.303
Another eminent figure was the late John Dominis Holt, a “descendant of
Hawaiian and Tahitian chiefs, European nobility, and New England missionaries”304 who
wrote nonfiction, short stories, a play about Queen Lili’uokalani, and one of the great
novels about Hawai’i, Waimea Summer. Written in 1976 and republished in 1998, it is set
in an old hapa haole family in the 1930s. Hawaiian superstition and white elitist thinking
characterize the people who live in remote Waimea on the Big Island, and young Mark,
visiting from Honolulu, is torn between the old and new: “They were totally inimical to
microbiology, Hawaiian history and literary craftsmanship” (Honolulu Advertiser, 08/24/2002. Aged 89,
Bushnell had died on August 21st).
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the present. […] Spirits did not thrive in my world of bright lights, clanging streetcars,
and modern plumbing, where scientific education continually refuted the lore which still
clung, like coral clusters on reefs, at the outer edges of memory.”305 The isolated place
influences the big city kid:
I had the sense that the gods had blessed Waimea as once the God of the Old
Testament had bestowed magical, extravagant beauty upon Eden. […] Waimea
weather has the power and violence of the volcanic peaks, the luxuriance of the
wet upland forests: an atmosphere too rich, too dramatic for the human scale
(11/40).
This paradise is dangerous, it suffocates you with its dusty mansions and backward
attitudes, or it drowns you in superstitions and rain. In the end, a grown Mark manages to
break free from the past, to run from the lure of Waimea. He has realized that ferociously
clinging to a glorious and noble past that is not even discernible anymore keeps the
Waimea people in their self-made paradisiacal prison:
Hawaiian songs too often were a harkening to the past, to your people, reminding
you always of breakdown and defeat. […] Perhaps we all needed to be a little
more indifferent; we whose lives were rooted in the indigenous compost heap of
island history. […] A pagan air, lingering on from earlier days, seemed to
surround us. We had stepped out of time, were really phantoms skittering
perilously close to the outer edges of reality in our play (90/95).
Holt’s interpretation of ‘paradise’ in Waimea Summer recalls the Celtic land of the fairies
which is beauti- and bountiful but can imprison you forever.
A third role model for Local novelists is Milton Murayama, whose plantation
novelette All I Asking for Is My Body can be said to have paved the way for the
contemporary Hawaiian novel, setting the theme, local history, and employing Pidgin to
convey atmosphere and authentic flavor. Having met with resistance from commercial
publishers to his innovative presentation of plantation voices, the writer eventually
published his novel himself. Having grown up in a Maui sugar plantation camp, he
authentically relates the appalling living conditions, the poor pay, the strict hierarchy, and
the racial segregation which was perpetuated by the workers: He describes how, if
Filipinos went on strike, the Japanese would go to work as strike breakers; how the
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different groups anxiously saw to it that there was scarce interaction and no intermarriage.
Protagonist Kiyo and his older brother Toshio have to deal with the conflict of filial duty,
being expected to help pay off the family’s huge debt, but desiring to get out of the
plantation system and establish a life of their own. Toshio rages and fights with his
parents, begging for a chance: “I’d be going to high school and college instead of slaving
in the cane fields. […] Shit, all I asking for is my body.”306 He is the first in the family to
realize that his generation will have to choose their loyalties: “We have to cut off all our
ties with Japan and become American” (37). But it is quiet Kiyo, the second son, who in
the end manages to break the vicious circle of fatalism and hollow traditions. The war
becomes his liberation. After sons have been told all their lives not to bring shame on the
Japanese race, the attack on Pearl Harbor in turn has Japan bring shame on each of them.
Subsequently, Japanese values can finally be questioned. Kiyo signs up for the army,
postponing his filial duty: “Everybody in Kahana was dying to get out of this icky shithole, and here was his chance delivered on a silver platter. Besides, once you fought, you
earned the right to complain and participate, you earned a right to a future” (98). It may
be called a sleight-of-hand plot device when in the training camp on Oahu, Kiyo wins
enough money to pay off the debt in a single gambling bout: “Go for broke. Have
absolute faith in the odds. I wasn’t fighting myself anymore” (101). Its point though is
that only by leaving the plantation treadmill could Kiyo take the next step towards
personal freedom: refusing plantation feudalism as well as family paternalism, he adopts
Americanism instead. Murayama’s ending implies that the nisei AJA’s had few choices
but to embrace America (skeptics facing exclusion like Okada’s No-No Boy). Their
adoption freed them from the bondage of traditions.
Undoubtedly, World War II changed the world and its setup. Local writers have
explored its impact on Hawaiian society and lives in various ways. Collective phenomena
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like Japanese internment can be made tangible by rendering them from an individual
perspective. That is one of the prerogatives of historical novels. Thus, Graham Salisbury,
who has written several coming-of-age novels for adolescents, has captured the period
and its sway over Hawai’i very well in his 1994 novel Under a Blood-Red Sun. The
straightforward narrative, set in 1941, shares its main concerns with All I Asking:
Thirteen-year old Tomikazu has to negotiate the conflicting demands of American society
and Japanese ancestry:
But then, Grampa was issei, first-generation Japanese immigrant, and looked at
things a certain way. The Japanese way – which was stern and obedient. […]
Sometimes I thought he had a point. The old way was fair and honorable, which
was good. But it was so inflexible. Jeese. Who knew what to think?307
Early on, class and ethnicity are introduced with the bullying landlord’s son. Tomi is
consoled by his loyal friends, a mixed bunch of Portuguese, Caucasian, and Japanese
youngsters, united by their passion for baseball. Their preoccupation with the game
signifies an innocent feeling of Americanness. But although Tomi still measures time by
baseball games, the war slowly forces its way into his conscience. Fighter planes
overhead, maneuvers at night, and the ever-growing army and navy presence in Honolulu
slowly prepare for what at least the adult reader knows must happen on December 7th. The
actual attack catches Tomi and his friend at their early morning baseball practice:
An ear-shattering roar suddenly thundered down on us, a plane flying way too
low. A dark fighter. […] Billy and I waved, but the pilot didn’t notice us. What
was going on? They never flew that low. […] Another dark plane charged down
on us from behind, screaming out of the valley from the mountains. Billy and I
turned just as it boomed over, heading down toward the sea. The noise stabbed
into my ears. […] Then it hit me. Dark plane. Not silver. Not a navy plane. It
didn’t even have a star on it. It was amber. All the planes were amber. A rush of
fear swept over me. Amber. Amber, with a blood-red sun on the fuselage and
under the wings…blood-red sun…the symbol of Japan (105-7).
With a father out at sea on a fishing trip and a grandfather who is too Japanese not to be
suspicious to the authorities, Tomi wakes up to the weight of responsibility. His initiation
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into a complex and unfair world is bloody: he has to kill his father’s cherished racing
pigeons because a neighbor has falsely reported them as messenger birds.
Without a word, Grampa and I reached in and removed the pigeons one by one
and silently bled them to death with quick, clean slits across the throat. […] The
memory of the gentle cooing of thirty-five silky-feathered pigeons slowly died
away, faded away, bled away… and, finally, in silence, flowed down into the earth
forever (127).
Though the boy has to experience that everything Japanese is now under suspicion,
Salisbury endows his Local kids with more integrity and common sense than the general
American public had: “For a moment I forgot about the war. It was me and Billy again…
like it used to be. Only now we shared a sadness” (150). Ultimately, this is a book about
‘growing up Local,’ about coming of age at a crucial and confusing time in history. While
the Japanese are caught between a host country that doubts their integrity, and an
ancestral country that has turned into an enemy, the old native Hawaiian gardener knows
their only avenue: “‘This island,’ Charlie said to Grampa, his voice kind. ‘This territory,
Joji-san, this is your country now’” (163). Still, abandoning Japan is of no avail: Both
Tomi’s father and grandfather are interned at Sand Island, later on the mainland. “If we
ever needed baseball, it’s right now…” (189). In the cosmos of the game, there is order,
there are rules and clear sides, everything the world outside the diamond can no longer
offer.
The war, however, brought worse things than shame and confusion to some. Nora
Okja Keller’s 1997 novel Comfort Woman tackles the long-silenced story of the forced
prostitution of Korean women by the Japanese army. The ordeal of these women as well
as the psychological effects that continue to overshadow the lives of “recreation camp”
survivors are imagined in a fractured narrative that is set in contemporary Honolulu but
reaches back in time and place: After her parents have died, a twelve-year-old Korean girl
is sold to the Japanese army by her older sister. In her two years at camp, her initial duties
include tending to the other women and cleaning up. Thus, she becomes their means of
communication:
We were taught only whatever was necessary to service the soldiers. Other than
that, we were not expected to understand and forbidden to speak, any language at
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all. But we were fast learners and creative. […] We taught ourselves to
communicate through eye movements, body posture, tilts of the head, or – when
we could not see each other – through rhythmic rustlings between our stalls; in
this way we could speak, in this way we kept our sanity. The Japanese say
Koreans have an inherent gift for languages, proving that we are a natural colony,
meant to be dominated. […] I would sing to the women as I braided their hair or
walked by their compartments to check their pots. When I hummed certain
sections, the women knew to take those unsung words for their message.308
One woman, however, refused to be quiet:
In Korean and Japanese, she denounced the soldiers, yelling at them to stop their
invasion of her country and her body. Even as they mounted her, she shouted: I
am Korea, I am a woman, I am alive. I am seventeen, I had a family just like you
do, I am a daughter, I am a sister. Men left her stall quickly, some crying, most
angrily joining the line for the woman next door. All through the night she talked,
reclaiming her Korean name, reciting her family genealogy, even chanting the
recipes her mother had passed on to her (20).
Language becomes a secret, an anchor, a shield, and a weapon. The Japanese drag the
vocal Induk (renamed Akiko 40) away and kill her, and the girl has to replace her and
become Akiko 41. After endless men and a bungled abortion, she manages to run away.
Nursed back to health by American missionaries, the fugitive agrees to marry the minister
who can take her to America, far away from the place of her suffering. Repulsed by her
husband’s repressed lust and surprised at being able to have another child, she focuses all
her love on her baby daughter, Beccah. On a figurative level, the child resurrects her from
the dead: “My body feels cold against her sleep-flushed warmth, yet she still snuggles,
roots against me. As she nurses, her heat invades me and becomes mine, her heart beats
against mine, becoming mine, becoming me, and gives me life” (55).
Her account of the past alternates with Beccah’s memories of growing up in a
poor neighborhood in Honolulu. On top of the usual problems of an American teenager,
Beccah has to handle a mother who communes with spirits and falls into trances that can
last for days. Warring with the ghosts of her past life, Akiko dresses her concern and
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advice as spells and protection rituals. Men are absent from their lives, and after her first
positive experience it is small wonder that Beccah should become aloof:
When Max took me home that night, I let myself into the house, my hair still
dripping the water of the stream. My body smelled clean, electric like a rainstorm
on the Ko’olaus. But when I walked through the door, my mother yelled, ‘Stink
poji-cunt!’ and charged forward with a knife. […] Now, after my subsequent
experiences with sex, I am almost positive I am mistaken about the intensity I
thought I felt when he slipped inside me, the way all sound and sight spiraled into
blackness so that the only thing I knew was the rhythm of our bodies, elemental as
the river’s song. […] And I began watching the two of us making love, the way
we groped and lunged, as if from another’s eyes (134-6. “The Ko’olaus” refers to
Oahu’s northeastern mountain range; poji is a Korean word for vagina).
Her mother is set up as a medium and fortune teller by Auntie Reno, an original Local
character drawn deftly with a sure Pidgin voice, who earns huge profits from this
arrangement. When Akiko dies, her grown-up daughter retreats to the mother’s Manoa
home to grieve, discovering a legacy of Korean newspaper clippings and a cassette tape
with her name on it:
Still, I listened, but only when I stopped concentrating did I realize my mother
was singing words, calling out names, telling a story. […] So many true names
unknown, dead in the heart. So many bodies left unprepared, lost in the river. […]
Chongshindae. I fit the words into my mouth, syllable by syllable, and flipped
through my Korean-English dictionary, sounding out a rough, possible translation:
Battalion slave. […] The Japanese believe they have destroyed an entire
generation of Koreans. That we are all dead and have taken the horrible truth
with us, but I am alive (192-4).
Unable to imagine her mother surviving what she has related, Beccah remembers an
overheard fight between mother and father that suddenly makes sense: “Forgive her,
Father. She knows not what she speaks.” “I know what I speak, for that is my given name.
Soon Hyo, the true voice, the pure tongue. I speak of laying down for a hundred men –
and each of them Saja, Death’s Demon Soldier – over and over, until I died” (195). A few
weeks after this fight, Beccah’s father died. Though the doctors spoke of “heart failure,”
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the truth, the words of Soon Hyo, had killed him. She knew about the power of words, of
speaking, remembering Akiko 40:
That is what, in the end, made Induk so special: she chose her own death. Using
the Japanese as her dagger, she taunted them with the language and truths they
perceived as insults. She sharpened their anger to the point where it equaled and
fused with their black hungers. She used them to end her life, to find release
(144).
When Beccah and Auntie Reno disagree about the proper funeral rites, it turns out the old
entrepreneur knew about Akiko’s powers in her own streetwise way: “Your maddah was
one survivah. Das how she can read other people. Das how come she can see their wishes
and their fears. Das how come she can travel out of dis world into hell, cause she already
been there and back and know the way” (203). Communication (and its failure) is the
leitmotif woven all through Comfort Woman, split into telling stories, naming, translation,
communication with the dead, becoming their voice, invocations, singing, wailing, and
silence. Unearthing a suppressed chapter of Korean/Japanese/Local history, Keller
imaginatively ‘gives voice’ to the silenced women.
After experiencing praise and success, Keller described another neglected aspect
of Korean (-American) history in her second novel, Fox Girl. A review sums it up
reductively as “how the Korean Bar came to Hawai’i.”309 The narrator Hyun Jin and her
half-sister Sookie, who have grown up in the aftermath of the Korean War, are drawn into
the G.I. bars and seediness of a so-called ‘America Town.’ After her middle-class family
has abandoned her, Hyun Jin is left with few alternatives to selling her body. Her first job
leaves her pregnant, but she loses the fetus. When Sookie is pregnant, too, Hyun Jin
offers her money to keep the baby. She rescues the little girl from Sookie’s attempt to
drown her in order to be free to leave for the U.S.: A bar owner from Hawai’i has offered
to take them along, revealing a modern version of indentured labor. Hyun Jin brings her
baby niece secretly. Calling the recruiting lady’s wrath upon her, she hides in O’ahu’s
countryside, taken in by a resolute farmer. The end finds them living with the old woman,
the child with no name growing up in the refuge that is a plant nursery. In Fox Girl,
Keller’s leitmotif is transformation, exercised in endless variation to show the endurance
and strength of women in oppressive circumstances. In this context of shape-shifting and
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hiding one’s true self, the ambiguity of the visible is foregrounded, as in the Korean
legend of a “fox who wraps herself in the skin of a dead girl.”310 Whether the female fox
spirit is evil or good “depends on who tells the story,” for it revolves around the uneven
relationship between women and men.
Hyun Jin is viewed as ugly because of a large birthmark, hence she learned about
hiding and covering early on:
She dusted powder across our faces, and when the cloud evaporated, settling on
the oils of our skin, I began to understand how makeup could be worn as a
disguise. It felt like one, a shield over tender skin. And the face I saw across from
mine was Sookie’s but not Sookie’s. It was instead an ageless mask, cool and
deadly, capable of swallowing the jewel of a man’s soul (27).
The steps they take down into the bar scene continue to be lined by references to
transformation, as when the two girls have first realized that Americans could mean
opportunity: “The only light, reflecting off the silver wall, flickered weak and uncertain
around the kitchen, turning a room where I had spent so much time into a place suddenly
and completely unfamiliar” (67). On a train ride, Hyun Jin’s perception is shifting:
The sky outside deepened into the blue-gray of twilight, the time of magic and
transformation. The windows turned into trick mirrors: I could see the countryside
passing through my face. […] I remembered how in my father’s stories, reflection
always reveals true nature. A fox demon disguised as a beautiful girl could be
recognized by forcing it to look into a mirror, which would bare its real face (87).
The girls don masks to go about their business, thinking they can be in control that way,
but the story poses the question whether such masks will not inevitably affect and change
their bearers. Up to their final argument, the half-sisters are bound by blood, their old
friendship, and a built-up hate:
‘The problem with you, Hyun Jin,’ she said, ‘is that you cannot see people as they
really are. You’ve always thought I was like you’. […] She turned a crank and her
window rolled up, closing her in, and for a brief moment, I saw our faces pressed
together, merged in a trick of light and reflection (279).
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At a reading of Fox Girl, Keller related that she came across references to ‘America
Towns’ when researching for another project.311 She took to writing the novel because the
stories of these women were missing from the official record. In contrast to her difficult
research for Comfort Woman, though, G.I. bars were not a denied and silenced subject.
Moreover, she said she grew up with some women who had lived such lives. In an
interview the author added that the violence she depicted could not be left out of the
stories she had chosen to tell. Having held back the extremes she had come across in her
research, she still felt she had to be real, true to the ugliness and inhumanity of
imperialism and neo-colonialism.312 Asked about the relationship between research and
imagination, between history and story, she replied that she is not able to separate them
neatly. Both are equally necessary in her work, but she is confident that readers will be
more forgiving about the accuracy of details than about a lack of emotional truth. Keller
thinks that to look for some ‘Great Hawaiian Novel’ would be too limiting a perspective,
shutting out other, minor voices. She mentioned the token position of Maxine Hong
Kingston’s work as the Asian American text. For her, The Woman Warrior functioned as
an eye opener in college, making her realize that “I didn’t have to hide my ethnicity in
order to become a writer.”313 Still, she recognizes the necessity/extravagance problem
identified by Wong in her own life:
Writing is a luxury that is not often an option for the first-generation immigrants.
It’s something that comes after food is put on the table; it comes after there is a
home in which to put the table. My mother, who came to America in the sixties
and raised five children here alone, never wished for me to become an artist.
Keller has responded to that dilemma by giving a voice to the denied and the repressed,
adding that she had to make up for her adolesent rejection of things Korean: “My writing,
through which I both explore and reclaim my ethnic heritage, is also an apology to my
mother and family.”
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Gary Pak is another writer of Korean descent. In 1998, he published his first novel
A Ricepaper Airplane. Its frame is a middle-aged man’s vigil at his uncle’s deathbed:
“Uncle, then, is like a book. […] It isn’t pleasant coming to the hospital everyday, the
smell of disinfectant and death everywhere. But when he starts telling his stories with no
end, I am hooked, like an addict. […] I lose track of myself and time. […] It’s a real
world.”314 Told in flashbacks, the intricate non-linear narrative spans one man’s life
journey from Korea to Manchuria, Japan, and Hawai’i. Throughout, Sung Wha fights
injustice and despotism, first in the form of Japanese military occupation, later as
plantation politics and (neo-)colonialism. In the non-Hawaiian passages, the reader learns
bits and pieces of Korean history and mythology, which form the cultural background of
these immigrants.
At first, Sung Wha’s rebellion is instinctive. The subsequent politicization of the
young peasant, hiding with an underground activist and his well-educated daughter in the
city, resounds with the feelings of Native Hawaiians and other victims of imperialism:
We’re a colony of Japan, do you understand that? We Koreans still have our faces
and our souls now, but soon, if this is to continue, we’ll be Koreans in face only.
Our insides will be Japanese. Then, instead of rebelling against the Japanese, our
insides will rebel against our outside. We’ll be rebelling against ourselves (123).
After a raid, the young man and the daughter take flight, having to pass the fabled tiger
country, “Kumgangsan,” on their long way to Manchuria. This place of myth and power
is a refuge from oppressive history:
Time does not dawn here. It never did. Today is yesterday is tomorrow is today…
and there are no such things as villages or towns or societies. There is peace in
nature, and nature is everything. There is no anger or sadness or happiness. There
is no frustration or loneliness. And all is forgotten but the journey of the moment.
A sapling in a forest of giant trees (147).
Outside, however, time moves on, and after a series of flights, fights, detainments, and
separations, Sung Wha escapes to Hawai’i with a forged passport, leaving his wife and
two children behind. Caught in another oppressive situation on the Wahiawa sugar
plantation, he holds on to a dream of returning. The symbol of his futile dreaming is the
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ricepaper airplane he labors to build from bicycle parts and other insufficient materials.
Finally, he accidentally causes a fire that destroys his almost-completed work.
Sung Wha’s middle years are brushed aside when the narrative leaps ahead to his
last years in a rundown Honolulu Chinatown hotel. When the assortment of poor retirees
and homosexuals is threatened with eviction, his rebellious spirit leads him to join the
young protesters against urban development. He tires of this last struggle, and finally “he
is free, his covenant with the world now completed. […] Now perhaps he can fly” (227).
When Sung Wha dies in the middle of speaking about the burnt-up airplane, his nephew
has made a kite from bamboo and ricepaper, ready to release the uncle’s spirit. Gratefully,
he has told the old man: “you make me live in another world, your world. It feels good
listening to you because when I listen to you, I’m not sitting on this metal chair in this
hospital anymore, but I’m over there. […] I even have a few bruises from your fights”
(259-60). One can conclude that in Pak’s fictional cosmos, the younger generation is able
to make sense of and profit from their elders’ experience. This resonates with his reason
for taking up writing in 1980:
There were many stories to be told in Hawai’i, in my family, in the community,
and they were important stories. Looking at my son who was just born, I felt that
maybe we should write these stories down, commit them to paper, so that my son
and others would be able to read them and have that as part of their cultural
experience.315
This historiographic impulse to contribute to Hawaii’s multi-layered culture for the sake
of the coming generations is a frequent feature of Local writers’ works.
Chris McKinney’s The Queen of Tears, by contrast, can be read as a testament to
the failure of communicating the past. Soong, a sixty-year old widow and former Korean
movie star, returns to Hawai’i to attend her son’s wedding. All of her children, two
daughters and a son, have found themselves in relationships and situations they are
uncomfortable with. The groom, who marries a tough stripper, cannot live up to his own
expectations, while the oldest daughter is stuck in a loveless marriage, concerned about
her geek seventeen-year old son, somehow afraid of life itself. The youngest has come to
a dead end studying literature, feeling that she is too removed from real life. Observing
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their lives and reminiscing on hers, Soong decides, “I’ll wait for my grandson to find his
mate, then die.”316 For a while it seems that working together as a family in the son’s
Kailua take-out restaurant saves them from drifting apart, but Won Ju, the older daughter,
has premonitions when she compares the place to a fish tank: “All of these different fish
forced together behind a wall of glass” (121-2).
Then the temporary harmony gives way to chaos, leaving the couples separated,
and the stripper Crystal pregnant from a one-night stand with the young computer nerd.
Soong is looking for clues in the past, needing to account for her children’s messed-up
lives. Having started out as an orphan straying through war-torn Korea, she had married a
producer and become famous, hardly sparing time for her small children. After her first
husband had died, influential suitors, true love, ruined reputations, economic failure,
another dead husband, abandoned children, and finally, a rape and a murder occur in her
account: While she was away in Korea, her shy nineteen-year old was raped by a coworker out on her very first date in Las Vegas. Soong killed the rapist with a silver knife
she had so far viewed as a talisman (“It is a gift that symbolizes the fact that you are no
longer the helpless girl I found in the streets. I have armed you,” 41).
Her family’s tragic story culminates in the suicide of Brandon, who had cherished
computer games in which he could be “a kick-ass druid in Everquest, not a flashing red
digital single-digit number that flashes so fast on the display that no one even really sees
it” (130). Out on the Pali Lookout on a stormy day, he climbs the railing, announcing
“I’m tired. Flying or sinking” (265). For a moment he does fly, levitated by the wind,
“right before he crashed toward the canopy like an ill-constructed paper airplane. God
inhaled, but Kaipo would never forget that victorious, angel-for-a-second smile that
outshone the sun” (266). Shortly afterwards, Soong is on a plane back to Korea, brooding:
The legacy of her family that started with an orphan girl named Kwang Ja, the
matriarch, was ending. […] What was hers belonged to a museum. She did not
understand this world, and her artifacts proved useless. She would die in Korea.
The plane began taxiing down the runway. Soong thought about reincarnation and
wished it were so. She wanted another chance. She still wasn’t quite sure what
she’d done wrong, but she hoped with no delusion that she could have another
opportunity (267-8).
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Perhaps the answer to her questions lies in the fate Koreans share with Hawaiians. They
both come from a history of colonization which has entailed violence, anger, weakness,
and unstable identities. Soong draws such conclusions earlier in the novel: “The
Hawaiians…Kenny, Crystal, Kaipo…Why did her children choose them? […] It was a
sad but common story. It was also the story of Korea. It was the story of the human race.
But does tragedy give license to idleness and wickedness?” (182-3).
Similarly, the story of a prisoner in McKinney’s first novel, The Tattoo, yields
glimpses into the havoc that history has wrought upon people’s lives. The Tattoo has been
heralded by the Honolulu Advertiser as “a book about ‘the sins of the fathers,’ how anger
and pain and patterns of destructive behavior get passed from one generation to
another.”317 In prison, Kenji Hideyoshi tells his life story to his tattoo artist cellmate Cal.
Brought up by an abusive father, Ken has come to think of himself as a ronin, a
masterless samurai outlaw straight from Japanese tales and history. One of The Tattoo’s
epigraphs, “It is said the warrior’s is a twofold Way of pen and sword, and he should have
a taste of both ways,” is echoed in Ken’s twofold heritage:
My father, with his short but broad body, his Toshiro Mifune-like face. My
mother, who was about an inch taller, with her thin features and her thoughtful
disposition. She loved to read, books were his kryptonite. He always looked
angry, even when he wasn’t, while she looked like she was constantly thinking
about something. He was local, born and raised in Hawaii, she was a katonk
mainlander, sansei, born in internment. He spoke pidgin, her English was
impeccable, stone white (24).
She dies of cancer when Ken is only six, leaving him with a taste for books. Apart from
that, his life is governed by violent masculinity, starting with the history lessons of
“Grandpa, the World War II veteran, the member of the Go for Broke 442nd, […] always
about things that had passed. Olden times, from feudal Japan to World War II. Or maybe
he knew he’d be passing soon, too. History was important to him. ‘It’s who we are,’ he’d
say” (29-31). Living on the Northern windward side of Oahu, Ken’s main influence is his
Hawaiian buddy Koa (“Immune to self-analysis, guilt, and fear from birth. All id.
Unstable,” 49), who gives him the next history lesson:
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Fuckin’ Kahaluu used to be mean. Had pig all ova da place. Had taro. Kaneohe
Bay had all kine fish swimming close to shore. You could trow net from da beach.
But da best, and I know you not goin’ believe, but da best is you could drink da
wata from da streams coming down da mountains. […] Da beach in front Kahaluu
neva used to have shit-brown wata. […] My great-great-grandfadda used to be da
chief (54).
After having spent high school with drugs, cockfights, and dealing, Ken wants to get
away to college, leave the windward side where people stick together for better or worse.
Bored with undergraduate studies, however, he ends up as a strip bar bouncer on
Honolulu’s Ke’eaumoku Street, enjoying women, alcohol and money in his early
twenties, drug dealing, gripped by greed. Falling in love with Claudia, the Korean-haole
daughter of his employer Mama-san, makes him want to change his life again. Ken
receives yet another lesson in history when Claudia talks about her mother, who had been
a G.I. girl, the daughter of a comfort woman: “‘What were the last two major wars the
U.S. fought in?’ ‘Korea and Vietnam?’ ‘The natives were trained. These were the
businesses they ran for the soldiers during the war. So some of them, when they came
here afterwards, knew it was a money-maker and just continued doing it’” (130). Mamasan shows her teeth when her daughter is pregnant, sending hitmen which Ken shoots in
anger and self-defense.
While Claudia proposes an escape to the mainland, he wants to return to the
windward side to make some money first. “We were going over the mountains, going to
my territory. Mama-san could not reach me there, not with her lackeys, not even with her
town cops. If she tried, her soldiers would get stomped. Her kingdom ended at the foot of
the mountains, and beyond this she had no jurisdiction” (151-2). His language becomes
feudal, filled with a hubris that will give way to exasperation and despair when his past
and his father envelop him again. Ken knows full well that “when you’re running in
Hawai’i, there’s no border you can cross, no life-line of safety. You’re on an island, and
you end up running in circles, surrounded by the largest ocean in the world” (162). In the
end, an abusive Koa has killed his wife who had left him and then himself, and Ken has
killed his father after a fight in which the old man had hit the 7-months pregnant Claudia.
In prison, Ken muses, “I can say race, but it’s not that simple, especially in Hawaii. […] I
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ain’t here because of race, I’m here because I’m human” (217). McKinney’s characters
are responsible for their behavior as individuals, but he makes clear how their histories,
and the histories of their peoples, continue to affect their lives, overwhelming at times all
the reason they can muster.
History is also the driving force in most of Rodney Morales’ short stories in his
1988 collection The Speed of Darkness. Ranging from plantation snapshots of the 1920s
through World War II and the Cold War era to Vietnam and Reaganism, the texts explore
how big events play out locally, individually. Loosely connected by setting (Palama, a
plantation town in what is today West Honolulu) and characters (Kaeo and Lenny appear
in two stories each, several characters are photographers), the stories have their
protagonists realize – from various angles – that the world is more complex and
ambiguous than most would wish. In “Ship of Dreams,” young Takeshi grows up in a
Hawai’i where “immigrants of different backgrounds were finding common ground in
their shared plight. […] No more fights among the workers. Cooperation, instead, was to
prevail. Sharing of food, drink, and dreams.”318 In 1922, after “The war had ended” and
“the legacy of democracy existed now for the benefit of all,” the 19-year old Japanese
dreams of becoming a lawyer. However, he has to work in his father’s store and spends
his weekends peeping into “the social hall on School Street where the Puerto Ricans
congregated, along with some Portuguese, Hawaiians, a smattering of whites and
Filipinos. (The Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans still preferred far eastern means of
expressing themselves, like sake and kachashi)” (17). The sharing becomes a reality only
after the largest squash from his father’s garden has been turned into a “guiro,” “that da
kine, ah, wha-cha-ma-call-it thing that made the scratchy sound that held it all
together.”319 Having practiced to play the rhythm instrument, “an explicit and implicit
piece of art” (20), in secret, Takeshi is invited to join the musicians: “Come on. No be
shame! We all da same, ovah here. […] Welcome aboard!” The mostly Hawai’i-born
second generation can cross ethnic and cultural barriers more easily than their immigrant
parents. The assurance of common ground induces an optimism towards a multicultural
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future that is sharply contrasted by the setup of the following story, “Clear Acrylic
Enamel.”
Refusing to grow up and live with the complications of this world, three young
Locals resort to drugs and rock’n’roll instead, sneaking into concerts and hanging around
stoned when not working at a service station. Since their singer and songwriter has
disappeared into the ocean on acid, their instruments are gathering dust. Sometimes they
find the energy to bodysurf: “Somehow water lures us like nothing else, with the possible
exception of music” (33). However, mostly they seem stuck in
our pre-car adolescent sniffing days, the pre-grass phase. Then, like right now, we
reminisced on our spacing out, on our hearing the ‘Now I know I’m stoned!’ buzz,
and, unforgettably, we laughed over the time we didn’t use the usual colorless
acrylic paint and stood out at a dance-party because our silver lips glowed in the
dark. Silver lips, the more we thought of it the more we laughed. It was the
accidental yet obvious emblem of our defiance. Our own silly way of saying fuck
your world (31).
But reality catches up with them in the form of interethnic violence. The narrator muses:
“Who created these walls? Were they there all the time? […] I am pulling because of the
way walls are so strategically placed, so remarkably calculated. I pull and feel the fence
come crashing down. I see the husky guy whack Lenny with the flashlight. I jump him”
(39). The promise of a multicultural future filled with opportunity posed by the
collection’s first story gives way to a rather disillusioning picture of contemporary
Hawai’i. What has happened in the gap?
The third piece again reaches back in time, relating stations in the life of a Local
Japanese photographer. In ten-year intervals, starting with his fear of being the next to be
interned in 1942, his struggle with being ‘Oriental’ in America is exposed. At first glance,
1952 seems to be a happy enough year for Isamaru with a third daughter and a steady job.
However, “walks had become his refuge since the war days, a way of balancing darkness
and light, a way to find the proper chiaroscuro, since everything had to be filtered by
Hiroshima gray.” Moreover, it is not incidental that the movie John Wayne is making in
Hawai’i casts him as “a government agent investigating communist influence in Hawaii’s
longshoreman’s union” (43). It is the everlasting white cowboy against the ‘Yellow Peril’
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of the Reds. In 1962, Isamaru takes his youngest to a Kurosawa movie, starring his
favorite actor Toshiro Mifune, “Japan’s John Wayne,” whose role of a “RAGGED
SAMURAI” “addressed the rift, the drift he felt within” (all 44). The two kinds of movies
are referred to again, when the older Isamaru has to bail out his Vietnam-protesting
daughter in 1972, checking “her neck and arms for rope marks. He was relieved to find
none.” While John Wayne “seemed to have realized that he was becoming larger than
life,” “Akira Kurosawa, on the other hand, was continuing (with and without Mifune) to
de-noble-ize the samurai. (The western influence was prevalent. No wonder Yojimbo
became the spaghetti western A Fistful of Dollars, and Seven Samurai became The
Magnificent Seven)” (45-6). Rather than talking about movies, this could be a statement
on the rise of the United States to a world power while the days of the empire of Japan
were over. The story ends in 1982, when Isamaru’s four-year old grandson is accused of
having stolen a pen in a store. The manager excuses the security guard’s mistake:
‘He’s only a kid. He doesn’t know what stealing is.’ […] Isamaru pushed up his
glasses and looked at the manager. ‘Mistake! Eretime, mistake! No care how
much harm!’ He grabbed his package, his red-eyed grandson, and stalked away
toward the nearby drugstore. Seen. Known (48).
Though he still struggles with his Japanese-American identity, he sees hope for a more
understanding future in his grandson, who is half haole, half Japanese.
The issue of Local identity in the face of Cold War and Vietnam War is negotiated
in “Under the Table,” once more from the perspective of having to grow up into a
complicated world. Shortly before graduating from high school, the narrator remembers
another transition time, sixth grade, when he was first confronted with things being less
straightforward than they seemed: “The places we had been but hours before, though it
seemed like months, were history” (81). At the time, he did not yet connect his personal
experiences with what was happening in the larger world, could not relate having to
practice ducking under the table in case of a Russian bombing with his life of beaches,
Elvis movies, and finding out who one’s friends were. A few years later, he is “escaping
to college,” while “Lenny was going to Nam because some men in nice suits in Paris
couldn’t agree on the size and shape of their negotiating table” (84). Though he
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understands some of the inequities of history now, the grown narrator is still hiding from
the complexities of life:
But now I didn’t even know who the bad guys were. I wanted to lash out at my
shadow enemy. No, not Nicky da Cruise Job, or Khrushchev, or cruise missiles,
but the part of me that is torn, ripped apart, like my drafts of love notes to Lynette,
like my draft notice, the part that won’t let me come up from under the table.320
Gima notes that the initial mishearing, the school kids’ act of translating what they do not
understand into their own insular Pidgin world, later becomes a “refusal to subscribe to
certain restrictive forms of community.” Nikita Khrushchev, “the spokesman for the
Communist threat,” becomes Nicky da Cruise, “a Mafia-connected chef,” and thus a
threat they can grasp.321 Morales does best when rendering the larger issues by describing
the lives and thoughts of individual characters. While “Saint Paul in the Promised Land”
traces the history of Filipino bachelors in Hawai’i, “Maka’s Lei Day” refers to a whole
generation of young Vietnam veterans struggling to face life and wondering what went
wrong. Another idiosyncratic feature of this writer’s style is the frequency of
photographic imagery and movie script language on both the textual and the plot level.
This might be a way of warning the reader to be wary of the inherent subjectivity of point
of view, obscured by the apparent objectivity of the camera eye.322
Marjorie Sinclair has taught in the English Department of UHM for over forty
years. Apart from two novels about domestic conflict in interracial marriages, Kona
(1947) and The Wild Wind (1950), she has written poetry, short fiction, and the biography
of a chiefess.323 Furthermore, she has published a volume of translations from Hawaiian.
In her foreword to Kona, Sinclair elaborates on the period she describes, Hawaii’s 1930s:
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“Especially poignant was the desire to return to an earlier time. […] My story seems
much longer ago than it was because of the remarkable and nearly overwhelming changes
that have come about in Hawaii. It is almost a dream world, perhaps an edenic or golden
age. But it was real.”324 This can explain the numerous references to an unattainable
paradise as well as the tableau-like quality of her characters and situations that seem
strangely out of time. The most interesting thoughts in The Wild Wind, however, speak of
the chances of hybridity. Here, Sinclair had been ahead of her time, when statehood for
Hawai’i was delayed in Congress due to its racially mixed population:
children who with their mingled white and Hawaiian blood would know how to
blend the old and the new, who would understand the subtle, complicated forces
of the modern world, itself suffering from the clash of cultures. […] She would
break down the racial barrier, and chart a faint little trail toward the world of
harmony that might be.325
Her more recent texts, like the short story “The Feather Lei,” reiterate a pressing sense of
loss in regard to the past:
Hawaiian traditions are becoming fragile from the wear of time and the tear of
constant interpretation. […] Sometimes I take the lei from my dresser drawer and
touch the feathers, soft, fragile, yet strong, persisting. The color of them is still as
glowing as the moment long ago when they were first plucked from the bird and
sewed together. I try to imagine life nearly a hundred years ago. I watch the life
around me today. They are two different worlds – how could the earlier one
transform itself into this strident, brutal today, clanging with metal and
concrete?326
Sinclair’s writings are nostalgic in the best sense, invested in cherishing Hawai’i,
salvaging its past, its indigenous beauty, the mana of its native people. Albeit tending
towards the sentimental or even naïve, her texts never have the marketing quality that
Paul Lyons has termed “histouric.”
In his critical review of Kiana Davenport’s 1994 novel Shark Dialogues, Lyons
heralds the book as “the first Hawai’i-centered novel by an author with Hawaiian blood to
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make a major mainland publishing splash,” adding that its “swashbuckling storytelling
[is] likely to alter outside readers’ understanding of Hawai’i and its history more than the
fine, place-centered writing being produced in the islands at the present.”327 A Hawaiian
family history spanning six generations, the book’s epic dimension, historical sweep, and
sheer bulk are reminiscent of Michener’s Hawaii, while the family’s beginnings from two
castaways, a Yankee whaler who jumped ship and a runaway Tahitian princess, hark back
to adventure romances and pay tribute to Herman Melville, one of the writers Davenport
says she admires. Shark Dialogues blends historical fact (annexation, leprosy, etc.) with
magic realism, melodrama, and rampant exoticism. As the novel unfolds in a
kaleidoscope of retrospectives, conversations, “talk story” times, dreams, and visions, the
reader, together with the protagonists, has to reorder events into a coherent history.
Underneath the adventure and the tragedy, the text enacts a contemporary struggle
to establish links to one’s ancestry, to reclaim one’s genealogy, enabling the formation of
an identity based on history, ethnicity, and a connection to place.328 This corresponds to
the author’s own awakening of cultural awareness:
In this sense, the long trip of writing and researching a book with the size and
density of Shark Dialogues is an implied literary homecoming and autobiography:
after three books unrelated to Hawai’i and written under the first name Diana,
Davenport – who grew up in Hawai’i, but has lived on the East Coast since
graduating from the University of Hawai’i – reclaims the name Kiana.329
The family history is meant to be both exemplary and metonymic. In other words,
Davenport’s characters are symbolic figures, larger than life, serving as almost mythical
explanations of a development that led to the present conditions. They seem to be more
vehicles for illustrating an argument, a viewpoint on history, than real people. This
applies to the two outcasts who were witnesses to the fatal changes sweeping Hawai’i at
the turn of the nineteenth century, to the unyielding Pono, who is endowed with psychic
powers, and to her lover Duke, the leprosy-stricken sum total of a romance hero: a
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physically strong pure Hawaiian who surfs and fishes, reminiscent of the ancient race of
warriors that is almost extinct, he also speaks three languages, has traveled the world,
studied at the Sorbonne, has an artistic mind, and is of great beauty. While he is doomed
to vegetate at the leprosy settlement in Kalaupapa, Pono raises his daughters but drives
them away in rage when they grow up to marry non-Hawaiian men. Lyons interprets
leprosy as a metaphor, stating that “Duke’s body becomes a battlefield – a mutilated but
still potent embodiment of the Hawaiian culture’s ability to survive and retain integrity
and dignity despite the contamination introduced by outsiders.”330
In the present, summoned by their towering grandmother Pono, four women
return to the Big Island coffee estate to inherit their family’s story and find out who they
are. The granddaughters represent “a spectrum of Hawaiian hybridity and history:”331 The
hapa Chinese Ming is defined by her arthritic illness, lupus, and by her use of the drug
Dragon Seed (Opium?) which she smokes to keep her violent pain attacks at bay. She will
die towards the end of the novel. Vanya, hapa Filipino, works as an advocate of native
rights throughout the Pacific. She has grown up feeling inferior, colored, a “mixedmarriage mongrel.”332 Her rage leads her to join a hopeless bunch of would-be
revolutionaries later on, becoming a fugitive after trying to blow up a resort and killing an
FBI agent. The hapa-haole Jessamyn has lived as a veterinarian in New York, always
needing to make up for her mother’s humiliation of being rejected by her white in-laws,
looking for a cause to join and support. Rachel, hapa Japanese, has never known her
father, and has hence replaced him with a mysterious Yakuza, a member of the Japanese
mafia twenty years her senior. She has led a life of luxury, refinement, and waiting,
culminating in the short and intensely sexual visits of her gangster husband. The fragile
identities of mixed races, of an endangered race magnify the insecurity of all four women.
Learning their family’s history and taking the cured but disfigured grandfather Duke
home helps them come to terms with their lives: “They held his gaze, each one, looking
deep beyond the scars, the mutilation, looking deep within at who he was, and who they
were” (342). Transforming the blemish into a reassurance, Duke says: “You’re hybrids,
all of you. You’re what the future is” (371). In the end, the elders paddle out to sea to die,
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joining their forebears. Jess will stay in Hawai’i and write their genealogy down. The
novel’s end leads thus back to its beginning, closing the cycle.
Shark Dialogues contains what the British novelist E.M. Forster has called
rhythm: In both plot and style, thoughts and events echo each other, themes recur and
resurface.333 The most obvious example is Davenport’s device of relating action,
atmosphere, and feelings in stream-of-consciousness-like sentences that extend over half
a page or more, lacking punctuation, investing those passages with breathless immediacy.
This stylistic technique is used to convey overwhelming experiences in which the person
loses herself and is all moment, out of time.334 Watching whales mating was such an
instant for Mathys, the family’s ancestor. It will be making love after years of separation
for Pono and Duke, smoking Dragon Seed for Ming, testing her sexual limits for Rachel,
experiencing intercourse as mating with the land itself for Vanya.
The main problem that Lyons identifies about this ethnic ‘herstory’ is its
investment in entertaining and informing a mainstream and mainland audience which its
narrative perspective scorns. There remains an unevenness between the alleged
authenticity and inside view ‘from the shore’ and tendencies toward sensationalism (as in
the terrorist plot) and cliché (e.g. the inscrutable Ming behind her veil of smoke, or the
character of Duke.) The critic concludes that “Shark Dialogues seems researched or
imagined from a distance, more about than from Hawai’i, […] marketing Hawaiian
culture for the outsider.”335
In 1999 Davenport launched her second novel with a Hawaiian theme. Song of the
Exile traces the lives of Keo, a gifted Hawaiian jazz musician, and Sunny, his part-Korean
lover, who endured the war as a comfort woman. Davenport relates that she was inspired
to write the novel by the same UH lecture of a comfort camp survivor that Keller has
referred to as a source for her book Comfort Woman. From Honolulu in the mid-thirties
through the jazz bars of Paris to Shanghai and a Japanese base at Rabaul in the midPacific, the story sweeps forward to Honolulu at the time of statehood, to the unlikely
convergence of its key characters, the ever-searching Keo, the prematurely aged survivor
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Sunny, and the physical and psychological wreck Endo, a Japanese musician who was her
worst torturer. The music that permeates the novel echoes the situation of its protagonists:
“Jazz is the sound of loneliness, human need. Jazz is the tongue of exile.”336 Again, time
frames and narrative perspectives shift and have to be pieced together by readers and
characters alike. While one may acknowledge the well-crafted plot, the mastery of rhythm
in the Forsterian sense, the connections and transitions in the story, the writer’s firm grip
on her material, she may be read critically for cliché and contrivance. A postcolonialist
reading must stumble over such Micheneresque passages as the following one:
Or one of the other “golden men” whose names had the ring of rampant health:
Surf Hanohano, Turkey Love, Blue Makua, Krash Kapakahi, the Kahanamoku
brothers. Long-limbed, muscled, they strode Waikiki sands like laughing, bronzed
gods. Beachboys in the daytime – teaching swimming, surfing, paddling –
serenaders at night, the “golden men” had even been immortalized in Hollywood
films, so that rich white women came seeking them out. At dawn they left women
slumbering in their Royal suites and drove home, exhausted, in rusty pickups.337
Also, the cameo appearances of Pono, matriarch of Shark Dialogues (e.g. 171-3), as
fortune teller to Keo’s sister are more postmodern play with self-referentiality than
integral to the narrative.
Song of the Exile contains conflicting thoughts about the nature of history. While
Keo encounters a Chinese scholar when searching Shanghai for Sunny (“Our strength, the
strength of ants. We do not win battles. But we absorb our conquerors every time. […]
But we will turn them into Chinese. Give us five hundred years. You wait,” 127-8),
Sunny argues with her captor:
‘To starve is a tragedy, not a sin,’ she whispers. ‘My father is Korean, a people
descended from Chinese. I have been taught they were worshipped for their
wisdom. An ancient and inventive people.’ Matsuharu turned to her as if to a
child. ‘What do they do with their inventions? They invented gunpowder – and?
Made little rockets! Shot off fireworks for thousands of years. Never dreaming it
was useful for conquering people. The invention of printing. For generations they
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printed nothing but poems. Sentimental discourse. They failed to use the printed
word for propaganda’ (144).
Endo’s death, however unlikely, is satisfying from the point of view of storytelling:
Sunny corners him in a sewage tunnel. Having loved music and dreaded water, he is
killed by an injection of angel’s-trumpet flower: “She saw him freeze, deafened in the
trumpet’s blare. It would take time. Death would come in slow staccato riffs, piercing cell
by cell, paralyzing limb by limb. […] Then rapids shot his body forward, so the living
brain of Endo Matsuharu saw the ocean waiting in the distance. Red, and boiling, and
patient” (345-6). Keo had played the trumpet, in the instinctive way he had turned to the
ocean. Both music and the sea are here showing their wrathful faces, executing Sunny’s
revenge. With the novel’s metonymic and cathartic ending, Davenport culminates her aim
to rescue the comfort women of the Second World War from oblivion by telling their
story.
Theatre is a conduit into our everyday world through which mystery and magic may still enter. At the same
time, theatre can serve as a powerful platform for examining the social and political issues of our time.
Victoria Nalani Kneubuhl – on being a playwright338

5.1.3 Enacting the Past: Local Historical Drama
The historical pageant play has a tradition in Hawai’i.339 In the last few decades, however,
different kinds of Local plays that engage history in creative ways have appeared. The
sparse and economical monodramas of Aldyth Morris, for example, center on figures
such as Captain Cook, Robert Louis Stevenson, Queen Lili’uokalani, and the Belgian
priest Father Damien. One actor has to express the possible inner life of strong characters
that have shaped Hawai’i. Several plays have been produced in mainland theaters as well
as abroad; Damien was produced for public television and has been translated into
Flemish, French, Japanese, and Spanish. Victoria Nalani Kneubuhl has also written
several plays on Hawaiian history, some of them for children. Both The Conversion of
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Ka’ahumanu (on the advent of Christianity) and Ka’iulani (on a hapa-Hawaiian princess
who befriended Robert Louis Stevenson and died at a young age) have been staged in the
mainland United States and in Europe. In 1993, her street pageant January, 1893 about
the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy was performed at the sites where the actual
events had taken place. More recently, Sean T.C. O’Malley has dramatized the same time
period with his play on the Wilcox revolution, To the Last Hawaiian Soldier (produced in
2002 for Kumu Kahua Theatre).
Darrell Lum’s Pidgin play Oranges are Lucky comments on the futility of
memory and history if they cannot be communicated. A Chinese family celebrates the
birthday of Ah Po, the aged grandmother. While the old woman slips into Chinese
(rendered in formal Standard English) in her reminiscing, her older grandson gets drunk
and complains: “Nobody can understand you and you no can understand us. So what’s the
use, you’re just as good as dead.”340 Ah Po’s daughter, who as part of the middle
generation could provide a link between her mother and her sons – and could translate
what Ah Po is saying – stifles the younger grandson’s questions about the past: “Waste
time dat kine. If we was royalty or something, maybe worth it. But you Ah Po only from
one court official’s family, small potatoes dat.”341
The most interesting and self-conscious playwright dealing with history, memory,
and loss is the late John Kneubuhl, Victoria Nalani Kneubuhl’s uncle. Born in Samoa to a
Swiss-American father and a Samoan mother in 1919, John Kneubuhl came to Hawai’i at
age twelve, attending Punahou School, then went on to Yale University to study creative
writing under Thornton Wilder. He came back as a playwright and became the assistant
director of the Honolulu Community Theatre. Envisioning a genuinely Local (read:
Pacific) theater to include “the various groups that make up island society,” he produced
two of his own plays in 1947. The Harp in the Willows, a historical play about the Big
Island missionary Lorenzo Lyons, contained “extensive passages of untranslated
Hawaiian dialogue and verses of Hawaiian hymns composed by Lyons himself.”342 The
City Is Haunted portrayed postwar Honolulu in an expressionist style. It may also have
been “the first pidgin-English play ever produced” in the islands.343 From 1949 to 1968,
Kneubuhl was a successful television screenwriter in Hollywood. Moving back to
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American Samoa to maintain his integrity and sanity, he wrote several plays that center
on cultural or ethnic identity and its fragility or loss. His work and philosophy are as
much informed by education and experience as by traditional Polynesian performance
such as the Samoan fale aitu, literally “house of spirits.” He describes this clowning
practice as “not an aesthetic experience, but a psychosocial experience. It tends more
towards politics than art.”344 Moreover, he reasons that “In a world that’s become
increasingly tense, formalized, and over-intellectualized, comedy seems to me a very
healthy, wonderful release.”345 The fusion of postmodern play and ancient release ritual
opens up a space for lucid insights into the nature of contemporary Pacific situatedness,
envisioned as caught up between a fast-moving present and an almost forgotten past.
Reviewing Kneubuhl’s life and work, Caroline Sinavaiana-Gabbard, a fellow Samoan
scholar, notes “an apparent conflation of identities – Hawaiian and Samoan – into the
broader category of ‘Polynesian.’”346 Thus, while his work could as well be discussed
under the ethnicity heading, the pervasive slippage of ethnic identification in Kneubuhl’s
statements points to a different focus of his undeniably ‘ethnic’ plays. Such a focus seems
to be a creative coming to terms with the past.
Three of Kneubuhl’s later pieces belong together in that they “are really about the
making of plays, […] about the writer and his search.”347 Written in 1975 but not staged
until 1998, Mele Kanikau: A Pageant experiments with “the idea of the writer-creatingthe-story-which-in-turn-creates-the-writer”348 as well as with self-referentiality, inserting a
hula performance into a rehearsal of the pageant, which is another performance that forms
the bulk of the play, a third performance. This Chinese box structure is used with great
skill, effecting slippage, uncertainty, and even absurdity. The title refers to the Local
tradition of showy historical pageants, and the Hawaiian part translates as song or chant
of lamentation. What is lamented here is the loss of native Hawaiian identity and
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authenticity, replaced by cheap imitations. Kneubuhl lets his (alter ego) author figure
have the last word: “And remember. For it is only in our remembering that we can make
our mele, like houses of words into which our dead can move and live again and speak to
us” (175).
In a similar fashion but with even more intricacies and formal daring, the 1990 A
Play: A Play poses the question “are we living lives scripted by The Creator? (By the
colonialists?)” (265). Actors are rehearsing a play on Lili’uokalani, when a visitor – an
actor playing a mahu (Hawaiian for gay) playing a woman playing the volcano goddess
Pele playing an old crone – unsettles their routine. Parody, travesty, and impersonation
extend to language, which is foregrounded on various levels: Some lines are given in
English with stage directions to render them in Chinese, Samoan, or Hawaiian. A
character in the play-to-be may speak a foreign language but his actor in the frame play
does not. Filipino pronunciation makes for a running gag (“Who pucked with the fig,”
201). As the characters are becoming aware that their words are “scripted,” and
inconsistently so, one of them complains: “Knowledge has to come logically in the world
of the play…. It doesn’t come out of nowhere, like it’s straight from god. Gods have got
to play by the rules, too” (235). After the actors have realized that they are merely
fictional characters, this idea is transferred to Hawaiian identity: “You can only define a
Hawaiian today by what he has lost – by what he no longer is or can ever be again. […]
They have all assumed roles, as if in a play they are all acting out, author unknown….
They are all fictions, inventions, words – even the angry protestors, perhaps worst of all,
the angry protestors” (246). In the afterword to a collection of the three plays, Jackie
Pualani Johnson sums up A Play’s theme: “The Writer comes to realize the glory,
sanctity, and limitation of the very thing his life (all life) is based on: Language; Words”
(257).
Kneubuhl’s last play Think of a Garden, written in 1991, “flirts with
autobiography”349 and is set in Western Samoa in the 1920s. Two strands are interwoven
to mirror one another: the historical narrative of the assassination of Tupua Tamasese,
leader of the pacifist Mau rebellion that led to independence of Western Samoa from New
Zealand, is linked to the coming of age of a part-Samoan boy, David. In his character,
“imagination itself” appears “as a space of resistance against the vagaries of tormented
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adulthood and history. […] In both narratives, the consequence of that resistance is selfdetermination. David is emotionally freed to move towards manhood, and Samoa is
politically freed to move towards independence.”350 In the assessment of Caroline
Sinavaiana,
Kneubuhl’s hybrid voice – native son of Polynesia meets the Eastern seaboard
avant-garde, native sensibilities cross-pollinating with Western aesthetics of
performance – is among the earliest Pacific literary voices in English to articulate
the sheer distance of culture and history being traced in his life path.351
An important avenue for Local drama – historical, ethnic, Pidgin, or whatever other form
the genre has taken – has been Kumu Kahua, the first “Honolulu theatre group established
solely for the encouragement of Hawaii’s playwrights,”352 founded in 1971 by University
of Hawai’i drama professor Dennis Carroll and some of his graduate students. Looking
back on the first decade of activity, Carroll asserted: “Preference has been given to plays
that depict the milieu of Hawaii and to those that are unconventional in form or style.”
This still applies to the current practice, but with their own venue, the homey Kumu
Kahua Theatre in downtown Honolulu, the group has expanded its repertoire to
incorporate Hawaiian-language plays, or recitals and readings such as For the Love of
Words and 4 da luv of Pidgin in 2002. An independent community theater since 1981,
Kumu Kahua has produced works by Edward Sakamoto, Darrell Lum, Victoria Nalani
Kneubuhl, John Kneubuhl, Lee Cataluna, and Alani Apio, as well as adaptions of
Yamanaka’s, Keller’s, and Pak’s novels.
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There is a fascination in the descendents (sic!) of immigrants for the first generation, for the men and
women who came with only their names and their stories to these islands. Their homelands are little more
than a dream to us now, as Hawaii was once a rumor, a dream to them.
Martha Webb – “Introduction,” to Talk Story: Big Island Anthology353

5.1.4 Personal History: Poetry and Fiction
There are four poets in the Bamboo Ridge group who have much in common: Cathy
Song, Juliet S. Kono, Eric Chock, and Wing Tek Lum. What is striking about these
markedly Local poets is that the reader may extract their (fictionalized) biographies and
genealogies from their writings. All four employ immigrant grandfathers, ‘picture bride’
grandmothers, family roots on sugarcane plantations. The speakers here seem almost
always to be defiantly the poets’ selves. Or are they? Layers appear as layers of history,
meaning, or perception, but rarely of persona. As courageously personal voices, they
become at the same time, by virtue of perception and composition skills, the voices of
generic third generation Asian immigrant descendants. Both generational conflict and
lineage/legacy are as central to them as they are to the community as a whole. All are
preoccupied with ethnic, cultural, and personal identity. It is of minor importance,
however, whether the ‘facts’ of the poems are ‘true,’ for what counts is the capturing of a
certain atmosphere, of an understanding of the interconnectedness of history, family, and
home, a “Local sensibility,” to borrow Wing Tek Lum’s phrase.
Cathy Song, of Chinese-Korean American background, is an acclaimed poet with
four collections to her name. Her first collection, Picture Bride, had been her Master’s
thesis, and won the 1982 Yale Series of Younger Poets Award. In it, Song lends her voice
to various women she has known or who have spoken to her, through photographs,
Japanese prints, and, in the case of Georgia O’Keeffe, through her paintings. Alternately,
she becomes those women or describes them meticulously, the beauty and power of her
poetry arising from the details, the accuracy of description. Imagining the life of a female
Chinese immigrant to America, she describes how the freedom of unbound feet was often
paid with rootlessness and loneliness:
353
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You find you need China:
your one fragile identification,
a jade link
handcuffed to your wrist.
You remember your mother
who walked for centuries,
footless –
and like her,
you have left no footprints,
but only because
there is an ocean inbetween,
the unremitting space of your rebellion.354
In the midst of giving voice to (Asian American) Woman, several poems focus on family
relations, harkening back to the previous generations, to childhood and adolescence,
evoking children dreamed of, unwanted, aborted, accepted. In these, and more routinely
in her later work, Song sets out to capture fleeting moments that might seem insignificant
to the careless reader, but are really the stuff that memories are made of. Detailing the
contents of photographs, remembering childhood experiences, imagining her forebears’
feelings, and exposing her own, the poet creates still life pictures, vignettes mainly of the
past, frozen tableaux. Her main goal seems to be to preserve and make sense of family
history. Many poems can be read in sequence, forming a biographical outline of the
poet’s genealogy and life. It is almost as if she opened her photo album for the reader,
who is allowed to gaze at what seem to be atmospheric snapshots without much
distancing on the part of the camera eye, but what at close inspection are careful
arrangements of event and interpretation. Although Song’s language is often sensuous
and flowing, the final image is nearly almost static, a moment of the past.
As exemplified in her 1988 collection Frameless Windows, Squares of Light,
Song has a keen eye for the ephemeral things that matter in the end, that trigger
rumination, meditation, interpretation: a child’s drawing, an immigrant family’s picnic
day on the beach:
On the grass beside their straw mat,
354
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a black umbrella,
blooming like an ancient flower,
betrays their recent arrival.
Suspicious of so much sunshine,
they keep expecting rain.355
In a very perceptive self-portrait, she says,
It seems you’ve been looking out
one window, one moment, all your life,
at the slant of roof and trees,
while everything around you evolved,
became something else (83, “The Age of Reptiles”).
In one poem, her mother’s jar of buttons becomes a simile for what she is doing in her
writing, keeping and storing the “undervalued […] unremarkable […] a relic […] oddly
private” (45-6, “Humble Jar”). Even if the garments are long gone or faded, their loose
buttons are kept like treasures. On a psychological level, such poems reveal an obsession
with remembrance and preservation. The tableau-like quality of Song’s poetry is
epitomized in an imagined scene from an undistinguished foreign country:
The clock is stuck in the rain […]
The waiter bends over your cup
without filling it,
the storekeeper holds your change
until the rain, hypnotic and dramatic,
leaves the streets and the gutters (48, “The Vegetable Air”).
An oddly frozen moment, in spite of the connotations of movement in the overflowing
gutters. Always, the focusing mind is set off against the elusive event. At times this mind
can see something beyond the visible, as in the winter poem “Symphony” (27-8), which
perceives falling snow as music, hopping birds as the score, “a feat of cookiecutter feet /
leaving stenciled tracks as delicate as doilies” until a garbage truck shatters the reverie,
the metaphor with its “mammoth roar.” Like most of Song’s pieces, this one contains
precision (“Two days after Christmas”), and multiple markers of elusiveness (“Smoke
from the chimneys”), and obsolescence (“The Christmas Carcass - / the balding trees,”
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“and disappears”). One of the few of her poems not set in Hawai’i, “Symphony” aptly
showcases the artist’s preoccupations and techniques, including the (in this case musical)
order she imposes on her subject matter.
Such poems are definitely not Frameless Windows, for it is the searching mind
that unerringly creates the frame of form and (re)presentation. As the title indicates
though, the symbolic focus is on (points of) view, which is also the case in the 1994
collection School Figures. There the poet describes the revolutionary shifts in perception
that result from becoming a mother (part I, “Points of Reference”), and explores the
nature of relationships, of family, friendship, love. Again, time is halted, moments are
frozen: “It defies, for a moment, / gravity, a green apple in a blue column of air. / In a
girlhood room we meet again.”356 Birth(ing), growing, aging, and dying are negotiated.
Death becomes even more central in her latest collection, The Land of Bliss. In it, Song
also displays an expanded range of forms and topics: poems appear like nursery rhymes,
fugues, or meditations, and a few even allow for plot-like movement. “Pokanini Girl” and
“Stink Eye” reveal her sure Pidgin voice. Epigraphs hint at influences, while
enjambements, word repetitions, alliterations, and sound clusters create hypnotic rhythms.
On a thematic level, Buddhist spirituality and the nature of being an artist permeate The
Land of Bliss as much as Song’s personal memories do. At a reading of her most recent
work, the poet disclosed the periods and events in her life that inform particular poems,
which can at least partly justify a biographical reading.357 One can generalize that Song’s
poetry is a continuous attempt to capture and detain the passage of time. Her primary tool
is personal history, specified by genealogy, ethnicity, and sometimes place. The place is
not always Hawai’i, but the poet’s consciousness is shaped by being of Hawai’i. In
“Caldera Illumina,” for example, she expresses a poet’s need to “take the body of
language / to near death,” to go “deeper into the darkest room,” with imagery that is
clearly taken from the Kilauea area on Hawaii’s Big Island, a place of rock and rain, fire
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and ashes: “She knew the language of smoke, / wrapped breath to link the confluence of
wind, rock, / and mist. / Along the crater rim in that hour between night and day.”358
Although Juliet S. Kono shares her colleague’s predilection for quasi-biographical
explorations of family relations, her style differs markedly from Song’s. Her daring
exposition of negative feelings such as jealousy, frustration, fear, and even despair
notwithstanding, Kono’s poems convey the crucial need to distance herself from her
subject-matter. The act of writing is performed as a way of making sense, creating
meaning where thoughtlessness and confusion would otherwise reign. Her poems are
analyses, thus releasing anger, guilt, and despondency. While Song always focuses on the
capturing of a moment, a memory, Kono’s main imperative is the exploration of strong
but hurtful family relationships. One could also say that Song’s technique affects a
camera eye, a natural history viewpoint, whereas Kono’s poetry comes close to
psychoanalysis, probing the motivations behind the images.
Her second collection, Tsunami Years, is divided into three parts: “The Elizabeth
poems” explore all the facets of her relationship with an ailing and possessive mother-inlaw the poet/narrator had to care for, never omitting her own petty grievances. “Tsunami
Years” grapples with the impact that the 1946 tsunami had on her childhood and her
family, destroying their house and all their belongings, almost drowning them, still
haunting her mother’s and her own dreams. The whole family history is hinged on this
crucial event. The “Tsunami” poems are governed by feelings of attachment and
thankfulness towards her parents, whose motives and histories she reconstructs. She also
remembers her ‘growing pains,’ retracing her path away from the childhood flood into
womanhood. Also, her own and her family’s history are embedded in the community’s
and the world’s history: In the face of the various tidal waves of her childhood, tsunamis,
a world war, and internment camps, the need to retrieve the past, and to anchor herself in
it makes sense. The “Womanhood” in a poem of that title could be the speaker’s coming
of age, her menstruation, her alienation from her father, but just as well the massive
changes for the islands brought about by statehood, imaginatively likened to growing up.
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In general, these poems reach beyond the realm of the personal, the tidal wave becoming
a powerful, faceted leitmotif.
The final part, “Painter,” deals with the two deaths she had to face in a single
year: that of her father, more than eighty, and that of her son, only twenty-seven. The
“Painter” section bears the heavy burden of facing the fundamental powerlessness and
loneliness of being human, especially trying when both genealogical lines, descent and
progeny, are cut at the same time. These poems are Kono’s most fragile yet most
impressive attempt at ‘making sense,’ in order not to be overcome by grief. Kono’s
poems are an impressive example of how the creation of art is essentially a distancing
action, allowing for beauty and meaning even in the face of tragedy and futility.
Considering all the cares, losses and traumata that are contained in Kono’s poems, the
collection explains how turning experience into art is a human necessity. The Tsunami
Years are aptly named, tidal waves recurrently washing over a life and a family – and, in
extension, over the islands – resulting in loss after loss, wariness and fear, and a pressing
need to salvage bits and pieces, to reestablish order and beauty, if only on paper.
Eric Chock’s treatment of the personal and the familial appears well-balanced in
its distance to the actual self. His 1990 collection Last Days Here is divided into four
parts which group the poems thematically: “In a Lullaby” deals with childhood and the
lessons one learns, the passing down of rules, of hierarchies, as when the poet addresses
his father: “you stood over me / like the white man you hate / in your dreams.”359 One
simple sentence encodes the nature of the colonial grip, symptomatic of a perception that
does not deny the interpenetration of personal and political. The second part, “The
Meaning of Fishing,” captures the next ‘phase’ of life (and of awareness), adolescence,
coming of age, growing up. Fishing, the central occupation and metaphor in this section,
is more than the actual act of casting one’s line, as one of Chock’s most famous pieces,
“Poem for My Father,” shows:
I lie dreaming
when my father comes to me and says,
I hope you write a book someday.
He thinks I waste my time, […]
I wish for the lure that catches all fish
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or girls with hair like long moss in the river. […]
I cannot wake until I bring
the fish and the girl home (42).
Thus, becoming oneself is learning to cast one’s line, knowing what to fish for, catching
it, and finally using instead of wasting what one caught. The ‘catch’ can be thoughts,
words, and stories, and fishing is an act of beauty and skill, an act of building one’s life,
yet what is caught is fixed and thus killed in the act of putting it down on paper. “Poem
for My Father” also echoes the predicament of the Asian American author between
‘necessity’ and ‘extravagance’ as elaborated by Wong.360 In a similar vein, Sumida
elaborates on the difficulty of the decision to become a Local writer:
A youth in a Hawai’i community would be torn between becoming like the
visiting writer without a local community, on the one hand, and conforming with
community and family standards of propriety, on the other. What is worse, the
writer by definition is outspoken, a dealer in words. But to the contrary, the
community ethos strongly emphasizes the ‘virtue’ of silence, a continuing legacy
of cane field rules against talking while working, condemnations of the
vernacular, Pearl Harbor, World War II, blackouts, and the arrests of those issei
and nisei who had voices in the pre-war Japanese American community.361
The third part of Chock’s book deals with the passage of time, the wistful realization that
change is inevitable. If “The Meaning of Fishing” is about experiences that shape a
person, form her personality, then “Last Days Here” handles the losses on the way, the
deaths, the endings. In “Papio,” the Hawaiian term for a local fish, he pays homage to an
uncle – and to a love that did not die with him:
You wanted your ashes out at sea
but Aunty kept half on the hill.
She can’t be swimming the waves at her age
and she wants you still (57).
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In “Tutu on da Curb,” the old lady waiting at the bus stop is immortalized in a Pidgin
poem before she “going disappear / from da curb / foreva.”362 Here, the poet speaks about
the ‘old lady Hawai’i’ that is being overrun by the “thick stink fumes” of progress. The
final section, “Home Free,” enacts the present, exploring everyday facets of being at
home in the islands.
Similar motifs can be found in Wing Tek Lum’s 1987 collection Expounding the
Doubtful Points, which is also structured into four parts, each with a different theme. A
master of seeing the essential in the mundane, Lum’s poems appear at times deceptively
simple in their informality of tone. Like the other third-generation Asian Local poets,
Lum has a family picture to describe, the most obvious window to a temporally and
spatially faraway origin. Lum’s shows his mother as a little girl in Shanghai, 1915. Again,
the exploration of family ties seems strikingly personal. In “To My Father,” he
remembers how his grandfather and father had their Chinese queues cut the day they
decided to stay in Hawai’i/America. He has reversed this symbolical act:
Today, unbraided,
my hair has grown long
because and in spite of those haircuts
you and he took.363
In the paradoxical “because and in spite of,” the ambiguous stance of the poet’s voice
towards America is hinted at. The alleged freedom of life in the U.S. is abated by
ubiquitous racism. Lum’s more explicitly Asian American poems are analyzed in chapter
5.2.4. While both Eric Chock and Wing Tek Lum incorporate all four aspects of Local
identity formation in their poetry, Chock’s work has a stronger focus on place, Lum’s on
ethnicity.
As the aforementioned examples have shown, the collections of Bamboo Ridge
poets can be read as puzzles of identity, with many pieces exploring family and roots as
well as a historical situatedness in Hawai’i and/or the US. In short fiction and novels,
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Hawai’i writers are similarly preoccupied with personal history. A comparable focus can
be found in Marie Hara’s work, for example in her 1994 short story collection
Bananaheart.364 Another active Bamboo Ridge staff member, Hara writes with a sure
sense of voice in time. Titles such as “The Honeymoon Hotel, 1895,” or “The
Buddhaheads, 1933,” situate the stories at certain, fixed spots in history. The place, Hilo
and sometimes Honolulu, is specified in most of the texts. The majority of stories are
about the lessons history can teach, to be found in one’s own memory, the stories and
reminiscences of elders, relics from the past, or a bunch of dusty old newspapers, as in
“The Gift.” Halfway through the collection, “The Curse Closet” offers a clue to the
composition of the whole puzzle: Lei, the girl protagonist of most stories, hides in a
closet to confront her first menstruation and its attendant emotional mix of fear, pride,
sadness, and curiosity: “Now that I had become female and bloody, I had crossed over to
something. All I had to do was figure out what the something was” (111). At that moment
of initiation, the characters of several of the other stories are revealed to be her parents
and grandparents. The picture that emerges for the reader who puts the mosaic together is,
again, one of (cultural) identity. This identity is built from childhood experiences and
from the told or hidden stories of one’s family line. It is tested and ultimately confirmed
by events that trigger memory, such as a mother’s illness or a grandmother’s visit: When
in the last story Japanese beliefs such as the return of a dead relative to guard and guide
(and punish) the offspring are evoked, the narrator muses, “But I watch her gentle face
knowing she’ll keep her promise. We are very lucky” (161, “Go to Home”). The family is
lucky to have and to maintain ties between the generations.
Although she has had to struggle with the conflicting demands of silence and
communication (a prominent topic in Asian American writing), the unceasing labor of the
writer is to bridge and fill the gaps, to voice the roots and connections that often appear to
be nonexistent if only because they are not articulated. This is exemplified in the two
stories that are set in hospitals, at the bedside of a dying husband and a mother,
respectively. The first had never wasted a word, and his attempts to communicate come
too late: “and for a long moment he pressed my hand as hard as he could. Just like a
repeated sound, a loud word, but I don’t know what he was trying to say” (147, “A
Birthday Card and Warm Wishes”). Although the communication in “You in There” is
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similarly reduced to gestures, looks, and mental urgings to fight death, mother and
daughter seem to still understand what the other one tries to convey. Their bonds are not
completely cut by the fatal illness, but the daughter knows, “if you go, all the memories
will go with you” (153). A different take on history and memory is explored in “Watching
Fire,” when Lei remembers an early 1950s cane fire in the rather urban Makiki of today:
A park is being established at the site of the former plantation, and the adult Lei watches
a former laborer striving to tear down the last walls that remind him of the past. He needs
to destroy an actual wall that symbolizes inequality, racism, and exploitation to many of
Hawaii’s residents. His action seems geared at making sure that this part of Local history
is relegated to the past.
An earlier example of a similar mosaic would be Susan Nunes’ 1982 collection A
Small Obligation, also published by Bamboo Ridge: On the surface level, the patchwork
of condensed short short stories and longer reminiscences is a fragmented biography of
yet another Hilo girl in a Japanese-Portuguese family. Seen in context, it is also a Local
take on changing times, the slippage of memory, and the need to record the past in order
to make sense of the present. Common to both short story collections is again the attempt
to express the nature of a multi-layered identity. Their depth becomes clearer when
compared with a more straightforward book like Clara Mitsuko Jelsma’s Teapot Tales
and Other Stories. The latter is an uneven assemblage of memoir (the author’s mother’s
tales of life in Japan and immigrant life on a Glenwood homestead on the Big Island), a
play the author wrote when in college, two short stories, and two short chapters excerpted
from a novel (which could be her father’s version of the mother’s Teapot Tales).
Published by Bamboo Ridge in 1981, Jelsma’s texts can be viewed as an example of the
main imperative of the collective’s early years; namely, to ensure that ethnic Asian voices
were finally heard, to showcase what the fishers for Local literature had found. The pieces
themselves are mostly interesting for their sentimental value. Hence the author dedicated
her work “To the grandchildren,” heralding it as historiography: “It is the past revisited to
a world that will soon pass forever into eternity.”365 The book design, complete with
sepia-colored family pictures, reinforces the nostalgic appeal of Teapot Tales. By
contrast, although A Small Obligation features titles printed in quill handwriting, its
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narrative techniques, such as condensation and self-reflexivity, the layering of meanings,
and the sure vernacular voice all reveal a seasoned literary artist at work.
A different take on personal history is Kathleen Tyau’s 2000 novel Makai, in
which Alice Lum, now in her mid-fifties, narrates her life in flashbacks and memories.
These are triggered by the relationship her grown-up daughter Beatrice has with Wick,
the son of her best friend and rival, Annabel Lee (as in the Poe poem). Her passionate yet
constantly worrying mind is linked to the place she is from, her story governed by island
and water: Her concern begins with Pearl Harbor, shattering the illusion of security. “The
island had never felt so small. It was stupid to hide, to think a shingle roof and thin,
wooden walls could keep us safe.”366 While sassy Annabel had gone to the mainland and
married a gay man (“Both of them able to be only so close,” 275), the outwardly quiet and
submissive Alice had married the Local boy she loved, though her anxiety about him
wanting her friend has never ceased. The crucial event that continues to haunt her after
more than twenty years was almost drowning in a flash flood with her two little children
on Maui’s notorious road to Hana. She had been on her way to pick up the visiting
Annabel from the airport. She has been sure all these years that Annabel and Sammy had
an affair while she reconvalesced. Their children’s love affair not only brings back the
past but also coaxes Alice’s suppressed feelings to the surface. More importantly, after
Beatrice’s and Wick’s break-up, she regularly visits Annabel’s son, “thinking, This boy is
mine, his mother is me” (286). His questions give her a sense of purpose:
It doesn’t feel like lying, going there. It’s more like hope – my true Golden Age
Club; two members so far. He wants to know everything, so what I remember has
a place to go, and he’s tracing his Hawaiian roots back to the royal days and has
something new to share with me every time. A messenger is what I am. A
translator too (286).
To Alice, home and family have always been the only possible anchors in life, so she
wishes for an elected ‘ohana:
It might work out, this full house, this deck of wild cards. Frankie could marry
Amy Toad, Beatrice could marry Wick, and we could all be together. We can live
upstairs, downstairs, be neighbors, take up the whole block. Then Sammy could
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see that it doesn’t matter what family he’s from. Everything gets mixed up
anyway, in the end (139).
At the end of the novel, things are no more fixed than in the beginning, but Alice knows
there was no affair, so she can trust her friend again. She seems to bear life with just a
little more ease, which is expressed in the seemingly mundane image of sleeping in a
waterbed:
Takes me a while to get used to this. […] But now that I know how to lie, it isn’t
that bad, and Beatrice is right about the one thing it’s good for. When Sammy’s on
top of me, I’m floating, not sinking, and when I’m alone, I can lie right in the
middle and bounce. Lurline likes to jump on the bed with me. We pretend we are
riding in a boat and the mural on the wall is life passing us by (288).
In a more philosophical vein, her husband Sammy compares mastering life with not
fighting its current, allowing for drifting out to sea, makai, and being pulled back in,
“back home. Mauka” (289, mauka literally means toward the mountain).
Though his ‘Localness’ is arguable and he has been termed a “touristic” writer,
Garrett Hongo’s Volcano. A Memoir of Hawai’i is, as the San Francisco Chronicle wrote
in its review, simply “eloquent.”367 In contrast to writers such as Murayama or Yamanaka,
who assume a simple and uneducated voice in their characters, Hongo nonchalantly
displays his familiarity with both Asian and Western literature, history, and philosophy,
showing off that he is truly well read. Moreover, when he talks about the Local
experience, he inserts explanations of customs, translates Pidgin and Hawaiian, and
captures the mood of a ‘talk story’ session accurately. His meticulous passages about
Hawaiian plant life and his descriptions of all the facets of the volcano are almost
obsessed with precision and completeness. His images and metaphors are witty and true.
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But Hongo is more than a minute observer and an artist with words: Volcano is
the attempt to make one’s personal history meaningful, to deal with the hurt and injustice
of the past, “to make art out of his alienation.”368 Hongo was born in Hawai’i, grew up in
California, and today is a professor in Oregon. Driven by the wish to fill his genealogy
with life, the author went to the Big Island:
I was born in the village of Volcano, in the back room of the kitchen of a general
store my grandfather built on Volcano Road, twenty-nine miles from Hilo on the
Big Island of Hawaii, the newest in the mid-Pacific chain its first human settlers
called Hava-iti, a name which means, in their ritualized language, ‘the Realm of
the Dead’ or, more simply, ‘Paradise’ (3).
The writer wanted to understand his forebears’ motives and feelings, but more
importantly, he was searching for a place to which he could feel a sense of belonging, in
short, a home. What he found were pieces of memory and story, and a place that was
beautiful, mysterious, captivating: “It was a visual sonata, lavished and detailed as any
jungle fantasy painted by Henri Rousseau” (7). He described a place out of natural history
books, a tableau. It inspired as well as challenged his poetic abilities:
a world of faery and imagination where the dead might dance in the right light,
where the milky river of stars and the swallow-bridge of heaven might set down
and be a passageway between this and the afterlife […] It was obvious to me that
here was both inspiration and difficulty brought together in a relentlessly
spectacular landscape […] I wanted to know the place and I wanted to tie my
name to it, to deliver out of the contact a kind of sacred book – a book of origins
(16, 22, 27).
His book is a manifesto of how he put the pieces together, how he appropriated a place to
make up for personal and collective loss. Cleverly, the natural history angle displaces the
actual history. His text performs an act of re-vision, mapping out his reading of the
landscape. Thus, it impressively displays the power of discourse, the power of words.
And the writer maintains a firm grip on his language throughout, making it flash and take
leaps:
I could feel the earth’s turning under me, the escape of the planet from under its
own aging skin, spouting itself away in gouts of rock and flattering incandescence.
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I thought of weather like a sailor’s words carried on the wind, to the memory of a
lover trailing the wake of the moving ship like a flock of white birds dipping and
wheeling and dancing alongside a green shadow furling over mutable water (149).
Hongo’s interpretation of Hawai’i is clear: “The village was thus a living form of heaven,
an afterlife that I stepped into and took lessons from. Its villagers were to me all prophets
and angels. And I a traveler in their paradise” (291-2). Here is a clear case of a self-made
paradise, an inner haven, and of the attempt of a reclamation of everything that has been
taken away.
On the spiritual level, Hongo succeeds, finding reconciliation, peace of mind, and
the words to chant his genealogy. But there is also the actual material loss that his family
had to suffer: His parents were tricked out of their store inheritance, and subsequently left
the Big Island; in the end, they left Hawai’i as a whole behind. The author describes
himself circling the store, in person as well as by relating episodes from the past. He
finally visits his step-grandmother, the person responsible for the family’s expulsion.
Finding a frail old woman, fearful and somehow unattainable, he lets go of the past, the
inheritance, and the question of blame. Did he intend a parable, an example of the panHawaiian experience of loss of land, tied up with the devaluation of culture and the quest
for identity that all colonized races have faced? It seems that for Hongo going to Hawai’i
was a way of tackling and overcoming the ‘Asian’ silence about the past that he had
suffered in California. His appropriated Localness helps him establish a realm in which
questions can be posed and answered, in which untold stories can be related and even
altered.
His reflections on being a postcolonial, dislocated, surrounded by silence about
the past, are representative:
a postcolonial – one absented from the blindered repose of an innocent belonging
to a conquered place and a people. A stolen child […] We fear something.
Without the larger family, without root in time and place, without the oracle bones
of ancestry, we rage. […] panicking, feeling the uncontrollable confusion, the fear
of being found, the fear of being lost, the revulsion of being nothing to this world,
a no one without place, without people, without history (334-5).
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In this context, Hongo’s references to the Caribbean experience, to Aimé Césaire, Frantz
Fanon, and V.S. Naipaul (187, 259, 290-1), are evidence of a realization of common
concerns. In any case, by capturing a specific part of Hawai’i with words, the writer has
grown: “it is as if my identity did not exist before I came to Volcano, before I stuck to one
place in my mind and heart and tried to build an identity from there” (338).
When we played in the school yard together, she revealed the secret of her full name; Monica Mahealani
Michiko Macadangdang.
Marie M. Hara – “Fourth Grade Ukus”369

5.2 Ethnicity
Hawai’i is the only American state with no single ethnic majority. Its population of about
one million is approximately 20% Japanese and 20% Caucasian. 40% are racially mixed,
including about 16% part-Hawaiians, and the remaining 20% consist of Filipinos,
Chinese, Koreans, Hawaiians, Samoans and other Pacific Islanders, and Blacks and other
small groups. As the history section has shown, Hawaii’s cultural diversity is largely due
to the importation of labor and to a continued economically motivated migration. When
tourism replaced sugar, the ethnic stratification of plantation communities continued to
influence the job market: “Currently, the bureaucratic-professional middle class is
Caucasian and Asian, while the working class is primarily composed of native Hawaiians,
Filipinos, and recent immigrant Asians and Pacific Islanders.”370
Finding one’s voice in a multiethnic culture that is dominated by American mass
media and burdened with a colonial history naturally entails invoking, scrutinizing, and
creatively expressing one’s ethnicity. Ethnic stereotypes are alternately ruminated and
refuted, summoned and contested. This can lead to intense public debate about readers’
expectations and authorial responsibility, as in the case of Lois-Ann Yamanaka’s novels.
Census and other administrative issues reveal the inadequacy and inflexibility of thinking
in narrow categories. Native Hawaiians have repeatedly been counted with Asians under
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the rubric “Asian Pacific American” or “Asian or Pacific Islander.” In the 2000 census,
“Pacific Islander” has become a separate category again.371
“That’s a Hawaiian thing, eh, connectedness?” Henry says. “When a Hawaiian asks, ‘Who you?’ he’s
asking who, what are you related to, right?” “It’s a damn good way of relating to the universe, doncha
think?” “Couldn’t agree more.” Henry had a vision of an unconnected soul wandering through barren
terrain.
Rodney Morales – When the Shark Bites372

5.2.1 What Is a Native Hawaiian?
Eric Chock has argued that the Talk Story Conference, the first “large visible display of
Hawaii’s ethnic writers,” and the subsequent expansion of literary activity through
conferences, readings, and the establishment of magazines in the late 1970s and early
1980s “crystallized an attitude already extant on the mainland regarding the role of
ethnicity in culture.”373 In conjunction with the ongoing Hawaiian Renaissance, this also
meant that some writers began to explore their native Hawaiian side, which obviously had
not been fashionable before:
Westlake and Among were known for their interest in Chinese poetry; a young
Joe Balaz was vanity-publishing romantic lyrics; Naone was influenced by the
Merwin-Bly-TM group of poets; and it was not clear that McPherson was
interested in being defined as a Hawaiian writer. Leialoha Perkins was mostly
self-published and not well-known until some time after Talk Story. And till
recently, Carolyn Lei Lanilau was still Carolyn Lau, her book of poems carrying a
Chinese title and having no Hawaiian focus to it.374
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All of these poets and writers have in the meantime written Local/Hawaiian texts and/or
edited books with a decidedly indigenous agenda (e.g. Malama: Hawaiian Land and
Water, edited by Dana Naone Hall in 1985, or Ho’omanoa: An Anthology of
Contemporary Hawaiian Literature, edited by Joseph P. Balaz in 1989). However, native
Hawaiian literature in English has continued to be treated as a poor relation, or has often
disappeared among more visible and prolific writings. There have been attempts to
change this in recent years.
In 1998, the inaugural issue of ‘Oiwi: A Native Hawaiian Journal was published
by Kuleana ‘Oiwi Press. The journal showcases the diversity of people who creatively
express what it means to be a native Hawaiian. The mix of new texts by ‘professional’
writers and amateurs, and the translation of rediscovered pieces from Hawaiian-language
newspapers from annexation time, provides readers with a mosaic of Hawaiian identity.
The thoughts of Nicole Mehanaokala Hind are representative of a self-confident
Hawaiian position:
I am a Hawaiian, not because I fulfill a blood quantum which was established by
the federal government, and not because I am a citizen of the American colonized
state of Hawai’i. In other words, I am not a Hawaiian because an external nonHawaiian entity has defined me as such. I am a Hawaiian because my
mo’oku’auhau, genealogy, links me to this land back to the time of creation. […]
Now although I do not have the necessary western documentation to ‘prove’ these
facts, I do have a genealogical chant that would be accepted by Hawaiians who
know our history.375
Blood quantum is a pertinent issue, though, in the reality of legal struggles over land
rights and questions of entitlement: “Only a trace of Hawaiian blood is required to vote in
elections for the Office of Hawaiian Affairs. But to be eligible for some of the trust
moneys set aside for Hawaiians, you have to have at least 50 percent Hawaiian blood.”376
and its many forms and possibilities, they express a Hawaiian sensibility, in English, which no group of
writers had done before them” (Hamasaki 1989: 3). W. S. Merwin, a Pulitzer Prize-winning ‘transcendental
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The texts collected in ‘Oiwi deal with identity as fractured in history, ethnicity,
political activism, language choice, and the production of art. The initial editors’
discussion about the project’s goals reveals that identifying as Hawaiian entails kuleana,
which can mean responsibility as well as privilege. Any indigenous self-definition is
contested, both from within as from without: A Hawaiian-language teacher does not feel
Hawaiian enough because “I’m still talking English thoughts. […] I want to get beyond
that. […] I gotta stand in front of Hawaiians and tell Hawaiians how to use the
language,”377 while a light-skinned university professor explains:
Even though I do speak the language, even though I have danced hula, even
though I teach Hawaiian studies, I still get called haole based on how I look. […]
I’m not pure Hawaiian, but I was born in these islands, I was raised in these
islands by my father’s family. My father’s Hawaiian. My haole mother gave up
her land and her culture and her status in her society to come here and be a haole
wife to a Hawaiian man and go into his family. […] But because I have been
privileged to have been raised here by my Hawaiian family, I feel a particular
obligation to my Hawaiian heritage.378
These statements may serve to explain why the editors created the first exclusive and
regular venue for creative writing by Hawaiians. After more than three years, time and
funding allowed for a second issue of ‘Oiwi. The collection again assembled poetry,
essay, graphic artwork, chants, translations, and a list of biographical sketches of
“Notable Hawaiians of the 20th Century.”379 The impressive list of ali’i, activists, artists,
sports heroes, and generally people with a purpose in life was geared as is the whole
journal towards instilling pride in being Hawaiian. ‘Oiwi provides its native readers with
a collective genealogy, a rich cloak of identity. At the same time, to all others it
in 1921 by the U.S. Congress when it set aside 189,000 acres for the Hawaiian Home Lands. While the
Sugar Planters Association had proposed a 100 percent blood quantum, “Hawaii’s delegate to congress,
Prince Jonah Kuhio Kalaniana’ole, argued that if there was to be a blood quantum at all, it should be set at
1/32” (ibid.). However, changing or abolishing the quantum, as has been proposed by OHA in the late
1980s, is not an as simple solution as it sounds: Kekuni Blaisdell, then acting director of UH’s Center for
Hawaiian Studies, noted that “the 50 percent Hawaiians have not received the benefits they are supposed to
have been receiving since 1921. They have the poorest health, the highest mortality rate, the lowest median
family income, and highest unemployment. Our official position at the Center for Hawaiian Studies is take
care of the neediest group first. Then if you want to change the blood quantum, sure” (329).
377
Dudoit et al. 1998: 7.
378
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379
D. Mahealani Dudoit/Ku’ualoha Meyer Ho’omanawanui et al. (eds.), ‘Oiwi: A Native Hawaiian Journal
Vol. 2 (2002): 224-65.
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showcases a native Hawaiian community that is creative, outspoken, and has been
gathering strength from its roots and its history.
The journal’s structure aims at transferring oral traditions, including protocol and
creative dialogue, to the written form. Its cover design is taken from a mural depicting the
Kumulipo, the most well known Hawaiian creation myth, or “cosmogonic genealogical
chant” (i.). Birth chant for an ancestor of Hawaii’s last two reigning monarchs, the
Kumulipo has been extensively studied and translated into English.380 The choice of a
design based on the Kumulipo expresses the significance of “genealogy, which is a map
that guides each Hawaiian’s relationship to the world.” The editors elaborate: “Today, we
Hawaiians use genealogical relationships to establish our collective identity via a social
network of extended ‘ohana (family). Our shared genealogy helps us define our lahui
(nation) as an entity distinct from the waves of foreigners that came to inundate and
transform the face of our islands” (i.). A few lines before, however, they assume that “the
Kumulipo’s essential lesson is that everything in the world is related by birth and, as
such, together constitute a single indivisible lineage” (all i.). Thus, in effect, the
foreigners must be derived from the same dark beginnings (kumu) in primordial slime
(lipo) as the Hawaiians. Yet the inherent and uncoincidental connection to the islands as
native place is the crucial difference. The “trace of Hawaiian blood” qualifies someone as
Hawaiian in the eyes of other Hawaiians. Related to the central significance of genealogy,
this is due to their concept of a familial relationship with the land: Even if ‘watered
down,’ every native person is an offshoot of the same progenitor, envisioned as the first
taro plant brought along by the Polynesian forebears on their ocean voyages. Other
Polynesian peoples share similar views.381 The apparent unevenness of forms and genres
380

For an insightful as well as readable translation and study of the Kumulipo, see Rubellite Kawena
Johnson, Kumulipo: Hawaiian Hymn of Creation, Honolulu 1981. The author notes that the chant
“attracted scientific attention in 19th-century Europe due to its rudimentary concept of evolution” (quoted
from an excerpt of the Kumulipo in Stanton 1997: 54).
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Hence, there is no question for Maoris that Keri Hulme, author of the 1985 Booker Prize-winning novel
The Bone People, being one-eighth Maori, is a Maori writer. However, critic C.K. Stead, for example, has
questioned Hulme’s ‘Maoriness’ on the grounds of her non-traditional writing, dismissing her invocation of
Maori mythology as spurious, and finding fault with her postmodern techniques. Such an essentialist
viewpoint that demands a static cultural authenticity “denies Fourth World writers a living, changing
culture. […] For Stead, the function of the Maori work of literature is to preserve the past, not to change the
future.” Thus, “the conflict over Hulme’s status as a Maori writer is also a conflict over who controls the
definitions and productions of culture, and cultural identity” (Gima 1997: 95). Hawaiian activists and
scholars have been charged with cultural spuriousness and the ‘invention of tradition’ as well. The
anthropological controversy involving Roger Keesing, Jocelyn Linnekin, and Haunani-Kay Trask is a case
in point. For a brief but comprehensive account, see Jeffrey Tobin, “Cultural Construction and Native
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in the two ‘Oiwi issues can be explained by reference to other indigenous agendas as
well:
Like most Native people, we don’t perceive the world of creative writing as
divided into categories of prose and poetry or fiction and non-fiction. Nor do we
imagine ourselves crossing from political resistance into artistic creation and then
back again. Life is a confluence of creativities: art is a fluid political medium, as
politics is metaphorical and artistic.382
This resounds with Hereniko’s assessment of Pacific Island literature. Thus, a model like
Fanon’s different ‘stages’ of colonial and postcolonial literatures might be inappropriate
in the face of such a more holistic and integrative approach. In her dissertation on
competing nationalisms in Hawai’i, Candace Fujikane offers a different reason for the
collage-like appearance of native Hawaiian writings: “What has become a remarkable
literary form for Hawaiians, then, is the form of the anthology, which, by its economic
form and diversity, embodies the idea of an archipelagic nation formation.”383 Writing
before the inception of ‘Oiwi, Fujikane mentions two earlier anthologies that are
assembled in this way, namely He Alo A He Alo (Face to Face): Hawaiian Voices on
Sovereignty (1993), and Hawai’i: Return to Nationhood (1994). An even earlier
ambitious project which aimed at exploring native Hawaiian identity is George
Kanahele’s 1986 book Ku Kanaka – Stand Tall: A Search for Hawaiian Values. Kanahele
“presents a careful, detailed exposition of the essential primal Hawaiian culture, from a
Nationalism: Report from the Hawaiian Front,” in boundary 2 21 No. 1 (1994): 111-33. Their disagreement
revolves around the historical constructedness of (native) culture and its politicization in (post)colonial
times. While the anthropologist Linnekin analyzes expressions of native culture in a framework of
expediency, Trask positions herself as “being Hawaiian in a full, holistic sense; she resists analysis. Thus,
she resists Linnekin’s attempt to identify and isolate political components in Hawaiian culture” (119).
Keesing, on the other hand, takes the liberty to label native traditions as genuine or spurious, a practice
which Linnekin criticizes. She states that: “authenticity is always contextualized, always defined in the
present” (120). Tobin complicates the discussion by arguing that for anthropologists, the “native point of
view” is always already “re-relegated to the status of informant – a voice to be interpreted” (124-5).
Moreover, Tobin notes that “Trask adamantly rejects the concept of ‘Hawaiian at heart.’ She denies that
those who are not born Hawaiian (genealogically) can become Hawaiian (sympathetically). But Linnekin
argues that membership in a Hawaiian community can be, and has been, extended to foreigners. For her,
culture is a matter of participation, not of birth” (122). These problems should be borne in mind when
approaching both native Hawaiian and Asian Local writings: Although the parameters of contestation are
different, both are informed by controversies about authenticity, literary value, exclusion, and the politics of
representation; I refer to the Woman Warrior controversy, the charges of ‘settler arrogance’ and Bamboo
Ridge’s alleged ‘neocolonialism,’ as well as to the discussion about Yamanaka’s writings (see chapter
5.2.5).
382
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Hawaiian point of view,”384 a rare attempt at ‘inside’ anthropology/ethnology, attempting
to “answer the perennial question, ‘What is a Hawaiian?’”385
In other contemporary texts, ‘Hawaiianness’ asserts itself in different and often
surprising ways. In Rodney Morales’ short story “Maka’s Lei Day,” Maka is born in
Hawai’i but grows up around the world due to his military father. Visiting the islands and
his part-Hawaiian family as a teenager, he feels that Hawai’i is where he really belongs. A
few years later, the prospective filmmaker sets out to take pictures of “the wrongness” of
the Vietnam War, returning after two weeks with “a wound close enough to his knee to
give him a permanent limp.”386 Finally moving to his birthplace, he takes up university
again, has a wife and a daughter, but struggles economically. In his most recent job as a
clerk for the Department of Land and Natural Resources, he one day has to take Polaroid
snapshots of eviction notices:
Maka’s thoughts were stopped hard by the view he now saw – a squalid row of
houses; shacks actually, shelters, pieces of plywood slapped together, tarp. Maka
then had a distant, vague memory of a Vietnamese hamlet. But this isn’t Vietnam,
this is Hawaii. […] A department of the state, the department I work for, under
the orders of faceless men, had come to this hallowed piece of ground in the guise
of a SWAT team, to warn some Hawaiians to get off what a page from an IBM
ream told them was state land…And my job is to record it (174-5).
He quits after that, telling his wife only “Lost my soul” (163). He feels cornered and
listless for weeks, until May Day, one “of the key coordinates in the map of island
culture. A given” (164). His wife has called for his help, (“Mayday”), hence the task to
bring a flower Lei to his daughter’s school program in time turns into an adventurous
mission bordering on the absurd, triggering flashbacks of his life up to that point. Just in
time he succeeds, and is rewarded by arriving at some essence of Hawai’i, his home base:
Maka stopped short as his eyes were stabbed first by the brightness of the sky,
then by the stunning array of the ‘a’ai colors he saw, an artist’s orgy of colors.
Not just the uli of the night sea and Vietnam and bruises, those dark greens and
blues that offer no relief, but the melemele of bright stars, the ‘ula that begins for
us the anuenue that arcs through the sky. Maka saw a painting, a photograph that
384
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had no rival in its casting of light and commiserate joy. […] He worked toward
the colors, the mu’umu’us, the aloha shirts, worked his way toward the front as the
keiki voices grew louder, stronger, more together: […] he gazing up at her face, a
bright kama’ehu tanned face against the malamalama, polu sky.387
The specific beauty of this Local event is expressed from a Hawaiian viewpoint, as the
proliferation of words from that language indicates. As usual in Morales’ stories, there is
no glossing; either the reader can picture the scene or he is left outside. Morales’
characters may be only part Hawaiian, like Maka’s wife, Pualani,388 but that is the part
that counts, that cannot fail to claim them at some point. As activist Kaeo says in another
of Morales’ stories, “One-fourt’ Hawaiian, […] Dass plenny, you know” (98).
Preoccupation with existential economic problems, or, for that matter, with one’s
promising career abroad, can cause people to neglect and forget their Hawaiianness, their
reciprocal connection with the (is)land(s). In Alani Apio’s short story “Ka Ho’i ‘Ana: The
Returning,” “Alan K. Robbins, Dean’s List pre-med student at U.C.L.A., owner of a
vintage powder-blue Mustang convertible with matching scuba gear,”389 has intended to
use his visit to his grandmother on one of the outer islands to kill a shark, a manly deed to
brag about. However, he barely escapes an underwater attack by a big tiger shark. The
next day, the old woman takes him to his childhood beach to help him remember who he
is, and that the sharks are really his dead relatives, family guardian spirits, ‘aumakua:
Alan sat momentarily stunned, the word had triggered something lost deep inside
him. […] He nodded slowly and looked up at her. ‘‘Ae, Tutu. ‘O ka mano ko’u
‘aumakua. The shark is my ‘aumakua.’ From across the ancient mother ocean, he
heard his soul call out for him, call out from broken nets, coral, and old boats,
from tired women, dead mano, and kupuna he had never known (31).
387

Morales 1988: 176-7. If one translates the Hawaiian words, as I have done with the help of
Judd/Pukui/Stokes’ Handy Hawaiian Dictionary, one realizes that Morales has said everything in English
as well: ‘a’ai = spreading like cancer; uli = blue, green, dark blue; melemele = yellow; ‘ula = red, scarlet,
flame-red; anuenue = rainbow; mu’umu’u = loose Local dress; keiki = child; kama’ehu = sand-colored
child, ‘ehu signifying a reddish light-colored native; malamalama = light; polu = blue. Yet, without the
Hawaiian, the passage would lose rhythm, beauty, and significance.
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“Pualani was ethnically all over the place. Though she considered herself part-Hawaiian, she was
purportedly also Chinese, Scottish, French, Italian, and Portuguese.There seemed to be many like this in
Hawaii to Maka, where miscegenation didn’t just seem possible, but inevitable” (162). As for Maka,
“Maka’s mother provided the Hawaiian part. She was three-fourths Hawaiian” (155).
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Again, the native part of Alan, signified by his other name Ku’uleialoha (approx.
‘beautiful wreath of love’), asserts itself within language; he answers his grandmother in
Hawaiian.
Several texts mention the danger of dabbling with ancient and/or sacred aspects of
Hawaiian culture. Today, the connection to and understanding of indigenous ritual,
religion, and mana are fragmentary and tentative at best. Sensitive people thus prefer to
be wary and respectful towards the spiritual part of native culture. Both ‘insiders’ like the
PKO members who argue about how to properly conduct ceremonies and treat ancient
bones in Rodney Morales’ novel When the Shark Bites, as well as non-native people
involved in cultural practices such as the dancing of hula seem to sense that sacredness
and profanity are serious matters even in the contemporary world. In this respect, Hawai’i
is not like every other faceless postmodern space, as the Local Japanese narrator of Chris
McKinney’s short story “Kahalaopuna” realizes after she has participated in a hula
competition: Her halau’s rendition of a Manoa-based legend obviously called forth the
wrath of the story’s title goddess, marking the dancers with painful burn marks. While the
pure Hawaiian member of the halau is spared, the narrator relates how they “made the
proper apologies, with a kahuna, in accordance to ancient religious laws.”390
Native Hawaiians are faced with a host of perpetually ruminated stereotypes and
generalizations. Storyteller and poet Lopaka Kapanui condenses a native self-image in the
face of such reductive discourse in a poem entitled “A Pagan Tattoed Savage.” It reads:
I am an actor, a preacher, a tour guide, a teacher, a wrestler and sometimes a poet /
I am a Renaissance, an enigma, and a good model figure, and sometimes I don’t
even know it / All of these things I am and have been, but there is only one thing
they see: It’s the hula dancing, sign holding, spouse abusing, ‘A‘ala Park living,
four-wheel driving, Waikīkī Shell concert going, mindless State job working, City
and County refuse truck driving, 99 years on the homeland list waitin Pagan
Tattooed Savage… in me.391
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Lopaka Kapanui, “A Pagan Tattooed Savage,” quoted from Honolulu Weekly 01/30-02/05/2002. As a
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Through a series of improvisational workshops, Kapanui developed a one-man play from
his poem, made up of short scenes that aim at examining the reality behind the
stereotypes.
Probably the most outspoken native Hawaiian writer is Haunani-Kay Trask,
scholar, first chair of the Hawaiian Studies Department at UH Manoa, a leading activist in
one of the largest sovereignty groups in the islands, Ka Lahui Hawai’i (‘the Hawaiian
Nation,’ of which her sister Mililani is elected governor, kia‘aina), and last but not least a
poet. Her collection of speeches and essays From a Native Daughter: Colonialism and
Sovereignty in Hawai’i is a sophisticated assessment of colonial historiography, an
account of the contemporary situation governed by tourism and economic interests, and a
plea for an independent future. While Trask’s public discourse and political writings
express the “collective anger and anguish of a people” on the level of argument and
oratory, her poetry strives to make the losses and humiliations of native Hawaiians
tangible. Like that of many native/ethnic/postcolonial/Local artists, her work challenges
the Western tenet of a dichotomy of art and life, art and politics. The introduction to her
first collection of poetry quotes Toni Morrison: “It seems to me that the best art is
political and you ought to make it unquestionably political and irrevocably beautiful at
the same time.”392
The three parts of her collection are governed by grief (“Chant of Lamentation”),
anger (“Raw, Swift, and Deadly”), and the unquenchable beauty of place (“Light in the
Crevice Never Seen”). Chanting for dead relatives and friends, imagining the wrath of her
gods and her islands, Trask focuses on the destruction of her native homelands:
graveyard Hawai’i Nei:
coffin buildings, concrete parking
lots, maggot freeways
smell of death
smeared across the land
killing in the heart (13, “Missionary Graveyard”).
Her images are pointed and graphic, her aim is to make the reader feel uncomfortable:
Near the estuary’s mouth
heiau stones lie crushed
392
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beneath purple resort
toilets: Civilization’s
fecal vision
in the native
heart of darkness (3, “Hawai’i”).393
While chiefly condemning haole and Japanese – tourists, developers, and missionary
descendants – Trask does not exempt her own people from criticism, accusing them of
complicity and forgetfulness: “Makes / me sick to hear / how easily / genealogy flows /
away. […] Dismissing history / with a servant’s / grin” (64, “Colonization”). Thinking
about her own contribution to genealogy, she offers:
But I have no sons
to give, no line of
immortality.
I am slyly
reproductive: ideas
books, history
politics, reproducing
the rope of resistance
for unborn generations […]
weaving fine baskets
of resilience
to carry our daughters in (55-6, “Sons”).
While Trask ostensibly displays her indigeneity, her poetry is refracted with references to
her non-Native lover (“I wonder at the resolve / in your clear blue eyes,” 63) and her
Western education (“I thought you were star-crossed / a Shakespearean figure,” 62),
paradoxically rendering it the more authentic. This education – complete with a Ph.D.
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1981 – has, among other things, enabled
her to take “soul possession of a language which had once forcibly replaced her mother
tongue, but which now she has made her own instrument, using it against those forces of
domination to which language never finally belongs.”394
393
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In colonial situations, resistance has frequently been translated into art, as open
confrontation was dangerous. Thus, contemporary proponents of sovereignty hark back to
the example of the Royal Hawaiian Band: On strike because of the overthrow of the
monarchy in 1893, its members had had a song composed that on the surface talked about
the beauty of Hawaiian flowers, but was really a rallying cry against annexation. HaunaniKay Trask, among others, infers the “Stone-Eating Song,” in one of her darker poems,
“Kaulana Na Pua” (the translated English title is “Famous are the Flowers”), which can
be read as a dream of revenge: “A passing tourist / florid in his prints / stoops for
direction / when a sudden hiss of blade / slashed haphazardly upwards / finds his bluest /
eye” (48).
After nearly 25 years of a Hawaiian revival in our language, arts, and most visibly, in the struggle
for our mother, the land, the two springs of our Hawaiian renaissance – cultural and political – merged
together in a demand for sovereignty, for political representation among the world’s family of nations.
Haunani-Kay Trask – “Writing in Captivity: Poetry in a Time of De-Colonization”395

5.2.2 Sovereignty
Theoretically, the 1993 Apology Resolution signed by Bill Clinton could have enabled
renewed self-determination. In it, the United States government admitted its guilt for its
role in the illegal and armed overthrow of the Hawaiian kingdom in 1893, granting that
“the indigenous Hawaiian people never directly relinquished their claims to their inherent
sovereignty as a people or over their national lands to the United States, either through
their monarchy or through a plebiscite or referendum.”396 Moreover, the Resolution
defines indigeneity less narrowly than any distinctions based on blood quantum or state
residency by including “any individual who is a descendant of the aboriginal people who,
prior to 1778, occupied and exercised sovereignty in the area that now constitutes the
state of Hawaii.”397
394
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A decade later, native Hawaiian activists, attorneys, and their supporters are still
fighting against the legislative language of bills that, while sticking to the arbitrary 50%
blood quantum definition, would maintain plenary power of Congress over them, and
would grant federal recognition only to a ‘domestic dependent nation.’ While the weary
and the moderates argue for accepting any amount of recognition, most community
leaders want true independence, arguing that “Hawaiian sovereignty and selfdetermination are inherent – as acknowledged in the U.S. Apology Resolution – and,
therefore, cannot be legislated by the United States.”398 Though there are many competing
models of the desired amount, range, and execution of Native Hawaiian sovereignty, the
idea of a land base is common to them all. Thus, Charles Ka’ai’ai’s following statement
is representative:
I have learned that occupying our land is essential if we talk about becoming
sovereign. We have to have a land base. This is the beginning of the exercising of
our sovereign rights. Being land based connects us to our other native rights:
water, ocean and land resources, fishing, hunting and gathering, allowing us to
continue to practice our cultural traditions.399
On the other hand, one has to realize that native Hawaiians
are the only indigenous people under direct US governmental control who have no
legal standing to sue in federal court for breach of trust on their lands or for
malfeasance of that trust. By federal law, Native Hawaiians are wards of the state,
and specifically of the State of Hawai’i, and are thus – like children, the insane
and criminals – deprived of their basic right to sue their trustee, the State of
Hawai’i.400
In 1978 the new state constitution established the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA), an
organization that, among other tasks, is responsible for land distribution. Mililani Trask,
kia‘aina and spokesperson of Ka Lahui Hawai’i, claims: “The State’s policy is further
assimilation. The legislative reports underlying OHA have as their goal the promotion of
398
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a homogeneous society. Their reports state that OHA was created ‘to further the melting
pot theory.’ These phrases […] come straight out of the imperialist and colonialist
past.”401 Sovereignty is not only exercised in grassroots activism, nation building,
constitution drafts, and acts of civil disobedience in the form of occupying and cultivating
land, but also in art and literature.402 For many native Hawaiians, art has always contained
a communal, hence political function. Poetry, protest songs, or dialectic dialogue in the
vein of ancient Greek philosophers are utilized in the struggle for self-determination:
200 years ago, critics told a bunch of radicals to be realistic: ‘How could 13
unorganized colonies break the hold from their mother country which was the
mightiest sea power in the world at the time?’ If that warning was heeded, the
U.S. would not exist today. Nor would Gandhi’s India have its freedom, or little
Vanuatu have been able to kick out both the British and the French in 1980.403
Practitioners of any art in Hawai’i can hardly escape the political. A hula dancer needs
certain plants for her costume at certain stages of her learning: Already, she may be
involved in the struggle for gathering rights.
401
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In Rodney Morales’s 2002 novel When the Shark Bites, former PKO activist
Kanani Rivera’s native consciousness is reawakened during her participation in a
procession commemorating the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy:
I can’t concentrate on the proceedings. My mind wanders. And then there’s the
chanting. I feel the beating of my heart, my sovereign heart. Feel it in my na’au,
stemming from my piko, my center. My pulse is the chanting. Whether I like it or
not, I am part of this, I am…part of this. And we are…making history. We are
mocking history. We’re turning history on its sorry ass.404
Kanani had retreated from the still-emergent movement in 1976, disappointed with
friction and power games. The centenary of 1993 provided Hawaiians with a new chance
for commonality and community. The movement gained an unknown momentum, which
may well have been due to the pooled mana of its native supporters.
In the face of a strengthened and viable sovereignty movement, non-natives are
increasingly realizing the precarious ground on which their claims to belonging rest.
Their ambiguity will be further analyzed in chapters 5.4.3 and 5.4.4 which negotiate the
significance of place in Local literature. An explicit and self-aware position is
exemplified by Reshela DuPuis’ following statement:
As is the case for most non-Hawaiians who call these islands home, however, my
connection to this place is primarily a result of the illegal, armed overthrow of the
legal, internationally-recognized, constitutional monarchy of the sovereign Nation
of Hawai’i by the United States of America. Although in significant ways I am a
beneficiary of American colonialism in the Pacific, […] I am committed to the
struggle of Native Hawaiians to regain their lands and sovereignty.405
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I had been here nearly thirty years when I got an idea for an actual Hawai’i novel. And I figured that three
decades of familiarity with a place kind of qualified me.
Ian MacMillan – Interview with Samrat Upadhyay406

5.2.3 The Dilemma of Being Haole
The term haole literally means “without breath,” ha being the breath of life that is shared
in such many-faceted words as aloha. Thus the initial designation the Hawaiians gave to
foreigners, or white people, may well have had negative connotations already. Albeit or
because of their ever-increasing influence in Hawaiian history, haole has become a
derogatory term, a label that nobody wants to wear. The opposition Local-haole probably
derives from the pre-WWII era, when a growing military presence began to cause open
hostilities as evidenced in the Massie case. Though translated today as “Caucasian,” the
word also connotes outsider, intruder, nosey and greedy foreigner, legatee of explorers,
missionaries, and sugar barons.
In several of Ian MacMillan’s short stories, the contemporary position of
Caucasians in Local society is negotiated. In “Termites,” a short story from his 1998
collection Exiles from Time, the male narrator is troubled by his wife’s bluntness in
“politically sensitive” matters, as exemplified by her newspaper column: As a descendant
of poor Swedish immigrants who had no part in the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy,
she refuses to accept charges of responsibility and shrugs off “the burden of white
guilt.”407 When their blonde little daughter angrily asks if the family was not “at least part
Japanese,” she replies that they are “Caucasians, of Swedish and English descent.” The
seven-year old goes on: “But aren’t I one local people den?” and is lectured: “’First,’ she
said, ‘it’s ‘then’, not ‘den’. Second, the word ‘local’ here would mean those whose
families have been here generations, and we have been here fifteen years. Third, it’s ‘am I
not a local person?’ Not, ‘aren’t I a people?’” (12). Nevertheless, the teenage son is sure
he is “as local as you can get,” and the following scenes of interaction with the neighbors,
406
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Rocky and Akelina Souza, suggest that Caucasians can belong if they ‘play by the
rules.’408 They may not be considered Local by some, but they bond over
universal/gendered/island concerns such as worrying over their kids, sharing beer, and
discussing pest control.
The more recent arrivanls in “Brain Food,” on the contrary, are outsiders, and in
the case of the parents, will remain so. The son, however, with the telling haole name
Rich Harrison, devotes himself to fishing, and learns how to prepare a Local dish from
the squid he caught. Moreover, he goes through a kind of initiation when he bites out the
octopus’ eyes to win the respect of his Local peers, endowed with the equally telling
names Skippa Moniz and Clayton Leong. The story seems to say that while you might
have to ‘grow up Local’ in order to speak Pidgin and be a true insider, you can ‘taste’ and
accept the place by sharing lifestyle, behavior, and food, by letting Locals teach you their
way of doing and seeing things. Openness and humility will get you much further than
arrogance and prejudice. MacMillan illustrates this point in a more recent story entitled
“Aquatic Social Dynamics:” Coming out of the water, a haole skin diver spots some
Hawaiians whom he had encountered in the ocean. To him, they look menacing and
ferocious, but when they recognize their fellow underwater-addict, “in two seconds all
three faces underwent an amazing metamorphosis – the defiant looks melted away,
replaced by three smiles as amiable and warm as I can ever remember seeing.”409
Asked about reverse discrimination (now that Hawaii’s literary scene is finally
Local/Asian-dominated), MacMillan agrees:
In the old days it didn’t matter who wrote something, but nowadays it does. The
identity of the author is connected with the work, particularly in authenticity of
voice, which is assumed to be connected with ethnicity. […] Projection of the
imagination is what it’s all about. It’s the exact opposite of what seems to be
going on right now. Circumstances seem to urge people to write about themselves.
Contrary to that, I write about whatever gets my imagination going.410
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While this may be true, this statement ignores a Local literary history of denying ethnic
writers their voices: In the ‘old days’ as today, matters of economy and discourse decided
whose text got published and advertised, and whose writings were ignored and
disqualified – bear in mind Michener’s assessment that “these Orientals did not produce a
literature of their own.” One can hardly blame the Bamboo Ridge group for taking care of
the voices that were neglected before, for catering to their own kind. They have worked
hard for an avenue, an arena, and they continue to put all their efforts into this provision.
Some sentences from Maxine Hong Kingston’s preface to the 1998 paperback edition of
her essay collection Hawai’i One Summer may serve to complement the label discussion,
indicating that haole does not simply mean “white” but connotes foreigner, outsider,
usurper:
The literary community in Hawai’i argues over who owns the myths and stories,
whether the local language and writings should be exported to the Mainland,
whether or not so-and-so is authentic, is Hawaiian. […] I felt the kapu – these are
not your stories to write; these myths are not your myths; the Hawaiians are not
your people. You are haole. You are katonk.411
While being critical of an apparent provincialism and resenting an authenticity discourse
she had to enter in the controversy over The Woman Warrior, Kingston acknowledges
that Locals, and especially native Hawaiians, might have a point in holding on to the
stories that are uniquely their own. Although she did not hesitate to write the stories she
felt were hers to tell, the writer was sensitive enough to imaginatively accept the
idiosyncrasy of the Hawaiian microcosm: “Once, on the Big Island, Pele struck me blind.
She didn’t want me to look at her, nor to write about her. I could hear her say, ‘So you
call yourself Woman Warrior, do you? Take that.’ I feel fear even now as I write her
name” (xii).
In his 1998 Hawai’i novel The Red Wind, MacMillan has dealt differently with the
presumptuousness of projecting his imagination, writing “a metafictional indication of
my awareness of my presumption.” The protagonist reflects on his building of a canoe,
thinking: “The wood was sacred. The Red Wind was in the hands of an alien, one not
born worthy of it, and more than anything else he feared that he didn’t have the skill to do
411
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it justice. He had to have the nerve, or the arrogance, he wasn’t sure, to cross beyond
that.”412
In other words, if America, like China or Japan or Korea is part of a vast Asian-Pacific network,
then claiming America is not necessarily a denial of Asia, but rather, a disclaiming of the United States as
an Anglo-Saxon preserve. Replacing or vying with the notion of America as an extension of European
civilization is the idea of an Asia-Pacific that extends into America.
Rachel C. Lee – The Americas of Asian American Literature: Gendered Fictions of Nation and
Transnation413

5.2.4 Ethnic Asian Identities
In 1989 Bamboo Ridge editors Chock and Lum published a collection of texts by Hawai’i
writers of Chinese ancestry. While commemorating the 200th anniversary of Chinese in
America, Lum says Paké was primarily intended to showcase that,
[i]ndeed, we do have a literary history: in English, with Hawaii settings, themes
and concerns, in the Western literary tradition; literature that is lively and vibrant
and concerns itself with making contemporary Asian American life in Hawaii.
[…] These are tales of settlers, making a life in the Islands struggling with the mix
of cultures and generations and languages.414
Trying to express the significance of ethnicity in the lives of Hawai’i-born Asian
Americans, Lum is well aware that
we’re consciously trying to preserve a Chinese tradition that is not truly Chinese
to begin with, rather one that has evolved over the years and very likely bears little
resemblance to anything done in China. […] What we have is a local Chinese
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tradition that is our own. […] we acknowledge that being Chinese is part of the
equation that cannot be cancelled out.415
Wing Tek Lum’s poetry collection Expounding the Doubtful Points, which is dedicated to
Frank Chin, contains several poems that explore Chinese American, and, by extension,
Asian American identity in a Localized fashion, exposing the stereotypes that have the
power to confine and exoticize realities: In “The Return of Charlie Chan,” a movie ad
shatters the daily American-Chinese-Hawaiian routine of work, lunch at “Kowloon
Restaurant,” drinking Coke and preparing the Chinese New Year gift-giving, reading the
morning paper, in which a movie ad of “the most famous Chinaman in all America”
unsettles the poet: “I remember more out of sadness than rage / the mincing way you walk
and your fortune cookie talk […] and you will never let us forget it.”416 Which nonChinese American knows that “There is no / word for / fortune cookie in Cantonese” (72,
“Translations”)? When Lum describes an old Chinese woman on the ferry between
Kowloon and Shanghai, the image is created as a counterweight to American images
distributed by museums, restaurants and “our bookstores / extolling Shangri-las in
paperback – all to deny / our scrutable / lives. We believe / that somewhere in the world
our / exotica is real.” When the poem’s speaker sees the old woman while he is
“searching for a vision / for my own, […] she is / for me reason enough to / have come
home” (76-7, “Riding the North Point Ferry”).
Lum’s most often quoted and anthologized poems are “Grateful Here” and
“Chinese Hotpot.” They are both comments on the experience of being Asian in America:
The first records instances of racism experienced that are not assuaged by the knowledge
of worse injustices being committed in China:
Actually, though, I know I should feel grateful here.
In fact, just last week on the radio, I heard
that the Red Guards had broken the wrists
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of a most promising young pianist.417
This acknowledgement is ironic, for any degree of prejudice and othering has the power
of weakening the subject’s identity, and of stifling the creative expression of ethnic
minorities. Sumida elaborates:
The tone of ‘Grateful Here’ tells us that the poem is informed not by Lum’s own
discovery that he is mistaken for an alien on the mainland, but by a knowledge
that this awareness is undercurrent and commonplace throughout his community:
the poem is based on Lum’s knowing the development, dominance, and meaning
of a ‘dual identity’ theory about Asian Americans and the theory’s historical
consequences, for instance, in the Japanese American internment.418
These thoughts are closely related to another mainland commonplace, namely that “all
Asians look alike – indeed, are interchangeable.”
In the multiracial and multiethnic community of Hawaii, on the other hand,
misidentification of ethnic groups/mixtures is something close to a cardinal sin.
[…]The issue of misidentification brings up the paradox of Local loyalty to ideas
of ethnic integrity and pan-ethnic cultural identification: how is it possible to
assume the communal perspective of a Local without losing some of the
distinctive ethnic markers?419
“Chinese Hot Pot,” a poem which proposes a more flexible alternative to the American
melting pot, a fondue, might suffice as Lum’s answer:
My dream of America
is like dá bìn lòuh [...]
as each one chooses what he wishes to eat
only that the pot and the fire are shared
along with the good company
and the sweet soup
spooned out at the end of the meal.420
Food as motif or metaphor is often used by Lum, though with much more positive
connotations than the ones elaborated by Wong. She mentions his comfort food poem
417
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“Juk,” criticizing its lost nostalgia and arguing that the idea of ‘comfort food’ serves to
show Asian American inequality, having to resort to the reassurance of ethnic comfort.421
Local literature, however, has a host of positive examples of how food connects
people across ethnic lines. In Joseph Stanton’s poem “The Kim Chee Test” the haole
narrator remembers how being accepted by his Korean father-in-law “wasn’t because / I
made your daughter happy,” but was aided by his ability to appreciate the spicy pickled
cabbage:
the best of it sears the tongue like a battle cry
a warm scream of pride
at being alive
and Korean.
It’s hotter stuff
than I was born to handle,
but the taste is there.422
In the end, though, both men are equal, and even: When he orders the right beer, the older
one has “just passed the Michelob test.” In the afterword to the 1998 Bamboo Ridge
collection Growing Up Local, co-editor Bill Teter identifies food as one of the central
aspects of being Local: “Local people love to eat, love variety in what they eat, and love
to talk about what they love to eat. […] While we drank coffee and tried to digest, we
talked about our favorite plate lunch places back home. Local people talking serious
grinding.”423 Hence, the impressive list of foods for the protagonist’s birthday party in
Kathleen Tyau’s novel Makai is only one of numerous examples of the richness and
variety of Local ethnic foods serving as a stand-in for the larger cultural richness:
My mother has been cooking for weeks. She tells everybody no potluck, and then
she panics, so now we have everything she made – pork with oong choy, sweet
and sour spareribs, shrimp with black beans, squid with sin choy – plus what she
orders from Kapahulu Chop Suey, chef special noodles, ginger chicken, char siu
421
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pork, San Francisco and Peking roast duck, black mushrooms with bamboo shoots
and water chestnuts – plus roast turkey, baked ham, and sweet potatoes, because
she’s afraid Annabel won’t eat Chinese food that doesn’t come from Fat Lee
Woo. And people still bring food. Sushi, teriyaki, lavosh, taco salad, namasu.
Feeding time is six o’clock. In the meantime, everybody’s eating pupu. Lumpia,
ahi poke, cuttlefish, sour-cream-and-chive potato chips.424
Tyau’s first novel, A Little Too Much Is Enough, goes even further in endowing multiethnic food with meaning. It is made up of recipe stories and household advice, (such as
“How to Cook Rice,” or “Mixing Poi”), sprinkled with family memories, resulting in a
genealogy of food, the bounty that signifies ‘home.’ Similarly, in Laura Iwasaki’s short
story “Salesman’s Daughter,” the mangoes she describes are metonymic for the home she
misses:
Because my craving for the silky, opaquely orange, piercingly sweet flesh of
mangoes is a genuine neurotic fixation, and, despite all the glum wishful thinking
I apply to those sickly excuses for mangoes available on the mainland, nothing
comes close to the fruit of that mammoth tree sprouting from the reddish-Black
lava rock in my parents’ backyard.425
Special foods, religious rituals, or cultural celebrations serve as reminders of ethnicity
and belonging.
On the other hand, many contemporary Asian Locals have only a faint idea of
their ethnic heritage. This is reflected in literary texts such as Juliet Kono’s poem
“Yonsei:”
You live so far away
From what connects you.
You have no recollection
Of old plantation towns, […]
The indignities cast by hard labors.
Your blood runs free
From the redness of soil. […]
And yet once a year
424
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You come with me
In your dark brooding –
Like a craving –
To visit the ancestors’
Gravesites to pray.426
The generational link is often missing, which might partly be due to the proverbial Asian
silence. In Chris McKinney’s The Queen of Tears, the younger daughter wants to drop
out of college because she dislikes studying Asian American literature:
Kids like me, Mom. Second generation. Some can speak their ethnic language but
not read or write it, like me. […] But we all pretend like we know what’s going
on. But in truth, we’re just twenty-something-year-olds swapping sob stories and
using ridiculously big words to rationalize our experiences. Ivory tower, Mom,
looking down on the masses, isolated, out of it. […] Dad was second-generation
Korean. His parents came and worked the sugar plantations of Hawaii. He grew
up dirt poor, he was in World War II and the Korean War because he thought that
was his only way out of plantation life. […] It’s like what right do I have to dwell
on my heritage and call it my own when I never experienced any of the stuff you
guys experienced? (61-2).
She questions the authenticity of those who grew up the American way, but her demands
are too essentialist:
You know, back at school, there’s this girl from Hawaii. She writes papers on
being Hawaiian, being local. But she’s never done drugs, never stolen a car, never
been in a fight. She’s never been abused by a parent, never had to buy food with
food stamps. How can she write about being Hawaiian or local without these
experiences? She has no right to represent people whose lives are much different
than hers (62-3).
McKinney is very good at depicting clichés, bringing them to life. His characters are
derived from ethnic and other stereotypes yet they breathe and fight as individuals. In
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similar fashion, he describes Ken, the protagonist of The Tattoo, by ruling out what he is
not like:
He did not wear the skin of the cliché Japanese national, slicing-and-dicing
American business. TeppanyakiGeneral Motors. He wasn’t the president of
Honda, Sony, not the one who bought up land from New York to Honolulu. He
wasn’t the bobora foreigner walking on Kalakaua Avenue, Louis Vuitton, Donna
Karan, pale face, crooked teeth. He was also not the katonk of Berkeley, the
A.J.A. majoring in business or engineering, devouring white jobs, trampolining
off the affirmative action springboard, soaring in the white clouds. He was not
even the Hawai’i townie Japanee, the upper middle-class Pearl City-living, private
school-attending, baseball-playing, gel-haired, car stereo-pounding, my-dad’sname-is-Glenn (he wears an aloha shirt to work) fucking dime-a-dozen Japanee.
He wasn’t townie, he was country (3).
The world is run by stereotyping whole peoples, doing much harm. Thus, the victims of
such stereotyping have every right to challenge those who dare represent them.
Even though now I know where that word came from – the original name of Puerto Rico was Borinquen –
in Honolulu in the ‘60s it sounded pretty nasty:
Hey Borinkee!
What you like, paké who look like one Jap.
Shit, you look like one kanaka-popolo.
Eh, fuck you.
Fuck YOOOOOU!
That’s the thing with cultural politics in Hawai’i, hard to sort out what’s derogatory and what’s not.
Rodney Morales – When the Shark Bites427

5.2.5 The Politics of Ethnic Literature: Lois-Ann Yamanaka and the Question of
Representation
A successful author of five novels and a book of ‘poetic novellas,’ Lois-Ann Yamanaka is
also a controversial writer. Her case can serve as an illustration of the idiosyncrasies of
427
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the Hawaiian situation and as an obvious link to mainland concerns and discussions about
representation and responsibility within the multiethnic Asian American community.
Local Asian literature is often read (if at all) as a subset of Asian American
literature. The Association of Asian American Studies (AAAS) gave its literature award
to Wing Tek Lum in 1988, Darrell Lum in 1990, Gary Pak in 1993, and Lois-Ann
Yamanaka in 1994. Their texts, among others, are included in mainland anthologies, but
receive little critical attention. Candace Fujikane thinks that this is due to Asian
Americanists’ unfamiliarity “with specific political struggles in Hawai’i, and their relative
silence regarding local literature is symptomatic of the difficulty of ‘fitting’ local
literature into the political frameworks used to analyze Asian American literature.”428
When Yamanaka was presented with the award for her first book, Saturday Night at the
Pahala Theatre, members of Hawaii’s Filipino community were offended by the book’s
alleged stereotyping of Filipino men as sexually aberrant and violent. In 1997, when
Yamanaka’s novel Wild Meat and the Bully Burgers had been nominated for the same
award, the Filipino American Studies Caucus and others raised objections based on their
concerns about the first book and her newly released novel, Blu’s Hanging. The board
decided to issue no prize that year. In 1998, after new bylaws had separated board and
book award committees, the latter decided to award the price to the controversial Blu’s
Hanging. After much contestation, the award was rescinded and both current and
incoming boards of the AAAS resigned.429
What offended Filipinos (and others) in Yamanaka’s first book is epitomized by
its opening piece “Kala Gave Me Anykine Advice Especially About Filipinos When I
Moved To Pahala:”
No whistle in the dark
or you call the Filipino man
from the old folks home across your house
who peek at you already from behind
the marungay tree, the long beans
in front of his face […]
428
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Then he going drag you to his house,
tie you to the vinyl chair,
the one he sit on outside all day,
and smile at you with his yellow teeth
and cut off your bi-lot with the cane knife.
He going fry um in Crisco for dinner.
That’s what Kala told me. […]
No clip your toenails at night
And no wear tight jeans or
Felix going follow you home with his blue Valiant […]
Kala said he rape our classmate Abby already
and our classmate Nancy.430
Throughout the book, barely adolescent girls’ voices speak of sexuality, power, fear, and
shame in a graphic language. They are classic unreliable narrators, full of insecurity,
caught up in power games, oppressed because of their gender, age, class, and ethnicity.
Kala’s advice can be dissected as a mélange of folkloristic superstition, old wives’ tales,
horror stories, and fear of the physical changes brought about by adolescence.431 Hence,
the above portrayal of the Filipino stalkers, perverts and rapists needs to be evaluated in
its fictional context. The author herself said in reaction to the initial criticism, “The evil
Filipino man with the yellow teeth never materializes in the book. He is presented as a
myth, and that’s where he stays.”432
With this bogeyman Filipino, as with her other creations in Saturday Night, she
shows how stereotypes are recycled and applied; as weapons, as shields, employed by the
insecure, handed down in much the same way as pressure is handed down, from top to
bottom. The poem must be situated in its place-specific context: Pahala is a run-down
sugar plantation town on the rural Big Island of Hawai’i, where the remnants of
430
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plantation hierarchy are especially entrenched:433 Social class is linked to ethnicity, and
due to their age and gender, the young girls are at the lowest level of this hierarchy.
Hence, Kala struggles to maintain the little authority she has by bullying and intimidating
her peers, using her ‘insider knowledge’ to subjugate the newcomer, while she herself is
intimidated by the uncle who takes care of her, by an older guy who poses as her
boyfriend: “and I trying for pull away / but he pull me closer to him.”434
The whole book questions the nature and manifestations of authority, as even
Yamanaka’s fiercest critics have granted. While the sociocultural realities of Hawai’i and
its legacy of plantation colonialism can partly account for the writer’s treatment of her
topic and characters, it is these realities that also explain the anguish of Filipinos, who
have been the perpetual victims of stereotypes. Historically, Hawaii’s Filipinos started out
as a bachelor community, barred from importing their wives or picture brides like other
immigrants. The sexual predator image originated in plantation times, but like other
problems derived from that era, it still thrives and is recycled by a racist and classist
society. Logically, a Filipino man is the most menacing figure that the kids within
Yamanaka’s fictional cosmos can conceive of. In Saturday Night, the author strives to
expose this kind of menace as really handed down hierarchically from those in power:
Thus, ‘Felix in his blue Valiant’ is only spoken about, inferred as a scarecrow. In Blu’s
Hanging, however, the ‘myth’ materializes. Candace Fujikane, associate professor of
English at UH states: “Yamanaka’s representation of Uncle Paulo as a child molester and
rapist is a deliberate choice that she made as a writer after being directly confronted about
her representation of local Filipinos at her readings and interviews during the four years
preceding the publication of Blu’s Hanging.”435 Then why did she do it? Local Filipina
poet Darlene Rodrigues ventures an answer:
There is a difference between a writer showing us how an adolescent narrator can
only perceive Filipinos from her own narrow point of view, and a writer creating
Filipino characters whose actions confirm the stereotypes. […] She was
intentionally playing on a trope that would have an impact on people. It’s a
433
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shorthand way of tapping into the deeply rooted and irrational fear of Filipino men
that people already have in our communities. […] When writers use people and
violence in such a graphic way, the writing becomes manipulative.436
The problem with the controversy, especially in the media and in academia, was the
conflation of several issues: Yamanaka’s supporters invoked the freedom of art, and
accused her critics of censorship. However, as Fujikane notes, the protest had never been
about the “banning, boycotting or burning of books.”437 Rather, it addressed the liberal
humanist separation of art and life, art and politics. To challenge this bourgeois Western
position has been the prerogative and contribution of ethnic, minority, and postcolonial
literatures, and here we have a specifically ‘Local’ instance of such a challenge.
Over the course of the controversy, the earlier debate about Kingston’s Woman
Warrior has frequently been inferred: After the success of Kingston’s The Woman
Warrior: Memoirs of a Girlhood among Ghosts, several Chinese American writers and
critics, led by a belligerent Frank Chin, had accused the author of distorting Chinese
history, tradition and culture to serve American expectations and stereotypes. This
generated a heated discussion that dovetailed with the further problem of an audience that
was taking Kingston’s book as a factual autobiography although the narrative structure
would seem to undermine such an interpretation. Note that in Kingston’s case, criticism
arose largely from within her ethnic community about her portrayal of that community. In
general, ethnic literature has borne the double burden of being read as either essential
representation or not authentic enough. In Hawai’i, ethnic hierarchies are complex, and
although local Japanese have their own history of oppression and racism, currently they
are in a position of structural dominance, economically, politically, and socio-culturally.
Thus there is a perceived need to refocus on the realities of inequality, racism, and
difference instead of covering diversity with the umbrella term ‘Asian American.’ The
umbrella’s strategic consolidating value might be outdated: Hawaii’s literature is a case in
point, as Local Asians assert their difference from their mainland ‘relatives.’
When explaining their complaints about Blu’s Hanging, both Fujikane and
Rodrigues echo Edward Said’s credo of the worldliness of texts, and both support their
argumentation by invoking already challenged (colonial) representations. Fujikane
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argues: “As Asian American writers and critics have shown, fictional representations of
Charlie Chan, Fu Manchu, and Madama Butterfly/Miss Saigon do have discriminatory
effects […] Literature exerts a material force.”438 In Rodrigues’ words:
Many people defend Yamanaka by saying that Blu’s Hanging is just a piece of
fiction. The same things can be said about Jack London’s and James Michener’s
portrayals of Asian Americans, but Asian Americans are critical of those
portrayals. […] Art exists in the world. Fiction comes from people; it’s read by
people; it’s talked about in the world. […] Words have an impact, and that’s why
representations are so important. To say that fiction doesn’t hold any substance is
such a small view of the world.439
Fujikane strives to expose the system of racism that condones and endorses stereotypes
while covering up societal inequities. She quotes the African Canadian poet M. Nourbese
Philip: “It is, perhaps, typical of a liberal democracy that racism in the writing and
publishing world would be reduced to the individual writer sitting before her word
processor, with only the imagination for company.”440 Rodrigues, on the other hand,
portrays the reactions of the subaltern aptly, in a way that echoes precisely Fanon’s
medical descriptions of the oppressed psyche of the colonized:
Filipino characters in Blu’s Hanging are used and exploited just as Filipino labor
in Hawai’i has been used and exploited, first by the Hawaiian Sugar Planters
Association, now by the hotels in the tourism industry. […] those who will feel
the brunt of the effect of this novel are the Filipinos who work two or three jobs,
who will never ever read this book. […] Oppression goes back to four hundred
years of Spanish colonization in the Philippines. We were told, My skin is white
and your skin is brown; white is right and brown is not. […] The worst effect of
oppression is that we begin to believe that we are crazy; we turn inward and we
blame ourselves when racism is not about us as individuals. […] People throw
down the statistics for Native Hawaiians, African Americans, and Filipino
Americans who have the poorest health. It’s not just that people are poor, and they
don’t get the proper nutrition. What happens is that the body internalizes that
oppression and begins to turn on itself. The results are high instances of heart
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disease, diabetes, or kidney failure, which is what my father is going through and
my grandfather went through. We work so hard, and we’re not able to digest the
sweetness of life.441
However, Yamanaka’s characters show the same symptoms of internalized oppression.
Her mostly “Japanee” protagonists belong to the same subaltern class, wanting to be rich,
popular, white, or at least hapa haole. They are searching for the appreciation of parents,
siblings, peers, or teachers.
Ivah, the heroine of Blu’s Hanging, might owe her chance to escape backward
Moloka’i and go to a Honolulu college-prep school to a ‘network’ of Japanese teachers
who promote her, but that is a singular instance; in the end, in every novel it is the
protagonist herself, sustained by an unlikely version of ‘ohana, who finds herself and a
perspective on life which enables her to go on. Hence Toni, a tomboy starved for her
father’s acknowledgement in Heads by Harry, finds reassurance in her close-knit
neighborhood which she found suffocating before: “When I returned to the shop and
looked at all of them through the glass window, the darkness around me hallowed and
still, I saw Billy talking story with my father, Wyatt sharing a cigarette with my mother,
and the rest of my Mamo Street family mingling in a known constancy of bodies and
place.”442 Hence Lovey, who at the opening of Wild Meat and the Bully Burgers had been
ashamed of “my mother and father, the food we eat,” “The place we live,” “The car we
drive,” “The clothes we wear,” “my aunties and uncles,” “And my grandma,” and who
had complained that “nobody looks or talks like a haole. Or eats like a haole. Nobody
says nothing the way Mr. Harvey tells us to practice talking in class. Sometimes I secretly
wish to be haole,”443 grows up to realize the importance and reliability of home, which
again incorporates family, place, and friendship. Hence Sonia, single mother of an autistic
son in Yamanaka’s latest novel, Father of the Four Passages, starts out with a blame list
but ends with confidence and hope:
I vanished three babies. A hospital’s toxic waste bin, a dirty toilet at Magic Island,
and a jelly jar buried outside my bedroom window. I want to vanish Sonny Boy.
Wake up one morning and find him gone. […]
I want someone to blame.
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Grace, easy.
Joseph, easier.
Blue-collar upbringing, yes.
Racism, yes.
Low self-esteem, good one.
Too many ethnic-female-with-dysfunction novels.
Which provide no solutions. Because life provides no resolutions.
So we’ll all be left hanging.
In our particular Victimhood.
God?444
Sonia struggles with responsibility, expectations, and her own fear. But when she
rehearses her blame list again later, she has been learning to love:
Blame my mother. She abandoned me.
Blame my father. He abandoned me. […]
Blame all of this spiraling dysfunction.
Blame God.
Find comfort in the Victim.
I am not a Victim to this Life. […]
I am the Hero of this Life.
And fuck anybody and everybody who thinks otherwise. Because one morning
when I wake, I look at my son asleep beside me. Face of the cherubim, Thorn of
my side, Reason for being here.445
In all of Yamanaka’s books, relationships between people are central. Besides peer
pressure, pecking order, love and abuse, and the questioning of authorities such as
parents, teachers, religious figures, and anyone who professes to be more experienced,
she relentlessly explores communication and its failure, the power, prestige, and
ambiguity of language, of words. One pertinent example is the issue of naming: Character
names like Grace, Celeste, Joseph, Jacob, Mark, and Solomon in Father of the Four
Passages tie in with its biblical motifs. Her novel ‘for young adults,’ Name Me Nobody,
makes naming, name-calling, and renaming oneself its central motif. And in the final
444
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piece of Saturday Night at the Pahala Theatre, “Name Me Is,” the secret lovers WillyJoe
and Lucy are compelled to write their names over and over, on her folder at school, with a
stick in the sand, tattooed in the palm of his hand, with sparklers in the New Year’s night
sky, then into the flesh of their backs, and lastly, carved into a tree. Their names
becoming invocations, they need to have proof of their existence, both as individuals and
as a couple.
The author’s first book was published by Bamboo Ridge Press, to whose writing
group she still belongs, but since then, she has enjoyed a mainland readership and
publication with Farrar, Strauss & Giroux. The awards also speak of high esteem. LoisAnn Yamanaka cannot be viewed as a subaltern voice (any more, at least), but holds a
position of relative power. She can speak. Thus, the main question that emerges out of
this controversy is of the responsibility of the writer who knows very well the power and
ambiguity of language: Can you assume an ideal reader who actually knows the term
“unreliable narrator” and who is able to detect critique and exposure instead of seeing a
confirmation of common stereotypes? The Woman Warrior and other ethnic texts have
shown that there will always be an audience that looks for some essence of
representation, confounding fiction and fact, an audience both outside the academe and
inside. Critic Wendy Motooka comments: “For an ethnic studies professor to have her
studies, she needs people to recognize first and foremeost the history, traditions, and
dignity of ethnic peoples. I, as a literature professor, need people to recognize the history,
traditions, and value of literature.”446 This reminder can be presented to readers and
scholars who interpret literary texts as sociological data or as the essential representation
of an ethnic group. However, it will do nothing to placate Filipinos for whom personal
dignity and collective integrity are at stake. Their concern may be too thoughtlessly
dismissed by those who managed to climb a few steps higher on a ladder that is the true
problem to be dealt with. Motooka and other scholars invoking the freedom of art show
both ivorytowerism and condescension when they insinuate indiscriminately that “the
problem lies not with the author’s writing but with the readership’s reading.”447 If the
problem, as Fujikane is convinced, is the underlying systemic racism, then Filipinos and
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other sensitive readers have been right to protest against an award, because their protest
was directed at a person in a speaking position who is able to make use of the racist
undercurrent of a contemporary Hawaiian society that likes to think of itself as living in a
“racial paradise” (and in extension, of course, at a mainland Asian American community
that smoothes over internal inequalities and rifts to suggest unity). Besides promoting an
increased awareness of hegemony and difference, reminding the public of ongoing ethnic
inequities, such controversies highlight the importance of our profession, literary studies:
Only those who are aware of the power of words can educate sensitive readers and
writers.
To place Yamanaka’s writings on the Local map it might be illuminating to
supplement them with R. Zamora Linmark’s Rolling the R’s.448 This ambitious novel can
be seen as the gay Filipino version of Yamanaka’s stories of growing up the hard way. It
is a patchwork of authentic voices, poems, songs, school assignments, dialogue, and lists
like the collection of stereotypes entitled “They Like You Because You Eat Dog,” in
which Filipino culture, sexual behavior, and outward appearance are reductively
contained for easy check-off. Because Linmark speaks about his own ethnic group, his
list is more easily understood to be a criticism of outside representation than Yamanaka’s
characters are. When the kids are asked for their respective ethnicities in school, most
know which they belong to. As is often the case in Local texts, their names alone tell, but
for “Caroline Macadangdang,” who “is one-fourth Filipino, one-fourth Spanish, onefourth Chinese, one-eighth Hawaiian, one-sixteenth Cherokee Indian, and one-sixteenth
Portuguese-Brazilian”449 A very fashionable array, if only her last name Macadangdang
would not indicate the Local type specimen Filipino, which is what the majority of the
class identifies as, “except for Nelson Ariola, who says he is an American although he is
as Filipino as any Filipino can be” (67). After arguing back and forth over ethnic
stereotypes and labels, Edgar, one of the protagonists, concludes: “The ground you
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standin’ on is not the freakin’ meltin’ pot but one volcano. And one day, the thing goin’
erupt and you guys goin’ be the first ones for burn” (70).
One striking aspect that Linmark also shares with Yamanaka is that though the
characters have to struggle and are treated badly in their respective communities, they
cannot help but love the place they are from, the place they call home. Thus, with a
chapter entitled “Kalihi is in the Heart,” Linmark bows to Carlos Bulosan, preeminent
Filipino writer who was the first to deal creatively with the American sojourn and its
attendant prejudices. As gay Filipino teenagers in a poor Honolulu suburb, Edgar and
Vicente are doubly marginalized and the victims of multiple stereotypes. Nevertheless,
they face the challenges with daydreams about being Farah Fawcett or Donna Summer,
and with the fast and flexible mouths of quick-witted Locals.
Mrs. Miyasato, my kindergarten teacher, said I was ‘cosmopolitan,’ and my five-year-old brain
thought ‘neapolitan,’ but I got the idea: vanilla, chocolate and strawberry – why settle for one thing when
you could have all three?
Donna Midori Hokumalamalama King Lance – “To Halve and to Halve Not”450

5.2.6 Being of Mixed Ethnicity: Hapa
Today, about 40 percent of Hawaii’s population are of racially mixed ancestry, hapa, part
something or other. While identification with one or more of one’s ethnic components
can theoretically be chosen, one’s name(s), looks, and family relations restrict such
apparent freedom in various contexts. Compared to their mainland counterparts, who
often feel more exposed and insecure because of the apparent singularity of their
situation, mixed people in Hawai’i are a majority, and are perceived as a logical
consequence of the setup of a multi-ethnic island community. While Hawaii’s plantation
owners had practiced racial segregation, miscegenation may have been easier in an
environment with no racial majorities and close proximity of many diverse people.
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In 1999, Marie Hara and Nora Okja Keller edited an anthology called Intersecting
Circles: The Voices of Hapa Women in Poetry and Prose, collecting an array of
imaginative explorations and biographical accounts of what it means to be the offspring
of more than one race. Local voices mingle with mainland ones, showing the different
outlooks on the issue, corroborated by the age of the writer: In her introduction
“Negotiating the Hyphen,” Marie Hara states that “I was born when my existence was
still stigmatized, into a long historical line of hapa people whose alliances and identity
had also been questioned. […] We were caught in an either/or-ness that marked our
generations with a specific racial intolerance.”451 Her co-editor Keller, on the contrary,
recalls that she “had grown up in Hawai’i at a time when hapa was hip. In Honolulu
during the seventies and eighties ‘Eurasian’ was considered beautiful, cosmopolitan,
exotic. Friends, both Asian and haole, would say, ‘You’re so lucky to be hapa. Best of
both worlds’” (19). Being hapa is being hybrid. This may engender mixed feelings of
insecurity, alientation, or an anxious desire to fit into neat categories, to pass for one part
or the other. In Susan Nunes’ short story “Hybrid” the hapa narrator’s childhood friend is
pure Japanese. Her name, however, indicates the ambiguity of hybridity: “Naomi is in
fact a curious name, Western when written in English, but Japanese when written in
kanji.”452 Significantly, “Naomi’s father raised orchids. It was both business and passion.
I now understand there are almost a thousand genera of orchidaceae, nearly twenty
thousand species, and an even greater number of hybrids, bred for their vigor and
strength, their ease of care” (71). The narrator loves the orchid greenhouse, but when
Naomi’s ancient grandmother shows them the parent plant, she is harshly reminded of her
own mixedness: “The old woman looked fondly at Naomi and spoke again. I caught the
English word ‘purebred.’ She was trying to describe, I now realize, what made the plant
special. But something in the meeting of the word and the experience alienated me. I felt
alone. Different. Not like them” (72-3). Giving no explicit reason, the narrator recalls
coming back to destroy the plant, “to crush each flower, […] and to rub away all traces of
the white roots.” She ends her childhood recollection on a wistful note: “She was my first
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and dearest and only Japanese friend. But she is as alien to me as that part of myself
which is like her” (73).
On the other hand, hapa people may be the object of an open or repressed longing
for the ‘other.’ In a chapter of Kathleen Tyau’s novel A Little Too Much Is Enough, the
narrator describes a hapa classmate with a mixture of envy and desire:
Annabel is hapa haole – half Chinese, half Irish. It’s the Irish, the haole blood, that
makes her hapa. Her hair is thick and long, the color of koa wood, dark brown
with streaks of red. Her eyelashes curl like waves, and her eyelids fold back into
tiny venetian blinds even without the help of Scotch tape. Her skin looks like a
vanilla ice cream cone licked smooth. When she dances Tahitian at school, her
skirt rides her hips like a boat in a storm. I watch the boys as they watch her with
eyes like balloons and their mouths wide open catching flies.453
We can assume the narrator, named Mahealani, is native Hawaiian. When she is asked
out on a dance by a white classmate, she tries “to picture what our children would look
like. Would they have kinky brown hair and smooth pale arms, or straight blond hair and
furry brown skin?” (98). When she is not allowed to go, she admits: “He’s just part of a
recipe I’m cooking. I want to be hapa haole, like Annabel. I want her hips, her hair, her
eyes” (99).
In Kiana Davenport’s biographical essay “War Doll Hotel,” a hapa identity is
pieced together from “mental snapshots,” imagining the narrator’s forebears: Her mother
is “tea-colored and beautiful, broad cheeks, full lips, hair dark, electric,” while “her fullblooded Hawaiian mother, dark, stately,” has to be imagined. Her father, “blonde and
pale, a boy in Alabama,” is defined by a father who in her picture is “wearing a white
robe, and a funny cone-shaped hood;”454 the insignia of the Ku Klux Klan. Her parents
went to live in Hawai’i after being rejected by the father’s family and, in extension, by the
Caucasian-dominated post-World War II mainland society. When her mother died and her
father went back to Alabama, the teenager
grew up in the islands, surrounded by my mother’s family, my ‘ohana, dark
handsome husky men, big, graceful women with a buttery cast to the whites of
their eyes. My cousins were all mixed marriage offspring: Hawaiian, Chinese,
453
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Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Filipino, dark, tan, yellow, so many hues. I didn’t
know how happy I was, how secure, locked in the bosom of this large, rollicking,
feverish, high-strung clan (281).
Insecure about her identity, she moved to New York City. Alternately trying to pass for
white and hiding out in an YWCA filled with multiethnic residents waiting for “green
cards, a husband, a job, degrees” (282), she later admits to having “spent years ignoring
my native blood, but ignoring the Southern blood, too. It seemed I’d spent years of my
life denying all of me, trying to run my genes off, like fat” (289). Perhaps it is such
formative years of “making ourselves up as we go along” that makes the hapa person a
born storyteller, just like the migrant. In accordance with Salman Rushdie, the narrator’s
black friend from South Africa thinks so:
In my country when whites stare at me, there’s no ambiguity, it’s pure hate. I
always know who I am. You are different. Mixed blood, mixed cultures. You have
to improvise, hide, take sides. […] We’re all hybrids of the new world. […] This
is why we write, juggling our little flames. One burns through the muck to find the
core (289).
Thus, Davenport has chosen to write herself as a mixed person, an Island woman, and yet
she is claiming primarily her Hawaiian side: She recounts how she had asked her mother
once if she was “Hawaiian or Caucasian. Both, she says. What am I, first? I ask. She
doesn’t hesitate. Hawaiian. But I don’t look Hawaiian. You will, she promises. It works
its way out from the blood” (280).
Similarly, Nanea Hoffman’s biographical sketch “All-American Family” explores
the reverberations of her multiethnic heritage, recalling that she has felt a part of neither
group, and realizing that none of the ‘parts’ can contain her.
I was a mixture of Okinawan, Hawaiian, Chinese, and German. Did that mean I
was impure? […] I could have been Hawaiian. Like the infamous One-Drop rule
in the old South, which meant that anyone with even a hint of African blood was
considered black, regardless of their skin, a drop of Hawaiian blood, however
small, meant the Hawaiians would gladly claim you as one of their own. I am just
a little over a quarter of Hawaiian, 5/16ths to be exact, […] but somehow, I felt
we were too mainstream to be really Hawaiian.455
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Her conclusion, which is rather untypical in a Local context, but may be partly due to her
experiences of living on the mainland and in Japan, is that she finally identifies as
American:
The Hawai’i of today was a hybrid of many different cultures, and that
hybridization made us modern Hawaiians more American than we knew. […]
Matthew is nearly nine months old. He has beautiful, golden skin and dark,
almond-shaped eyes. I sing to my baby in Hawaiian and Japanese, and when my
husband comes home from work he takes his shoes off at the door and we eat
barbecued chicken with sticky white rice. It’s the best of all worlds, and in
America, the great melting pot, I think we are as American as a family can be.456
Hoffman is married to a Caucasian man, and their “golden” child reverberates just like
the explicit mention of America as melting pot with Michener’s “Golden Man” concept.
Contrary to his narrative, though, Hoffman’s text advocates miscegenation as well as
cultural variety, seeing both as enriching contemporary American life.
Faced with forms and checkboxes, however, the choice for a person of mixed
ethnicity is between reductively picking the one she feels closest affiliation with, and
identifying as ‘other.’
One day, when me and ‘Analu had to fill out the ‘ethnicity’ box on the forms that
the school gave us, we never know what fo’ put. There was no box for ‘Puerto
Rican.’ Only had ‘Other.’ Dad said, ‘Mark down ‘Part-Hawaiian.’ Gotta make dat
count.’ This left three-fourths of what we were unaccounted for, so on the way to
school me and ‘Analu wen’ also check off Chinese and Japanese. Next to the
‘Japanese’ box I wrote ‘suspect.’ Then we crossed out ‘Other,’ and I watched as
‘Analu wrote in ‘Porto Rican.’457
Such experiences baffle and enrage mixed people throughout their lives. In Yokanaan
Kearns’ story “Confessions of a Stupid Haole,” the narrator grumbles: “I’m hapa. Not
what they called me on the mainland: mixed-race, bi-racial, half-breed. I’m back where
people think it’s strange when somebody calls herself an Asian. ‘Come again? Wat you
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mean, Asian, sistah? You Chinee, o wat?’” 458 In a multi-ethnic environment like Hawaii,
specificity is paramount; people are proud to identify their (mixed) genealogies. Insecure
about her ethnic identity, the well-educated woman loses her patience when faced with
ignorant people and forms that cannot accommodate difference: “‘Where I come from,
brah, you’re a haole, and nobody cares if a haole is French or Swedish or Welsh.’ I
snatched the form from his hand and put an X where it said OTHER and filled in the
blank with Chinese-Hawaiian-Irish. I got the loan anyway.”459
To sum up, being hapa engenders confusion, insecurity, but also empowerment.
Mixed people are forced to ask themselves who and what they are, almost on a daily
basis. They are alternately desired and loathed by ‘pure’ people for their suggestion of
ambiguity, serving as a reminder “that things are not as clear cut (i.e., half-and-half) as
they seem,” and “that the ‘us’ and ‘them’ division may be imaginary. The kernel of fear
inherent in this view may be precisely why hapas and half breeds are so reviled in some
parts of the world. The race which is not one reflects the partiality and resultant anxiety
that resides in everyone, calling up painful divisions and uncertainties.”460 On the other
hand, in a place where mixed people are a majority, ruminated prejudices and
exhortations to ‘marry only your own kind’ become increasingly meaningless: In Lee
Tonouchi’s short story “Where to Put Your Hands” for example, the young narrator
reflects on the merits of a multiethnic setup, desiring a hapa girlfriend against the advice
of his grandmother: “Joy would be perfeck if wuzn’t fo’ dat ethnicity ting. I mean
mo’bettah ah if she all mix up anykine. Cuz like dogs fo’example, those pure bred kine,
dey die young. But da kine poi dog, dey live long time ah.461
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So, if you want to really hurt me, talk badly about my language. Ethnic identity is twin skin to linguistic
identity – I am my language. Until I can take pride in my language, I cannot take pride in myself.
Gloria Anzaldúa – “How to Tame a Wild Tongue”462

5.3 Language
In colonial situations, there is always a contestation of indigenous and imported/imposed
languages. Language policy and colonial education account for the relative status of each
of these. As colonization entails the obtrusion of a foreign language, decolonization
naturally focuses on the revitalization of native languages as well as on a creative
appropriation of ‘the master’s tongue.’ Through contact, the colonial language is
inevitably altered, contaminated, and creolized, and a genuine creole may evolve.
Postcolonial literatures naturally involve a questioning of the choice of one language over
another or several possible others. Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari have defined a
“minor literature” as inevitably political and collective, and as involving a
deterritorialization of language: “A minor literature doesn’t come from a minor language;
it is rather that which a minority constructs within a major language.”463 This conception,
in which a language is distilled or intensified by focusing on its “internal tensions,”
applies to the situation in Hawai’i, especially when looking at the role of Hawaiian Creole
English.
Creole Languages are primarily born out of necessity.
Lisa Linn Kanae – Sista Tongue464

5.3.1 Hawaiian, English, and “Pidgin”
Shortly after Cook’s ‘discovery’ of Hawai’i, fur traders, sandalwood merchants and
whalers began employing a reduced form of English as a lingua franca in Hawaiian port
communities, which resulted in an early pidgin blended from Hawaiian, English and
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Cantonese words.465 In the 1820s, American missionaries adapted the Hawaiian oral
language to their writing system so as to convert and educate the natives. However, by the
1870s, English had become the administrative language of the Islands, due to factors such
as population decline and economic necessity: The first sugar plantation had been
established in 1835, and by 1850, labor demands were met by recruiting indentured
workers from China, Japan, and the Philippines. The overthrow of the Hawaiian
monarchy in 1893 and the subsequent annexation in 1898 entailed the use of English as
the language of instruction in all schools. This policy of Americanization and mass
education ran counter to the needs of plantation owners, whose contract workers were
housed by national origin, ideally ignorant of both Hawaiian and English, hence isolated
in ethnic groups. However, plantation overseers, or lunas, gave their instructions in “a
condensed, minimal form of English.”466 The evolving pidgin – first Hawaiian-based,
then consisting of English and Hawaiian vocabulary combined with the phonology and
syntax of its speakers’ first languages – became a means of interethnic communication,
thus defying segregation policies. When a pidgin acquires native speakers, as in this case
it did through the children of immigrant workers, it stabilizes and extends into a creole.
From a linguist’s viewpoint, creoles are languages in their own right, regardless of
standardization. For example, Hawaiian Creole English “has an elaborate system for
marking tense, aspect and modality.”467
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HCE became a vehicle for local group identity formation. As Lisa Linn Kanae
rightly states, this “was especially important to the plantation laborers’ children who
could neither connect ancestrally with their own native culture nor to a relatively foreign
mainstream American culture.”468 After Hawai’i had become a territory in 1900, these
children had to attend public school, while the growing English-speaking middle class
sent their offspring to the mostly missionary-established private schools. By 1924, the
English Standard School System with its language proficiency entrance exams in effect
institutionalized ethnic and class segregation. In her short story “Fourth Grade Ukus,”
Marie Hara portayed such an entrance test from the child’s viewpoint: “‘Da bolocano,’ I
repeated politely at the cone-shaped mountain where a spiral of smoke signaled into the
crayon-shaded air. She must have drawn it. […] ‘It’s the vol-cano,’ she enunciated
clearly, forcing me to watch her mouth move aggressively.”469 The continued isolation of
creole-speaking children in turn resulted in a strengthening and stabilizing of HCE,
defiantly called Pidgin by its speakers. Although “Pidgin was the result of a multi-ethnic
working class’s attempt at solidarity,” it soon was “perceived as an impairment to one’s
education, entering the job market, and Hawaii’s future in general:” 470 After World War
II, the military and tourism replaced sugar as the main economic resources, which drew
the working class from plantation to urban areas. A poem by Cathy Song describes the
ambivalence of a family’s move from the ubiquitous “pineapple fields” to the city:
Don’t talk like you came from the pineapple fields
meant we couldn’t talk with our mouths
full of broken sentences […]
We remained silent instead,
our tongues harnessed by the foreign shoelaces of syntax
restrictive as the new shoes Father brought home for us to wear.471
Also, in the drive for statehood, the English Standard School System was abolished due
to the efforts of the newly empowered Democratic Party – which consisted mainly of
“reform-minded Asian-Americans […] who had not been represented in the English
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Standard system.”472 In any case, speaking ‘good English’ seemed a mandatory skill for
upward mobility, and even though sociolinguists by the 1960s were advocating Pidgin’s
cultural value, its stigmatization continued. However, as local linguist Charlene Sato
observed, “‘Tawking laik wan haole’ associated one with the economic and political
exploitation practiced by such outsiders [tourists, real estate speculators, and outside
corporate investors] and was therefore behavior to be avoided.”473 As a result, two
conflicting attitudes, stigmatization and defiance, continue to affect the use of HCE, both
in speech and in writing.
Usually, the history of contact languages concludes with decreolization, “the
process through which a creole merges over time with its lexically related standard
language.”474 This process seems to have decelerated in Hawai’i after cumulative attacks
on HCE’s usage had led to an intense public debate in the late 1980s: In 1987, public
discussion erupted over a State Board of Education language policy draft which would
“officially ban pidgin from the classroom, and sanction the use of Standard English
only.”475 In the media coverage, a prevailing “mismatch between social perception and
observable linguistic behavior” often cast the conflicting attitudes as a choice between
HCE and Standard English, “as if one could easily draw linguistic boundaries between
these varieties.”476
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Today, half a million people, or about half of the State’s population, speak HCE.
Although mostly a language of informality, it is also a powerful social marker indicating
who is and who is not Local. Nevertheless, the ability to code shift to Standard English is
necessary for “vocational and out-of-Hawaii use.”477 This, in effect, leads to a situation of
diglossia, aside from the high percentage of bilingual or multilingual residents. Kanae
contends that “resistance is an intrinsic element of Pidgin,” quoting Ngugi’s
Decolonising the Mind: “Thus a specific culture is not transmitted through language in its
universality but in its particularity as the language of a specific community with a specific
history.”478 One can argue that Pidgin serves as a Local equivalent to the Caribbean
concept of ‘nation language,’ most convincingly so in its transformation into a literary
language. This transformation entails the danger of HCE being standardized and
contained. In her dissertation on Pacific ‘communities of difference,’ Charlene Gima
asks: “Even after – or especially after – Local literature has become partially academized,
the question of pidgin still remains a difficulty: how does an anticolonial language remain
resistant in the very institution that it resists?” She goes on to show that the language
begins to be shaped by certain literary conventions and expectations, especially in
fiction. Many pidgin narratives involve an adolescent narrator, or a now-adult
narrator looking back on ‘small kid time,’ a period which for most meant
playground pidgin in the public schools, […] the unconscious assumption being
that only children, uneducated adults, or those from working class backgrounds,
would write in pidgin english.479
In spite of this, Hawai’i by now has both a vernacular literary tradition and a host of
writers who test its limitations and try to expand Pidgin literature beyond them.
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In spite of its widespread appeal in the islands, the use of pidgin in Hawaii’s literature is seen as
an implied declaration of independence from the standards imposed on Hawaii’s polyethnic culture by a
dominant one; and as can be expected, not everyone is willing to endorse such a declaration.
Stephen Sumida – And the View from the Shore480

5.3.2 Pidgin in Literature: The Canon
In an article on Local poetry, Richard Hamasaki observed:
The origin of HCE in Hawai’i’s written literature is hazy, but HCE usage seems to
have first begun in the form of dramatic plays written by students at the University
of Hawai’i just prior to and immediately after World War Two (Hiura and Sumida
1979). From the early 1960s to the present, “pidgin theater” emerged as a viable
vehicle, primarily for locally born playwrights (Carroll 1983). The 1960s seem to
be a demarcation point for the emergence of HCE writers.481
This would converge with the general progressive climate of that decade, and with the
demands by sociolinguists for acceptance and incorporation of the creole language.
Various writers have been exploring Local culture by employing if not focusing
on Pidgin. Trailblazers include Milton Murayama, especially his novelette All I Asking
for Is My Body,482 bradajo with his handwritten poetry, Eric Chock as both teacher and
poet (“Tutu on da Curb”), and Darrell Lum with short stories like “Beer Can Hat” and
plays such as Oranges are Lucky. Sumida’s work provides analyses of these early texts.
Proposing a tradition modeled on Western conventions, he relegates Pidgin to a place in
what he calls Hawaii’s ‘complex idyll.’ In any case, those early writers were only
beginning to build up confidence in their language of choice. Murayama, who in All I
Asking for conscientiously reproduces four different registers (Standard English,
Hawaiian pidgin English, Standard Japanese, pidgin Japanese), mused in 1976: “It’s
staccato and refreshingly direct and clear-cut, but it’s inadequate in describing nuances or
complex ideas. It’s the minimum language of basics derived by our parents so that they
480
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could talk, not write, to each other in different tongues.”483 The pidgin the author refers to
in this passage is the plantation language of the 1930s and 40s that he captures extremely
well in his story, not today’s flexible and full-blown creole. However, the passage reveals
a generalized limitation the writer felt in the applicability of his medium. Another
problematic aspect of the reception of mixed-language writing can be inferred from his
reflections on style: “Both brothers think in English and pidgin, and their Japanese is
limited and awkward. I’ve been criticized for stylistic awkwardness in translating what
was colloquial Japanese into English. Much of it was intentional.”484 If readers or critics
are not familiar with the languages employed or represented in a text, how can they
appreciate the author’s choices, and by extension, how can they fully grasp the text?
Murayama was well aware of this conflict, stating that the Pidgin necessary for getting
“as close as possible to the experience” is “a highly inflectional spoken language which
becomes unintelligible if transcribed too faithfully to the printed page. I wanted my
pidgin to be intelligible also to users of standard English only.” 485 Even if Murayama
reserved Pidgin as spoken for direct speech passages, the narrative voice of his novel, the
nisei plantation boy Kiyo, tells the story in a Pidgin tone: short words and syllable counts
enable the reader to hear the staccato melody of the language – if only s/he cares to listen.
Hawaii’s most original poet Jozuf Hadley, a.k.a. bradajo, demands similar
attention from his audience. Without exceptions, his poems and aphorisms are printed in
idiosyncratic handwriting, using individual phoneticized orthography, and employing
“rural Kauai pidgin,” as he identifies it. Imagine the following example thrown on a
theater wall by an overhead projector in an inky fountain pen quality, the audience of an
event called “4 da Luv of Pidgin” muttering or reciting as they read along: “bachugada
leee..vom da..aloha not..jos..poodom da..steeka ontop da ka” (approx. ‘But you gotta live
it, the aloha, not just put it as a sticker on top of the car’).486 Today, bradajo’s ‘talk story’
ramblings (such as “Frickin’ Chicken”) as well as the short pieces which he likes to
compare to Japanese haiku have gained a certain appeal with Locals and visitors alike as
483
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they invite the reader to sound out what the initially ‘unintelligible scrawls’ might mean.
Bob Krauss, columnist of typical Island people and places, quotes Hadley: “My
calligraphy has been my biggest point of criticism. It just takes patience. It’s an art form.
Poetry needs time and my stuff slows people down. Neighbor Island people read it the
best.”487
As Pidgin transcends its significance as Local identity marker, its touristic appeal
derives from a combination of authenticity and accessibility: While few would bother to
learn any more Hawaiian than aloha and mahalo, a crash course in Pidgin becomes more
easily part of the itinerary.488 However, more serious efforts have been made to educate
the Local community both about Pidgin’s history and its creative potential. While locally
prominent linguists such as Charlene Sato and Suzanne Romaine have devised courses on
pidgin and creole languages,489 Eric Chock, Bamboo Ridge editor and poet, has
incorporated HCE in all his educational and creative endeavors, leading creative writing
classes and workshops such as “Try Write,” encouraging students as coordinator of Poets
in the Schools, and, of course, choosing to write several of his own poems in Pidgin. One
could argue that Chock is one in a long line who employs the language mostly for
sentimental effect, to convey adolescent speech, or to evoke ‘small kid time,’ a popular
theme in Local literature, consisting of history, nostalgia, and innocence. The superb
expression of a Local sensibility in his poetry, though, shows that Chock unerringly opts
for Pidgin when appropriate.
Frank Chin and Sheldon Hershinow are prominent among the critics who have
complained that Pidgin “is used to characterize not heroic figures, not even mature adult
487
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ones, but children, idiots, bums, and assorted antiheroes and buffoons.”490 In Darrell
Lum’s short story “Beer Can Hat,” first published in 1979, the narrator is a child and the
other main character a mentally retarded newsboy. However, the text is a milestone for
Local literature: As Sumida elaborates, Lum
published what may very well be the first narrative, beyond a mere sketch and
dialogue, delivered entirely in the vernacular as it is actually spoken. Moreover,
Lum crafted his pidgin narrative without having to translate terms for the benefit
of audiences initially unfamiliar with the lingo of the current slang. The unbroken
pidgin narration implies that the language can be taken in its own terms – that is,
Lum’s story assumes that the vernacular is understandable, not gibberish, if, of
course, the uninitiated reader will pay careful attention to the context to learn what
unfamiliar terms mean as the reading proceeds.491
Darrell Lum’s short stories deserve their place on the Hawaiian school reading lists both
because they are brilliant examples of the ‘small kid time’ formula, testing its limits, and
because of their accessibility. His frequently staged plays such as Oranges are Lucky
reveal a similar conscientiousness and aptitude at transferring multilingual family
contexts to literature as Murayama’s writing does: While the Chinese thoughts of an
immigrant grandmother are rendered as formal Standard English, the nuances of English
and Pidgin can again be best appreciated by a Local audience familiar with such codeswitching and with generational rifts that extend to linguistic incompatibility. As a
counterargument to charges of insularity and simplicity, Sumida invokes the classic status
of Huckleberry Finn, asking, “Why in American literature should nonstandard English
written by a white man be the mark of greatness while it condemns a local Hawai’i writer
to obscurity?”492
In oral/performative genres such as drama and stand-up comedy, Pidgin naturally
found its fixed place much earlier than in fiction and poetry. A hilarious example is the
1974 Kumu Kahua production of James Grant Benton’s Shakespeare adaptation Twelf
Nite O Wateva! The Pidgin rendering of Shakespearian dialogue has no less wit and
490
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poetry than the original: “What country, friends, is this?”493 becomes “Eh, brada, wea we
stay?”494 Shakespeare’s duke says of a woman’s love:
Alas! their love may be call’d appetite,
No motion of the liver, but the palate,
That suffer surfeit, cloyment, and revolt;
But mine is all as hungry as the sea,
And can digest as much,495
Benton’s prince makes a Local comparison instead: “Dea love is like one pupu platter,
and mine is like a luau!”496 Benton, Ed Kaahea, and Rap Reiplinger were to become
famous shortly afterwards as the Pidgin comedy group Booga Booga, focusing on tall tale
sketches as well as satirizing everyday island life.
Pidgin short.
Fast.
Match.
Pidgin safe.
Like Refuge, Pu’uhonua,
From the City.
Diane Kahanu – “Ho. Just Cause I Speak Pidgin No Mean I Dumb”497

5.3.3 “Da Pidgin Guerilla” and Other Contemporary Hawaiian Creole English
Writers
While Chock and Lum still act as motors of Local literature, writing, publishing,
teaching, as well as organizing readings, conferences, and workshops, they also have to
be seen as predecessors of a host of younger writers who continue to stir up the writing
scene by their bold explorations of where Pidgin can take them and their readers. The
most famous and controversial of them is Yamanaka, whose youthful characters express
493
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themselves naturally and revealingly in Pidgin only. It is this language which gives her
works the emotional power and unquestionable honesty that most of her ethnicity critics
grant her. A comparison of the authors mentioned so far shows to what different ends the
language may be employed: While Murayama aims at presenting an important part of
history from a true insider’s perspective, Lum’s pieces convey nostalgia for a seemingly
morally simpler time. Bradajo promotes a locally rooted philosophy, derived from
indigenous Hawaiian concepts such as aloha ‘aina as well as from the hippie
counterculture’s peace movement.
Yamanaka, however, is neither nostalgic nor interested in history as such. Apart
from producing gripping and violent narratives, she wants to show the undercurrents of
racism, violence and handed-down oppression that American colonialism and its
plantation system have produced and that continue to infuse and govern the lives of her
characters. The ethnicity controversy shows that she portrays very real Island problems.
Hence it is legitimate to read “her characters’ struggle with emerging identity as it is
entwined with language, i.e., the pidgin they speak and the standard English that they are
told should be their goal”498 as a fictional treatment of the larger issues at work in
Hawaiian society. Remembering “the stigma of pidgin in my own mouth,” the author is
convinced that “that’s where real writing comes from – your own language that is the
closest to you because first language is the language of emotion.”499 Her authorial credo is
evidence for a slowly changing climate that empowers the younger writers: “I am devoted
to telling stories the way I have experienced them – cultural identity and linguistic
identity being skin and flesh to my body.”500 Yamanaka paraphrased this assertion as
“Pidgin English is ‘the heartspeak’ – the communication mode when voicing anger,
personal hurt, and humor.”501 Put simply, that is what her characters do. However, here
the author provides opponents with a target, for such a statement can be interpreted as the
cliché reduction of vernacular speech to a language of emotion, counteracting the struggle
of Local writers (and Pidgin speakers in general) to prove its adequacy in intellectual and
other contexts.
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As mentioned in the history chapter, Marie Hara’s stories negotiate the conflicting
claims of silence and communication in the development of identity. These are tied to
Pidgin, for it is Lei’s inability to meet the linguistic demands of the English Standard
School that shape her experiences as a student. In “Fourth Grade Ukus,” the kids
regularly fail to please their teacher, but Lei notes “it was so fascinating to see her furious
reaction to what she called Broken English, which none of us could fix.”502 In Hara’s
stories, several typical idiosyncrasies of Pidgin are reproduced, such as a doubling of
words for emphasis. When the kids disagree, they argue in the following way: “Not…,”
“Not not,” “Cannot be,” “Can can!”503 However, her rendering of direct speech in Pidgin
is not entirely consistent, as the following example shows: “Mebbe dey gon’ use’m for
make da fi-a.”504 If she aimed at (phonetic) regularity, the “for” would have to be reduced
to fo’ as well, and the “make” would probably have to become mek to resound with the
initial Mebbe. Writers employing Pidgin always walk a fine line between authenticity and
accessibility. As there is no accepted standardized orthography of HCE, its transcription
remains largely a matter of ‘ear’ and intuition. In my opinion, however, consistency in the
rendering of the language is imperative. A (native) speaker easily detects words and
phrases that sound ‘wrong,’ or contrived, and would probably deny the writer the ‘Local’
label.
In his novel A Ricepaper Airplane, Gary Pak employs several stages of Pidgin.
The plantation workers in the 1920s attempt to communicate their experiences by
gestures, onomatopoetic words, and a jumble of several of their languages. Difficulties
pronouncing the English words further complicate their efforts. Thus, one has to know
the context to understand that the following sound cluster is the result of two workers
communicating about seeing an airplane: “Paeng-gi? Zoom-zoom? Oh! Eh-p’ane. Ehhh-
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p’ane.”505 Sung Wha’s Pidgin evolves, but with no glossing on the part of the author, one
either has to be Local or put in some effort to understand what he is saying. From
sentences like “I no regret dem days. Da stuff I experience, you can fill one book wit
‘em” (210), one can derive principles of pronunciation, syntax, and tense marking.
Reading aloud helps with examples such as “one nada,” “every ada year,” or “Den,
youknowwhatImeanden” (6). But what do you do if you encounter directions like “I think
da mauka kokohead cornah” (ibid. Mauka is “towards the mountain,” while “kokohead”
refers to an island off O’ahu’s windward coast, which would make it the north-east
corner, if the speaker was in a Honolulu hospital). The characteristic doubling of
adjectives and other words for emphasis also abounds. As for consistency, note for
example that Pak opted for d instead of th in words like dey, da, dem, but left the th intact
in think which for some writers becomes tink. Again, each writer has to make choices,
and Pak has very consciously decided not to gloss, italicize, or otherwise mark his Pidgin
passages:
I’m coming from this sort of culture, from this community, and this is the
language. […] People on the mainland, once they start getting the hang of it,
they’re going to get a much deeper understanding of our culture, the way we had
to learn about other cultures in Hawai’i. I think we understand a large part of the
culture of the mainland because of what we’ve gotten: movies, television, books
we had to read. We had to learn how to read Hawthorne, Melville, Shakespeare.
And even the modern writers – we have to learn how to read them. It’s the same
thing.506
This may also serve to hint at the inevitability of Local art being political, in the broadest
sense. Similarly, Michael McPherson states: “In my literary writing, I stubbornly persist
in the notion that if readers outside Hawaii, or new to Hawaii, want to understand who we
are and what we are about, then it is their obligation to immerse themselves and learn.
[…] I do not provide notes or explanations.”507 Such a position may reflect the native
concept of kuleana, being privileged and responsible for being Hawaiian, as extended to
one’s readers. At the same time, it fits the connotations of the Local requiring an ‘insider’
perspective.
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In Rodney Morales’ collection The Speed of Darkness, one also encounters a
variety of Pidgin forms. “Saint Paul in the Promised Land” features the peculiar
pronunciation of a Filipino speaker, “his Hawaii pidgin English-Ilocano accent,” as the
narrator terms it. Every English v becomes a b, while f turns into p: “‘Paulito jes’ was
here,’ the gaunt figure said. ‘An’ now I see you polks. I tot I no see you polks again […] I
try eat… I bomit…’” (115). Morales renders the Pidgins of different time periods
differently. Thus the characters in a 1920s plantation town insert words from their mother
languages, while the UH students of the 80s switch easily: “Though he spoke English as
well as anybody, Kaeo usually opted for his comfy pidgin” (88).
Written partly in Pidgin, R. Zamora Linmark’s novel Rolling the R’s even bears
its Filipino-ness in its title. The students have to practice the ‘proper’ English
pronunciation of f, v, and th, and are admonished “Do not roll the r’s” (54). Nelson, who
does not identify as Filipino, argues “I don’t speak English like I got a plugged nose”
(67). Again, similar to Yamanaka’s characters, they exaggerate the enunciation of
Latinate words: “a-pro-pri-yate” (7), “d-fo-lee-yate,” “a-bray-sive” (both 8).
Apart from bold and innovative novels and short stories, there are examples of
Island writers creatively dealing with Pidgin in other modes. Lee Cataluna has become
somewhat of a cult figure with her weekly newspaper column and her hilarious Pidgin
plays. With these, Cataluna stands in a tradition of Local vernacular comedy, as
exemplified by the Booga Booga group, Bu La’ia, or Frank de Lima.508 Her first play, Da
Mayah (=the mayor, a disrespectful take on Local politics), was a big hit in 1998, and in
2002 alone, Cataluna was commissioned to produce three plays. A Pidginized children’s
story, The Musubi Man, is the Local version of the American classic The Gingerbread
Man.509 Super Secret Squad deals with five UH students “in their eighth-year of their
four-year degree” trying to right what they perceive as Hawaii’s wrongs, while You
Somebody portrays a family desperately wanting to become locally famous only to be
“trumped at every pageant, keiki hula show and karaoke competition by a more gifted,
gallingly more cohesive family.”510 Just like her plays, Cataluna’s Advertiser column
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celebrates the Local everyday by mocking and scrutinizing it with Pidgin’s immediacy,
resulting in lists such as “You know you’re a malihini starting to turn local when…” or
instructions on how to generate surf song lyrics.511 Another writer who creatively explores
the position of Pidgin in Local society is college teacher Lisa Linn Kanae. Her 2002
chapbook Sista Tongue produces surprising convergences through a collage-like
combination of personal history, i.e., the memories of a late-talking younger brother
growing up with the stigma of a speech disorder, and the sociolinguistic history of HCE,
highlighting the effects of prejudice and segregation by juxtaposing diverse texts. Kanae’s
goal is to engage the reader and open up a space for communication and interpretation.
Sista Tongue is published by Susan Schultz, editor of the innovative journal Tinfish and
of works by Balaz, Hamasaki, and other experimental Local writers.512
Language is even more foregrounded in the fictional and essayistic/journalistic
work of Lee A. Tonouchi, the so-called ‘Pidgin Guerilla.’513 Probably his most ambitious
project is the compilation of a Pidgin dictionary that is supposed to reflect both the range
as well as the non-standardized quality of the language. In Local papers and all his public
appearances he calls for the submission of words, expressions, and their multiple
meanings and spellings. Although some, including writers such as Kanae, are concerned
that a dictionary will entail standardization, thus an unwanted fixing of “a free-flowing
vernacular such as Pidgin,” such a rather popular project might resound with the work of
university linguists who have been describing and classifying Pidgin in its various stages
to ultimately enhance its acceptance as a language in its own right. Tonouchi says the
dual purpose of the community project is to preserve as well as perpetuate: “Dat’s why I
collecting words cause Pidgin belongs to everybody, so I like get as much people in da
dictionary as can.”514 He also approached UH officials with the idea of establishing a
Pidgin major: “Dat person tole me, you have to submit da proposal in English, or else
who would take it seriously. So dat really turned me off, brah. Was like wow, dey no get
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da point.” The uncompromising Pidgin advocate who holds a B.A. and a M.A. in English
and currently teaches at Kapiolani Community College, discovered his passion in one of
Eric Chock’s Pidgin writing classes. There he learned that “you gotta know da history of
all dat’s dea. To be part of da tradition, you gotta know da tradition.”
In 1999, Tonouchi co-founded Hybolics, a literary magazine devoted entirely to
Pidgin, because “dea was a need” for “someting a little mo exciting for try to appeal to
people a little more our generation. […] Get rap. I don’t know if Bamboo Ridge would
ever publish rap.” And Chock acknowledges in return: “He’s exploring different ways to
expand local literature, […] all this adds a lot of energy to the literary scene.”515
Tonouchi’s short story collection Da Word – published by Bamboo Ridge Press, which
shows that the established journal fears neither competition nor rejuvenation – features
mostly comical slices of Hawai’i life which are thoroughly infused with pop culture
(references to Star Wars, Star Trek, Superman, celebrities, pop music, and the like,
employed in surprising ways), and differ from the nostalgic reminiscing that readers of
Local literature are used to by now. Asked about himself as part of a new generation of
Hawai’i writers, Tonouchi said: “I guess we seeing something diff’rent today. […] I tink
Pidgin is a way to make literature more accessable to Local people who might not
normally read. I see myself writing literary comedy, trying fo’ walk da line between
literary and mainstream.”516 The surface comedy, however, always carries a moral or
philosophical point, and the apparently light humor reveals ‘Local sensibilities,’ capturing
feelings of inferiority and insecurity as well as spite and pride. Da Word is proof that
Pidgin can be an adequate and complex literary medium, while never losing its immediate
conversational quality. Tonouchi is conscientious, detailed, and specific, and his sense of
timing and punch line never fails. Furthermore, his promotion of Pidgin extends to the
Islands’ ethnic mix, resulting in a sense of the value of idiosyncrasies and diversity.
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The challenging final story “Pijin Wawrz” is a tongue-in-cheek experiment in
orthographic transcription, which unfortunately prevents many readers from grasping the
satiric science fiction parable that is aimed at former governor Ben Cayetano, who grew
up speaking Pidgin but later acted as a fierce opponent to its use in classrooms and
official situations. Tonouchi broods: “He’s da arch-nemesis of da Pidgin Guerilla. Within
him, he get da powah of da Pidgin force – he get da potential for be da ultimate Pidgin
role model, but no, he no like. Sad yeah?”517 It is no coincidence that an example from the
story such as “Æfta hæf-æn-áwr awv stænin stil” (after half an hour of standing still)
reminds you of transcriptions of Old English: Tonouchi has his Guerilla say in a speech
(thankfully direct speech is transcribed in a more easily readable manner):
Standard english is one oxymoron, english by nature isn’t standard. If you travel
to different parts of da country, eh-rybody’s english going be li’lo bit diff’rent.
And if you compare english thru time, go compare Beowulf, Shakespeare, and
John Grisham III, all da englishes wuz supposedly standard of da time, but dey all
so diff’rent. Dis standard ting is jus one artificial construck invented by man. […]
In Pidgin we can look beyond correck-incorreck […] and focus on da content.
Pidgin breaks down da hierarchies and instead of dismissing based on
superficialities, you take da time to undahstand and get to know wea da person is
coming from.518
If this sounds utopian, he lets the government react in good dystopian fashion with a
Fahrenheit 451-like burning of books and records. While the first and title story of the
collection dealt with the frustration that one’s mother tongue is not to be found in
dictionaries (“I kept flipping back and forth, back and forth, making sure fo’ double check
each one. But nevah have none of da spellings. Bumbye wuzn’t one word,” 14), the
solution of the final story is to trick the enemy who is nothing more than a programmed
(=standardized) computer, using the flexibility of this supposedly inferior language: “Get
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infinite possibilities as to wot ‘da kine’ can be. Wuz jus one trick question to get his
processors caught in one endless loop. […] Pidgin brah, you jus gotta feel da meaning.”519
One more supporter of both Pidgin and Local difference is the untiring Joe Balaz,
who took to writing in high school and has been a self-published poet since the 1970s,
besides editing the literary journal Ramrod from 1980 to 1997, and the first anthology to
collect only texts by writers of Hawaiian ancestry, Ho’omanoa, in 1989. His style
emphasizes wordplay and the musicality of language; and besides producing a poetryand-music CD called Electric Laulau with his Amplified Poetry Ensemble in 1998, he
has been staging multimedia performances since the early 1980s: “A lot of people think a
poetry reading is boring, so in a sense, mixing art, music, theatre, is to experiment and
expand. What makes the effort enjoyable is the audience response.”520 For such
enterprises, Balaz likes to team up with fellow artists such as Richard Hamasaki or
Imaikalani Kalahele, not the least because he shares their predilection for concrete, or
visual poetry. His topics include celebrations of place, evocations of Hawaiian legends,
and defenses of Pidgin, as in “Da History of Pigeon,” which describes the development
from pidgin to creole metaphorically:
Like different ‘kine words
The world was full of different ‘kine birds,
Red birds, yellow birds, blue birds, love birds,
And then came pigeon […]
I guess with such a wide blue sky
everything deserves to fly521
Pidgin has become a marker of genuine Local expression and identity, and that could be
the starting point for another highly sensitive discussion: If Hawai’i asserted its
postcoloniality by a kind of ‘nation language’ as exemplified by Caribbean creoles, would
that language be the indigenous Hawaiian or the Pidgin derived from immigrant
plantation workers? A question likely to expose more ethnic inequities, and reiterating the
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issue of who has speaking power. Moreover, the choice depends on who will be included
in/excluded from the Hawaiian nation and/or the Local cultural nation.
You speak in the Master’s tongue/You may as well not speak. English, many critics argue, is the master’s
discourse and by writing/speaking in the master’s discourse, one writes for the master, one is always
already colonized, always native informant.
Aneil Rallin – “Texting Bodies: Notes on Language, Writing, Desire”522

5.3.4 The Hawaiian Language in Local Literature
In the assessment of Theodore Rodgers, psycholinguist and chief planner for the Hawaii
English Program (HEP), a curriculum development and implementation program, from
1968 to 1983, “the loyalty that many local residents presently display towards HCE as the
community patois might be transferred to the Hawaiian language.”523 He points to the
possible combined impact of the sovereignty movement and Hawaiian Language
Immersion education which could soon lead to “some form of Hawaiian sovereignty –
some kind of redirection of Hawaii resources to Hawaiian people.” This in turn would
massively increase the “interest in the revival of Hawaiian language and its role as a
marker of sovereign identity.” Rodgers elaborates:
Among professionals, those who conduct sociolinguistic research on HCE and
Hawaiian often come from the same academic departments, publish in some of
the same journals, and generally have considered themselves allies in the
nonstandard English periphery. As yet these alliances have not been threatened by
funding competition or public favoritism. In the larger public arena, there are
those who find fault with both the HCE and Hawaiian language movements on the
grounds of their isolationism and inutility. And there are those who find glory in
both on the grounds of their re-enforcement of island uniqueness and identity. It
will be interesting to see how the likely growth of the Hawaiian sovereignty and
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the Hawaiian language movement affect attitudes, programs and literary arts
rooted in Hawaiian Pidgin.
The establishment of a chair for Hawaiian Studies at UH Manoa in 1987 has surely been
an important step in the process of the restoration and study of the Hawaiian language,
which had begun roughly in the late 60s. Important projects include language immersion
programs starting at preschool level, but a crucial factor in raising interest and ambition
for young learners has been music: Learning the language for many Hawaiians also means
learning the culture, which includes hula and chants. Both the creation of new chants and
the revival of old ones have drawn natives and other Locals alike to newly appreciate this
“visual, musical, and oral form of literature.”524 An even stronger incentive to learn has
been created by Local pop music which draws eclectically on chants, jazz, reggae, and
rock’n’roll.525 In the communal function of music, especially as performance, the close
connection of language, culture, and community is more readily visible than in literature
which all too often appears a solitary occupation – both in production and reception.
However, I claim that Local writers in general expose a multisensual/holistic approach to
literature, which becomes evident on various levels.
The native Hawaiian concept of literature is derived from the performative
practice of an oral culture, and much of the communal and visual/aural quality of chant
and hula inform contemporary Hawaiian writing. Thus, linguistic characteristics or
semantic/stylistic conceptions which have their root in the Hawaiian language have
seeped into Local writing in English. Even if the native language is not employed, at least
it is evoked. A good illustration would be the fiction of John Dominis Holt, a partHawaiian writer who could draw on family lore from part- and full-blooded royalists in
his clan who still remembered Hawaiian life before annexation: “Aunt Emily blasted
forth with a number of her original and unrepeatable castigations. Everyone listened.
They were gems of Hawaiian metaphor.”526 Holt’s handling of language and of different
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registers, from flowery British English that might sound rather old-fashioned to the
swear-and-slang speech of ranch hands, is impressive but requires close attention.
Sumida’s analysis identifies a variety of pidgins and creoles:
These include no less than older and younger Hawaiian, Japanese American
(again of two generations), and a Portuguese pidgin or creole English or
Hawaiian. […] When Holt uses Hawaiian – words, phrases, whole sentences – he
does not break the flow of his narrative prose to translate. The context he creates
invariably accomplishes that for the general reader, who may not know any
Hawaiian other than what this book will pleasurably teach along the way.527
Similarly, (part-)Hawaiian poets tend to intertwine their two (or more) languages, or at
least use Hawaiian words when the concept implied does not have an equivalent in
English. Puanani Burgess’ “Choosing My Name,” which deals with the functions and
connotations that names – but also words in general – carry, is such a linguistic mosaic:
When I was born my mother gave me three names: […]
Christabelle was my “English” name,
my social security card name,
my school name, […]
Yoshie was my home name,
my everyday name, […]
Puanani is my chosen name,
my piko name connecting me to the ‘aina
and the kai and the po’e kahiko –
my blessing; my burden;
my amulet; my spear.528
They spoke in the old-fashioned, annoying, elusive metaphors, which I ached to understand more
completely, although they touched on matters erotic that did not yet deeply interest me: big round balls of
breadfruit suitably wrinkled, the plunging prow of a canoe, the delicate flesh of mangoes, the pink of some
flowers, the rushing of winds, a ship coming full sail into port” (Holt 1998: 87).
527
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Although there might be literal translations available, the Hawaiian words are loaded with
cultural meaning. Moreover, just as claiming a language is claiming a culture, choosing a
name here is essentially choosing the culture which one wants to belong to, even though
bearing several names signifies the conflicting demands made by the various cultures the
poet has to live with/in. Dana Naone Hall’s poetry is similarly weighted with Hawaiian
expressions without providing a glossary or explanatory exposition. Even more than
Pidgin texts, such writings challenge the reader to either sound out the rhythm of the
poetry without understanding all the words, or to learn, look up, and infer meanings.
Local poets are committed to the islands’ languages and refuse to comply with
mainstream (i.e. mainland) demands.
While Haunani-Kay Trask’s poetry presents itself in spare and condensed English,
“as if it would be impossible to use many words, or to embellish a style, after so long a
silence, so near an extinction,”529 this English is infused with Hawaiian words. This
serves several functions: Firstly, together with explanatory notes and a glossary, the
reader is educated about meaning and cultural context. Secondly, things Hawaiian are
renamed by their ‘original’ names. And lastly, the Hawaiian words are interwoven with
the English ones to create rhymes and a certain rhythm: “wa’a kea sliding / into surf,
black / backed ‘iwa / tilting on the wind” (78, “Menehune Night.” Wa’a kea = white
canoe, resounding with the “black backed ‘iwa,” which is a frigate bird. Menehune are
legendary ‘little people’). The poet has compared the sound of the Hawaiian language
with
water flowing over rocks. That music of melody and resistance, the liquid vowels
with the percussive glottal stops and hard consonants to mark the stones in the
stream, make a double statement in these poems: the Hawaiian words both affect
the English sound system, and, in their scattered presence, their appearance as
linguistic bits rather than full sentences, they remind us of the history that
dismembered this culture and its tongue (xxi).
The latter statement is probably applicable to most consciously postcolonial texts. With
“Comin Home,” Trask included a Pidgin poem in her collection, acknowledging the fact
that this was the language of the dead cousin to whom it is dedicated. As with her other
West Oahu 1993: 22).
529
Trask 1994: xx.
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languages, she has a sure command of the vernacular: “we was goin / sing but hahd / afta
cry so much” (19).
A different aspect of the creative engagement of several senses at once are
attempts at concrete poetry, as exemplified by the late Wayne Westlake, Richard
Hamasaki, and Joe Balaz (not to mention his multimedia experiments as well as bradajo’s
calligraphy). The three have collaborated on several levels, which in turn inspired each
writer’s poetry. Westlake’s blockprints are of a putative simplicity, such as the scattering
of the letters of the word pupule (=crazy, insane) all over a page, or endlessly looping
“Hawaiians eat fish eat Hawaiians eat fish eat Hawaiians eat fish […]” to signify a food
chain of sustenance and acceptance. Visualizing the written words can be as functional as
choosing onomatopoetic words, or building lines and sentences that flow, unwind, or
crash like breaking waves. In each instance, linguistic choices are made because of the
writer’s connection to place, culture(s), and community. To see how such linguistic,
stylistic, and formal choices are informed by the Hawaiian language, the metaphorical
quality of that language needs to be appreciated. Few root words branch out to encompass
and combine complex sets of meanings – and, by extension, values. A pertinent example
is the cluster of words and values related to the cultivation of the land, the family, and the
culture, the close connection of aloha ‘aina and ‘ohana. Sumida elaborates on this:
The root of the word for family is ‘oha (taro growing from the older root).
Figuratively, ‘oha means ‘offspring, youngsters,’ or the second generation of a
family line growing from its progenitor kalo (taro) planted in Hawaii’s earth and
water. The terminology of taro culture goes on to include taro shoots called keiki
(children), a term used metaphorically in a great many contexts. […] These
symbols and metaphors, integral to the Hawaiian language, bind love of the land
(i.e., if you love and cultivate the land, the land will return that love by feeding
you), family, sustenance, and culture itself into a rich complex of values – values
involving reciprocity among people and between people and nature.530
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The Hawaiian language is thus firmly rooted in the specifics of place. Still, one should
bear in mind that the ambitious revitalization efforts are a comparatively recent
development. Maori novelist Witi Ihimaera may be quoted in this context: “Nowhere in
the Pacific is the indigenous language the first language. The first language in the Pacific
is English. That’s the reality of the situation in the Pacific.”531
I don’t write no haiku
that stuff they call
haiku is American jive
do you speak the lingo?
-haiku is composed in
Nihongo.
Richard Hamasaki – “I Don’t Write No Haiku”532

5.3.5 Other Literary Languages: Some Examples
Of course, Asian languages continue to influence and engage Local writers. Wayne
Westlake, Richard Hamasaki, and Wing Tek Lum are among the many poets who
creatively deal with Chinese and Japanese poetry, linguistically as well as with references
and homages to ancient poets, or by the emulation and transcendence of Asian traditions
and forms. More generally speaking, writers who explore their ethnic background cannot
fail to incorporate ancestral languages into their writing – if only to relate and digest their
lack of knowledge of them, as evidenced in Lum’s poem “Expounding the Doubtful
Points:”
So I asked if you had ever heard
of the Hsi K’un, but using Cantonese,
guessing at how to actually pronounce the term, […]
92). Sumida adds that these metaphors and values converged with the original home cultures of Asian
(peasant) immigrants, providing fertile ground for acculturation and creativity. In their Hawaiian
experience, bearing children took on an additional meaning: “The children are born also into American
citizenship, which until 1952 was forbidden by United States laws to Asian immigrants: historically, the
Asian American children fulfilled by birth what the Asian immigrant parents could not” (109).
531
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making you more and more exasperated
until I hit the right word and inflection
or at least I think you imagined I did.533
In addition to the works of single writers, there are also more organized efforts at keeping
ancestral tongues alive and valid. Hawai’i has Japanese language haiku and tanka clubs,
and there are examples of classical Chinese drama or O-Bon festival folk songs being
adapted to the Local experience.534
An interesting project that could possibly have thrived only in the Islands is the
GUMIL, the “Association of Ilokano Writers in Hawaii,” which exists since 1971,
organizing workshops, contests, and readings that are performed at all kinds of
community gatherings. An anthology called Voices of the Youth that was spurred by
GUMIL activity is a telling example of the validity of promoting all of Hawaii’s
languages: Consisting of pieces by Hawaiian Filipino Ilocano elementary and
intermediate grade-schoolers written in English, “it is noteworthy that many of them
attempted to represent the Hawaiian-Ilokano-English pidgin of their immigrant and
working-class parents and deploy it in often astonishing ways.”535 Relating the sensitive
issue of translating Ilokano writing into English, Campomanes states that “Ilokano is such
a preternaturally (I use this word advisedly) poetic language that even its more ordinary
and quotidian forms of usage possess a tremendous metaphorical charge.”536 This echoes
the perception of the Hawaiian language. The two are, in fact, related, for Ilokano belongs
to “the Indonesian division of the 500-strong Austronesian/Malayo-Polynesian family.”537
It is ironic that in contemporary Hawai’i, Filipinos share the lowest social strata with
native Hawaiians and Samoans while the Proto-Polynesians, the first voyagers in the
Pacific, might have come from what today are the Philippine Islands.
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I would not have
traded places
with anyone
not even
God
Graham Salisbury – “Island Boyz”538

5.4 Place
While the ‘South Seas’ have been associated with notions of an earthly paradise for
several centuries, the massive promotion of the Hawaiian Islands as tourist paradise is a
more recent phenomenon. Many writers have attempted to counter the ubiquitous
marketing jargon by evoking what they experience as the reality of Hawai’i, from city life
and the mundane to hidden beauty and backstreet trouble. If a Local writer speaks of
paradise, he usually does so in either an ironic or a spiteful fashion. Much more common
is the depiction of a contested space: islands, beaches, valleys, and other specific places
are imaginatively (re)claimed. On a different level, place is envisioned as home, as the
ground in which Local identity is rooted. The close connection of place and community
(or place and family, as in ‘ohana), expressed in many of the analyzed texts is
exemplified by the founding narrative of Bamboo Ridge:
The press itself was named after a fishing spot on the east coast of O’ahu where
Local fishermen fish the slide-bait way, a Local invention. Fishermen cast their
lines out, and when their leads get caught on coral heads, they slide a baited hook
down the line. […]As more and more fishermen were initiated into the secret of
that particular fishing spot, the once secluded site became surrounded by a ridge
of bamboo fishing poles, suggesting both the formation of a sizable community
and the threat the community poses to the secrets necessary to good fishing. But
the generative myth behind Bamboo Ridge suggests that the community formed is
more important than the actual fish caught. Instead, the trope of Bamboo Ridge
further unifies the Local community against the commercial fishing boats
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representative of ‘progress’ and ‘development’ that threaten Local fishing, eroding
a Local past.539
The title of Sumida’s study And the View from the Shore stresses the need for a Hawai’icentered perspective as much as Hall’s earlier admonition to “turn and face the mountains
of Manoa.” With “Da Mainland to Me,” Joe Balaz has written a poem that reiterates this
perspective:
Wat you mean continent
brah?!
Da mainland is da
mainland,
dats where you goin, eh?!
Eh, like I told you,
dats da continent –
Hawai’i
is da mainland to me.540
As the term ‘Local’ indicates, a strong sense of place is central to the formation of a Local
identity. Charlene Gima states:
Certainly one major commonality that people in Hawai’i share – perhaps more so
than on the continent – is locality, a definite geographical community. That is to
say, people in Hawai’i all live on these islands, this volcanic chain that is
separated from other lands (and thereby other communities) by thousands of miles
of ocean.541
The surrounding ocean is another creatively appropriated space, alternately cast as border
and refuge, antagonist and cradle, sacred and threatening, healing and challenging.
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We try to scrub away
the mud from the taro patch,
but the mud’s embedded in our pores
and fingerprints.
Jennifer Lighty – “The Land of Curving Water”542

5.4.1 Reclaiming Hawaiian Space
Talking about her poetry, part-Hawaiian writer Puanani Burgess charts the course native
writing and thinking has to take in order to reclaim place through language: Instead of
stopping at “the crying of what went wrong, […] the recognition of the facts of our
history and our oppression,”
[…] you must remember that this is Hawaiian land. This is not America. That is
an artificial distinction. It doesn’t make any sense. We are not part of that
continent. We are really not part of that history. […] what we have to do is find
the symbols that stand for us, the kalo, the wai, the ‘aina, […] symbols which
work for this place which is not America, for this time for these people who live
here.543
Starting from such a native viewpoint, Burgess makes a point of including “all the
different people who come and call Hawai’i their home.”
In 1985, part-Hawaiian poet Dana Naone Hall edited a collection of poetry, short
fiction, and essays entitled Malama: Hawaiian Land and Water (malama = light,
ma’lama = to take care). She assembled texts that focused on place, asserting that “all the
work reflects in some way a distinctly Hawaiian relationship to the life of the place” (7),
even if the writers did not all have Hawaiian blood. Reflecting the variety of such
relationships, the selection ranges from chants and their translations to petitions and the
retelling of indigenous myths. A genuine belief in the sacredness of the land (and the sea)
as well as an insistence on the ‘proper,’ the ‘original’ names and functions of specific
places permeate the texts. They evoke Local mana, because, in Haunani-Kay Trask’s
words: “culture and place / together / made of us / what we are” (141). However, this
542
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identity-forging quality of place is undermined by the mushrooming of American
‘culture.’
how we spose
feel Hawaiian anymoa
barefoot buying smokes
in da seven
eleven stoa…?544
Still, some places in the Islands are irrevocably layered with indigenous history and
significance. Sites of ancient burials or heiau contain strong mana. Craig Howes’s short
story “The Resurrection Man” relates how such places might communicate with the
people who are of this land.545 The part-Hawaiian protagonist is introduced in a curious
in-between position: Working construction, he is forced to witness the removal of a
native family that protests the desecration of a roadwork site. “Standing to one side, not
with the crew, not with the ohana, Isaiah watched everyone climb into the vans” (50).
When bones and graves are discovered, an archeologist employs the frightened man to
help unearth an ancient burial site: “And with each day, Isaiah felt more strongly that it
was his past, and not the archeologists’, that was being uncovered” (55-6). He also begins
to understand that native places have been bulldozed over and reconfigured by foreign
inscriptions. Crying at the reburial of the bones, he registers that “the minister said the
bodies were ‘asleep in Christ,’ and he spoke about shepherds and pastures, although the
church stood on a rocky slope looking out on the bay so far below” (56). While this part
of the story takes place in Kona, on the West coast of the Big Island, the following
episodes are headed “East Maui,” “Leeward Oahu,” “Hawaii Nei,” and “Kona, toward
Kohala:” The papers are full of the feats of “The Undertaker,” who in this “summer of
dead bodies” (58) obstructs development everywhere by burying skulls and bones in the
ground. While the police and the archeologist are looking for Isaiah, he has retreated to
the old ‘city of refuge,’ Pu’uhonua (today a national park and one of the Big Island’s
premier attractions), where he wants to spend the remainder of his life, together with a
hundred buried bodies: “All would now silently resist, turning their faces to the light
when the pursuers broke through, climbing in pieces onto the dozer blade, making each
544
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turn of the caterpillar track wrench a spirit out of the soil, demanding more time, laying
true claim to this, their place” (61). In this haunting story, the place and its original
inhabitants have claimed a person who had not known his place in an environment and a
culture that is layered and refracted with incongruities. Stories like this reflect the
corresponding actual need to unearth what is buried under foreign impositions and
colonialist inscriptions, to recover the original and historical meanings of native spaces.
At the same time, indigenous conceptions of the sacredness of certain places, and the
illegitimacy of their development by non-native interest groups, are negotiated.
In his 1996 dissertation on the “rhetorical production of Hawai’i,” Houston Wood
refutes charges recurrently leveled at native Hawaiians (and other indigenous people) of
the modern “construction of culture,” or the “invention of tradition:”
I accept the notion that remnants from pre-contact days can still be found in
Hawai’i today even though Homi Bhabha and some other influential EuroAmerican critics argue that contemporary indigenous cultures are so thoroughly
hybridized that all appeals to pre-contact values should be viewed as romanticized
fantasies.546
Wood identifies a Hawaiian “polyrhetoric” as the generator of alternative epistemologies.
Quoting from Kanahele’s Ku Kanaka, he defines this rhetoric as an intellectual freedom
that “seems to be very much part of the logic of polytheism.”547 Invoking Deleuze and
Guattari, he goes on to argue that such a rhizomatic polyrhetoric is indigenous to Hawai’i:
In Hawaiian cosmology, the indigenous people were born of the same mythical parents as
the kalo, or taro plant.
Kalo, of course, is a rhizome, and, like other rhizomes, grows without producing
seeds by sending out shoots and roots, often under or across the surface of the
ground. Cultivation of kalo offers continual reminders of the connectedness of
present plants to earlier plants, and of those earlier plants to the first kalo plant,
elder brother to the Hawaiian people themselves. […] To be a member of an
‘ohana is then to be a node on the open-ended rhizomatic growth that both gives
birth to and feeds each person.548
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As mentioned before, although the term ‘ohana has been used to describe elected families
or community groups in recent decades, this is a corruption of the concept of a natural
phenomenon of common ancestry.
Those innocent days when we were a group of young idealists who inspired and nurtured a renaissance.
Rodney Morales – When the Shark Bites549

5.4.2 Kaho’olawe
One of the germs of the Hawaiian grassroots movement for native rights and cultural
revival and revaluation was the Kaho’olawe issue. The island had been used as a navy
target island since 1941, declared barren and guarded against trespassing. In 1977, after
several native initiatives to stop the bombing of the fertile, ‘sacred’ and archeologically
valuable island, two activists trying to land on Kaho’olawe were lost at sea, their corpses
never to be found. George Helm and Kimo Mitchell have become Local heroes, alive in
spirit to those struggling for native Hawaiian rights and dignity. They both came from
rural settings where they could absorb values that nurtured a Hawaiian consciousness.
Helm was well educated, well traveled, and a successful Hawaiian Airlines ambassador,
but returned to his community as a musician, winding up fighting for land rights and
beach and mountain access on Moloka’i. He viewed Kaho’olawe as “the symbol of the
many wrongs afflicting Hawaiians as well as the catalyst for solving them.”550
He re-employed the royalist counter-revolutionaries’ 1893 password aloha’aina,
which means ‘taking care of the land because it takes care of you,’ and which has since
become an everyday expression for the traditional Hawaiian reciprocal relationship with
the environment. Generally, Helm employed traditional religion and culture in his
preservation efforts, searching for links to the past by connecting to elders who were still
fluent in the Hawaiian language, demanding archeological research along with cleansing
ceremonies to be conducted on Kaho’olawe. He even went to Washington D.C. to speak
to President Jimmy Carter, only to be stood up by bureaucracy and total ignorance on
549
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matters Hawaiian. “We are native Americans too. What must we do to hear from you?”551
At the same time, he was said to be gathering evidence of high-level political corruption
in connection with the sugar industry, but the fatal last landing on Kaho’olawe
intervened.
In his biographical elegy/eulogy for Helm, Rodney Morales views death at sea as
fitting, relating a dream Helm once had, “being in the ocean as if I was a part of it, like I
belonged to the water […] to return to my mother’s womb – warm, secured, fearless, and
contented.”552 In Morales’ tribute collection of songs, poetry, and essays, the making of a
Local hero, a legend in our times, can be traced: to further Helm’s association with
ancient Hawaiian mythology, the traditional name and meaning of Kaho’olawe (translated
as “the taking away by currents”) is invoked: Kohe Malamalama o Kanaloa, “the shining
vagina of Kanaloa,” the sea god’s receptive place of nourishment and resuscitation. The
“native son so true”553 has entered the womb of the sea in order to be born again. Two
weeks after his death, Hawaiians gathered throughout the islands to celebrate his 27th
birthday. By the time of the tribute collection, 1984, an agreement had been signed with
the U.S. navy about access, erosion control, ordnance removal, and the protection of
archeological sites. Several heiau and numerous petroglyphs had been found on the
island, and the Protect Kaho’olawe Ohana (PKO) was currently occupied with
revegetation, symbolic settlement and the conduction of religious ceremonies. As Noa
Emmett Aluli, founding member of the PKO, rightly stated, “the lives of George and
Kimo have inspired many to advocate greater self-determination for Hawaiians through
access and use rights of alienated lands on every island.”554 More fundamentally, the
mysterious deaths have functioned as a wake-up call for people with Hawaiian blood,
helping to create a defiant pride in being Hawaiian, and entailing many personal journeys
of ethnic rediscovery.555
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Kaho’olawe is important as a signal, a symbol, and a token today, and its
significance is captured in contemporary fiction and poetry, such as Morales’ own short
story “Daybreak over Haleakala/Heartbreak Memories (A Two-Sided Hit).”556 In it, three
part-Hawaiian university students join in an “access trip,” working
either on the traditional hale – a planned meeting house; the hula mound – to be
used for traditional dancing and other cultural ceremonies; and the garden of
indigenous plants. These were all symbols of the Protect Kahoolawe Ohana’s
efforts to make valid their claim of a Hawaiian resettlement of the island (93).
Activist Kaeo has told the others: “Da t’ing about the island, boy, is dat nobody comes
back da same” (89). The young men are indeed changed by their visit to the target island.
While it unsettles Bud to the point of “flipping out,” the narrator is struck by its
unexpected beauty:
I loved it immediately. Charcoal-grey sands sparkled even in daylight. I was
intrigued by the sparse kiawe, the smooth stones, the claylike, crumbling rock.
The solitude. […] Everyone seemed taken by the view, a lei of islands and
mountains – Lanai, Molokai, West Maui Mountains, Haleakala – that seemed to
surround the target island. Like they did, I’m sure, I experienced moments of
cutting serenity (93/95).
He had thought of his friend as haole, but Kaeo relates how observing the desecration of
Kaho’olawe had stirred Bud’s Hawaiian side awake:
…said he figured da only way he was goin’ get anywhere was by being full on
haole…an’ das true, right? […] Da problem is, kinda hard fo’ fo’get t’ings like
eating guava and lilikoi off da tree, picking limu wit grampa, goin’ net fishing,
eating poi wit da fingah – […] an’ all dat. Hard fo’ get into all da competition shit
(97. Lilikoi is the Hawaiian word for passion fruit, and limu are algae).
Months later, when seeing the university dropout who has moved to Maui and turned to
activism again, the narrator muses:
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A far cry from Kahoolawe, an experience I still struggled to convey on paper. Bud
probably didn’t realize how loud he was singing. Or didn’t care. ‘I’m a COOL
ROCKING DADDY in the US of A–.’ And he was. Unhindered, unaffected,
unassuming… strange. If America can produce guys like this, I thought, it can’t
be all bad. Kaeo, Bud, and I – and countless others, I guess – always found
ourselves wondering where being Hawaiian started and being American left off
and how the two blended and why they mixed like water and oil sometimes.557
It is obvious that Morales knows first-hand about the impression a visit to Kaho’olawe
can make. One can assume some of his characters’ irony to be the author’s when he
writes about the United States Navy “bombing it for target practice (in case, Kaeo would
say, the United States ever got attacked by an island)” (87).
In November 2003, the Navy turned Kaho’olawe over to the State of Hawai’i;
plans for “trails, campsites and cultural education centers for visitors” are under way.
However, “a sizeable portion of the island will remain burdened by unexploded
ordnance.”558
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There was like one endless supply of fish in da stream. It was like da mountain – she take care us,
eh? Like when you hot and da wind come down fo’ cool you off and da bamboo make music, it’s like da
mountain, she whispering, ‘Take care me, and I take care you.’ I nevah hear um exactly like dat at da time,
but now dat I think of dat, dat must be what she saying.
Alan Aoki – “One Fish Story”559

5.4.3 “Local Sensibilities”
So far, I have been pursuing Hawaiian identity through its literary manifestations as
mirrored by history, ethnicity, language, and indigeneity. While most writers and texts
incorporate more than one of those aspects, there are some especially dense and pointed
pieces that capture what it means to claim a Local – if non-native – identity, rooted in
place. Wing Tek Lum’s poem “Local Sensibilities” is a vital example, one where
ethnicity and history are mentioned as marking the Local, but place is what provides
stability. Juxtaposing ‘American’ associations with his own, he asserts difference, and
demands a specific recognition instead of the simplification of cliché:
When I read the term “Jap,”
the image of a kamikaze pilot now turned to Sony exports
is not what I see;
mainly it is the Sand Island roundup and those old men
who still wince long after the 442nd has marched back.
When I think of Hawaii,
I do not fancy myself lolling under palm trees,
a backdrop of verdant cliffs, caressed by a balmy breeze;
instead I give thanks for classmates and our family graves,
this unique universe that we have called our home.560
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As Gayle Sato argues in her Amerasia essay on Lum and his colleagues Darrell Lum and
Eric Chock, all three “engage the central themes of Chinese American history articulated
by ‘main’land writers, but their perspectives are shaped by Island influences.”561 In Wing
Tek Lum’s case, she points to his “sense of generational continuity” as expressed in
references to family graves, “the sum total of our ancestors / who died in this place we
call home.”562 The frequent image of the grave, usually associated with death and sadness,
is used by Lum to signify rootedness and connection, “a positive awareness that his life is
embedded in the history and land of Hawai’i.”563 When Lum evokes specific places, as in
“A Moon Festival Picnic at Kahala Beach Park,” the local detail seems scant. However,
“to argue that this experience could happen anywhere is to miss Lum’s real attachment to
Hawaii, expressed with almost anxious understatement, as if to avoid all possibility of
exoticism.”564 Again, the reference to place functions as a trigger of feeling continuity and
gratefulness for family and community.
In Eric Chock’s poetry, references to family and ancestral graves function in a
similar way. However, his poems contain the additional element of contemplative
spirituality, resulting in a point of view that accepts change and is able to convey the flow
of time. Sato invokes Thoreau, Whitman, and Frost to highlight Chock’s Localized
“wisdom […] absorbed from nature.” Thus, she links Chock’s “sensory meditation”
triggered by the highway encounter with a wild pig in “Pua’a: Nu’uanu” to Whitman’s
veneration of nature, wildlife, and sexual energy as well as to Thoreau’s perception of the
universal in the particular, the local, focusing however on the differences to these ‘great
white men.’ The poem title corroborates Chock’s commitment to place: Nu’uanu
signifies a verdant valley on Oahu as well as the adjacent part of the Ko’olau mountain
range. Nu’uanu Avenue leads from downtown Honolulu toward the island’s windward
side, away from the city into nature. Pua’a, the Hawaiian word for pig, imbues the animal
with a mythic, place-derived power. It is fishing, along with swimming and diving,
however, that provides Chock with an almost all-purpose metaphor for his meditations on
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Hawai’i as home. The collection’s title poem, “Last Days Here,” for example, renders the
acceptance of impending death in the figure of an old fisherman who walks home without
having caught anything, his hands “content / with memories of fish in them.”565 Such
mementi mori also trigger the need to belong, to continue, to view hollowed traditions
with new respect: Several poems explore how much ‘Chineseness’ is left, needs to be
held on to, constitutes the third or fourth generation in Hawai’i, which for them has
always already been an American state. “Manoa Cemetery (for Moi Lum Chock, 1975)”
is such a questioning, triggered by the yearly ritual of paying respect to the dead family
members, in this case the poet’s grandmother:
I am late as usual […]
but as we all take our turns
to bow and pray before your grave,
I begin to wonder who you are. […]
So what is it gains a place
among these laborers, merchants, tailors? […]
I should have my ashes scattered
from an airplane (58-60).
The vivid recollection of a Chinese New Year celebration also belongs in this category:
“Chinese Fireworks Banned in Hawaii (for Uncle Wongie, 1987)” wistfully registers
“This is the family picture / that never gets taken,” and has the poet’s wife stuffing
her styrofoam tea cup
full of red paper from the ground.
This is going to be history, she says.
Let’s take some home (66-7).
Ironically, it is the ‘outsider,’ the French-Canadian wife, who becomes the keeper of
tradition here.
Chock congenially expresses universal as well as specific concerns in an assuredly
Local way. One can also glean from his poems that he is aware of the necessity to prove
one’s right to belong, reciting one’s genealogy in order to be able to feel “Home Free.”
The poem of the same title is another instance of the realization that Hawai’i is a special
place, one that is endangered by overuse, carelessness, and disassociation from the land:
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Remembering his former failure to understand his father’s gardening (=preservation)
efforts, the speaker has come to appreciate his forebear’s “sense of green:” “I just want to
be able / to cup my hands in a clear stream” (75). If such thoughts remind readers of the
native Hawaiian concept of aloha’aina, this is not coincidental: being Local includes an
awareness of native culture, values, and spirituality. Thus, in his “Poem for George Helm:
Aloha Week 1980” the poet could perform a lucid examination of how the concept of
aloha has been exploited:
I believed when they said there are ways
in this modern technological world Oahu alone
could hold a million people
And we would become the Great Crossroads of the Pacific
if we used our native aloha spirit
our friendly wahines and our ancient hulas
They showed us our enormous potential
and we learned to love it
like a man who loves some thing in gold or silver
But these islands are made of lava and trees and sand (52).
In this poem, the use of the first person plural pronoun casts the poet as a native, and later
references to the ‘Great Mahele’ (“when they divided up / the home-land of a living
people”) and modern land and water access struggles (“we would still be able / to go up
the mountains, out to the country beaches”) reinforce this positioning. A few lines later,
though, the same “we” becomes the immigrants, searching for a personal paradise, lured
by the American dream:
the islands which remind us we’ve all travelled a long way to get here
We all wanted a garden of our own in the world
We believed we’d all have peace
(and a piece of the aloha and of the state if we worked for it)
We’re all pursuing the same dream!
Conflicting interests are merged by inclusive pronoun use. Finally, George Helm’s ‘aloha
spirit’ is invoked as an imperative for the present population of Hawai’i:
George Helm stroking towards a familiar beach
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which he respected and belonged to by birth
for which he felt something no word can express
except for that word which is hard to say
unless we all live it! (53-4).
The emphatic call upon the dead local hero demands harmony and cooperation but keeps
quiet about the socioeconomic inequities which lead natives to disassociate themselves
from immigrant groups. Chock’s poetry handles discursive strategies so as to fuse
genealogy and place, to create a home ground, and formulate a spiritual love for Hawai’i,
echoing aloha’aina. Two poems that can be read together serve to reiterate his strategy:
The childhood memory “In a Lullaby” describes a mother ‘making a home’ for the future
poet, “both in the social sense and as the source of being and language”566 (“the Japanese
grass / she grows like a futon for me / to stretch my body across,” “She comes and stands
next to me / at the kitchen window, / and in that moment I learn to see”). In “And More,”
a poem taken from the last section, Chock gives thanks for generational continuity,
recounting how his parents had met, recalling the growing family, inferring his own
children, and positing himself in the center of this discursive space:
And then there’s still the one writing
all this down, trying to hold some kind
of mirror back to those eyes,
reflecting sweeter dreams than just
red dirt, even in Hawaii,
can grow.567
Misgivings about ‘settler arrogance’ notwithstanding, one has to grant that the specifics
of place supply the poet with fertile ground for meditations on life, manifestations of
love, and a strong sense of belonging.
Besides such individualized expressions of home, there are collective connections
to place that deepen with the accumulation of generations. A historian and folklorist with
an equal sense of humor and mystery, the late Glen Grant was devoted to unearthing and
investigating the sinister and uncanny layers of Local history. Combining a genuine
interest in the supernatural with a gift for storytelling and a scholarly training in research,
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Grant published such ‘factional’ collections as Obake: Ghost Stories in Hawai’i, or
McDougal’s Honolulu Mysteries: Case Studies from the Life of a Honolulu Detective,
besides more strictly historiographic works about the Hawaiian Islands. Obake is a
Japanese word denoting a frightening creature: “Blending Polynesian, Asian, American
and European traditions, the obake of modern Hawai’i embody a fascinating collection of
supernatural belief and lore that is much alive.”568 Posing as a faithful chronicler, Grant
liked to flirt with understatement: “Recognizing early in my writing and storytelling
career that I really have no imagination, I soon depended upon simply retelling as matteras-factly as possible the incredible occurrences which others had experienced.”569 His
casual “mystery reporter” style is loaded with cliché expressions, playing on the
conventions of film noir, tall tale, documentary, and horror story. While highly enjoyable,
such writings again run the risk of being accused of ‘settler arrogance’ in a contested
space such as Hawai’i (especially considering Grant’s affinity with the Local Japanese
community, one of the dominant groups). An exemplary statement is the notion that
“Hawaiian spirits are tolerant, and there is room in the Islands for the supernatural
traditions of later immigrants.”570 Consciously or inadvertently, Grant’s writings
nonchalantly display the power of language in claiming place: “Either through oral
transmission or simple fairy tales, the Japanese monster seems to have found a new home
in the Hawaiian Islands. […] But, whatever their origins, our multiethnic community
continues to be tantalized and excited by their continued presence.”571
After having started his teaching career in the 1970s “with a bizarre taste for the
theatrical, donning costumes and make-up so as to present the past through the living
words of historical figures,”572 the ingenious folklorist went on to create and guide such
‘edutainment’ projects as the “Honolulu Time Walks,” the “Ghosts of Old Honolulu
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Walking Tour,” or the “Ghosthunters Bus Tour.”573 Consolidating his interests in 2000,
Grant opened “The Haunt: Honolulu’s First and Only Mystery Bookstore,” which was at
the same time a coffee shop, a venue for tarot readings, movie dinners, “small music
events, drama readings, magic shows, and the occasional book signing.”574 Drawing a
faithful group of multiethnic regulars, passers-by, and the participants of Grant’s tours,
The Haunt shows how idiosyncratic and varied the attachment to this multicultural and
polyvocal place can turn out: A live broadcast of his Chicken Skin Radio Show from the
bookstore featured a Poe reading complete with the audience’s sound effects, a Pidgin
rendering of Local ghost stories by bradajo, and, with Grant admitting to his own ‘Celtic’
roots, a performance by a bagpipe player from ‘Celtic Bags and Pipes Hawai’i.’ Grant had
many more ideas, having just outfitted a lavish séance room on the second floor of The
Haunt when he became ill. He passed away in 2003.
Often, however, it is being away from Hawai’i that makes people realize that they
cannot help but belong there. Local migrants tend to realize how the place they grew up
in has infused them. In her 1995 novel A Little Too Much Is Enough Kathleen Tyau
evokes her Chinese-Hawaiian Local background by assigning a chapter each to the
making of a Local dish. The foods signify the islands’ multiethnicity. A young girl is
initiated to the secrets of cooking by various members of her ‘ohana, each recipe being
interspersed with advice or family history. Thus, the kaleidoscope of dishes makes up a
coming-of-age potluck for the protagonist, culminating in her mother’s farewell words
when she leaves for the mainland for her college education:
When I was in San Francisco, all I could think about was Hawai’i. Now that I am
here, I cannot forget San Francisco. I have to remind myself that I have not lost it.
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It is still here, just like Hawai’i will still be here when you are in Oregon.
Whatever is lost, you will remember. You will always hold it in your heart.575
While Tyau’s outlook here is optimistic about the portability of home, someone who
leaves the islands permanently may be seized by loss and wistfulness.
A Local playwright residing in California since 1966, Edward Sakamoto has
written several plays that focus on “a Hawai’i resident’s choice to relocate to the
mainland and the issue of whether it is possible for the transplanted person ever to
reclaim home.”576 While his early play In the Alley had ostensibly been about racial
conflict, its extended later form, A’ala Park, deals as much with displacement and with
the island/mainland dichotomy as do Stew Rice and Aloha Las Vegas. The mainland may
beckon with freedom and career opportunities, but it is “also a place of greater
competition, and of racial and ethnic discrimination where Asian Americans are a
minority and face a potential loss of roots and local identity in the larger melting pot” (5).
Thus, the protagonist of A’ala Park who doubts whether it was right to stay in Hawai’i is
told: “Was junk ova dere. Dose days was hard fo’ guys like us. If you not white, you hard
luck…. But I still think Hawaii betta fo’ people like us. We all stick togedda, no pilikia.
Up dere, you going be all alone” (10. Pilikia is Hawaiian for trouble). The strong Pidgin
serves to underline this assessment of the mainland, where Locals may become
unintelligible unless they speak Standard English, “a symbol both of assimilation for
mainland expatriates and of the cultural colonization of Hawai’i” (12). Sakamoto knows
displacement first-hand and has said that he wants to come back, but to a Hawai’i “as it
used to be, not as it is” (6). In Stew Rice, three old friends are reunited, and the advocate
of leaving, who has been living in California as a movie critic, concludes: “It’s a trap, a
nostalgic trap. Let’s face it. We both belong on the Mainland now. Hawai’i is Paradise
Lost” (121). The writer explores the meaning of home and its loss, providing no solution
to his own questioning.
In the very different style of a jumbled stream-of-consciousness account, Carolyn
Lei-Lanilau ponders what it is like to be coming back from an Oakland life to Hawai’i in
her 1997 novel Ono Ono Girl’s Hula:
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I find myself here, the other zone, the notquite, the fiftieth state but not really,
international but American: it’s vacation to most people but it’s home – that is
HOME, hOme, home – for the rest of us, the plantation and cannery workers; the
maka’ainana, siblings and descendants of the slop man, lei ladies, missionaries
now not so well respected but still feared; still the best to all who left for better or
worst.577
Besides relating the inevitable memories, the relatives one has to visit, the languages that
mix and contend, the shock of Hawaiian weather – “am I kidding myself to imagine that I
could return home to think and work in this weather? I could faint in this weather. I could
sleep in this weather” (53), “It is so darn hot soo Hot so so hohTT” (57) – Lei-Lanilau
suffuses her narrative with specific references to the area she is exploring on her search
for home. One can retrace her steps through Mo’ili’ili streets, following her thoughts:
On the way to Varsity Theater, I passed my childhood. […] Now that those bushes
have been replaced with a chain-link fence, you realize that dreams and symbols
change but you can’t get too deep into this kind of thing in Hawaii, not in this
heat, not when the overt manifestations appear like tradition – especially the First
Day (54).
Even after years on the mainland, one day in Hawai’i makes it clear that this is the place
that has shaped Ono Ono Girl’s identity. Her account also neatly presents the
interconnectedness of the formative factors, namely her personal history as influenced by
the multiethnic community that shared the place she is from. In her struggle to express
her self, the narrator reveals how especially a writer quests for her home in language, or,
in the case of the Local writer, in many languages:
This is something beyond English which cannot Truly be understood in English.
[…]Ono Girl’s Song poorly, poorly translates into English. With the exception of
Hawaiian, her natural body, other languages are not sufficient (52), my mother
was yakking to somebody on the telephone. That was the perfect opportunity for
me and Mrs. Zane to speak both Hakka and guo yu. As I switched, she followed.
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Mrs. Zane can speak several dialects of Hakka as well as many dialects of
Mandarin. As we were talking stories, I asked Mrs. Zane if she could understand
me when I spoke Hakka to her (54), Granpa married tutu and they were happy: he
never wanted no mo China. He learned to speak Hawaiian, ‘olelo o Hawai’i and
he never spoke Loong Doo again (57), Teasing, we slice each other’s breath with
kung fu daggers, flips, trips, and poetry. […] Your English must be taut and
somewhere in the realm of the obnoxious but your Hakka can be Rude,
ssssSexual, sec-ular, conTemptuous, Vain, VULgar, hiStoric, INdulgent (58).
The linguistic mosaic becomes a tapestry woven around and through her life, like a quilt
or tapa mat, a Local fabric embodying home.
Just like language, the past can also become a place that spells home. In her short
story collection Talking to the Dead, Sylvia Watanabe has gracefully combined the need
to salvage the past with a storyteller’s sensitivity for the appropriate way of presenting it:
I first began writing because I wanted to record a way of life which I loved and
which seemed in danger of dying away […] I wanted to save my parents’ and
grandparents’ stories. While this nostalgic impulse continues to color my work, I
have begun to relize that tradition is not the static thing I once imagined and that
the act of writing re-creates even as it records.578
Her tragicomic short stories portray a family and its surrounding community in Luhi
village, Maui. Alternating between gossip and silence, between references to WWII and
the Vietnam War and flashes of magic realism, the pieces add up to an evocation of a
place anchored in the past, alive in narratives that are layered beneath the surface of many
contemporary neighborhoods in Hawai’i. In the first story, “Anchorage,” the young
narrator is torn between the opportunity to go to college in Alaska and the desire to
remain, wanting to be the anchor that moors her family. Place and community can be
apprehended as an uncanny patchwork, but also as an orderly whole, symbolized by the
huge quilt her grandmother has been making out of the neighborhood’s stolen laundry:
From where I stood, perhaps fifteen feet away, it seemed to contain every color in
the world. I moved closer, and the colors began to cohere into squares, the squares
into scenes – each scene depicting places and people in the life of the village.
There were the sugar fields sloping down to the water. […] I looked closer. There
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was something familiar about the fabrics from which the pieces of appliqué had
been cut (14-5).
The writer now proceeds to spread out the pieces, the ‘dirty laundry’ of the villagers,
inviting the reader to step closer and see the beauty of the resulting fabric. The stories’
central idea is the double need to cling and to let go, accept changes and not let them
defeat you. In “The Bishop’s Wife,” Aki has lost a lover to the sea, feeling that “the world
he’d loved had narrowed around her, drawing closer and closer until it covered her over,
like the sea” (100-1). Now she wants her daughter to leave for Honolulu, go to college,
and thus get rid of this place of her memories. Looking at her daughter in the mirror,
she could see the repeating shapes of time frozen in the reflection there. Her wide
brow and stubborn mouth in Missy’s dreaming face; her own face so much like
her mother’s photograph on the Buddhist altar next to the window. And outside
the window, the slow life of the village – the hills and sea holding all the visible
world like a single, perfectly contained thought (97).
There is beauty as well as danger in such a condensed outlook. Luckily, Missy is and at
the same time is not like her mother. Shattering the mirror, she announces that she will
stay, explaining “You can want a place with your whole skin, the way you can want a
person. It can fill your thoughts, without your even knowing” (103). Missy takes charge
of her life, leaving Aki to clean up her own mess: “The fragments, clinking against the
metal dustpan, reflected back the walls of the room, trapped sky from the window, a
dozen tiny images of herself” (ibid.).
To some of Watanabe’s characters, however, the past is the place they return to
for strength and relief. “Cousin Min,” the mainland-returned former revue tap dancer is
clearly out of place as well as out of time in the no-nonsense village. When she has hurt
herself badly after trying to put on a tap show, the doctor “said she would probably never
dance again” (91). Her nieces however, who pass by her house one evening, are witness
to Min’s dance on the roof and beyond:
Then, right before our eyes, Min lifts her arms – a gesture from dreams of flight –
and steps out onto the air. I wait for the plummet, the terrible thud, but it doesn’t
happen. The air holds her. She dances out above a huge plumeria tree, its white
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flowers glowing like stars in the gathering dusk. Then, she turns and lights upon
the roof again (93-4).
While Watanabe’s young characters are left to figure out their own meanings, the older
ones can find strength in their experiences and in their mana. Thus, though the
significance of “Aunty Talking to the Dead, the half-Hawaiian kahuna lady,” is replaced
by her son’s “Paradise Mortuary” business, the old woman can rely on the things she has
learned: “Then she began to sing – quietly, at first, but very sure. She sang the naming
chants and the healing chants. She sang the stones, and trees, and stars back into their
rightful places. Louder and louder she sang, making whole what had been broken” (112).
Also, the retired Buddhist priest in “The Prayer Lady” has to be reminded of the
connection of his life with place and people, his merits: “Sensei had built the temple with
the labor of his hands […] His faith had become strong. And long after he’d finished with
the mortising, shingling, and painting, the structure had continued to shape what he’d
become. Through its doors he’d entered the life of the community” (124). Building the
Luhi temple, he has helped build the community. His frailty recedes as he is strengthened
by this realization.
Community. A place you can identify with, a place you can feel a part of. A place where you can raise kids
who can grow up knowing their neighbors.
Rodney Morales – When the Shark Bites579

5.4.4 Community
Frequently in Local literature, one comes across similar descriptions of community,
rooted in small villages, neighborhoods, streets, or lanes. The setup is multiethnic,
working class, and suffocating and nourishing at the same time. Luhi village in Talking to
the Dead is such a community, or Mamo Street in Lois-Ann Yamanaka’s Heads by
Harry.580 In most cases, its significance for the characters is implied, gathered from the
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narrative. In Song of the Exile however, Davenport celebrates the community that means
home to the point of excess:
In that moment it seemed the moon fired a million silver drops into prismatic
lights that showered her, showered this narrow lane foaming with human rhythms.
A lane so narrow that, when someone sliced a Maui onion, across the road
someone cried. It seemed suddenly a mythic place, known only to a favored few, a
tiny kingdom whose people were given to dreaming, fabulating, where white
trumpet flowers hung like choruses of upside-down angels blowing jasmine and
ginger across their lives. Folks drifted in and out of yards, recalling ancient tribes
going forth to borrow fire. […] Until Pearl Harbor, until she saw their world in
flames, Malia had never understood that this narrow lane, so precious and
ephemeral, could disappear in a minute. Now she saw how each night was a
homecoming, like touching the roots of feeling. Here at dusk, folks stepped from
the working world into a kind of genesis. They who had seldom heard of unions,
Sundays off, or equal wages, put down lunch pails, took off slippers and shoes,
and stretched bare feet against soil that was regenerative and giving. Something
existed here so primordial, all that was human in Malia now responded (177-8).
From a native Hawaiian point of view, it is self-evident that the place is mythic, giving,
and primordial: Any place in the islands is built upon native space, layering the ‘aina
with inscriptions, roots vying for room. A society built upon the seizing of land and upon
its cultivation by segregated groups of many races naturally reacts by imagining spaces
that harbor functioning communities.
In Gary Pak’s 1992 magical realist short story collection The Watcher of
Waipuna, such ambiguous tales of place and belonging are negotiated. Pak’s stories are
influenced by legends and tall tales, incorporating history and mythology, mental
aberrations and spiritual manifestations. Another common factor is their focus on Local
communities and their precarious relationship to the space they inhabit. In her project on
competing nationalisms in Hawai’i, Candace Fujikane has analyzed the collection’s
initial story “The Valley of Dead Air” as an expression of the anxieties involved in a
Local cultural nationalist claiming of Hawai’i as homeland. For Fujikane, the story has to
be read against a socio-political background:
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While Native Hawaiian nationalists demand a return of Native Hawaiian Public
Lands Trusts – 1.4 million acres of Ceded Trust Lands and 190,000 acres of
Hawaiian Homes Trust Lands – half of all land in Hawai’i that was seized during
the illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy in 1893 and is currently leased by
the U.S. military and private corporations, Local cultural nationalists lay a claim
to the history of the land that balances on a fine line against claiming
illegitimately acquired land itself.581
She also delineates how Hawaii’s Asians have been and continue to be in a different
position from continental Asian Americans: The first immigrant laborers in Hawai’i came
to an independent kingdom. Claiming an American identity in Hawai’i inevitably
involves having to answer for imperialism, land theft, and ongoing ethnic inequities, for
an American Hawai’i is “predicated upon U.S. imperial intervention.”582 Especially the
story of the Japanese in Hawai’i, from plantation poverty through internment and
honorable military service to immense political and economic success in recent decades,
shows the assertion of identity through claiming the history of the place to be a sensitive
undertaking.
What Fujikane terms the “Local Nation” is a mix of ethnicities, a conglomerate of
heterogeneous groups with diverse histories and agendas. As with any imagined
community, to employ Benedict Anderson’s concept,583 its manifestations are metonymic.
Thus, Gary Pak’s community that lives in the “Valley of Dead Air” is marked as
ethnically indeterminable and hybrid by its character names (e.g. Leimomi Vargas) and by
the ‘generic’ Pidgin they speak.584 The story has the residents of Waiola Valley suffer a
terrible smell emanating from the ground and infesting the very air around them. They
believe that an old native Hawaiian man who just died has cursed the valley. Therefore,
they publicly confess all the wrongs that might have caused him to be mad at them, such
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as their failure to integrate him into the community. A former rival confesses to having
cheated him for the woman they both loved. What emerges only in a private conversation,
though, is more directly related to their home valley: “Somebody tol’ me all dah land in
dis valley used to be [Jacob’s] family’s land, long time ago. Den da Cox family wen come
in and take dah land away from his family.” – “But what that got to do with us? I not
responsible. Dah haole wen do it. Not me.”585 Fujikane identifies the stolen woman as a
metaphor displacing the stolen land, functioning to allay the community’s anxieties with
regard to their precarious foundation on someone else’s property. This displacement
enables the ending in which the smell disappears after the community has feasted on
substitute offerings of food, and has spent a night of unifying sexual encounters. In the
morning, “the warm air married with the cold dampness and thick clouds formed, and
soon, with the shift in the trades, rain began to fall over the silent, peaceful valley” (19).
The image of natural unity closes a “fantasmatic […] narrative of desire,”586 which is,
however, troubled by evocations of the return of the repressed, and of contamination by
association:
the air became stagnant and more foul as if the valley were next to an ancient
cesspool that had suddenly ruptured after centuries of accumulation. The malodor
permeated the wood of the houses, it tainted the fresh clothes hung to dry, and it
entered the pores of everyone, making young and old smell bad even after a good
scrubbing (9).
The newly validated community is built on the bones of a dead man. Identity formation
grounded on contested space is problematic. Claiming the history of a place entails
having to account for the inequities and injustices inscribed in the place. Otherwise one
reproduces imperialist discourse.
In addition, Locals proclaiming Hawai’i their home cannot avoid the indigenous
conception of a reciprocal relationship with the land: The awareness of such a mandate
produces the responsibility to act accordingly if one wants to belong there. Thus the
supposed anger and curse of the dead Hawaiian man have to be read as metonymic for the
retaliation of the land itself. This correlates with what happens in several other stories in
The Watcher of Waipuna: In the title story, a flash flood, myriad frogs, and the caving in
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of an area that was to be cleared for development leave the characters (and the reader)
with the frightening impression that “heavy-handed spirits were enforcing the jurisdiction
over the area” (84), or rather, that the land itself, infused with the bones and the mana of
its indigenous inhabitants, fights back when not treated appropriately. In “An Old
Friend,” the narrator first thinks of the possible profit when a hot spring opens up on his
property. His greed changes into fear because he is aware of living on a volcanic island,
home of Pele, the wrathful Hawaiian Volcano goddess: “I was afraid to look behind,
thinking I’d see Pele. I became afraid that the ground beneath me would suddenly explode
in a cataclysmic force, blowing me up into bits and bits of insignificant dust” (164). If the
ground underneath is threatening, stability and reciprocity have to be established between
people, as community. Thinking of his bonds to friends and to his wife, the Local Chinese
narrator registers the fragility as well as the necessity of such bonds: “She cradled me like
a child; when she felt like being cradled, I did the same for her” (160).
Similarly, the message underlying Pak’s other stories is that only the cohesion of
community and the inclusion of unlikely members will gain everyone their place, their
right to call Hawai’i home. The failure to work together and take responsibility will lead
to the loss of home, figuratively as well as in actuality, as shown in “A Toast to Rosita.”
The adult community ignores the native Hawaiian Rosita’s efforts to mobilize them
against the building of a freeway through their neighborhood, only because they cannot
accept his homosexuality. After Rosita has resigned and killed himself, it is the children
who appreciate that he had thought of their future when he had argued with their parents:
“They live on this street. They one part of the community. Dey going be dah ones to
suffah” (123). Intuitively, they understand the lesson of reciprocity. Convening at his
house to pay respect to the dead, “[a]s a token of our friendship, we lifted a beer from our
father and brought it along; wherever Rosita was, we did not want him to be thirsty”
(126). Just as indigenous conceptions of community, land base, and family are linked by
relationships of reciprocity, so Local alliances need to be. Otherwise, dissolution and
fragmentation, madness and death, sterility and futility are the outcomes that Pak’s stories
predict. “The garden of Jiro Tanaka” is another example of such convictions dressed in a
magical realist form: Faced with old age and the paradoxes of fertility, Jiro retreats into a
dream world in his garden, tending weeds and a strange plant whose fruit induces even
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sweeter dreams, until its seed produces thumb-sized children. The fairy tale quality of this
final story carries the hidden seeds of very real concerns: Though coalitions may solve
many problems (such as halting development and setting historic imbalances right),
change itself is inevitable, stability and security are but an illusion. As Jiro well knows,
“nowdays, not like befo’ […] Not going be dah same” (171-2).
Some Local narratives, however, address none of the sociopolitical problems
elaborated upon, for their writers do not intend to claim Hawai’i in a cultural nationalist
sense. Are such texts Local anyway, or do they position themselves deliberately outside
this discourse of claiming and belonging? An example of a self-reflective take on
Hawaiian place and on change is John Heckathorn’s “Hanalei,” which was crafted in
1983 as an entry in the first annual Honolulu Magazine fiction contest. Heckathorn, who
by 1993 was to be Honolulu’s editor, remembers how he “dusted off the beginning of a
novel I’d started and abandoned. I stayed up late on hot sticky Kuli’ou’ou nights, swatting
swarming termites and pounding out draft after draft on a Smith-Corona portable.”587 It is
no coincidence that he lets his narrator, a fiction writer, note about a rival, “not only, in
other words, was he almost infuriatingly perfect, but he also wrote stories, good tight little
stories in pidgin, that seemed to capture the life of these Islands in a way I never
could.”588 The main focus of “Hanalei,” besides the urban protagonist’s irony-driven
consciousness, is on place:
You have to consider the setting. This is a story about Hawai’i, although you
might be excused for not noticing that till now. It is a story about Hawai’i because
that’s where I live, in Honolulu, and because that’s where I am at the moment, not
Honolulu, but the long white-sand beach of Hanalei Bay, about 30 feet from the
water. […] Hanalei has to be one of the great places on earth (93).
Although the following description of the place contains only facts, it recalls the excess of
Twain’s evocations of beauty and/or sublimity, if only by juxtaposition: While the latter
boasted when describing Kilauea caldera that he had “been to Vesuvius since,” the
narrator here confesses: “I haven’t been to the Greek Isles, or to the South of France, or to
Sri Lanka where the waves travel 6,000 miles from Antarctica without stop to crash onto
the beach” (93). Immediately, the lyrical elevation of Hanalei is countered by a pessimist
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outlook: “This is all, of course, too good to last. Not only is Kaua’i eroding an
infinitesimal bit at a time, so that in a few million years it too will be a rock on its way to
Siberia, but Hanalei itself doesn’t have that long” (95). Development threatens its quiet
beauty, and the sarcastic fatalism of “Oh well, it will last until Thursday when I have to
fly back to Honolulu” is a mere cover-up for the narrator’s despair: The endangered place
is a stand-in for the relationship with his infant daughter.
Nor does she understand that she is soon to be shuttled 5,000 miles every six
months from one parent to the other. Diane is worried that living in Hawaii will
distort her picture of the world. Diane has a point. What do you tell a child who
has run across the sands at Hanalei that will prepare her for New Jersey? (104).
Thus, the carpe-diem stance and the happiness he displays at such simple things as
dinner, walks on the beach, and watching his two-year-old “Beast” suddenly turned
“cherubic, round and pink, and filled with joyous energy” (103), are not at all out of
proportion. The whole story can be seen as the attempt to get as much out of a mere
‘being there’ as is possible in the face of inevitable change and finality. Hawaiian space
here is neither appropriated nor re-inscribed, rather it is borrowed to illustrate the inner
landscape of the narrator’s feelings. Likewise, the community depicted in “Hanalei” is
coincidental and momentary, friends and lovers, and a daughter soon to be seen only
intermittently. Although they appreciate living in “paradise” (10, 18), they also seem to
take it for granted, and the story contains no hint at the place being endangered by
anything besides development and time itself: “I think we’re all damned. […] You get
inevitably older each day. You watch them bury your parents, your older friends, your
contemporaries. […] And that’s the best that can happen” (92-3).
It is no coincidence that Hanalei is a bay, a place on the verge of the ocean, where
waves can drown the little girl easily, where “love is an octopus ready at any moment to
seize her heart and pull it under” (104). It should come as no surprise that for writers
living on islands, the ocean is a vast and accessible reservoir of metaphors, a space that
can function as setting, plot, and protagonist.
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Slight but definite,
the water quickens.
A fin-tip slashes out of the sea,
veers and vanishes.
Gary Chang – “Tiger: An ‘Aumakua Feeds”589

5.4.5 “Blue Skin” or “Speed of Darkness”: The Ocean as Local Space
As Epeli Hau’ofa stated in his essay “The Ocean in Us,”
The ocean is not merely our omnipresent, empirical reality; equally important, it is
our most wonderful metaphor for just about anything we can think of.
Contemplation of its vastness and majesty, its allurement and fickleness, its
regularities and unpredictability, its shoals and dephts, and its isolating and
linking role in our histories, excites the imagination and kindles a sense of
wonder, curiosity, and hope that could set us on journeys to explore new regions
of creative enterprise that we have not dreamt of before.590
To put it more prosaicly, the mostly part-Hawaiian students in a spring 2002 class on
“Cultural Identity in the Pacific,” in an exercise that aimed at finding commonalities, all
agreed that they were ‘ocean-minded.’591
The back blurb of Graham Salisbury’s coming-of-age novel Blue Skin of the Sea
promises that in it, “the most memorable character is the sea itself: inviting,
unpredictable, deadly.”592 Set in the 1950s and 1960s, the book episodically traces the
growing up of Sonny, who, in the midst of an ‘ohana of fishermen on the Big Island’s
Kona side, is curiously afraid of the ocean. Haunted by the same “dream-memory” over
and over, to him, the “ocean below felt a thousand fathoms deep. I could feel it sucking at
me, reaching up, pulling down, pulling down” (7). Yet Sonny can hardly avoid what
frightens him, for “you could look out and see the horizon, miles and miles away, with
only the clean, blue and turquoise expanse of the ocean between the yard and the end of
the world” (16). From learning to swim and witnessing the shooting of the movie The
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Old Man and the Sea in their home town to first love and intermediate school gangs, the
sea hovers over Sonny’s experiences and floods his dreams. Its grip is intensified when
Salisbury recreates the tsunami that wrecked Hilo in 1960, and describes it through the
boy’s eyes. Looking for his missing father and uncle, he testifies:
Then we saw Mamo Street – now an oozing, muddy pile of rubble […] splintered
buildings, boulders, cars, bent and twisted steel beams, dead fish, telephone poles,
and cane trash. And a sampan as long as Dad’s, red hull to the sky. […] I stood
facing the ocean, the mucky world strangely peaceful. I was looking at the mouth
of the river… The mouth of the river! The fish market was gone! Waiakea Town
was gone! Not damaged, gone – a whole town, flattened and pushed up into the
heel of the river, splintered and shoved inland in pieces (99-102).
But for Sonny, even a calm sea induces anxiety, for “it wasn’t the peaceful place I
thought it would be. It snapped and clicked, eerie staticlike sounds rising from a billion
living things below. […] After years on the water there was still something that made me
fear and doubt the ocean as if its one goal was to pull me down and swallow me” (151).
Only the fear that his missing father could have drowned releases the repressed memories
of falling off the boat as a toddler, being rescued from the chopping propeller at the last
moment. When the father is found, Sonny forces him to speak, of the past, of his feelings,
of what his dead mother was like. And finally, having grown into his life, Sonny is able to
see the ocean in a different way: “A great peace rose from the depths” (215).
Another novel with a Big Island setting is Pamela Ball’s Lava. With a magical
realist’s touch, Ball illustrates the tides of an obsessive love relationship. While the
author takes a Hawaiian legend about a shark god as her leitmotif and anchors her story in
historic events – the aforementioned 1960 tsunami and one of the 1980s’ volcanic
eruptions that destroyed the village of Kalapana – both plot and imagery are governed by
the surrounding sea. On a volcanic island, the liquid fire of lava is as inevitable and as
violent as the water that encircles the inhabitants in various forms: as fishing ground, rain,
mist, and, again, in the form of tidal waves. Hence, protagonist Kinau met her husband
Ivan when they were both fighting for survival in the water.
A horrible sucking noise, a long slurping sound, was everywhere, and I was pulled
out of the car and dragged down the hill towards Hilo Bay. […] I could have
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turned into a criminal and the town would have forgiven me because my mother
was one of the many who’d died in the tsunami and it was said that people who
lived through it were marked by it. There was a watermark on our skin, a different
amount of liquid floating around in our brains, and from that time on we lived in a
world that wasn’t wet or dry, but somewhere inbetween. It just sounded like Hilo,
to me.593
Whatever the reason, the man with the “boat-shaped eyes” and the voice that “was cool
water poured in a cup” (23), is allowed to fill her universe. Thus, when he leaves for the
mainland with a rich tourist woman, “all the waterfalls turned upside down, the water
rushing straight up the cliffs towards the sky” (28).
The Hilo undertaker suggests that it is “the land that matters. […] It’s an anchor.
Otherwise we’d all be floating around” (125), but Kinau’s perception is dominated by
water: “The fields of sugarcane were bending in the early wind, waves of silver rippling
through the cane like the skin of an animal, and the brick-red soil at the sides of the road
was the dark fish color of the freshly gutted ‘ahi” (77. ‘Ahi is Hawaiian for tuna). Just as
the Inuit are said to have over forty different words for snow qualities, the wary islander
is able to describe the ocean’s shifting colors meticulously:
Dark navy with ripples of gold, and then when the clouds blew off, a light
turquoise the color of fog glass, then patches of dark hunter green, the color of the
bicycle that Alapai had for only one day. When the sun came through completely,
the water became the loud oil-spill colors of mahimahi, a fish as flashy
underwater as a peacock was above (141).
The arrival and untimely death of Ivan’s stepson, attacked by a shark in Hilo Bay, bring
back first the memories, and then Ivan himself. In a helpless attempt at revenge, he has
placed a bounty on sharks, and only when Kinau has gone through a series of
disenchanting episodes can she declare the end of her love together with the end of the
futile shark hunt: Ivan has been asking her to take him hunting and fishing, and lastly up
into the Volcanoes National Park, and with each trip it has become more obvious that he
is nothing like the shark god, but “only a man” (146), just like Captain Cook, another
figure that is frequently invoked to express Kinau’s view on things:
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The most violent act James Cook could think of was to take a ship through water.
It sounded like nothing, a door opening and then closing. Yet even water has a
memory, as does skin. The bow of a boat cutting through a wave, a hand running
across a thigh. […] Anyone would play God, given the opportunity (101-3).
Ivan’s insincerity is exposed when he takes a piece of hardened lava rock from the park,
an invitation for bad luck:
Even up in Volcano, the mist was shark-colored, […] He said some of his best
memories were of us, sitting right here looking out at Kilauea. As he spoke, the
mist covered the view again and the air around us became wet and heavy. […] I
didn’t trust him. A man who stole lava, who deliberately took that kind of risk,
was asking for his life to be changed for him, rather than changing it himself. I felt
something new towards Ivan, and it was disappointment (169-70).594
The eruption of Kilauea, Pele’s anger, precedes Kinau’s anger and her termination of her
affair with her ex-husband. When in the end she goes to see where the lava is flowing into
the sea, she knows that she has always been living on precarious ground, vulnerable, on
the edge:
All I was standing on was a thin crust, while everywhere beneath me, the molten
lava was flowing faster than I could run, rushing towards the coast. […] I thought
how passion is like a leaping fish, all the wet colors flashing in the sun. We don’t
give a thought to the larger fish that is chasing it, forcing that beautiful leap. […]
Until then, where we need to be is underwater, with one eye on the beast that
keeps us moving (192).
It is the flooding of an otherwise mundane story with a host of ocean-related images that
turns Lava into a Localized meditation on life, love, and death, on finality and endurance.
In Ian MacMillan’s fiction, the ocean also is a presence to be reckoned with.
Alternately soothing and dangerous, it borders on being a character, bearing life and
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causing death. In “Brainfood,” for example, the young protagonist finds comfort and
confirmation in the ocean:
He had hated living on the other side of the island, but found that he loved living
on the windward side, because he had discovered the water, a lucky break caused
by an impulse buy of the fishing gear at a garage sale. He loved the water because
it held him inside himself. It was the one place where he felt an equilibrium, and
he wanted the same equilibrium on land too, but didn’t have it. It was as if the
dense medium of the ocean had proven to him that the thin medium of air was not
stable enough to allow him to feel in place, or simply situated comfortably.595
In “Heart,” the ocean becomes a healing agent. The narrator is asked to help an old friend
who has turned fat, sick, and unhappy to go spear fishing one last time. Instead of dying
at sea from exhaustion or drowning as he had planned, he reemerges with renewed vigor.
With every trip into the water, the two men get fitter, happier, and more energetic. They
catch fish and eat it, and they enjoy the immense power of the ocean to rejuvenate and
reward. A different picture emerges from “The Rock,” which also features a spear fisher
who
churns along using more force than he needs to because he likes to resist the
gentle and powerful motions of the water, likes to challenge its vast, soft bulk.
There is something else – it is the quick and surrealistic, silent pastel brutality of
the ocean. Perpetually amazed by it, he regards himself as a humble alien in the
last real wilderness, moving in clumsy slow motion in an environment where
survival depends on absolute attention.596
Looking for something beyond the idle shallowness that he makes his life out to be, he
heads far out, thinking: “It is not danger itself. It is something else. He has begun to think
of it as friction. Resistance. This is what he seeks in the surrealistic madness of the
ocean” (246). However, he is uneasily aware that his wanting to be a man on a quest
includes “a certain puerile and egotistical and boyish motivation” (249). Thus, he does
not learn anything from almost drowning in an underwater cave, and he will not learn
from the severe eel-bite he receives on his present trip. Having barely made it to shore
without the almost wished-for shark attack, he cherishes the blood emanating from his
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slashed hand as if it were “something valuable he has found in the ocean” (254). What
remains is merely the thrill of living when he had almost given up.
The ocean and its inhabitants can soothe the swimmer, surfer, or fisherman. But
they can just as well become agents of fatality and revenge, depending on the attitude of
the intruder. One example is Ralph Anthony Misitano’s short story “Deep Water,” in
which an old man remembers the old ways of fishing: “They were wise men who never
took more than what was needed for the one day. They knew that the bait-fish were not
there for them to waste, and as long as they showed respect the fish would always be
there.”597 Because of commercial trawlers, subsistence fishing is no longer possible, so he
accepts the “unholy work” offered by a “dark stranger,” namely to hunt sharks and deliver
their teeth, hides, and eyes. He works well, “but when he slept, his dreams were of
swirling shadows, thrusting jaws and snapping teeth” (138). And really, a “monster
shark” attacks his boat, kills him, “and as his final breath left his body Jonah cried out,
‘Father, forgive me’” (141). The biblical name surely is no coincidence here, but it is
mainly native Hawaiian concepts that are implied in the story: wasteless subsistence
fishing, respect for the animals, and the special position of the shark as not only majestic
and dangerous, but also a possible ancestral figure for a native ‘ohana.
Rodney Morales’ story “The Speed of Darkness” is a prime example of how the
ocean can function as setting, agent, and metaphor in one text. Its protagonist Nick is in
love with the ocean:
Me and the Pacific have this thing, see? And if you’ve never kissed wax while
pressed against a surfboard like a lover…if you’ve never gulped salt water or
gasped for air after being pummeled by a wave…or scraped your feet and knees
on coral…If you’ve never shrieked like a child with unconstrained delight while
on a long, sweeping wave ride…or found yourself humbled by the perfection and
stillness in motion of a tube… 598
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Stuck with his master’s thesis on “The Tao of Surfing: Physics and Metaphysics,” he
avoids getting to work and goes boogie-boarding with his mysticism-loving professor
instead. The older surf addict is of little help, reasoning “you’re out there doing research.
The ocean is your topic” (128. The student had won “Doc” over with a paper entitled
“Surfing: A Surface Trip or a Dive into the Mythic Center”).599 Out on the water, Nick
can at least escape his feeling of inadequacy, the wife and child he left after he had almost
let his toddler Kaipo drown in a swimming pool at a party: “And no matter what I did or
said in the weeks that followed, her message to me was Not good enough.”600 When he
meets another woman, beautiful and independent, his surf buddy muses about Nick’s
dilemma: “You see, we men want the ocean… we want it all…. But sometimes a
swimming pool, you know, in a certain kind of light, perhaps midnight blue, music
coming out of the stereo, glass of wine in hand, can be pretty nice” (142). Caught up
between the two women, between security and adventure, between “adulthood” (149) and
being “the eternal student” (133), and between the love for his son and his
irresponsibility, Nick reasons that “catching a gigantic wave seemed to be the only
sensible thing to do” (ibid.). Though he is afraid of the “treacherous” waves brought in by
a “tropical storm in the South Pacific” (147), he ventures out into the dangerous terrain,
getting caught in “a sweeping, swirling hurricane of a wave.” His breathless account of
the ride in (“Faster. Faster. Yeah. board…almost lose board. Hold on. Ace standing up.
On what? See no board. IloveitIloveitIloveit. I turn. 360. Whynotwhynotwhynot?
‘Whoaaaaa…’ Lose board. I’m flying. Ace flying too…fast…too fast. I land hard – ugh!
– on my back,” 151) ends in dizzy laughter. Before Nick even realizes that he has injured
his head under water,
everything was swirling, a vortex of giddiness and fear. I felt weak, as if a power
line had been cut. I sought out the calm in Kaipo’s brown eyes. And I found it
there, in the crescent moons on the edges of his irises. Then his eyes too began to
swirl, a vortex as accessible as Diana’s smile, Lemony’s green sea. Perfect tubes
silvery light” (91-2).
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unfolding, I wanted to swim toward them and ride, ride away from all the pain. I
never felt calmer; I must have smiled. Then, quick as light – at least hurricane fast
– darkness spoke as I blacked out (152).
In lieu of the bottomless thesis that is among the reasons for this death, the writer hands
in a story that is governed by the ocean in both plot and imagery.
In Chris McKinney’s novel The Tattoo, Ken dismisses any mystical approach to
the ocean:
Whenever you hear or read anything about surfing, all of this ‘soul’ and ‘zen’ crap
appears. For me, surfing is athletic. All the zen in the world won’t get you past
fifteen-foot breakers when you’re paddling out. Only skill, athleticism, and a
demented mind will get you through that. It’s a rush because of the fear factor.
When I have thousands of pounds of water nipping at my heels, longing to smash
me down into coral, I am not feeling “one with the ocean.” Instead, I’m running
away from it, not really trying to escape it, but teasing it with every cut, showing
Neptune that I’m too fast, too smart for him. I’m briefly transformed into a
modern-day Ulysses (52).
Due to their different upbringings and experiences, Ken’s lover Claudia interprets the
ocean differently: “‘It makes me feel alive, I guess. Like this is a place where nothing
back there,’ she pointed toward shore, ‘can touch me’” (117). As mentioned in the
discussion of the role of history in The Tattoo, Claudia wanted to leave for the mainland,
but Ken stalled:
For her the ocean was escape, it was a place of endless possibilities. […] The
ocean was all around me, it fenced me in. It was a fence I’d often like to climb,
and I’d do so every time I surfed or dived. But to go beyond the fence? It seemed
ridiculous. To paddle a surfboard out toward the horizon, to venture so far that I
would not be able to paddle back (162).
Ken would be lost without his “macho code” (190), to say the least. A Freudian reading
of such passages is legitimate, if only because of McKinney’s scattered references to
psychology.
In Kiana Davenport’s ‘Hawaiian’ novels, the ocean is a refuge from the
threatening world, and the space of one’s ancestors. Not surprisingly, considering the
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book’s title, in Shark Dialogues the sea is of central importance for the characters. None
of them is afraid of the water, for sharks are the family’s ‘aumakua, ancestral gods.
Throughout the generations, the women seek peace, solace, and healing in the ocean.
Grief, impending danger (as the foreseen attack on Pearl Harbor, 128), or loneliness
makes them turn makai, towards the sea. The description of Pono being transformed into
a shark after eating hallucinogenic seaweed is ambiguous enough to leave the reader to
decide whether he read about a drug trip or a real metamorphosis: First enjoying her
‘second nature,’ Pono then feels confined: “Nerves in the soles of remembered feet began
to cry for land.” Sliding “into a dream of waking,” she “looked down at her skin, and it
was gray, eerily marbling to brown, then golden, and it was rough like sandpaper, visibly
returning to petal softness. In her mouth there was blood and the taste of raw fish. […]
And, though she was in the world of humans, she was no longer wholly of that world”
(102). Also, both the family’s ancestress Kelonikoa, “stroking for her birth sands” (116),
and Pono and Duke choose their own death in the ocean (375-7).
In Song of the Exile, Keo’s passion for music is compared to his fundamental
connection with the sea, part of his home: “Some nights, […] he worked on the Steinway
till dawn. Then he walked down to the ocean. And he drank the sea he swam in,
nourished and submerged. For that quiet time, nothing mattered. He had his dream. He
had the sea. Wet peaks that soothed him, time untying him with salty hands” (15). Music
and the sea here are both carriers of wisdom, spaces in which human beings can
approximate the core of life. An almost broken Keo who lost and found his muse and
lover Sunny only to lose her again has made searching for her his purpose in life.
Returning from his ordeal as prisoner-of-war, he turns to the sea again.
Still frail and underweight, he stood thinking how, after this war, everthing would
be minor in comparison. Everything but the sea. How small humans seemed,
going up against its waves. He listened to its symphonic clashes, the slow
excursions into fugues as waves fell down exhausted, lounging into ballads. Then
preaching, bluesy ruminations of the tide receding. In that moment something in
him reached out to his broken self, that searcher looking for the perfect note, the
magic combination. The young man who had once breathed music, swam it like
an amphibian (193-4).
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In such passages, Davenport manages to fuse her thematic strands into a rounded whole,
creating images of beauty and sense. In her texts, the sea is conceived as a female force,
which reverberates with its nature in the rest of the Local texts, accounting for the
ambiguity of fear and challenge versus yearning and dependence exhibited towards its
inescapable presence.
This word ‘local’ – it is the heaviest chain, yet my key to freedom. It is a blessing with a curse, an
exclusively inclusive title. With this word I am bound to these islands, yet freed to live in them, granted a
birthright yet held to its responsibilities, a member of an elite society that includes all who love this place.
Alohi Ae’a – on her writing for the Growing Up Local anthology 601

6. Center Stage: Conclusions on Hawaii’s Location on the Literary Map
This study has constructed a thematic map, first elaborating on the cartographic tools it
then employed in describing its area of concern. Drawing on the concept of the Local, I
have expanded it to accommodate diverse yet related writings within a coherent
framework. Identifying identity as the prevalent theme of Hawaii’s contemporary
literature, I have shown that this identity is informed by history and genealogy, situated in
ethnicity, expressed in a variety of Local languages, and, most crucially, it is placespecific. Contemporary literature from Hawai’i is primarily that, from the islands. Local
place is really at the center of identity formation.
Consolidating my explorations, I argue that the other components may be
understood spatially as well: As Salman Rushdie has said, “the past is a country from
which we have all emigrated,”602 although literature is able to recreate that past, infusing
the texts with anger, advice, or wisdom. Many Local writers are nostalgic, for in the face
of ever accelerating change, previous eras such as ‘small kid time’ or pre-Pearl Harbor
601
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Hawai’i can in fact appear as pre-lapsarian spaces. Genealogy supplies a motherland,
while autobiography endows life with a coherent ‘path.’ History has ‘taken place’
somewhere. Ethnicity can signify ‘home’ in various ways. Traditions, religions, values,
and ethnic foods may provide a space to inhabit, which does not have to be the ‘melting
pot.’ Reduced to behavioral cliché or skin color, ethnicity can become a prison without
escape. One can be ‘at home’ in one’s language(s), or, as Lois-Ann Yamanaka has said,
“linguistic identity being skin and flesh to my body.”603 Thus, Pidgin can become “Like
refuge / Pu’uhonua, / from the City,”604 or can create the safe home ground of the peer
group that Locals may be.
Though literary texts are situated in the world, they do not reproduce reality. The
space of Local literature does not equal the real place Hawai’i, a cluster of islands
surrounded and cradled by the Pacific Ocean, layered with inscriptions of nature and
culture(s). Rather, Hawaii’s writers have created fictions, “imaginary homelands, Indias
of the mind.”605 However, as is the nature of literature, these fictions might very often be
“‘truer’ than the facts.”606 Local identity is imprinted with loss, and accompanied by gaps,
contradictions, and silent parts. First, literary texts can attempt to fill in, reconciliate, and
give voice, recreating a paradise of coherence and security, always in danger of glossing
over injuries and inequities. Increasingly, Local writing foregrounds the elusiveness and
ambiguity of ‘home,’ the slippage of self and other, and the insecurity of living in a
complex and non-edenic world, even in Hawai’i, the alleged ‘Paradise of the Pacific.’
However, amidst all the wariness and skepticism, there are always instances in which the
desired wholeness and harmony – “that heaven, the Hawaiki, where our hearts will find
meaning,” as Albert Wendt said607 – can be glimpsed or felt. These are as diverse as
remembrance, ethnic holidays and traditions, finding the right words, experiences of
community, a dive under water, a walk on just-hardened lava: little islands of certainty in
a sea of doubt. The late playwright John Kneubuhl once said:
One of my last missionary things – before angels come and go with me to Hell,
because I prefer the society there than in the other place – is to try to get this over
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to our young Pacific writers: that they have too much to draw on to waste their
time on bootless angers, fruitless angers. […] There is a rich, wonderful,
multicultural heritage we have now in Hawaii where democracy really works. It’s
the one shining example in the world to me where different cultures mix and work
and it works.608
In the Hawaiian Islands, traditions, cultures, beliefs, and perceptions clash, not just
between ethnicities, but also between generations, classes, and genders. This has entailed
friction, inequality, division. At the same time, there has always been a strong sense of
community, reciprocity, and peer grouping. In recent decades, though anger and
frustration still have their place, in writing as in daily interaction, fusion, blending,
mongrelization, and hybridity have been on the rise. It is a blessing to be hapa of some
kind, to live, cook, pray, or socialize hapa, think hapa, and stick together in a common
concern: to preserve the Local, live aloha, fight levelization and the Disneyland quality
that mass tourism has been fostering. Facing the possibility of legalized gambling in the
Islands, Honolulu Advertiser writer Jerry Burris asks:
What kind of a visitor destination do we wish to be? Disney and Las Vegas (even
without gambling) have redefined what it means to be a tourist destination. They
are the products of imagination and fantasy, not reality. While a fair amount of
myth-making went into the building of Hawai’i’s reputation, it is built on reality:
The reality of a natural environment that is second-to-none and a cultural
experience that is ours alone.609
Finally, from a perspective of literary scholarship, one can argue with Candace Fujikane:
“The peculiar crisis of Hawaii, where multiple anticolonial nationalisms compete with
and engage one another, offers us the opportunity to complicate and extend postcolonial
theories that focus solely on a binary relationship between imperial nation and
anticolonial nationalism.”610
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golden rules of English?
conspiracies of languages?
memories unwanted
works are left unknown
if what’s to be spoken
needs to be written
sabotage the language
ignore the golden rules
guerrilla writer
barbarize the rules
Richard Hamasaki – “Guerrilla Writers”611

7. Outlook: Future Tasks
During the work on this thesis, I encountered the same questions over and over: Is there
such a thing as literature from Hawai’i at all? Who are the authors, what is it about? I
hope to have provided some answers. As this study has tried to survey the situatedness,
development, and direction of contemporary literature from Hawai’i, it closes with the
hope that more detailed work on any of the aspects discussed will follow. The
comparison with Caribbean, South Pacific, and Asian American literatures and cultures
could lead to a closer comparative analysis of single writers or texts. Some modes of
creative expression have been mentioned only in passing. For example, contemporary
Local music and its relation to indigenous orality deserve particular attention. Island
popular music styles such as ‘Jawaiian,’ the Local mix of reggae with Hawaiian tunes,
provide fascinating material for analysis. The role of orality in drama and poetry could be
investigated further. Contemporary Local drama merits closer scrutiny, as the 2002 Ph.D.
dissertation The Development of Hawaii’s Kumu Kahua Theatre and its Core Repertory:
The ‘Local’ Plays of Sakamoto, Lum and Kneubuhl by Justina Mattos (UH Manoa,
Drama Department) indicates. While there have been several books on the host of films
about Hawai’i, the few films as yet made by Locals in Hawai’i (such as Kayo Hatta’s
1994 black-and-white sugar plantation story Picture Bride, starring Toshiro Mifune)
deserve critical attention. I have largely left out questions of gender and emancipation,
611
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though in a Local (Asian/native) context it would be a fascinating focus that could supply
enough material to create another thesis.
Another interesting area of study could be the analysis of recent, sensitive and
informed outside representations of Hawai’i. An example would be Allegra Goodman’s
novel Paradise Park. In this exuberant spiritual bildungsroman, the heroine perceives the
Islands first from a touristic, if idiosyncratic, perspective:
In the airport there was slack key guitar music and such strong sweet scent of
flowers I thought at first that everyone was smoking weed. […] I couldn’t get over
it. The greens were so green, the blue sky so blue. The leaves, the clouds, even the
mock orange bushes. It was like everything on that island had just come out of the
wash; it was like the trees were hanging out to dry. I just wanted to ride around all
day.612
Soon, however, she realizes the perversity of this voyeuristic position, seeing “that the
place wasn’t real to haoles at all. It was another Disneyland, as far as they were
concerned, and not an actual Land that belonged to a People” (48). For a while she
believes to have found her kind of “Eden” on a marijuana plantation in the fecund jungle
of Moloka’i (chapter 5), but reality draws her back into “Civilization” (chapter 6), where
a visit to the Paradise Park bird zoo sets her musing:
They lived in their giant aviaries in total harmony – since all their basic needs
were taken care of. But if the structure is imposed from the outside, how can a
place be a true utopia? A real paradise, that would have to come from inside the
birds themselves; that would come from their own hearts. A real paradise, that
would mean undergoing a paradigm shift in your very soul. And how can you
even begin to have a breakthrough when your forest canopy is all you have, and
you can never rise above it, due to the roof of your glorified cage? (75).
The bird is Goodman’s leitmotif, flying and singing the goals of her heroine. Texts like
Paradise Park attempt to benefit from the metaphors and ideas offered by Hawai’i
without the thoughtless or deliberate stereotyping and exploitation practiced by earlier
visiting writers. Perhaps we as readers and critics should take our cue from such an
approach. In more general terms, I wish for increased attention to and study of writing
612
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from Hawai’i. The literature I have been dealing with deserves to be taken seriously, on
its own terms, and to be read, for pleasure or insight.
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Appendix I: Hawaiian History in Dates
4th-5th century A. D.: The earliest settlers, possibly from the Marquesas Islands, begin
arriving.
1778: Captain James Cook sights O‘ahu, Kaua‘i, and Ni‘ihau. Cook names his discovery
the Sandwich Islands in honor of his patron, the Earl of Sandwich. Pre-contact population
estimated at close to one million.
1779: Cook and his ships arrive at Kealakekua Bay on the Big Island. Cook and four of
his marines are killed on shore by the Hawaiians.
1782-1810: Kamehameha I, a Big Island chief, conquers Maui, Lana’i, Moloka’i, and
O’ahu. Lastly, Kaua’i is ceded by its chief. The Hawaiian Islands are unified under a
single leader. By 1802, indigenous population is estimated to have decreased by half.
1816: Otto von Kotzebue, Captain with the Russian navy, visits Hawai’i.
1819: Kamehameha I dies. His son Liholiho is proclaimed Kamehameha II.
Louis de Freycinet, French, visits Hawai’i. The first whaleships arrive in Hawaiian
waters. Kamehameha II and his advisors order the destruction of heiaus (temples) and
proclaim an end to the kapu system, thus overthrowing the traditional Hawaiian religion.
The king’s wives had urged him to break the taboo of gender-separated eating, thus
enhancing the status of women.
1820: The first protestant missionaries from Boston arrive at Kailua, Hawai’i. At the
urging of the missionaries, hula dancing, surfing, and kite flying are forbidden.
1823: Keopuolani, the queen mother, receives a Christian baptism (the first Hawaiian to
be so baptized) on her deathbed. Kamehameha II and Queen Kamamalu sail for England;
both contract measles and die in London.
1824: High Chiefess Queen Kapiolani visits the volcano Kilauea and defies its goddess
Pele by descending into the crater. Kauikea’ouli, Liholiho’s younger brother, is
proclaimed king as Kamehameha III, under the regency of queen dowager Ka’ahumanu.
1825: The first sugar and coffee plantations are started in Manoa Valley, Honolulu.
1826: The first American warship visits Honolulu.
1827: Catholic missionaries arrive in Hawai’i.
1830: Mexican and California cowboys arrive on the Big Island to teach Hawaiians the
cattle business.
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1834: The first newspaper in the Hawaiian language, Ka Lama Hawaii, is run off the
Lahainaluna Seminary press (missionary school).
1836: Hawaii’s first English-language newspaper, the Sandwich Island Gazette, is
published in Honolulu. A treaty is negotiated between Great Britain and the Sandwich
Islands.
1837: The first public streets are laid out in Honolulu.
1839: Printing of the first edition of the Hawaiian Bible. Kamehameha III proclaims a
Declaration of Religious Rights.
1840: U.S. Exploring Expedition, with Commodore Charles Wilkes arrives in Hawai’i.
Kamehameha III proclaims the first constitution of Hawai’i.
1842: The United States recognizes the Kingdom of Hawai’i, proclaiming that no power
should seek exclusive privilege in, or take possession of Hawai’i.
1843: Lord George Paulet demands provisional cession of Hawai’i to Great Britain.
Admiral Richard Thomas rescinds the cession under Paulet and restores sovereignty to
the Islands. Kamehameha III, in his restoration day speech, recites a phrase that is to
become Hawai’i's national motto: Ua mau ke ea o ka aina i ka pono (“The Life of the
Land is Perpetuated in Righteousness”). England and France recognize the independence
of the Sandwich Islands.
1846: Whaleship visits to Hawai’i peak with 596 arrivals. Over two thirds anchor off
Lahaina, Maui.
1848: The ‘Great Mahele’ (land division) is conducted. A communal and collective usage
of the land, stewarded by the ruling ali’i class, is replaced by fee simple land tenure. An
epidemic of measles, whooping cough, and influenza takes the lives of about 10,000
people. Most of the victims are native Hawaiians. The twelfth (and last) company of
American Congregationalist missionaries arrives.
1850: The legislature authorizes contract labor system to recruit foreign workers for
Hawaii’s plantations. The first permanent Mormon missionaries to Hawai’i arrive.
1852: Chinese contract laborers arrive.
1853: A smallpox epidemic lasts eight months and takes 5,000–6,000 lives. Hawaiian
population is reduced to 72,000.
1854: Kamehameha III dies and is succeeded by Alexander Liholiho, Kamehameha IV.
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1863: Kamehameha IV dies and is succeeded by Lot Kamehameha, his older brother, who
becomes Kamehameha V.
1864: Kamehameha V decrees a new constitution that is meant to strengthen his rule.
1866: The first leprosy patients are taken to Kalawa’o, Moloka’i, on the Kalaupapa
Peninsula.
1868: The first Japanese contract laborers arrive.
1872: Kamehameha V dies.
1873: William Lunalilo, nicknamed “Whiskey Bill,” is elected king by the legislature
after sweeping a plebiscite. The Catholic priest Father Damien de Veuster from Belgium
arrives at Kalaupapa to care for the leprosy patients.
1874: King Lunalilo dies. David Kalakaua is elected king by the legislature.
Restoration of hula and other traditional cultural practices. King Kalakaua and his party
depart for San Francisco for a goodwill tour of the United States.
1875: A reciprocity treaty is finally signed, allowing sugar and other Hawaiian products
to enter the United States duty free.
1878: Portuguese contract laborers arrive.
1879: On Maui, the Kahului-Wailuku Railroad, running from Kahului to Paia, is opened.
This is the first common rail carrier in Hawai’i.
1880: An eruption of Mauna Loa threatens Hilo. Princess Ruth Ke’elikolani asks the gods
to spare the town and the lava flow stops.
1883: King Kalakaua and his queen, Kapiolani, hold a coronation ceremony in front of
the recently completed Iolani Palace. A statue of Kamehameha I is unveiled.
1887: After several corruption and misappropriation scandals, King Kalakaua is forced by
the Hawaiian League, a political organization of haole businessmen, to sign the ‘bayonet
constitution,’ agreeing to “reign, not rule.”
1889: Robert Wilcox leads an unsuccessful revolt against the reform government. Father
Damien dies of leprosy.
1890: Kalakaua goes to Washington to confer about the McKinley Bill, which removed
the tariff on all raw sugar imported to the U.S., undercutting reciprocity treaties with
Hawai’i.
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1891: Kalakaua dies in San Francisco and his body is brought back to Hawai’i. His sister
Lili’uokalani is proclaimed queen. Economic depression due to the McKinley Tariff Bill
leads to renewed calls for annexation from the sugar growers.
1893: Queen Lili’uokalani is deposed; a provisional government is established under
Sanford B. Dole.
1894: The Republic of Hawaii is established. Sanford B. Dole becomes president of the
republic.
1895: Robert Wilcox fails in his attempt to lead a revolt to restore the monarchy.
Lili’uokalani abdicates the throne and is forced to pledge allegiance to the republic.
1898: Spain declares war against the United States. Troops are temporarily stationed near
Diamond Head. President McKinley signs a joint resolution of Congress that annexes
Hawai’i to the United States.
1900: A fire intended to purify Honolulu’s Chinatown of the epidemic of bubonic plague
flames out of control and destroys 38 acres. Thousands lose their homes and businesses.
President McKinley signs the Organic Act, and the Territory of Hawai’i is inaugurated.
1907: Fort Shafter, headquarters for the army, becomes the first permanent military post
in the territory. The College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts (today the University of
Hawai’i) begins with twelve faculty members and five students.
1912: Duke Kahanamoku wins a gold medal in the 100-meter swim at the Olympic
Games in Stockholm, Sweden.
1913: The Library of Hawai’i, the first public library in Hawai’i, opens in downtown
Honolulu.
1917: Former Queen Lili’uokalani dies, and a state funeral is held.
1919: Pearl Harbor drydock is formally dedicated.
1920: At the urging of State Representative Prince Jonah Kalanianaole Kuhio, last titular
prince of the monarchy, Congress establishes the Hawaiian Homes Commission which
sets aside public lands for “people of Hawaiian blood to again get possession of land in
Hawai’i.”
1921: Reclamation of Waikiki swamplands begins.
1922: Prince Kuhio dies at Waikiki. Washington Place, former home of Queen
Lili’uokalani, opens as the official residence of Hawai’i’s governors.
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1924: The U.S. Congress passes Hawaii’s ‘Bill of Rights,’ which asked for higher
appropriations of federal funds. Pablo Manlapit leads an eight-month strike of plantation
workers on Kaua’i.
1927: The first successful nonstop air flight from the mainland (Oakland) to Hawai’i
(Wheeler Field) is flown by two U.S. Army officers in a tri-motored Fokker monoplane
named “Bird of Paradise.”
1935: Pan American Airways Clipper flies from Alameda, California, to Honolulu.
1941: Japanese planes attack the U.S. Pacific Fleet at Pearl Harbor on December 7.
The U.S.S. Arizona and other ships are sunk. More than 2,500 lives are lost. The
appointed military governor of Hawai’i declares martial law.
1944: Martial law in Hawai’i is ended.
1946: Following a submarine earthquake in the Aleutian Islands, three tsunamis (large
tidal waves) hit the windward shores of the Hawaiian Islands. Hilo suffers the worst
damage and 159 lives are lost.
1949: Jack Hall leads a six-month strike by the International Longshoreman’s and
Warehouseman’s Union.
1950: The House Committee on Un-American Activities convenes to conduct hearings
on Communist influence in Hawaii’s labor organizations.
1953: Jack Hall and six codefendents are convicted under the anti-Communist Smith Act.
President Eisenhower signs an executive order giving the U.S. navy exclusive rights on
Kaho’olawe Island, used as a bombing range since World War II.
1959: Alaska is officially proclaimed the Forty-ninth State. After several unsuccessful
attempts (since 1944), statehood for Hawai’i is approved by the U.S. Senate and House.
In the Statehood Act, Sections 4 and 5(f) have been construed to make native Hawaiians
wards of the State of Hawai’i.
1960: Tsunami waves hit the Big Island and 61 lives are lost. The fiftieth star is added to
the U.S. flag on July 4.
1967: Hawai’i attracts one million tourists in a single year.
1969: The Civil Aeronautics Board awards seven airlines domestic routes from Hawai’i
to 35 cities on the mainland.
1972: Hawai’i attracts two million tourists.
1974: George Ariyoshi, the country’s first governor of Japanese ancestry, is elected.
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1976: Hokule'a (“Star of Gladness”), a traditional double-hulled voyaging canoe sails
from Hawai’i to Tahiti in a month’s time. The voyage is meant to symbolize a cultural
renaissance in the Hawaiian Islands and recalls ancient canoe contact between the two
Polynesian groups.
1979: Hawai’i attracts four million visitors during the year.
1982: Hurricane Iwa strikes Kaua‘i causing an estimated $234 million in damages.
1983: The volcano Kilauea on the Big Island erupts and has been continuously erupting
ever since.
1986: John Waihe’e becomes the first elected state governor of Hawaiian ancestry.
1987: A department of Hawaiian Studies is established at the University of Hawai’i.
1990: A statue of Duke Kahanamoku is erected at Kuhio Beach in Waikiki.
1992: Hurricane Iniki causes massive devastation on Kaua‘i. It is the most destructive
storm to hit Hawai’i in historic times. Dole Foods Co. closes down Lana’i Plantation.
Voyaging canoe Hokule‘a returns from a 5,500 mile-long voyage, including a first-time
voyage to Rarotonga.
1993: 100th anniversary of the overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom. Rev. Paul Sherry,
president of the United Church of Christ of the United States, formally apologizes to
native Hawaiians for the church’s role in the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy. The
United States Senate apologizes to Hawaiians for the illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian
Kingdom in 1893. President Clinton signs a Congressional Resolution acknowledging the
illegality of the overthrow. A statue of the controversial Robert William Kalanihiapo
Wilcox is unveiled in Wilcox Park in Downtown Honolulu.
1994: The first regularly scheduled Hawaiian-language news broadcast is presented on
public radio. The radioactively damaged island of Kaho‘olawe is returned by the federal
government to the State of Hawai‘i.
1998: About 6.5 million tourists visit Hawai’i.
Appendix II: Island Maps
The following maps are copied from Sonia P. Juvik/James O. Juvik (eds.), Atlas of
Hawai’i, Honolulu 1998: xiii, and Robert Wallace (ed.), Hawaii, Amsterdam 1996:
frontispiece.

